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Chapter 1: Delimiting pluractionality

1.1. Introduction

Terms like ‘singular’ and ‘plural’ are normally used in connection with the category of number in the nominal domain. It is intuitively very clear what the singular (a) dog means, as opposed to the plural dogs. On the other hand, the notion of ‘plural verbs’ seems to be much less transparent. In spite of that, plural or ‘pluractional’ verbs are more than common in the languages of the world and they fully deserve the growing attention in the literature. Examples from several languages are given below:

(1)  
  a. Wa’kenatahrónnion’  
      wa’-k-nata-hr-onnion’  
      FACTUAL-1SG.AGENT-visit-ANDATIVE-DISTRIBUTIVE.PRF  
      ‘I went visiting here and there’  
  b. X-in-ru-chap-acha’  
      CP-A1s-E3s-touch-PLRC  
      ‘He touched me repeatedly’  
  c. ?inanta-sí? ?ana ?i=ɔom-t-i  
      girl-DEF.M/F me 3=bite[PL]-3.SG.F-PF  
      ‘The girl bit me in many places.’  
  d. Yárân sun rur-rùudee  
      children.the 3PL.PF RED-be.confused  
      ‘The children are (all) very confused’

---

1 I adopt the following conventions for example sentences and word forms. The language of the example is given in square brackets. A list of languages discussed in this thesis, including the information on the genus and family they belong to, is given on page xvi. The source of the example is indicated in a footnote. If the square brackets are not followed by a footnote reference, the example is my own. The form of the example sentences taken from the literature is generally preserved (with minor exceptions such as capitalizing the beginnings of the sentences, replacing capitals in glosses by small caps etc.). However, emphasis in the form of underlined or bold text is removed. If the examples do contain emphasis, the emphasis is my own. If other changes to the examples have been made, this is indicated in the footnote associated with the example. Abbreviations used in examples taken from the literature, if not completely transparent, are given in their respective footnotes, unless they are not provided by the author. The list of abbreviations used in the glosses of my own examples is given on page xviii. In case the translation of an example is not sufficient and additional comments are required, they are added in a fourth line, introduced by ‘N.B.’.
4 Onguye Oda (2010).
What all these examples have in common is the fact that they refer to events that are plural in some sense. Sentence (1a) refers to a plural event of visiting different people in different places; (1b) describes a situation involving repeated touching. Example (1c) involves many bites. Sentence (1d) refers to different events (states) of being confused as experienced by different children. In example (1e), several events of assuming a standing position, each by a different person, are described.

The observation that verbs like those given in (1) above refer to situations involving multiplicity of events is reflected in the way Lasersohn (1995:240) characterizes pluractional verbs, summarizing descriptive work of many linguists: “The basic idea, I think, is clear; pluractional markers attach to the verb to indicate a multiplicity of actions, whether involving multiple participants, times, or locations”. Thus, pluractionality is not a kind of agreement. It is often stressed in the literature that even though the use of a pluractional form might convey information about the number of individuals involved in the event, pluractionality is essentially about the events themselves being plural.

From the geographical or typological point of view, pluractionality is widespread. In fact, its virtual absence in European languages looks rather like an exception than the rule. Pluractional verbs are found in many languages of the world: they are very common in American languages, all four major families of Africa (Afroasiatic, Niger-Congo, Nilo-Saharan, Khoisan), but they are also found in various languages of Asia (e.g. Paleoasiatic, Austronesian, Papuan) and Australia (cf. Corbett 2000 and the references therein). As for the formal means used to express pluractionality, reduplication, other affixation and stem alternation seem to be the most common (cf. Wood 2007). Moreover, it is generally agreed that pluractional marking is derivational by nature, rather than inflectional. This is in contrast to number marking in the nominal domain, at least as we know it from languages like English (cf. esp. Mithun 1988).

The term ‘pluractional verbs’ was introduced in Newman (1980) and is now widely used. Newman coined the term as a replacement for the older term ‘intensive verbs’, used by most Chadicists at that time, and as a better alternative to the term ‘plural verbs’, which is problematic because it might be misunderstood as referring to plural agreement. Newman did not consider the term ‘intensive verbs’ adequate because, as he puts it, “the essential semantic component of these forms [is] plurality and not intensification” (Newman 2000:423). In his definition, pluractional verbs “indicate multiple, iterative, frequentative, distributive, or extensive action” (Newman 2000:423). Newman was not the first one to recognize the plural semantics of these verbs, however: he himself

---

6 See Durie (1986:357-62) and Corbett (2000:252-7) for the diagnostics for verbal number, as opposed to number agreement marked on the verb.
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mentions works as old as Westermann (1911). An important early work discussing verbal plurality in general is Dressler (1968). For an extensive overview of the pluractional concept as well as the history of the term see Newman (to appear). Other works that offer a cross-linguistic survey of pluractionality include Wood (2007) and Cabredo Hofherr (2010).

The present thesis belongs to the line of research that focuses on the semantics of pluractionality. In particular, I will provide an analysis of the meaning of pluractional verbs in Hausa (Chadic). Hausa will become the focus of the discussion only in Chapter 2 and 3. Chapter 1 is devoted to a general discussion of pluractionality: its purpose is to delimit pluractionality and discuss possible approaches to it. Before delving deep into the intricacies of the phenomenon, however, a working definition of pluractionality will be given. The purpose of this definition is not to cover all possible cases of pluractionals. Rather, it represents what I consider to be typical properties of pluractional verbs.

(2) Typical properties of pluractionals
- form: morphological marking
- meaning: (a) basic meaning – plurality of events:
  temporal readings
  participant readings
(b) additional meanings:
  large number of events
  high individuation/ diversification
  intensification (and other degree-like effects)

A typical pluractional has the plurality encoded in the form of the verb. The typical meaning contribution can be described as consisting of two parts. The first part is the basic meaning of pluractionality, which is event plurality. Event plurality can be manifested in more than one way. It seems to be characteristic for pluractionals that they can be interpreted as referring either to iterated events (temporal readings; cf. (1b)), or events distributed to different participants (participant readings; cf. (1e)). Even though the ability to express both temporal and participant-based readings is not a necessary feature of pluractionals, I will suggest below that at least some of the markers labeled as pluractional in the literature that give rise exclusively to temporal readings should be analyzed as aspectual. Similarly, a subset of the participant-based cases will be argued to represent a different phenomenon.8

---

7 Spatial readings (the plural events are distributed over different locations) could be either considered a subtype of participant readings or they could represent a third type of readings. It is not important at this point which way of dealing with spatial cases is more adequate. What is important at this point is that whether spatial readings are separate or not, a typical pluractional is not restricted to one way of expressing event plurality. Rather, it can be used for all these different meanings.
8 A fuller discussion of spatial readings – for Hausa only – will be given in Chapter 3.
9 The issue will be discussed in section 1.6.1.
In addition to event plurality, pluractionals often express various additional meanings. Most often, these additional meanings are ‘large number’ and ‘high individuation’/‘diversification’. This means that pluractionals typically refer to events that are many, rather than simply plural, and differentiated (cf. (1a)). Another possible additional meaning – less common, however – is intensification (cf. (1d)).9

The term ‘plurational’ has also been used to describe cases that do not fit the characterization given above. One of the main goals of this chapter is to explore to what extent the notion of pluractionality can be extended without losing its content. This is particularly important in connection with the relatively large number of recent proposals that analyze phenomena that would traditionally be considered aspectual as pluractional in nature. However, the relation between aspect and pluractionality is not the only area where it is necessary to be careful about where the boundaries are drawn. Before a more adequate definition of pluractionality can be proposed, more research is also needed to determine, for example, which properties of pluractionals are defining and which are only typical. The present thesis cannot answer all possible questions related to how pluractionality should be delimited. Nevertheless, I will argue for a specific position in some of the issues and, in general, I will defend a rather restricted use of the term ‘plurational’.

In the rest of this introduction, I will briefly discuss several issues. They all have to do with how pluractionality should be delimited. First, I will elaborate somewhat on the relation between pluractionality and aspect and pluractionality and gradability since some of the meaning effects associated with the use of pluractionals could be attributed to these other phenomena as well. Iterativity, for example, traditionally belongs to the domain of aspect. Intensification, on the other hand, is more naturally understood as having to do with gradability, rather than (event) plurality.10 In relation to that, I will also briefly discuss reduplication as a way of marking plurality, aspectual categories and intensification alike and as such representing a natural connection between these notions. Finally, I will discuss a possible strategy that can be used in determining what should be included in pluractionality and what represents a different phenomenon.

Starting with the connection between pluractionality, aspect and degree, I have stated that the basic meaning of pluractionality is event plurality. However, when looking more closely at the various cases labeled as ‘plurational’ in the literature, one often encounters examples that could in principle be found in the literature on aspect or gradability. For instance, the habitual and iterative interpretations in (3a-b) would traditionally belong to the realm of aspect:

---

9 In some cases the degree effect seems to be the opposite: detensification. Cf. section 1.4.
10 The relation between pluractionality and aspect, and pluractionality and degree will be discussed in detail in sections 1.3. and 1.4.
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(3)  a. kgrtk-  krtk-  [Yurok]11
    ‘to fish habitually/ repeatedly’  ‘to fish for trout’

  b. hîhindâ  hindâ  [Ngamo]12
    ‘he stood up repeatedly’  ‘he stood up’

Similarly, one can find examples of pluractional verbs where the event seems to be intensified, as in the following example:

(4)  Ku  k’-uuk  skuuwoksi’m  ku  pekoyoh  [Yurok]13
    ART  2SG-child  like  ITR  SG  ART  red
    ‘Your kids really like the candy (red licorice)’

Put in a non-pluractional context, this example could be taken to illustrate gradability in the verbal domain.

Notice that the boundaries between the three phenomena can be blurred not only in languages that are claimed to have pluractionals. The English example in (5) illustrates how a single expression can give rise to different interpretations that, when considered separately, could be potentially analyzed as plurality (5a), aspect (5b) and gradability (5c):

(5)  a. a lot of furniture  ~ many pieces

  b. to go to the cinema a lot  ~ frequently

  c. to appreciate a lot  ~ intensively

The same degree expression a lot can give rise to different meaning effects depending on the type of predicate it combines with (cf. Doetjes 1997, 2004, 2007; Abeillé, Doetjes, Molendijk & de Swart 2004).14 Example (5a) has an interpretation involving a large number of pieces of furniture (a plural-like effect). In example (5b), a lot seems to be contributing the meaning of high frequency, which resembles aspect. Finally, example (5c) illustrates the ability of a lot to bring about intensification with the right type of predicate. Looking at cases like these separately might create the wrong impression of what the underlying phenomenon is in each particular case. The examples in (5) thus illustrate that the boundaries between plurality, aspect and gradability might in some cases be less clear and separating these phenomena requires caution.

In addition to the existence of (presumably unambiguous) expressions like a lot, where the actual meaning effect depends on the nature of the modified predicate, there is a formal means that is used to express a number of often related but separate meanings:

---

12 Newman (to appear, referring to Schuh, p.c.).
14 The basic idea is that degree expressions like a lot require the presence of a scale and the predicates in (5) each introduce a different type of scale. The resulting interpretation then depends on the type of scale associated with the given predicate.
Reduplication is very common in the languages of the world. It is also one of the most common means of deriving pluractionals. From the examples below, it can be seen that reduplication can be used to express plurality ((6a-b), (6e)), aspectual notions (6f-g) and meanings connected to gradability ((6c-d), (6h-i)) alike. Note that it applies to many different lexical categories.

(6) nouns
   a. amimigo ‘friends’
      amigo ‘friend’
   b. na-lulukmeg ‘fat.distr’
      na-lukmeg ‘fat’
   c. nikkaa nikkaa ‘very small’
      nikkaa ‘small’
   d. yelo-yelo ‘yellowish’
      yelo ‘yellow’

adjectives
   e. naglulukmeg ‘fat’
   f. nikka ‘very small’
      nikka ‘small’
   g. yelo ‘yellow’

verbs
   h. sseni ‘sleep, pl actor’
      seni ‘sleep, sg actor’
   i. dewduddag ‘repeatedly fall off’
      duddag ‘fall off’
   j. mangi-mangi ‘keep running’
      mangi ‘run’
   k. kyére-kyére ‘desire intensely’
      kyére ‘desire’
   l. lon-lon ‘be kind of running’
      lon ‘to run’

Thus, on the one hand, the fact that plurality, various aspectual and degree-like meanings can all be expressed by reduplication can be taken as support for the idea that the links between these notions are very natural. On the other hand, the fact that reduplication can have all these uses might also explain why certain meaning effects are sometimes put together despite the fact that they represent separate meanings.

In the paragraphs above I have given some indication as to how and why the boundaries between pluractionality and other phenomena are often unclear. Below I suggest a

---

15 Naturally, there are different types of reduplication. However, for reasons of space I cannot discuss any finer distinctions here. For an overview of the various types and meanings of reduplication, see e.g. Moravcsik (1978), Niepokuc (1997), Regier (1998), Rubino (2005).
16 All examples, except for (d) and (i), are from Rubino (2005). Examples (d) and (i) are from Kouwenberg & LaCharité (2003). Berbice D. Cr. – Berbice Dutch Creole.
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strategy that can be used in determining whether a marker is or is not pluractional. In particular, I will suggest that looking at languages that have a single marker for all pluractional uses is of special importance. The reasons are the following. First, if a language has a marker that can be used to express several different ‘meanings’, e.g. iterative and participant-based readings, it is quite safe to conclude that it is a genuine pluractional marker. This is true both in cases in which the given marker is the only pluractional marker of the language and in cases in which the language has other pluractional markers as well. The second reason why studying these ‘general’ plurational markers is of special importance is a consequence of the first one: they can be used to restrict the range of possible plurational meanings. This information can then be used when evaluating markers that express more specialized meanings. In particular, I suggest that only those markers could potentially be considered plurational that express meanings which are also reported as possible meanings of at least some of these ‘general’ plurational markers. This can be illustrated on durative interpretations. Consider the following description from Newman’s discussion of plurationality in various Chadic languages (Newman 1991:55):

“Daba [...] has two different constructions of a plurational nature. It has a reduplicated “iterative” construction that marks action repeated or extended over a period of time, and it has a suffixed “durative” construction which is used for “une action qui a déjà commencé et qui va continuer” [an action that has started and that will continue] (Lienhard & Wiesemann 1986:46).”

Durative readings are not in any obvious sense plural. Yet they are sometimes reported as possible meanings of plurational. I suggest that when deciding whether durative interpretations are possible pluratical interpretations, what should be looked at is whether there is a language whose general plurational marker has also a durative reading. If there is no such marker, then there is no reason to assume that a marker that is used exclusively to express durativity is plurational, rather than aspectual.17

From the perspective of what has just been said, Hausa is an ideal language to study since it has a single (reduplicative) plurational marker for all plurational ‘meanings’.18 Apart from Hausa, another language with a single plurational formation for all uses is Chechen. In Chechen, plurational verbs are formed by ablaut and receive different interpretations depending on the type of the verb stem (Yu 2003). Klamath also has a reduplicative marker that, according to Lasersohn (1995, relying on the description in

---

17 One such case (Chechen) will be considered in section 1.3.

18 Strictly speaking, there is more than one way to derive the pluratical form: either by means of a reduplicative CVC/-CVG- prefix, or by infixing a reduplicative -CVC- in the penultimate position. Nevertheless, the latter is an archaic formation, used only with a limited set of verbs (which also allow for the more productive formation). Moreover, its use and meaning do not seem to differ in any way from the productive prefixal formation (unless lexicalized with a specific meaning; for more discussion of the pluratical formation see 2.2.7.).
Barker 1964), can have temporal as well as participant-based and, apparently, spatial readings. Unlike Hausa and Chechen, however, Klamath is reported to have a number of other pluractional markers.

Languages that have a number of specialized pluractional markers are naturally very important to study as well. Their importance lies e.g. in providing support for various distinctions made within pluractionality. There are languages that are reported to have two or three pluractional markers (Bole, Yurok), but some have been claimed to have up to nine different markers of pluractionality (Cuzco Quechua, Itonama). The general strategy that should be adopted when a language has a number of highly specialized potentially pluractional markers is to examine each marker carefully to exclude the possibility that some of them represent different phenomena in fact.

This thesis is divided into three chapters. Chapter 1, investigates plurationality in its various aspects with the goal of delimiting the phenomenon with respect to related phenomena. Several theoretical accounts of pluractionality are presented. Chapter 2 presents the Hausa plurational data. Chapter 3, the main chapter of the thesis, presents my analysis of pluractionality in Hausa.

In this chapter, the phenomenon of plurationality and its various aspects will be examined step by step. As already mentioned, the main goal of this thesis is to offer a detailed analysis of Hausa plurationalons. The present chapter will prepare the ground for such an endeavor by delimiting the phenomenon and making it clear what the issues are that need to be addressed whenever an in-depth investigation of the semantics of plurational verbs is attempted. Nevertheless, this chapter can also be read independently of the rest of the thesis as a hopefully useful, even though necessarily subjective, guide into the intricacies of the phenomenon of plurationality.

19 Cf. the discussion in section 1.6.
20 Bole, has three different ways of marking plurationality (gemination, infixation and reduplication: the first two are used exclusively for distributive readings, the last one can also be used to express repetition; Schuh & Gimba in preparation). Yurok also has more than one affix that can be considered plurational. According to Wood & Garrett (2002) and Wood (2007) there are two plurational markers in the language, the so-called ‘iterative’ (‘intensive’ in Wood & Garrett 2002) and ‘repetitive’, which contribute different meanings. (In addition, the form that Wood calls ‘collective’ could probably be considered plurational too; cf. the discussion in section 1.5.2.)
21 Faller (2008, drawing heavily from Cusihaumanan 2001) claims that Cuzco Quechua has a number of distinct plurational markers. Faller (2008) gives a list of nine plurational markers. It is not entirely clear from the list and the labels and translations given there that all the markers should be considered plurational (some of the affixes might also be misanalyzed; W. Adelaar, p.c.). Itonama has also been claimed to have a number of ways of marking plurationality. Crevels (2006) gives a table containing seven (?) plurational markers. The differences in their use are not completely clear from the table or the examples given. In addition, one of the markers given seems to contain one of the other ones. Moreover, some of the markers can combine within a single verb. Clearly, the situation is very complex in Itonama and would require more research. Unfortunately, it will probably not be possible to study this interesting language in more depth as there were only a few native speakers left at the time the paper was written.
The discussion will begin by addressing the obvious question of the relation between verbal number and nominal number (section 1.2.). Sections 1.3. and 1.4. will be dedicated to the complicated task of teasing apart aspect, plurality and degree. Section 1.5. contains a discussion of the use of the terms ‘distributive’ and ‘collective’, both of which are frequently used in connection with pluractionality. Section 1.6. will deal with two distinctions that are often made within pluractionality: the opposition between event number and participant number, and the distinction between event-external and event-internal plurality. Section 1.7. will be devoted to a discussion of how broad the notion of pluractionality should be, as the literature has lately witnessed an explosion of the use of the term. Four theoretical accounts of pluractionality are presented in section 1.8. Section 1.9. concludes the chapter.

1.2. Relation to nominal number

The mere existence of verbal plurality next to nominal plurality brings about certain questions. Is it necessary to talk about verbal number separately from nominal number? Are the facts in the two domains different to such an extent that they require a separate treatment? Or should the notion of plurality be generalized so that it fits both nouns and verbs? In the present section, I will argue that the same distinctions can often be found with both nouns and verbs but verbal plurality is still better treated as a separate phenomenon. One of the reasons is that verbal plurality has certain properties that seem to be more typical for the verbal domain than for the nominal domain. Another reason is that the complexity of the facts is higher in the case of verbs due to the nature of events as semantic objects. Note, however, that while this type of approach will allow a better understanding of the specifics of verbal plurality, the importance of generalizing the notion of number across domains remains.

There exists a large literature on parallels between the nominal and verbal domains. In particular, the mass/ count distinction in nouns is often compared to the unbounded/bounded distinction in verbal predicates. In other words, number in nouns is compared to aspect in verbs (e.g. Mourelatos 1978, Bach 1986, Krifka 1989, 1992). In this section, I will not discuss parallels of this type, however. The relation between plurality and aspect will be discussed in section 1.3. The present section focuses on comparing the types of distinctions that can be found in the category of number in the two domains, with the goal of determining to what extent the number systems in the two domains are comparable.

---

22 The analysis of Hausa pluractionality given in Chapter 3 will in fact make the connection between verbal and nominal plurality rather transparent.

23 According to Krifka (1992), the similarity between nominal and verbal distinctions was observed already by Leisi (1953) and the effect of the verb’s arguments on the aspectual interpretation of the sentence was first investigated by Verkuyl (1972).
Starting the comparison with the number of values the category of number can offer, nouns seem to have more options than verbs. According to Corbett (2000) nominal number can have up to five values (the possibilities being e.g. singular, dual, trial, paucal, plural), while verbal number is usually restricted to the singular vs. plural opposition. Actually, as Corbett points out, singular vs. plural (i.e. one vs. more than one) might not be the appropriate distinction. The opposition seems to be often rather ‘one vs. several’ or ‘one vs. many’, as illustrated by the following example from the Papuan language Fasu:

(7) a. pari popari [Fasu]26
   ‘one stays’ ‘many stay’
   b. mara mora
   ‘get one’ ‘get many’

Judging from these differences only, it could seem that verbal and nominal number are rather different from each other. Nevertheless, there are also forms in the nominal domain with properties often found with pluralactional verbs. In particular, these are forms that I will be calling ‘special plurals’. Special plurals can be contrasted with simple plurals, an example of which are English nominal plurals. In English, singular count nouns are generally assumed to refer to singularities/ atoms. Plural count nouns then refer to pluralities formed by two or more such atoms (alternatively, to atoms and all the pluralities formed from them). Nevertheless, some languages have number-neutral forms for count nouns (cf. e.g. Rullman & You 2006, Doetjes to appear among others). Indonesian is an example of such a language: buku can refer to both one book and plural...

---

24 Some verbs in some (e.g. North-American) languages seem to have dual forms as well (Mithun 1988, 1999; Corbett 2000). It should be said, however, that these forms might be better analyzed as so-called ‘plural-argument verbs’. These verbs are analyzed as distinct from true pluralactionals by Wood (2007). This view is adopted also in this thesis (cf. the discussion in 1.6.1.). As for other number values that are rare in the verbal domain, Konso is a very interesting language to look at. The following example seems to represent a verbal paucal (Ongaye Oda 2010):

(i) ídmya-šíʔ inma-síʔ ʔi=sí-ʔaj-ay
    old.man-DEF.M/F child-DEF.P 3=RD-Pinch.SG-PF[3.SG.M]
    ‘The old man pinched the child a few times.’

The verb form exemplified in (i) is a plural derived from a (derived) singulative (a)-aajf ‘pinch a few times’ is derived from aajf ‘pinch once’, which is in turn derived from aajf ‘pinch many times’). For a comparison to parallel nominal forms in Arabic see footnote 42.

25 Some languages seem to have an opposition ‘one/two vs. more than two’ (cf. Mithun 1999, Corbett 2000). As for the fact that the non-singular form of verbs is usually not specific about the precise threshold value that is required for the form to be felicitous (it is ‘several’, or ‘many’), Corbett views this “indeterminacy of the number value” as something typical for verbal number. It can be seen, for example, from the fact that the number of participants needed for the appropriate use of a plural form differs from verb to verb.


28 On the debate concerning the question whether atoms should be included in the plural denotation see e.g. Sauerland, Anderssen & Yatsushiro (2005).
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books. It is possible to form an unambiguously plural form, by full reduplication: buku-buku. It is not entirely clear what the meaning of these reduplicated forms is. It seems that it can be either simple plurality or "plurality and variety".\textsuperscript{29,30}

(8) buku-buku buku
    'books, or different kinds of books' 'book, or books'

Forms that express the ‘plurality and variety’ meaning are found in many languages, usually under the label ‘distributive plurals’.\textsuperscript{31} More examples of this type of special plurality are given in (9). The form in (9a) is distributive in the sense of referring to different kinds, the form in (9b) in the sense of spatial distribution:

(9) a. otsikhe’ta’shon’a otsikhè:ta’
    ‘various candies’ ‘sugar, candy, candies’

b. tuťkô·yo’ tukô·yo’
    ‘snow here and there’ ‘snow’

The situation found with pluractional verbs is often very similar. The simple form of the verb is typically number-neutral (it can be used to refer both to singular and plural events) and the pluractional form refers exclusively to plural events.\textsuperscript{32} In addition, pluractionals often express that the events are distributed ‘here and there’, affect different kinds of participants etc. Consider the following examples of ‘verbal distributives’ from Mohawk:

(10) a. Wa’kenahrontion’
    wa’-k-nata-hr-onnion’
    FACTUAL-I SG.AGENT-visit-ANDATIVE-DISTRIBUTIVE PRF
    ‘I went visiting here and there’

\textsuperscript{29} Whether the reduplicated form receives a simple plural or a ‘variety’ meaning seems to depend on the given lexical item (animate nouns probably tend to be interpreted as simply plural in the reduplicated form, e.g. orang-orang ‘people’, in contrast to nouns referring to inanimate objects where the simple form might be preferred if simple plurality is the intended meaning), but it can also vary with the area (Macdonald 1976) and it seems to be subject to historical change (Rafferty 2002, referring to Gonda 1949).

\textsuperscript{30} Not all languages that have number-neutral forms necessarily have plurals with special meanings. Turkish (Göksel & Kerslake 2005) and Hungarian (_rounds 2001) have number-neutral forms of nouns but if the plural form is used it is to convey a simple plural meaning.

\textsuperscript{31} Macdonald (1976:34).

\textsuperscript{32} Distributive plurals are used not just to express ‘variety’. It is perhaps more appropriate to characterize distributive plurals as expressing generally higher individuation, separation, or distinctiveness (cf.\textsuperscript{33} Mithun 1988, 1999). The issue of individuation, especially individuation of events, will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. As for the term ‘distributive’ and its different uses, see section 1.5.1.

\textsuperscript{33} Example (9a) is from Andrade (1933:187), as quoted by Mithun (1999:88), (9b) from Mithun (1999:88).

\textsuperscript{34} There do exist genuine singular forms in the verbal domain, however. Two examples of languages with genuinely singular verb forms are Konso (Ongaye Oda 2010) and Papago (Ojeda 1998; to be discussed in section 1.8.4.)

\textsuperscript{35} Mithun (1999:90). The translation of (10b) was modified on the basis of Mithun’s discussion of the example.
b. Wa’khninónnion’
   wa’-k-hninon-nion’
   FACTUAL-1SG.AGENT-buy-DISTRIBUTIVE.PRF
   ‘I bought different things’

The example in (10a) involves distribution over various locations, the example in (10b) distribution over “assorted objects”: the buying was distributed over an assortment of groceries in a shopping cart.

Distributive plurals are not the only kind of special plurals. Another type of special plurals are the so-called ‘plurals of large number’ (Cusic 1981), or ‘plurals of abundance’ (Cowel 1964):

(11) ašja:r šajar
   [Arabic]36
   ‘lots of trees’ ‘tree’ (generic/collective)

In (11), the additional meaning contribution is that of large quantity. Again, in the verbal domain plurality often indicates large quantity or many repetitions, rather than simple plurality in the sense ‘more than one’:

(12) a. As q’igashna twop-qissira
    [Chechen]37
    1SG crow.PL.DAT gun-throw.PL.R WP
    ‘I shot crows many times’

b. mənanu mənu
   [Ngizim]38
   ‘spend many years’ ‘spend a year’

Augmentation seems to be another possibility, as illustrated by the following example:

(13) buyuta:t baytu:t
    [Arabic]39
    ‘big, important houses’ ‘house’/‘houses’

A possible verbal counterpart of this type of plural are cases where plurality (of participants in this case) combines with intensification:

(14) Yâraa sun rur-rùudee
    [Hausa]
    children 3PL.PF RED-be.confused
    ‘The children were very confused’

The first two types, plurals with the ‘various kinds’ and ‘large quantity’ meaning effects, can be found rather easily. The third type, representing plurality in combination with augmentation/ intensification, seems to be much less common, both in the nominal and verbal domain. Furthermore, the ‘various kinds’ and ‘large quantity’ meaning effects
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often combine in a single form. Al-Hassan (1998) uses the term ‘ample pluralization’ for forms that can express either (or both), ‘Ample pluralization’ in nouns involves cases in which the noun is not just plural but rather contributes meanings like ‘very many’ or ‘many and varied’.40,41 This type of interpretation has been reported e.g. for Syrian Arabic (the forms are parallel to those in (11)):

(15) ʔasmāk  
    samak  
    [Syrian Arabic]42
    ‘many or various fish’  
    ‘fish’

Again, the combination of ‘large quantity’ and ‘variety’ are found with pluractionals as well:

(16) Naa sās-sāyi littāttāfai  
    1SG.PF RED-buy books
    ‘I bought many different books’

After discussing the different types of special plurals, it should be mentioned that despite the fact that verbal plurals are typically of the ‘special plural’ type, apparently there are also languages whose plurals are of the ‘simple plural’ type, comparable to English nominal plurals. Consider the following example from Karitiana:

(17) Õwã nakokonat  
    sypomp pokosypic  
    [Karitiana]43
    kid  
    3-DECL-break-REDUPL-VERB-NFUT two-OBL egg
    ‘The kid broke two eggs (one at a time)’

40 An example of ‘ample pluralization in nouns’ in Hausa is wāakè-wāaskè (Al-Hassan 1998:180; no translation given) from wāakà ‘song’. Al-Hassan also discusses ‘ample pluralization in adjectives’, an example of which could be Hausa forms bābākā ‘very black or evil’ (from bākī ‘black’) or gajājēerū ‘very many and very short’ (from gajēerū ‘short.pl’; Al-Hassan 1998:194).
41 Special plurals can co-exist with other plurals and (genuine) singular forms. For example, triples like the following can be found in Hausa:

(i) māfārkii māfārkai/māfārkookii māfārk-māfārk
    ‘dream’  
    ‘dreams’  
    ‘all kinds of dreams’

Forms like māfārk-māfārk are sometimes called “pseudoplurals of diversity” (Newman 2000; cf. section 2.2.5.2.)
42 Cowel (1964:369). Note that the plural is derived from a ‘collective’ (and not singular) form. There is a singular (singulative) form (samake ‘a fish’) as well, which has its own corresponding plural (samakāt). This plural is also referred to as the ‘plural of paucity’ (“it […] usually implies that the things referred to are few in number and individually discriminated”; Cowel 1964:369). It is generally the ‘collective’ vs. ‘plural of abundance’ contrast that corresponds to the number-neutral vs. pluractional contrast in the verbal domain. Note, however, that Konso seems to have what could be called ‘pluractionals of paucity’, in addition to other kinds of verbal number forms. These plurals are derived from (derived) singulatives. Notice the analogy with the singulative vs. ‘plural of paucity’ contrast in the Arabic nominal system. For a discussion of the verbal number system of Konso see Ongaye Oda (2010). For more discussion on the so-called ‘broken’ vs. ‘sound’ plurals (where ‘broken’ plurals are derived by a base pattern change, e.g. ʔasmāk, and the ‘sound’ plurals are derived by suffixation, e.g. samakāt) see Ojeda (1992).
The use of the pluractional in (17) does not require the events to be highly individuated, very many or intensified. It is sufficient if there is more than one event of egg-breaking. Needless to say, Karitiana pluractionals are rather exceptional in this respect.

Finally, apart from special plurals, which exhibit the interpretations described above, descriptions of ‘collective’ forms of both nouns and verbs can also be found in the literature. The term ‘collective’ requires some caution, however, as it is used in many different senses. For instance, in the discussion above the term ‘collective’ was used to refer to number-neutral forms in Arabic. The type of ‘collectives’ relevant for the present discussion is illustrated below:

(18) a. háiwañ [Papago]44
   ‘one or more head of cattle belonging to the same herd’
   b. cíkpan
   ‘to work (once or more than once) at one location’

The ‘collective’ form indicates that the objects belong together in a certain way. In Papago, collective forms of nouns express that the entities referred to belong to the same household or group (18a). Collective forms of verbs can be used to indicate that the events take place in the same location (18b) (Ojeda 1998).45 Collectives in this sense can be considered the opposite of distributives as exemplified in (9) and (10) (cf. Corbett 2000:117ff).46

The discussion above shows that even though there are number forms in the nominal domain that do not seem to have a direct counterpart in the verbal domain (e.g. trials), it is possible to find interesting and rather extensive parallels between the two domains. This is especially the case of forms that I call ‘special plurals’, which are mainly plurals of the ‘many and/or varied’ type. Apart from those, some languages also have both nominal and verbal ‘collectives’ (non-distributives). A summary of the parallels is given in Table 1.1.:
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Table 1.1.: Parallels between nominal and verbal number forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type of ‘plural’</th>
<th>nouns</th>
<th>verbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>simple plurals</td>
<td>‘more than one N’ (English)</td>
<td>e.g. ‘V more than once’ (Karitiana; (17))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>special plurals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) distributives</td>
<td>e.g. ‘various Ns’ (Mohawk; (9a))</td>
<td>e.g. ‘V here and there’ (Mohawk; (10a))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) plurals of abundance</td>
<td>‘many Ns’ (Arabic; (11))</td>
<td>e.g. ‘V many times’ (Chechen; (12a))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) augmented/ intensified plurals</td>
<td>e.g. ‘big/ important Ns’ (Arabic; (13))</td>
<td>e.g. ‘pl. subj V very much’ (Hausa (14))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collectives</td>
<td>e.g. ‘N(s) belonging to one herd’ (Papago; (18a))</td>
<td>e.g. ‘V at one location’ (Papago; (18b))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coming back to the questions posed at the beginning of this section, let us consider now the possibility of treating nominal and verbal number uniformly. Nouns often express number values that are generally not found with verbs. On the other hand, in some languages the situation in the nominal and verbal domain is very similar and therefore a single analysis for both could be considered.

Papago is a language whose nominal and verbal number systems are very much parallel. It has indeed been proposed that nominal and verbal number could be treated uniformly in this language (Ojeda 1998). Papago has singular, ‘collective’ (non-distributive) and distributive forms with both verbs and nouns, with parallel meanings. This has already been illustrated for the non-distributive forms. As for the singular and distributive forms, an illustration of the parallels is given in (19):

(19) unitive/singular

a. dákûd
   ‘a single chair from a single household’

b. héhem
   ‘to laugh once (at one location)’

c. habcêži
   ‘to say something for the first time once (at one location)’

---

Ojeda assumes that individuals and events can both form mereological structures (cf. Bach 1986, Krifka 1989, who extend Link’s 1983 proposal to events) and as such they can be assigned essentially the same analysis. 48 Similarly to Ojeda (1998), Bar-el (2008) proposes a uniform semantics for nominal and verbal plurality in Squamish. The plural marker itself is identical (CVC- reduplication; Bar-el 2007, 2008, van Eijk 1998). 49

Bar-el assumes that the CVC-reduplicant in Squamish is simply a plural marker, which does not specify the domain to which it applies. As such, it creates either plural individuals or plural events (Bar-el 2007, 2008).

To summarize, there do exist proposals that assign a uniform semantics to nominal and verbal plurals. However, languages in which the nominal and verbal number systems are sufficiently similar are probably very rare. Usually, the differences between the two domains are rather substantial. In Hausa, for example, the plurality in the verbal domain is clearly not simple plurality, in the sense of ‘more than one’. By contrast, nominal plurals are generally simple plurals. 51 In addition, there are other differences between the two domains, e.g. in the obligatoriness of plural marking. In general, it is to be expected that different languages will have different combinations of nominal and verbal number systems. As a consequence, for most languages, the idea of a uniform analysis for both nominal and verbal plurality is not very plausible. In addition, there are other reasons for treating pluractionality as a phenomenon in its own right. In particular, this kind of approach allows for focusing on the interesting issue of the relation between pluractionality and aspect, which is often touched upon in the literature. This issue is specific to verbs. The relation to aspect will be the topic of the following section. Before

48 A more detailed discussion of Ojeda’s proposal is given in section 1.8.4.
49 Cf. also Mithun (1988) for other North American languages, in some of which the same marker can be found also on adjectives.
50 Bar-el (2008:33,38).
51 But see the more detailed discussion of nominal plurality in Hausa in section 2.2.5.2.
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moving on there, however, it is worth stressing that despite the fact that pluractionality is probably best treated as a separate phenomenon, the study of pluractionality should be seen as contributing to our understanding of plurality in general.

1.3. Relation to aspect

The issue of the relation between aspect or Aktionsart and pluractionality is an important but also a complicated one, which is reflected by the lack of clarity on the distinction between these notions in the literature. This lack of clarity starts with the terminology, since various researchers use the terms aspect and Aktionsart differently. Therefore, I will start by trying to get some of the terminological confusion out of the way (subsection 1.3.1.). Subsection 1.3.2. will then review how the connection between pluractionality and aspect has been described in the literature. One of the main points of this section will then be that event plurality, including iterativity, is independent of the perfective vs. imperfective and bounded vs. unbounded distinctions (subsection 1.3.3.). As the other main point of this section has to do with iterative readings, I will first separate them from habitual readings, which are necessarily unbounded (subsection 1.3.4.). The claim will then be that iterative readings can have more than one source and, as a result, do not necessarily involve pluractionality. Basically, both aspectual categories and pluractionality, while representing separate phenomena, can give rise to iterative interpretations (subsection 1.3.5.). At the end of the section, I will extend the discussion to the issue of durative/ continuous readings (subsection 1.3.6.). Subsection 1.3.7. concludes the discussion.

1.3.1. Terminological issues

Let us start by looking at how aspect and Aktionsart are defined and how different authors relate pluractionality to these notions. Comrie (1976:3) gives the following definition of aspect (which is based on the definition given by Holt 1943): “As the general definition of aspect, we may take the formulation that ‘aspects are different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation’.” Comrie adds to this in a footnote that the distinction between aspect and Aktionsart is drawn in two different ways, depending on the tradition. In both traditions aspect involves grammaticalization of the relevant semantic distinctions and Aktionsart represents lexicalization of the distinctions. The difference is that for Slavicists Aktionsart involves lexicalization by means of derivational morphology, while in the non-Slavicist tradition it is not important how the distinctions are lexicalized (Comrie 1976:6-7). To that it should be added that also the ‘relevant semantic distinctions’ are not the same, which will be made more explicit in the following paragraphs.

‘semelfactive’ etc., which are derived from the basic verb by means of various affixes, mainly prefixes.  

A possible classification of different Aktionsart meanings can be found in Isačenko (1968). Isačenko distinguishes Aktionsarten with phase meaning, quantitative meaning, distributive meaning, and iterative meaning. Unlike aspect, which Isačenko considers a grammatical category with two values (perfective and imperfective), Aktionsart is not ‘binary’. Verbs of different Aktionsarten do not form pairs, they are generally either perfectiva or imperfectiva tantum, as illustrated below (the relevant affixes are underlined):  

(21) *aspectual pairs*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aktionsarten</th>
<th>Czech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. imperfective</td>
<td>perfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vař-ı-t</td>
<td>u-vař-ı-t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cook-SUF-INF</td>
<td>PFV-cook-SUF-INF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘to cook/ to be cooking’</td>
<td>‘to cook’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. perfective</td>
<td>secondary imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>za-vař-ı-t</td>
<td>za-vař-ıva-t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREF-cook-SUF-INF</td>
<td>PREF-cook-IPFV-INF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘preserve (e.g. fruits)’</td>
<td>‘to be preserving’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(22) *Aktionsarten*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aktionsarten</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. perfectivum tantum</td>
<td>DELIMITATIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>po-vař-ı-t</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEL-cook-SUF-INF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘cook for a little while’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

52 Cf. Isačenko (1968).

53 The claim is not completely unproblematic for Slavic languages, where the perfective vs. imperfective distinction is only partly ‘grammatical’ or ‘inflectional’ (cf. Dickey 2000; also e.g. de Swart’s 2011b observation that the distinction between lexical and grammatical aspect is not always easy to establish in languages like Russian). Every verb is either perfective or imperfective and there are clear diagnostics for (im)perfectivity but pure aspectual pairs are rather rare. Perfective verbs are commonly derived from imperfective ones by prefixation. However, most prefixes carry some lexical meaning as well so they cannot be considered pure markers of perfectivity. In Czech, pure aspectual pairs are either pairs where the perfective form is derived by a purely perfectivizing prefix, where the imperfective form is derived from an underived perfective form, or where the imperfective form is derived from a derived perfective form (these are called secondary imperfectives). Nevertheless, even though the opposition between the perfective and imperfective aspect is not instantiated by pure aspectual pairs throughout the verbal system, aspect is still to be considered a grammatical category. By contrast, different Aktionsarten are lexical categories (cf. also Petr 1986, Grepl et al. 1995).

54 SUFFIX - stem suffix, INF - infinitive suffix, PFV - purely perfectivizing prefix, PREF - lexical prefix, IPFV - imperfectivizing suffix, DEL - delimitative prefix. Notice that the form in (22b) can be analyzed as being derived by a circumfix consisting of *po* - and *-iva* - (one of the reasons for not considering this a secondary imperfective derived from a *po*-prefixed verb is that there is no verb *pomrkat*).
b. imperfectivum tantum

**po-mrk-áva-t**
DEL-wink-IPFV-INF

REPETITIVE-ATTENUATIVE
‘to wink at somebody (repeatedly, usually discreetly)’

The verbs in (21a) represent a case where the perfective form is derived from the imperfective one by means of a semantically ‘empty’ perfectivizing prefix. The aspectual pair in (21b) is formed by a derived perfective verb and its corresponding secondary imperfective form (*zavařit* ‘preserve’ is derived from the imperfective verb *vařit* ‘cook/boil’). The verbs in (22), on the other hand, do not have aspectual counterparts. There is no secondary imperfective *po-vař-ova-t* derived from *povařit*. Likewise, *pomrkávat* does not have a perfective counterpart: *pomrkat*.

As for the other, non-Slavicist tradition, the term Aktionsart is generally used interchangeably with the term ‘aspectual classes’, and as such it refers to categories such as activities, accomplishments, states or achievements (Vendler 1967, Dowty 1979, Mourelatos 1978, Bach 1986 among many others). Smith (1991) refers to these classes using the term ‘situation aspect’, or ‘situation types’, which she contrasts with viewpoint aspect. The term ‘viewpoint aspect’ (or just ‘viewpoint’) is used to talk about the distinction between viewing a situation as a whole – perfective viewpoint – or focusing on a part of a situation only – imperfective viewpoint. By considering ‘situation aspect’ a type of aspect, the term aspect broadens considerably (Smith 1991:3):

“Aspect traditionally refers to the presentation of events through grammaticized viewpoints such as the perfective and imperfective. Recently, as scholars have come to appreciate the inter-relation between viewpoint and situation structure, use of the term has broadened to event structure or Aktionsart. Both viewpoints and situation types convey information about temporal factors of situations such as beginning, end, and duration.”

To conclude the terminological discussion, the terms aspect and Aktionsart are used quite differently by different authors. What is crucial for the present discussion, however, is that when verbal number or pluractionality is said to belong to Aktionsart or aspect, it

---

55 Smith adds semelfactives to the four traditional types. In her view, categories like inchoative, causative, resultative etc. belong to a classification that is orthogonal to that of situation types. She also distinguishes derived situation types: habitual and multi-event situation types, which belong to the classes of stative and activities (Smith 1991).

56 Verkuyl (1993, 1999) proposes the term ‘aspectuality’ to cover both what has traditionally been called aspect and Aktionsart. For arguments for keeping the two types of aspect separate cf. Richardson (2007).

57 Other names for Aktionsart in the non-Slavicist tradition are ‘temporal constitution’ (Krifka 1989, 1992), or ‘predicational’, as opposed to ‘grammatical’, aspect (e.g. Verkuyl et al. 2004). Note, however, that for Verkuyl (1972 and subsequent work) ‘inner aspect’ is not lexical but rather compositional, in contrast to e.g. Comrie’s definition of Aktionsart at the beginning of this subsection. Thus, it might be appropriate to distinguish three types of aspect in fact: lexical aspect, telicity and viewpoint aspect (Borík 2002:12-13).
generally means that it is a type of lexical or situation aspect, not a type of grammatical
or viewpoint aspect. To avoid confusion, I will use the terminology in my own
discussion of the relation between pluractionality and aspect as follows. To refer to the
perfective vs. imperfective distinction, I will use the term ‘viewpoint aspect’. The term
‘Aktionsart’ will be used essentially as in the Slavicist tradition, since the categories of
lexical aspect distinguished in the non-Slavicist tradition are better referred to by the
terms ‘aspectsual classes’ or ‘situation types’. Nevertheless, when discussing iterativity
both the terms ‘Aktionsart’ and ‘situation aspect’ can be used since iterativity has been
subsumed under lexical aspect in both traditions (cf. Smith 1991).

After discussing the terminology, the focus can now be moved to how the connection
between pluractionality (mainly of the iterative type) and aspect/ Aktionsart has been
understood in the literature.

1.3.2. Pluractionality vs. aspect in the literature

In Dressler (1968), the terms ‘verbal plurality’ and ‘iterative Aktionsart’ are used
interchangeably. Also for Cusic (1981), event plurality basically belongs to Aktionsart.
Essentially the same approach can be found in Wood (2007:10): “I will argue that there
is a close relationship between pluractionality, aspect and Aktionsart, and that
pluractional categories are perhaps best understood as a type of Aktionsart”. Wood uses
the term ‘aspect’ in the sense of ‘viewpoint’ and Aktionsart is for her independent of
viewpoint. This implies that pluractionality should also be independent of viewpoint. In
this connection, note the interesting observation by Dressler that there is an affinity
between iterative Aktionsart (i.e. verbal plurality) and imperfective aspect but that
iteration and perfective aspect do not exclude each other.58 Finally, according to Corbett
(2000), event number looks very much like aspect.59 Corbett distinguishes two types of
verbal number: event number and participant number. Event number refers roughly to
repeated events and participant number to cases where the plural form of a verb is used
to signal that the event has plural participants. The two types of number can be
illustrated by the following examples.60

(23)  *event number*
   a. As q’igashna twop-qwessira [Chechen]\(^{61}\)
      1SG crow.PL.DAT gun-throw.WP
      ‘I shot crows’
   b. As q’igashna twop-qissira
      1SG crow.PL.DAT gun-throw.PL.R.WP
      ‘I shot crows many times’

58 Dressler (1968:60). An example of a perfective plural verb will be given below.
59 Corbett does not use the term Aktionsart but it is presumably lexical aspect/ Aktionsart that he has in mind.
60 The event number vs. participant number distinction will be discussed in more detail in section 1.6.1.
According to Corbett (2000:247), “repeated versus non-repeated action is a classic aspectual distinction” and thus it could be taken as a type of verbal aspect. Still, he claims, there are reasons for treating verbal number separately (Corbett 2000:247):

“First because it is worth noting the parallelism between number for the noun (number of entities) and aspect for the verb (number of events). Second, because the way in which number of this type is marked on the verb may also serve other purposes, which may be harder to distinguish from other types of number, in particular it may mark verbal number of the participant type […]. And third, because for certain language families there is a tradition of using the term ‘plural verb’ in such instances and so this usage should be discussed.”

In accordance with Corbett’s (2000) first point, Bar-el (2008) suggests that in Squamish, the verbal and nominal number are to be treated as one phenomenon (cf. section 1.2. above). Note, however, that Corbett (2000) is only considering the idea that verbal number is a type of aspect for event number. As such, the possibility to analyze verbal number as aspect basically only exists for iterative cases. It would be rather non-standard to try to analyze the participant-based cases (e.g. (23d)) as aspect. This can be taken as a strong argument against subsuming pluractionality under (situation) aspect/ Aktionsart, as pluractional verbs are not only used to refer to repeated events but often also to events with plural participants. As a matter of fact, researchers who make a strong connection between aspect and pluractionality usually only deal with iterative/ temporal cases (e.g. Van Geenhoven 2004, Laca 2006). In this thesis, I adopt the position that pluractionality is separate from situation aspect/ Aktionsart exactly because pluractionality is not primarily about the temporal structure of events, while aspect in general is. In addition, investigating pluractionality in a broader context of the study of plurality can bring insights that would be lost if pluractionality was considered just a type of situation aspect/ Aktionsart.

In the next subsection, I will show that even though it might be a matter of debate whether a subset of pluractional cases is to be understood as a type of situation aspect/ Aktionsart or not, pluractionality is clearly independent of viewpoint aspect and the

---

bounded/ unbounded distinction (contra e.g. Van Geenhoven 2004, Alexiadou et al. 2007).  

1.3.3. Pluractionality is independent of viewpoint aspect and the bounded vs. unbounded distinction

In order to see that verbal plurality is independent of viewpoint aspect, let us start with a few examples from Czech. Czech does not have pluractional verbs. However, it has verbs that (unambiguously) express iterative action. The examples in (24) illustrate that both perfective verbs, which are used to talk about bounded events, and imperfective verbs, used to talk about unbounded events, can refer to plural events:

(24) a. Za-klepal na dveře PERFECTIVE [Czech]
    PREF-knock.PFV on door
    ‘He knocked on the door’
    N.B. more than one knock

b. Po-skakoval po chodníku IMPERFECTIVE
    PREF-jumped.IPFV on sidewalk
    ‘He jumped/ was jumping on the sidewalk’
    N.B. repeated little jumps, hopping

The example in (24a) refers to more than one knock: the sentence cannot be used if the person knocks on the door only once. The prefix makes the verb perfective, however, and gives an idea of a limit: the number of the knocks is rather small. The resulting event is thus bounded. Sentence (24b) also contains a plural verb: the verb expresses a plurality of small jumps. In this case, the verb is imperfective and refers to an unbounded event.

Similarly, pluractional verbs in Hausa can co-occur with both perfective and imperfective tense-aspect markers, which means that they can also get both bounded and unbounded readings:

(25) a. Mutàanên sun zaz-zàunaa PERFECTIVE [Hausa]
    people.the.3PL.PF RED-sit.down
    ‘The people sat down’

b. Mutàanên sunàa zaz-zàunâwaa IMPERFECTIVE
    people.the.3PL.IMPF RED-sit.down.VN
    ‘The people are/ were sitting down’

63 These authors claim that pluractionality leads to unboundedness/ atelicity. Cf. Van Geenhoven (2004:142-3): “Pluractional predicates are like mass nouns (i.e., cumulative) and it is this that makes them unbounded and therefore atelic”. See also section 1.8.3.

64 Filip & Carlson’s (2001) claim that Czech does have pluractional markers is discussed in the next subsection.
Both sentences contain plural actional forms and refer to plural events. Sentence (25a) refers to a completed event of a number of people sitting down. Sentence (25b) presents the action as an ongoing one: the people are in the process of sitting down.

These examples show that verbs referring to plural events can co-occur both with imperfective and perfective markers and that the plurality can be both bounded and unbounded. I conclude, then, that pluractionality is independent of the distinction between bounded and unbounded events.

1.3.4. Habitual readings

Before proceeding to the discussion of the different sources of iterative interpretations, it is important to separate habitual readings from iterative ones. The relevance of discussing habitual readings follows from the fact that pluractional verbs have been claimed to give rise to this type of interpretation in some languages. Consider the following examples:

(26) a. Yok legaayo’ ku mewihl [Yurok]\(^{65}\)
    here pass itr ART elk
    ‘The elk come through here’

b. Chen tl’ex-tl’exwenk [Squamish]\(^{66}\)
    1S SG REDUP win INTR
    ‘I’m winning all the time’

Rather than there being pluractionals that are interpreted exclusively habitually, it seems more correct to say that pluractional forms that are assigned iterative interpretations can often receive habitual readings as well:\(^{67}\)

(27) Chen kwel-kwelesh-\(\text{t}\) ta sxwi7shn [Squamish]\(^{68}\)
    1S SG REDUP shoot TR DET deer
    a. ‘I shot the deer several times’
    b. ‘I hunt for a job’

Habitual sentences are necessarily unbounded (‘imperfective’ in Comrie’s 1976, ‘stative’ in Smith’s 1991 terminology). Iterative interpretations are different from habitual interpretations in that they can involve an event that is repeated a limited number of times (a bounded event, possibly expressed by a perfective form), or an unlimited number of times (an unbounded event, expressed by an imperfective form). In

---

\(^{65}\) Wood (2007:146).

\(^{66}\) Bar-el (2008:33).

\(^{67}\) Another example of a language in which a pluractional generally interpreted as iterative has also habitual uses is West Greenlandic (Van Geenhoven 2005, footnote 2).

\(^{68}\) Bar-el (2008:34).
addition, a simple iterative form does not say anything about the regularity of the occurrence of the event. Consider also the following quote from Comrie (1976:27):

“In some discussions of habituality, it is assumed that habituality is essentially the same as iterativity, i.e. the repetition of a situation, the successive occurrence of several instances of the given situation. This terminology is misleading in two senses. Firstly, the mere repetition of a situation is not sufficient for that situation to be referred to by a specifically habitual (or, indeed, imperfective) form. If a situation is repeated a limited number of times, then all of these instances of the situation can be viewed as a single situation, albeit with internal structure, and referred to by a perfective form. […] Secondly, a situation can be referred to by a habitual form without there being any iterativity at all.”

Even though iteration is not a necessary component of habituality (the second point in the quote above), in many cases habituality could be understood as a natural extension of simple iterativity: habituality thus starts when the iteration becomes “characteristic of an extended period of time” (Comrie 1976:27-28). This can, then, explain the commonality of habitual readings with pluractionals. However, it should be kept in mind that while habitual interpretations are unbounded, this does not necessarily hold for interpretations involving iteration in general, as shown in (24a) above.

1.3.5. Sources of iterative readings

It is important to realize that iterative interpretations can have several distinct sources. They do not arise only as a result of the presence of a pluractional marker but also as a result of the verb being in an imperfective form or belonging to iterative Aktionsart. Thus, the presence of an iterative interpretation does not necessarily signal pluractionality. Consider the case of the imperfective aspect first:

(28)  a. Fluffy was jumping (from bed to bed)
     b. Fluffy skákal z postele na postel  [Czech]
         Fluffy jumped.ipfv from bed to bed

---

69 Habituality is generally associated with imperfective aspect, in Slavic but also other languages (e.g. Comrie 1976). However, in some languages a perfective form can be assigned a habitual interpretation as well (cf. the division between eastern and western Slavic languages made in Dickey 2000). The following is an example of a Czech habitual sentence with a perfective verb (Dickey 2000:52):

(i)  Vypije jednu skleničku vodky denně
drinks-pf one glass vodka day
‘S/he drinks one glass of vodka a day’

70 Cf. also Wood (2007:10), who, with reference to the English progressive, points out that “aspectual categories which are not inherently pluractional can […] produce interpretations of repetition when combined with certain types of events”.
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It is the presence of the progressive/ imperfective forms in (28a-b) what triggers the iterative reading. The iterative interpretation is not the only possible interpretation of the progressive/ imperfective: the sentences could also be interpreted as referring to Fluffy’s being in the middle of the action. However, the iterative interpretation is much more plausible, due to the short duration of the event of jumping. I believe that the correct approach to these cases is to see the iterative interpretation as a result of the situation being presented as an ongoing action. In other words, these cases do not involve pluractionality.

While cases where the iterative interpretation is the result of the predicate being in the progressive/ imperfective should be relatively easy to identify, the situation is more complicated in the case of iterative or frequentative Aktionsart. Cases like the following one quite clearly belong to the realm of aspect:

(29) Fluffy skákával> do vody z toho prkna [Czech]
    Fluffy jump-FREQ-3SG.M.PST into water from this board
    ‘Fluffy used to jump into the water from this board’

The sentence in (29) refers to a more or less regularly repeated action in past. It is not simple iteration: the frequentative form is rather used to indicate a habit. Frequentatives are imperfective in Czech (and Slavic in general) but, unlike in (28b), the repeated action meaning is not just one of the possible interpretations of the imperfective aspect. Rather, the iterative meaning is unambiguously contributed by the use of the frequentative suffix. Note, however, that while in Czech, the frequentative suffix is clearly aspectual in nature, markers of iterativity in other languages might be more difficult to analyze as either aspectual or plurational.

This raises the question whether it is possible to determine if an iterative interpretation is a result of pluractionality or iterative Aktionsart. As mentioned already in subsection 1.3.2., pluractionals generally give rise not only to iterative but also participant-based and other readings. I suggest, then, that the question whether the given marker marks exclusively iterativity or whether it has other uses as well can be used as a criterion. If the iterative interpretation is the only interpretation of the given marker I suggest that it

---

71 The Czech sentence also has a habitual reading.
72 The connection between iterativity and imperfective aspect is very interesting. Old Slavic had morphological iteratives, which were reanalyzed as simple imperfectives as the new aspectual system with the opposition perfective – imperfective developed. This means that the iterative meaning became only one of the possible meanings of these originally exclusively iterative forms. As a consequence of the change in the aspectual system, imperfectives that were not morphologically iterative started to be able to express iterative meanings as well and in some cases even replaced the older morphological iteratives (Němec 1958). Note, however, that while iteratives/ frequentatives are typically imperfective, iteration is not necessarily associated with imperfective aspect (cf. Němec 1958, Dressler 1968, Comrie 1976).
73 An example of a study analyzing markers expressing exclusively iteration (in West Greenlandic) as pluractional is Van Geenhoven (2004). This proposal will be discussed in detail in section 1.8.3. The opposite case also exists. Markers that are clearly pluractional, expressing both iterative and participant-based meanings, are sometimes considered markers of iterative aspect (e.g. Foley 1986:148 for Kiwai, a Papuan language).
is better to treat the marker as expressing iterative Aktionsart, unless other facts indicate otherwise. A typical pluractional will have other uses apart from the temporal ones.

To summarize, iterative cases require caution since iterativity can have several distinct sources: pluractionality, iterative Aktionsart and imperfective aspect. In other words, these three phenomena are distinct from each other, yet they can lead to a similar result in certain cases.

### 1.3.6. Durative readings

The final issue to be dealt with within the pluractionality vs. aspect discussion is the issue of durative/continuous readings. Some authors mention durative/continuous interpretations as possible interpretations of pluractional verbs (e.g. Cusic 1981, Yu 2003; cf. also Van Geenhoven 2005 and the so-called continuative marker in West Greenlandic). Two examples illustrating this type of interpretation are given below (Houser et al. 2006):

(30) a. Nüü mana’wi sa’a [Mono Lake Pauite]
   I for.a.long.time cook.DUR
   ‘I cook for a long time’

b. Tümpi kättü paa kuppa [Tümpisa Shoshone]
   rock sit.DUR water in
   ‘The rock is sitting in the water’

The question raised by examples of this type is whether continuous readings can be considered plural. The terms ‘durative’ or ‘continuous’ would normally belong to the domain of (situation) aspect, not plurality. Similarly to the cases of iterative interpretations, then, the general strategy should be as follows. Whenever a pluractional marker is reported to have a durative/continuous reading, such cases should be considered carefully to exclude that possibility that the so-called pluractional marker is in fact an aspectual marker.

In this connection, an interesting language to look at is Chechen. In Chechen, pluractional verbs are formed by stem vowel alternation. They are claimed to have three kinds of interpretations: iterative, distributive and durative, with the iterative interpretation being the most typical one (Yu 2003, Wood 2007). The durative interpretation can be exemplified by the following example:

---

74 Forms expressing iteration that should be analyzed as marking verbal number and not iterative aspect can be found e.g. in Papago (cf. section 1.8.4.).

75 In fact, this issue is also connected to the discussion of the connection between plurality and degree, which is the topic of section 1.4.

76 Houser et al. (2006:3,7).

77 Similar readings can also arise as a result of modification by degree expressions, which is an issue to be discussed in the next subsection.
If the whining lasts longer than just a moment, the plurational has to be used. The data are quite surprising from the point of view of English, where *whine* is an activity verb and as such compatible with durative adverbials. However, in Chechen, the non-plurational verb can refer only to an instantaneous event and to express a duration the plurational form has to be used. Wood describes the non-plurational verbs as referring to a ‘minimal unit’ of action. The class of verbs with this behavior includes verbs of motion that can be translated as ‘crawl’ or ‘run’. Unlike the type of verbs represented by example (31), the motion verbs do not refer to instantaneous events. According to Wood, they rather refer to events that are somehow bounded (by a goal, time etc.). As such, they can also be said to refer to bounded units in the non-plurational form, just like the type of verbs exemplified in (31):

(32) a. So tykana vedira [Chechen]\(^79\)
    1.SG.ABS store.DAT V.run.WP
    ‘I ran to the store’

b. So cwana sahwtxaw idira
    1SG.ABS one.OBL hour.LOC run.PLL.WP
    ‘I ran (went running) for one hour’

It can be concluded from these facts that the non-plurational verbs are indeed not activity verbs, contrary to what one might be inclined to think based on their English translation alone. As a consequence, the so-called durative cases are not durative in fact. Rather, they should be understood as involving repetition, where what is repeated is the ‘minimal unit’ of action. Given the fact that these minimal events are internally homogeneous, so to speak, simple repetition without gaps between the events gives rise to readings indistinguishable from durative readings. Nevertheless, the issue cannot be resolved completely, as there are cases that seem to be genuinely durative and not just masked repetitions:

(33) As hara eeshar shina minuotiahw liiqira [Chechen]\(^80\)
    1SG.EROG DEM song two.OBL minute.LOC sing.PLL.WP
    ‘I sang this song for two minutes (the song may not have been completed)’

In (33), it is not clear whether repetition is involved. Given that the song may not have been even completed, it is not clear what the repeated minimal unit of the event would be.

---


\(^80\) Wood (2007:228).
To conclude, I suspect that in most cases the so-called durative uses of pluractional verbs either turn out to be masked repetitions or that the verbal forms are in fact not pluractional but rather express durative Aktionsart. However, at this point I do not have enough evidence for making any definite conclusions and thus I leave the issue open.\(^{81}\)

### 1.3.7. Conclusion

In this section, I discussed the relation between pluractionality and aspect. I argued that pluractionality is not a type of Aktionsart/ situation aspect (contra e.g. Cusic 1981, Wood 2007). The main reason is that the temporal-like interpretations form only a subset of all pluractional interpretations. Pluractionality is not primarily concerned with the temporal structure of events. Rather, it expresses plurality of events, and event repetition is just one type of event plurality. I also argued in this section that pluractionality is independent of viewpoint aspect and the bounded vs. unbounded distinction (contra e.g. Van Geenhoven 2004, 2005). Pluractionals can in principle be combined both with perfective and imperfective aspect and can give rise to both bounded and unbounded interpretations. Pluractionality is thus distinct from both lexical and grammatical aspect. Nevertheless, both types of aspect, on the one hand, and pluractionality, on the other hand, can give rise to iterative interpretations. It may be very hard to decide whether a given iterative interpretation is a result of pluractionality or iterative Aktionsart. A suggestion made here was that cases with exclusively temporal interpretations are better analyzed as aspectual rather than pluractional.

### 1.4. Relation to degree

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, pluractional verbs have sometimes been called ‘intensive verbs’. Moreover, pluractionals typically express meanings that go beyond simple event plurality and one of the additional meanings found with pluractionals is intensification (or other degree-like effects). Both these facts suggest that there is a natural connection between event plurality and gradability. In this section, I will argue that discussing gradability in connection with pluractionality is relevant in two respects. First, the interpretations that pluractionals give rise to could at least in some cases also be analyzed as resulting from degree modification. This means that the possibility exists that markers that are usually analyzed as marking event plurality should be analyzed as degree expressions instead. If that were the case, the use of the term ‘intensive verbs’ would in fact be justified. I will argue below, however, that this hypothesis is not supported by the available pluractional data. A degree analysis would predict the existence of many non-plural interpretations, which is a prediction that is not borne out.\(^{82}\) The second way in which gradability enters the discussion is related to the

\(^{81}\) The issue is not very pressing for the present thesis, as Hausa pluractionals do not give rise to durative interpretations.
existence of degree effects accompanying event plurality, which are reported for different types of pluractionals. The degree effects are generally of two types: intensification and detensification. Both types of cases will be described below.

This section is divided into five subsections. Subsection 1.4.1. is a discussion of the fact that degree expressions sometimes seem to give rise to plural interpretations. Subsection 1.4.2. deals with the question to what extent it is justified to use the term ‘intensive verbs’. In particular, cases that seem to involve intensification without the event being plural are discussed there. After that I turn to cases where intensification is a meaning effect found in addition to event plurality (subsection 1.4.3.). Finally, cases where event plurality is accompanied by some form of detensification or decrease are dealt with (subsection 1.4.4.). Subsection 1.4.5. concludes the discussion.

1.4.1. Degree expressions and plurality

There is a class of expressions that can be called degree expressions, some of which combine with different lexical categories and can give rise to rather different interpretations depending on what type of predicate they combine with (cf. Doetjes 1997, 2004, 2007). Thus, when combined with a plural count noun, as in (34a), or a mass noun, as in (34b), a degree expression like the Czech hodně ‘a lot’ gives rise to an increased quantity interpretation. When combined with an abstract noun, as in (34c), on the other hand, the change in the interpretation is on the qualitative, rather than quantitative scale, resembling the cases in which hodně combines with certain adjectives (34d).

(34) a. hodně ponožek
   ‘a lot of socks’

   b. hodně pudinku
   ‘a lot of pudding’

   c. hodně lásky
   ‘a lot of love’

   d. hodně intuitivní
   ‘very intuitive’

Hodně can combine with verbal predicates as well. Again, the interpretation depends on the type of predicate. With gradable verbs like (35a), the increase is on the scale of intensity. With other (eventive) verbs, it could be interpreted as longer (overall) duration (35b), or more occasions (35c):

---

82 Cf. section 1.3.6., where durative cases are discussed.
83 The kind of interpretation that degree expressions like hodně ‘a lot’ in combination with verbs like spát ‘sleep’ (activity verbs) give rise to is ‘spend a lot of time V-ing’ rather than ‘V for a long time’. In other words, there can be interruptions as long as the ‘global amount’ of V-ing is large (cf. Doetjes 2007) and thus the type of reading cannot be strictly speaking called durative/continuous.
Notice that hodně, like other degree expressions, combines with mass or plural predicates (34a-b), and not with singular count predicates (cf. Doetjes 1997), as witnessed by the ungrammaticality of *hodně ponožky ‘a lot of sock’. It is harder to see this with verbs, at least in languages like English, since the verb forms are generally the same both when they refer to a single event (go to the cinema once) and when they refer to many events (go to the cinema a lot). However, sometimes, the morphology of the verb makes things more transparent, as exemplified by the following contrast found in Czech:

\[
\begin{align*}
(36) & \quad a. \quad *jít \quad hodně \quad do \quad kina \\
& \quad \text{go.DIR a.lot to cinema} \\
& \quad b. \quad chodit \quad hodně \quad do \quad kina \\
& \quad \text{go.NONDIR a.lot to cinema} \\
& \quad 'go to the cinema a lot'
\end{align*}
\]

In (36), both forms are imperfective. The difference is that the verb form in (36a) is the so-called ‘determinate’ form and the one in (36b) is the ‘indeterminate’ form of the verb (cf. Isáčenko 1968, Timberlake 2004; other terms are ‘directed’ and ‘non-directed’). In the present context, the non-directed form refers unambiguously to multiple events of going to the cinema, the directed one to a one-time event. Only the non-directed form, being interpreted as plural, is compatible with a degree expression like hodně. This shows that degree expressions do not create plurality but rather require it in order for the complex expression to be interpretable. This means that the modified predicate has to be either unambiguously plural or number-neutral. In the latter case, the presence of a degree modifier forces the plural interpretation by excluding the singular one.

The behavior of degree expressions is relevant for the discussion of pluractionality because cases like (36b), containing expressions like hodně ‘a lot’, get a ‘many events’ interpretation. Moreover, the other interpretations found with verbal predicates modified by degree expressions – longer duration and intensification (cf. (35)) – can sometimes be found in descriptions of pluractional verbs, even though less often than iteration. In principle, then, the question could be asked whether what is called pluractional morphology could possibly be reinterpreted as degree morphology. The prediction would be that the resulting interpretation would depend on the type of verbal predicate. For example, sleep in combination with a degree morpheme with a meaning comparable to ‘a lot’ would get an interpretation like ‘spend a lot of time sleeping’. Gradable verbs
like *love* in combination with such a morpheme would be interpreted as ‘love intensely’ and *go in go to the cinema* as ‘often go (to the cinema)’ etc. The question is whether the available data on pluractionals support the idea that what is called pluractional morphology is in fact degree morphology. The answer has to be negative. The reason is that, apart from the fact that it is not clear how a degree analysis would account for participant-based readings, such an analysis would predict the existence of many non-plural interpretations. This is not the case, however. In particular, genuine durative readings are hard to find with uncontroversially pluractional verbs (see subsection 1.3.6). In addition, intensification typically only accompanies event plurality and is usually not the sole meaning contribution of a pluractional.

Before concluding this subsection, I would like to discuss one more type of case where degree and event plurality interact in an interesting way and where it also might not be clear what brings about the plural interpretation. These are certain classes of verbs in Czech that have degree/measure prefixes and a plural denotation at the same time. Consider the examples below:

(37)  

a. Na-nosil sem židle  
    PREF-brought here chairs  
    ‘He brought (a lot of) chairs’

b. Děda po-kašlával celé odpoledne  
    grandpa PREF-coughed whole afternoon  
    ‘Grandpa coughed a bit every now and then/ intermittently all afternoon’

Filip & Carlson (2001) consider the prefix *na-* to be a pluractional marker. Similar claims could in principle be made about the prefix *po-* in (37b), which expresses attenuation: the verb as a whole looks very much like pluractionals of the repetitive-attenuative type which will be discussed in subsection 1.4.4. However, I believe the correct interpretation of the contribution of the prefixes is rather that of ‘high degree’ in the case of *na-* and ‘low degree’ in the case of *po-*.

The plurality is required by the degree prefix but it is the imperfective form of the verb the prefix combines with that should be understood as its source. Recall that degree expressions in general require mass or plural denotations (cf. subsection 1.4.2.) and that one of the uses of imperfective forms in Slavic is to express iteration (cf. subsection 1.3.5.). Thus, I consider these prefixes different from plurational markers. However, these prefixed verbs resemble the

---

84 Some potential examples of ‘pure intensification’ interpretation will be discussed in the following subsection.
85 Note that it could still be the case that some of the ‘pluractional’ cases with durative interpretation are in fact not pluractionals but rather verbs with a degree morpheme. This explanation would be quite plausible in cases in which the morpheme in question cannot be used to express participant-based plurality, for example, and especially in cases in which the morpheme has other readings that are more clearly degree-related. See Moravcsik (1978:321) for some potential cases of reduplicative degree morphology.
86 They make the same assumption for the distributive prefix *po-*, which is different from the *po-* in (37b) and will be discussed briefly in section 1.5.1.
87 As I argue in Součková (2004), following Filip (2000).
kind of plural verbs that will be the focus of the last two subsections of this section: cases where (high or low) degree accompanies pluractionality.

1.4.2. Intensive verbs?

The term ‘intensive verbs’, which is sometimes used to refer to pluractional verbs, especially in older literature (but also in Schaefer 1994, Garrett 2001a), suggests that these forms are used to express that the meaning of the predicate is somehow intensified. This subsection deals with the question whether the use of this term is at least partly justified. Generally, it seems clear that this is not an adequate characterization of these verbs (cf. Newman 2000). However, it is necessary to distinguish between cases where intensification is the sole meaning contribution of the given marker and those where it is an additional meaning effect that accompanies event plurality. The first type is extremely rare, even though such cases can occasionally be found (cf. Dressler 1968, Schaefer 1994, Wood 2007). The second type seems to be more common. The latter type will be dealt with in the next subsection. In this subsection, I will discuss potential cases of the first type since those are the cases in which there is no event plurality involved and for which, then, the term ‘intensive’ would be appropriate.

As already mentioned, it is generally hard to find clear cases of (pure) intensification, even though intensification is a kind of interpretation often listed as one of the meanings of pluractionals. For many examples where the use of a pluractional marker results in an ‘intensified’ interpretation the question should be asked whether the high degree interpretation is genuine or only apparent, that is, derivable from plurality. An example of ‘derived intensity’ could be the following sentence that Frajzyngier (1965) gives as an example of intensified action:

(38) (Wata raana John yaa faadóo dâgâ kân itâacee...  [Hausa]
   ‘One day John fell off a tree...’)
   ya ƙuƙ-ƙuƙe ƙafârsâ
   3SG.M.RELPF RED-scrape leg/foot.his

Frajzyngier translates the sentence as ‘(One day John fell off a tree) and hurt his foot very badly’. However, as already pointed out by Dressler (1968:99), the ‘intensification’ effect in this example follows rather from the multiplicity of the injuries (the leg/foot was hurt in many places). And indeed, it seems that many examples cited in the literature as cases of intensification could be of this type, i.e. of the type where the ‘intensity’ follows from multiplicity of the (sub)events. This is particularly clear with verbs that refer to breaking, cutting, hitting etc. Nevertheless, there are cases where the high degree interpretation cannot be easily derived from plurality. An example from Yurok, where the base verb mrmry means ‘be pretty’, is given in (39):

88 Frajzyngier (1965:48), the glosses are mine.
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(39) Kwesi segep noohl ‘o ge’s, to’ ch’ume’y [Yurok]
    CONJ Coyote then LOC think CONJ how
    ‘u-mrgpmry k’i we’yon
    3-prety,ITR ART girl
    ‘Then Coyote thought, “how very pretty that girl is”’

A similar example from Niuean is given in (40):

(40) a. Ne lika a ia ke tule e akau [Niuean]
    PAST fear ABS she SBJTV high ABS tree
    ‘She is afraid of being up the tree’

b. Ne lilika a ia ke tule e akau
    PAST fear,RD ABS she SBJTV high ABS tree
    ‘She is intensely afraid of being up the tree’

Do examples like these suggest that at least some pluractionals could indeed be described as having ‘intensive’ semantics and as such they should be analyzed in terms of degree rather than plurality? The question is hard to answer because the number of undisputable degree cases is typically very small in any given language and thus it is not easy to see whether the meaning effect observed is regular, or whether these verb forms are simply lexicalized with such meanings.

1.4.3. Intensification in addition to event plurality

There are two types of cases in which one can speak of a high degree effect accompanying event plurality with pluractionals. The first type is not only very common, but actually even typical of pluractionality. It is the type of cases where the pluractional is used to refer to many, rather than just plural events:

(41) a. Mutàanee sun fiř-fitoo [Hausa]
    people 3PL.PF RED-come.out
    ‘many people came out’

b. Taa màm-màaree shì
    3SG.F.PF RED-slap him
    ‘She slapped him many times’

In the sentences above, the use of the pluractional implies that the number of the individual subevents is large. This type of effect could be analyzed as a high degree effect, in accordance with the observations made in subsection 1.4.1.91 The other type of cases where high degree effects are found in combination with event plurality are cases

91 A parallel claim is made in Henderson (2010) for Kaqchikel.
where each of the individual subevents is intensified. This can be illustrated by the following example from Hausa:

(42) Yâraa sun rur-rùudee [Hausa]
    children 3PL.PF RED-be.confused
‘The children were very confused’

The interpretation typically assigned to sentence (42) is that there was a plural event (one for each child) and each of the individual events was an event of being very confused. Note that the plurality meaning is obligatory when the reduplicative marker is used and that the high degree effect is not present in the non-plurational form:

(43) a. *Yaarôn yaa rur-rùudee
    boy.the 3SG.M.PF RED-be.confused
    intended: ‘The boy was very confused’

b. Yâraa sun ruuđee
    children 3PL.PF be.confused
‘The children were confused’

Example (43a) shows that the reduplicated form is incompatible with a singular subject, while sentence (43b) illustrates that the non-plurational form does not have an intensified meaning.

Two of the meaning effects listed as typical additional properties of pluralionals in the introduction to this chapter were ‘large number of events’ and ‘intensification’ (and other degree effects). I suggested above that these two properties are in fact related. In the following subsection, I will discuss cases that are the opposite of the cases just discussed. In particular, different cases of pluralionals will be discussed where event plurality is accompanied by some notion of diminution or decrease. Before that, however, let us have a look at what the nature of the connection might be between event plurality and intensification. I give some suggestions as to how one type of meaning can evolve into the other, which will be supported by a few remarks found in the literature.

According to Wood (2007:15), “there is no necessary connection between plural number and intensity”, despite the fact that “intensive and attenuating meanings are relatively common as secondary meanings of categories indicating repetition or some other type of clearly plural event meaning”. I agree with the claim that that the connection is not necessary. However, it is interesting that pluralization and intensification often do go hand in hand in the case of pluralionals. In addition, it seems that it is natural for degree interpretations to evolve into plural interpretations and vice versa. One could speculate that markers that start out as expressing degree meanings can develop into plural markers. A possible reflex of such a development in a given language could be the existence of a limited number of pluralionals that are lexicalized with high degree interpretations. Support for this idea can be found in Wood (2007). When discussing cases of Yurok verbs with pluralional morphology and intensified meanings, Wood
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(2007:193) mentions that this class of verbs is very limited “and almost all examples are from archival material”. Her speakers, when confronted with these examples found in the earlier literature either rejected the forms, interpreted them as indicating repetition, or did not see a difference between the pluractional and non-pluractional forms. In other words, for those speaker these forms were not examples of intensification.

There is also evidence for the existence of a shift from plurality to degree. The fact that plurality can be interpreted as intensification was shown already in (38), where the seriousness of the event of scraping one’s foot or leg follows from the multiplicity of injured parts. Wood (2007:193) also mentions a similar kind of reinterpretation as a possible source of intensification meanings: “[t]he emotion verbs are a possible bridging context to get from plural event meaning to intensification. Any action which when repeated has a cumulative effect could possibly lead to an intensification meaning. In Yurok the emotion verbs seem to be the most robust class of genuinely intensive meanings for the Iterative infix”. Schaefer (1994) mentions yet another possible way of the emergence of intensification meanings in pluractionals. In her discussion of Vedic ‘intensives’, she suggests that intensification can emerge as a result of iteration with a certain class of verbs. She gives as a possible development the following transition: iteration (e.g. repeated sound) $\rightarrow$ iteration + intensification (e.g. repeated sound that is louder at the same time) $\rightarrow$ intensification (e.g. louder sound). Nevertheless, note that, however plausible this type of transition might be, the marginal status of cases that involve exclusively intensification (cf. subsection 1.4.2.) seems to suggest that the last step of this type of meaning shift is not very easy. Plurality remains the core meaning of pluractional verbs even if intensification can sometimes emerge next to it.

1.4.4. Detensification in addition to event plurality

Cases of pluractionals where event plurality combines with some notion of decrease are common cross-linguistically. These cases can be divided into several subtypes. Perhaps the most common subtype can be represented by the English verb nibble. Verbs of this type involve repetition combined with diminution: the events that are repeated are basically ‘smaller’ copies of the event referred to by the base verb. Note that these cases in fact combine meanings translatable as ‘a little’ and ‘a lot’ within a single verb: the result is small events repeated many times. Cusic (1981:81) calls this type ‘diminutive’: “the repetition decreases the size or importance of the units of action, as if to keep a constant overall quantity while increasing the number”. Perhaps a more adequate label is ‘repetitive-attenuative’ (cf. (22b)). This type can be represented by the following example:

---

92 The transition from iterative to intensified meanings, as suggested by Schaefer (1994), involves a stage where plurality (iteration) combines with intensification, which is a type of interpretation illustrated in the Hausa example (42) above.

93 This means that these cases also illustrate the ‘large number of events’ property of pluractionals, discussed in the previous subsection.
This type of verbs can also be found in many languages that are generally not considered to have pluractional verbs, like Dutch, French and Italian. The following examples from French and Italian show a very similar kind of effect:

(45) a. mordiller  
    mordre  
    ‘to nibble’  
    ‘to bite’  
    [French]  

b. piagnocolare  
    piangere  
    ‘to whimper’  
    ‘to cry’  
    [Italian]

Cusic (1981) mentions a number of other kinds of plural verbs whose interpretations are related to decrease (the plural meaning is not always very clearly present, however). One of them is the ‘tentative’ type:

(46) a. ce:’gol  
    ‘he pulled’  
    [Quileute]  

b. ciye:gol  
    ‘he pulled a little’

Cusic’s (1981:82) characterization of tentative readings is the following: “the action is performed half-heartedly or with less effort than expected”. Another from this family of readings is the ‘conative’ reading: “repetitive action falls short of producing some desired result” (Cusic 1981:82):

(47) a. barar  
    ‘to fly’  
    [Saho]  

b. barrar  
    ‘to flutter’

The last type are the ‘incassative’ cases: “there is no attempt to do anything in particular, merely an aimless or undirected activity” (Cusic 1981:84):

---

94 Key (1960:131), as quoted by Cusic (1981:82).
95 According to Toven & Kihm (2008), these cases do not represent real derivations. Some of their reasons for this claim are the lack of the simple form in many cases, the large number of different phonological strings realizing the pluractional pseudo-suffix, together with the unpredictability regarding which phonological string is used in any given case. Note also that comparable verbs can be found in other European languages as well; cf. the Czech example from in (37b) involving the verb pokalívat ‘cough a little every now and then’.
97 Andrade (1933/38:190), as quoted by Cusic (1981:83).
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(48) a. wit
   ‘walk’
   [Zoque]\(^{99}\)
b. witwitnay
   ‘to walk aimlessly’

It is perhaps disputable whether all the types given by Cusic as examples of cases involving decrease should indeed be understood as involving decrease or detensification. The goal of this subsection, however, is only to demonstrate that cases in which event plurality combines with decrease do exist. As for the repetitive-attenuative pluractionals (or, the ‘diminutive’ type, in Cusic’s terms), note that those could be likened to cases of reduplicated adjectives where the semantic effect of reduplication is lowering of the degree of the property expressed by the non-reduplicated form or distributing the property in small portions all over the place (the diminutive/ dispersive interpretation, in Kouwenberg & LaCharité’s 2005 terminology):

(49) yala-yala/ yelo-yelo
    ‘yellowish, yellow spotted’

[Kouwenberg & LaCharité (2005:538)] suggest that these cases of reduplication, which seem to involve decrease, in fact represent the same principle as cases involving increase, namely the ‘more of the same’ principle. “These [Jamaican Creole] data provide a clue for the possible source of the diminutive reduplication: more of the same form indeed stands for more of the same meaning, but in the case of yala-yala/ yelo-yelo, more means many occurrences distributed over a single surface”. This resembles very much the way the repetitive-attenuative type of pluractionals is often characterized. In other words, Kouwenberg & LaCharité’s (2005) formulation, just like the way Cusic (1981) characterized these cases,\(^{101}\) makes it clear that the notion of decrease or detensification is tightly connected to the main meaning contribution of these forms, which is plurality.

1.4.5. Conclusion

This section was devoted to a discussion of the relation between pluractionality and gradability. The two phenomena are connected in several different ways. First, degree semantics could in principle be considered an alternative to plurality in explaining some of the facts. However, there is strong evidence that pluractional verbs should be analyzed in terms of event plurality rather than degree. Second, the connection between pluractionality and gradability is manifested by the existence of degree effects accompanying event plurality. One type of cases is the type where the meaning effect added to event plurality is high degree or intensification. The other type is the opposite

---

\(^{99}\) Wonderly (1951:157), as quoted by (Cusic 1981:84).

\(^{100}\) Kouwenberg & LaCharité (2005:538).

\(^{101}\) According to Cusic (1981:81), “the repetition decreases the size or importance of the units of action, as if to keep a constant overall quantity while increasing the number”. Cf. also Toven & Kihm (2008).
of the first one: event plurality is accompanied by detensification or diminution. The fact that the same type of marker can give rise to two contradictory interpretations might seem rather puzzling. In Chapter 3, I will suggest that the two types of degree-like effects, as manifested in Hausa, have different sources.

1.5. Distributive and collective interpretations

The present section has two goals. One is terminological, namely to point out that some of the important terms used in discussions of pluractionality are used in different senses and show what the different uses are. These terms are ‘distributive’ and ‘collective’. The other goal is to indicate how these notions relate to pluractionality.

1.5.1. Distributive interpretations

When nominal or verbal plurality is discussed in the descriptive literature, the term ‘distributive plural’ is sometimes used. What is usually meant by this can be seen from the following quote from Boas (1911a:37-38):

“It would seem that, on the whole, American languages are rather indifferent in regard to the clear expression of plurality, but they tend to express much more rigidly the ideas of collectivity or distribution. Thus the Kwakiutl, who are rather indifferent to the expression of plurality, are very particular in denoting whether the objects spoken of are distributed here or there. When this is the case, the distribution is carefully expressed. In the same way, when speaking of fish, they express by the same term a single fish and a quantity of fish. When, however, they desire to say that these fish belong to different species, a distributive form expressing this idea is made use of.”

From this quote it can be seen that the term distributive plurals usually expresses notions like distribution ‘here and there’, belonging to ‘different kinds of’ etc. Some examples were already given in section 1.2. Two of them are repeated below:

(50) a. buron-buron
    ‘various birds, birds of all sorts’
    [Malay]^{102}

b. dád-daikuď
    ‘several chairs from several households’
    [Papago]^{103}

Distributive forms are not only found with nouns but also in the verbal domain:

---
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(51)  a. cikpan                      cikpan        [Papago]\(^\text{104}\)
     ‘to work at more than one location’  ‘to work at one location’
     b. mijaja’wi                     mija         [Mono]\(^\text{105}\)
     ‘to go separately’               ‘to go’
     N.B. in different directions or at different times
     c. tyhkanawi                     tyhka
     ‘to eat in several places’        ‘to eat’

However, as Lasersohn (1995) points out, the way the term ‘distributive’ is used in the descriptive literature differs from the way it is used in the formal semantics literature. The term distributive, as used in formal semantics, is not unrelated to the one described above but it is not identical to it either. Basically, a predicate applies distributively to its plural argument if it applies to every atomic entity in that plurality (cf. Schä 1981, Link 1983, Schwarzschild 1996, Landman 2000 among others).\(^\text{106}\) Consider the following sentence, for example:

(52)  The boys carried the piano upstairs

The sentence in (52) has a distributive reading, according to which the predicate *carried the piano upstairs* holds of every atom in the plurality denoted by *the boys*. In other words, the sentence is true if every boy carried the piano upstairs on his own. The sentence in (52) is actually ambiguous: it also has a different reading, a collective one, according to which the predicate *carried the piano upstairs* holds of the whole group. On that reading, the sentence is true if the boys carried the piano upstairs together, in a collective action. Collective readings will be discussed in more detail in the next subsection. Apart from ambiguous cases like the one above, there are also inherently distributive predicates like *walk* or *sleep*. These predicates always hold of every atom in the plurality if they hold of the plurality as a whole. On the other hand, there are inherently collective predicates like *gather* or *meet* that only hold of collections.

In search of an answer to how the two notions of distributivity relate to pluractionality, let us start by looking at a verbal prefix that is also called ‘distributive’, namely the Czech verbal prefix *po*-. The sense in which this prefix is distributive is not exactly the same as either the one used in the descriptive literature, or the one used in formal semantics. Rather, it seems to be a combination of the two. Consider the following examples:

\(^{105}\) Lamb (1957:274), as quoted by Houser et al. (2006:6).
\(^{106}\) An example of how this can be captured is given below (Schwarzschild 1996:61):

\[ x \in \left[ D(\alpha) \right] \iff \forall y \left[ \left( \text{singularity}(y) \land y \in x \right) \rightarrow y \in \left[ \alpha \right] \right] \]

\( D \) stands for ‘distributive operator’ but the actual technical details of how distributivity should be captured do not play a role here.
The sentence in (53a) says that Marie closed all the windows present in the context, one by one. Sentence (53b) can be used in a situation in which (all) the apples (on a tree) fell down, in several successive apple-falling events. Notice that even though the predicates in (53) can be said to be distributive in the formal semanticists’ sense,\footnote{It is probably more precise to analyze these predicates as forcing ‘near-distributivity’, rather than strict distributivity. In (53a), the most natural scenario is indeed the one in which the windows are closed one by one. Nevertheless, if two of them are closed simultaneously, the sentence can still probably be uttered felicitously. Similarly, it is possible that not all the apples in (53b) fell down – perhaps one or two stayed on the tree.} this type of distributivity is not sufficient to make the use of po-verbs felicitous. For instance, if all the apples fall down at the same time, it is true of each one of them that it fell down and by that the predicate counts as distributive, given that verbs like \textit{fall down} are inherently distributive. However, such a context would not allow for a felicitous use of (53b): the apples cannot fall down simultaneously if the situation is described by the verb \textit{popadat} (cf. also Filip & Carlson 2001).\footnote{Filip & Carlson (2001) analyze distributive \textit{po-} (and cumulative \textit{na-}) as a pluralactional marker, which in my view is not an adequate way to look at it. The reason is that the distributive prefix itself is not responsible for the plural interpretation of the verb. Rather, it is the imperfective form of the verb (\textit{zavírati}, as opposed to the perfective \textit{zavřít}) – cf. also the discussion around the examples in (37)). The distributive prefix \textit{po-} requires plurality, it operates on it, but does not create it (cf. Romanova 2006) and thus it should not be considered pluralactional.} This kind of distributivity can perhaps be better described by using expressions like ‘individually’ or ‘one at a time’, rather than simply ‘each’. Thus one could say that distributive \textit{po-}verbs are distributive in the sense used in formal semantics but in addition they are also distributive in the descriptivists’ sense, requiring a distribution of the individual events in time.

Turning to pluractional verbs now, Kaqchikel pluractionals of the type illustrated below seem to be strictly distributive (in the formal semanticists’ sense):

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{l}
\textbf{(54)}
\hline
X-e’-in-q’ete-la & ri ak’wal-a’
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\begin{tabular}{ll}
CP & A3P-El-1s-hug-PDIST
\hline
\end{tabular}

\textit{the child-PL}

\textit{‘I hugged the children individually’}

For the sentence to be felicitous, the children have to be hugged strictly individually. If any subset of the children receives a group hug the pluractional cannot be used (Henderson 2010).\footnote{Henderson (2010:43).} In this case, it also means that the hugs are distributed in time. As
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can be seen from the following example, however, the distribution in time and/or space is typical for pluractionals even if it is not required by world knowledge.\(^\text{111}\)

\[(55)\] Mutàanee sun fiř-fitoo [Hausa] 
people 3PL.PF RED-come.out  
‘Many people came out’

N.B. either one by one/ in small groups or out of different houses

For the pluractional form to be felicitous, it is not necessary for the people to come out necessarily one by one, it could also be in smaller groups. Alternatively, if the subevents are simultaneous, it is understood that the people came out of different houses. However, for the pluractional form to be acceptable, the people should not simultaneously come out of a single house. This is so despite the fact that predicates like fitoo ‘come out’ are inherently distributive. Thus, similarly to the case of the distributive prefix po-, the individual events should be distributed in time and/or space, i.e. the pluractional predicate is distributive in the descriptivists’ sense.\(^\text{112}\)

To summarize, distributivity is an important notion in the study of pluractionality. I have shown that the term distributive is used in at least two different senses in the literature and that they are both relevant for the study of pluractionality. At least some pluractionals are distributive in the formal semanticists’ sense (Kaqchikel). What seems to be more characteristic of pluractionality, however, is that the individual subevents of the plural events pluractionals refer to are distributed in space and/or time or they are clearly individuated in some other way. In fact, distributivity in this sense can be taken to be one of the typical meanings pluractionals express in addition to (simple) event plurality (cf. the characterization of the ‘typical pluractional’ in (2)).

1.5.2. Collective interpretations

Distributivity can hardly be discussed without mentioning collectivity at the same time. However, there are two further reasons for discussing collectivity in the context of pluractionality. First, some forms that are called ‘collective’ in the literature might be pluractional in nature. The second point is more general: it is necessary to understand collective interpretations to know where to draw the line between singular and plural interpretations. As will be shown below, however, authors do not quite agree on how collective interpretations should be defined.

In order to detect collective readings, collective adverbials are often used. The most common one is probably together but there are others like as a group, collectively etc. In (56) several different uses of together from Lasersohn (1995, chapter 11) are listed.

\(^{\text{111}}\) This type of example will be given a more detailed analysis in Chapter 3, section 3.5.3.

\(^{\text{112}}\) For a similar case cf. also Matthewson (2000) and her description of the pluractional-like distributive element peqyal in St’át’imcets.
Even though all the examples given here might be taken to represent ‘collective’ readings in a broad sense, only (56a) refers to true collective action. In fact, predicates like stand up or go to the movies are inherently distributive predicates, hence, no true collectivity is even possible (Lasersohn 1995:194):

“Unlike lifting a piano or lifting 500 pounds, going to Cleveland or to the movies is not something a group of individuals can do without the individual members of the group also doing it. That is to say, going somewhere is not something a group can do in authentically collective manner; go is a lexically distributive predicate.”

Basically the same approach to collective action can be found in Landman (2000): collective predication is singular predication – a semantically singular predicate applies to a group atom. In sentences like (56a) above, the NP John and Mary shifts its interpretation from a sum, a plural entity, to a group, a singular entity, and as such can participate in singular predication. Inherently distributive predicates only have individual atoms in their extension, not group atoms, which means that they cannot be interpreted collectively. Thus, also for Landman, only (56a) would be a true collective action, as the predicates in the other sentences are inherently distributive.

Kratzer (2003) has a slightly different view on collectivity. Predicates like sit together, stand up together, go to Brazil together (i.e. cases corresponding to (56b-d)) are all collective for her as well. Her account of collectivity relies on the notion of ‘substantive groups’ (Kratzer 2003:34):\footnote{Kratzer characterizes collective events and states as follows: “Actions by substantive groups satisfy the Single Agent Constraint, and states of substantive groups satisfy an analogous Single Possessor Constraint” (Kratzer 2003:32).}

“With activities like sitting, standing up, or going to Brazil, spatial proximity of the agents and temporal closeness and coordination of their actions contributes essentially to establishing them as substantive groups, and their actions as collective actions.”

Thus, for Kratzer, the line separating collective action from other cases is drawn differently: at least all of (56a-d) are considered collective, probably including (56e) as well.
It can be expected that different expressions will be sensitive to different senses in which an event can be collective. Thus, the collectivity together selects is rather broad, for example, and as such includes more than collective action in the strict sense (as in Lasersohn 1995 and Landman 2000). For other expressions, the division line might be drawn somewhere else. In particular, assuming that pluractional verbs cannot be used to describe singular events, they might be expected not to be used to talk about collective events. The immediate question is, however, ‘collective’ in what sense? For example, are pluractions used in exactly those situations in which together cannot be used? Or do the contexts in which together can be used overlap with contexts in which pluractions can be used? Do pluractions in different languages differ from each other in this respect?

It will be shown in Chapter 3 that for the purpose of delimiting the contexts in which Hausa pluractionals can be used, the definition of collectivity will have to be different both from that of Kratzer (2003) and that of Lasersohn (1995) and Landman (2000). However, also other languages provide evidence that there are different ‘shades’ of collectivity and that pluractional verbs are clearly incompatible with some of them, whereas others may combine with the pluractional semantics quite well. The facts described below suggest that there are even cases where the pluractional requires a certain ‘degree’ of collectivity.

Faller (2008) lists a number of different pluractional markers used in Cuzco Quechua, one of them, -(pu)na-, being a morpheme that can express ‘joint action/accompaniment’:\footnote{Treating -(pu)na- as a separate morpheme is not unproblematic, as it never occurs by itself but only in combination with –ku- (Willem Adelaar, p.c.; the form of the morpheme is rather -(pu)nakar-; Faller herself mentions the (almost) obligatory co-occurrence of -(pu)na- with –ku-). Nevertheless, the point is probably still valid that verbs containing the sequence -(pu)nakar- are pluractionals that combine the notion of event plurality with what could be labeled as ‘accompaniment’.}

\begin{equation}
\text{(57) Asi-puna-ku-n-ku pay-kuna pura [Cuzco Quechua]¹¹⁵}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\text{laugh-PA-REFL-3-PL (s)he-PL amongst}
\end{equation}

‘They are laughing together/ with each other’

When discussing this type of pluractionals, Faller (2008:11) states that joint action is “to be understood as each member of a group being an agent of their own event, while at the same time, the individual events form a single event in some sense”. She also explicitly mentions that none of the Cuzco Quechua pluractional affixes can denote truly collective action as in Mary and John carried the piano upstairs, on the reading where they carry the piano together, collectively. Thus, it seems that a truly collective, and as such singular, interpretation is incompatible with pluractionality in Cuzco Quechua but a broader notion of doing something together is compatible with it. Moreover, it seems that Cuzco Quechua is not the only language with this kind of marker. Wood (2007),

\footnote{(Faller 2008:4). \text{PA} – pluractional.}
following Garrett (2001a), claims that Yurok has two pluractional markers, one to express event-internal plurality, called ‘repetitive’, and one for event-external plurality, called ‘iterative’ (cf. footnote 20). In addition, Wood mentions the existence of another form, labeled ‘collective’:

(58) Kelew hes ho helomey-e’m-o’w? [Yurok]^
   2PL INTERR PST dance-COLL-2PL
   ‘Have you folks been dancing?’

Wood does not seem to consider the ‘collective’ form pluractional. However, as Wood herself points out, the so-called ‘collective’ is typically used with inherently distributive verbs, that is with verbs meaning ‘to dance’, ‘to eat’, ‘to be ill’ etc., which describe events “which can only be performed by individuals”. “It suggests action by a plurality of individuals who are somehow grouped together, but who do not act together as a group to perform a single action” (Wood 2007:164). Thus, the ‘collective’ forms do not express true collective action as exemplified by (56a). In other words, ‘collective’ forms presumably denote plural events and as such the so-called ‘collective’ marker should probably be considered pluractional. What is special about pluractionals with this marker is that they have an additional flavor: they refer to events whose participants belong together in some way. As such, they seem to be very similar to the Cuzco Quechua pluractional verbs with the -<span class="transcription">(pu)naku</span>- marker.

The discussion in the previous paragraphs illustrates that the same phenomenon can be included in pluractionality by one author and excluded by another. One of the factors confusing the situation might be the use of the label ‘collective’, which suggests that singular action is involved but obviously this does not have to be the case.

To summarize, I suggest that in order to understand the conditions under which pluractional verbs can be used, at least true collective action should be distinguished from other kinds of ‘collective’ readings. If pluractional verbs refer to plural events the event expressed by them cannot be truly collective because those are presumably singular. On the other hand, other types of ‘collectivity’ are not necessarily excluded and in fact, it seems that some pluractionals might actually require a certain kind of ‘togetherness’ to be present in the situation, despite the participants being involved in their own events, as discussed above in relation to the Cuzco Quechua -<span class="transcription">(pu)naku</span>- verbs and the Yurok ‘collective’ form.

### 1.6. Internal distinctions

Until now, I have mainly discussed how pluractionality relates to other phenomena and how it can be characterized or delimited. The attention will now be shifted to

---

distinctions that have been made within pluractionality. The first distinction to be discussed is the distinction between event number and participant number, which was introduced by Corbett (2000). The second distinction, also commonly accepted in the literature, is the distinction between event-external and event-internal pluractionality, originating in Cusic (1981).

### 1.6.1. Event number vs. participant number

Corbett (2000), makes a distinction between event and participant number. He uses the term ‘event number’ to refer to ‘multiple’ events, which basically means repeated events.\(^{117}\) The term ‘participant number’, by contrast, refers to cases of verbs that require multiple participants. Corbett compares these cases to what he calls classificatory verbs.\(^{118}\) Classificatory verbs are verbs that are semantically compatible with a restricted set of nouns. For instance, a given verb may combine only with nouns referring to round/ flat/ live objects as illustrated in (59). Classificatory verbs can be found e.g. in Amerindian languages.\(^{119}\) Verbs that are marked for participant number are similar in the sense that they are compatible only with certain nouns: nouns referring to plural objects. Thus, the verb form in (59d) combines with plural objects, “whether live or not, round or flat” (Corbett 2000:248).

(59) a. l’oy  
   ‘to give a round object’  
   [Klamath]\(^{120}\)
   b. n’oy  
   ‘to give a flat object’
   c. ks’oy  
   ‘to give a live object’
   d. s?ewan?  
   ‘to give plural objects’

---

\(^{117}\) It also covers cases that Corbett describes as ‘continuous repetitive action’, an example of which would be \emph{patter}, or ‘durative iteration’, represented by \emph{gnaw}.  
\(^{118}\) This is an idea found already in Boas (1911b:381); cf. Durie (1986).  
\(^{119}\) Cf. also Mithun (1999:84-5): “A large number of North American languages show lexical distinctions of number. The Koasati verb roots contain number specification as part of their basic meanings. The Koasati verb \emph{walli:na}, for example, is used for a single person or animal running alone, while the verb \emph{tólkan} is used for a group running together. The two verbs denote what are categorized as different kinds of events. (A few English verbs also imply a plurality of participants, such as \emph{stampede} or \emph{scatter}, though the lexicon has not developed in the same systematic way.) The verbs that show such alternations tend to represent situations in which the number of participants is viewed as significantly affecting the nature of the action or state [...]”. Mithun (1988:214) also points out that these pairs of verbs are not related by ‘suppletion’, which is the term sometimes found in the literature. Suppletion is an allomorphic alternation, but these verbs are not related inflectionally. Rather, she uses the term ‘stem alternation’ (and in Mithun 1999 ‘verb alternation’) and takes it to be a relation between two separate lexical items.  
Corbett notes that some languages have both types of verbal number and may use the same formal device for both. In spite of that, he considers event number and participant number two distinct types of verbal number. Below I will argue, however, that it is probably more adequate to treat cases like (59d) as a phenomenon distinct from pluractionality. Once these cases are excluded from pluractionality, there might be little evidence for making a fundamental distinction between event and participant number.

Wood (2007) calls verbs comparable to the one in (59d) ‘argument-numbered’ or ‘plural-argument’ verbs. These are verbs that take plural arguments and have singular argument counterparts, which usually have a different stem:

(60) a. mok’vdeba daixocebian
    ‘someone dies’ ‘they die’ [Georgian]^{121}

    b. chyuuk’wen rek’iin
    ‘to sit’ ‘to sit (pl.)’ [Yurok]^{122}

As Wood points out, these (pairs of) verbs represent a limited set in any language. They are often e.g. verbs of motion or posture. In Wood’s view, these verbs are potentially related to pluractionals but distinct from true grammatical pluractionality. This is a view that I adopt here as well. As a consequence, I conclude, together with Wood (2007), that the category of participant number, as discussed by Corbett, might in fact comprise two rather different types of verbs. One type would be ‘plural-argument’ verbs of the type illustrated in (60). These are indeed comparable to classificatory verbs, as suggested by Corbett (2000) and others before. These verbs are quite different from regular pluractional verbs by not being derived by productive morphological markers. It is even possible to compare plural-argument verbs to pairs like the English kill vs. massacre, where the two forms are morphologically unrelated. The other type would be pluractional verbs derived (more or less) productively and regularly which refer to events involving plural participants. I suggest that this latter type does not need to be distinguished from event number. Pluractional verbs express event plurality and there is no reason to assume that the plurality cannot in principle be manifested as a plurality of participants, locations and times alike. In other words, it is no coincidence that many languages use a single marker for iterative/ temporal and participant-based cases.^{123,124}

{123} Corbett (2000:246) expresses the intuition behind distinguishing event and participant number by saying that “there is a difference between one singer singing a song (once or several times) and several singers singing it: singing in a choir is different from singing a solo”. One can add to this, however, that singing in a choir is not the only possible way in which many people can be involved in an event of singing. They could also sing the song one by one, at different times, which then, just like in the case of one singer singing a song repeatedly, would simply be many events of song-singing.

{124} Another piece of evidence for the suggestion the two types of ‘participant number’ are distinct from each other comes from the fact that some languages have both productive participant-based pluractionals and a limited set of pairs of verbs of the type illustrated in (60). Cf. Newman (1990:57): “In addition to the normal
Nevertheless, things might be more complicated than this. Newman (1990) suggests that pluractionals in present-day Chadic languages derive from two distinct derivational categories in Proto-Chadic: ‘iteratives’ and ‘pluractionals’. Those that he calls ‘iteratives’ correspond to Corbett’s event number. Newman reconstructs the marker as a suffix \(^{*}tV\). The category labeled as ‘pluractionals’ corresponds to Corbett’s participant number. For this category it is much less clear what the Proto-Chadic marker was but the most likely possibility is prefixal CV-reduplication. Considering that both of these categories were presumably formed regularly, by distinct markers, this could be seen as evidence for Corbett’s distinction. Note, however, that it is possible to find iterative, frequentative or habitual affixes even in languages that do not have pluractional markers in a stricter sense (e.g. in Slavic). Therefore, morphemes that mark exclusively iteration, even in plurational languages, could be considered aspectual, rather than pluractional. This seems to be the case in Tangale, for example. According to Newman (1990), quoting Kidda (1985), Tangale has two different derivations, just like Proto-Chadic. One derivation is called iterative by Newman and it is described as marking repeated action. The other one marks plurality of objects but also frequentative action. This could be taken to mean that only the second marker is a genuine pluractional marker (expressing both event and participant number) and the first one is an aspectual morpheme.

To conclude, I suggest that it is hard to find convincing evidence for making a fundamental distinction between event and participant number. The clearest cases of pluractionality are cases where the plurality of events can be manifested in a variety of ways: as iteration, by multiple participants, locations etc. If a language has verb forms that express exclusively participant number these might be what Wood (2007) calls plural-argument verbs, which should probably not be considered plurational. Similarly, if a language has a form that expresses exclusively iteration and thus could be considered an exponent of Corbett’s event number only, it is always a question whether the form is actually aspectual in nature, rather than plurational. In addition, it would be rather artificial to distinguish between the two types of verbal number in languages like Hausa where the same pluractional form can express both types of plurality and where it would actually be hard to clearly separate them, as will be shown in Chapter 3.

### 1.6.2. Event-external vs. event-internal pluractionality

As shown in the previous subsection, Corbett (2000) considers the main distinction within verbal plurality to be the distinction between event and participant number. However, other researchers see the main split somewhere else. For Cusic (1981), Wood (2007) and others the main distinction is the distinction between event-internal and event-external plurality. Cusic distinguishes ‘phases’, ‘events’ and ‘occasions’. Based on this hierarchy he defines event-internal and event-external plurality. Event-internal pluractionals, Podoko, like a number of other Chadic languages, also has a few suppletive plural stems (e.g. ‘kill’ sg ked-, pl pahl-).
plurality refers to plurality of phases within a single event: “the units of action are conceived of as confined to a single occasion, and to a single event on that occasion” (Cusic 1981:78). An example is nibble in English. By contrast, in the case of event-external plurality, the events are many and either distributed over multiple occasions or restricted to a single one: “the units of action are potentially distributable, though not necessarily distributed, over multiple occasions” (Cusic 1981:79). Bite repeatedly or always bite might be given as examples.125,126 Cusic’s system will be discussed in more detail in section 1.8.1.

The definitions of event-internal and event-external plurality given by Cusic might seem straightforward but in fact it is not completely clear where the division line between the two types of cases should be drawn. The case of controversy are pluralactional verbs derived from semelfactives with meanings like ‘knock’, ‘hit’, ‘scratch’, ‘kick’, ‘slap’ etc. These verbs, in their plural form or use, refer to a series of usually quickly repeated short events: repeated knocking, hitting or kicking. I will refer to these verbs as the knock-type verbs and I will contrast them with the nibble-type verbs, which differ from the knock-type verbs in that the same verb stem cannot be used to describe the subevents forming the plural event. To use English for illustration of the contrast, notice that the verb knock can be used to describe both a single knock and a series of knocks (as in he knocked on the door) whereas nibble can only describe a plural event, a series of small bites, and the individual subevents have to be described by a different predicate, for example take a small bite.127 English is not a pluralactional language, however (the –le suffix is not productive anymore), thus it is better to look at corresponding examples in other languages. The form in (61a) can be taken as an example of the nibble-type. (61b) is an example of the knock-type:

(61) a. nibble-type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saho</th>
<th>Hausa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>barrar, ‘flutter’</td>
<td>bugàa, ‘hit’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. knock-type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saho</th>
<th>Hausa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>barar, ‘fly’</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

125 Other terms Cusic (1981) uses to talk about the distinction are ‘repeated’ events (for event-external plurality) and ‘repetitive’ events (for event-internal plurality). This terminology, however, only applies to cases of temporal pluractionality.

126 The three levels – phase, event and occasion – are not reflected by a three-way distinction, however. According to Cusic, event-level and occasion-level repetition are commonly expressed by the same form.

127 The English verb nibble is not the best example of this type. Apart from the fact that the –le derivation is not productive anymore, the main reason is that at least some speakers can use nibble to refer to a single small bite. A better example would be the French mordiller ‘nibble’ (< mordre ‘bite’). However, I will continue using nibble as the label for the type, since this example is commonly used in the literature.


129 Note that this is not the only possible interpretation of the form: participant-based interpretations are also possible.
In (61a), the pluractional form is derived by gemination. It is an example of a nibble-type pluractional: the individual subevents cannot be described by the same verb stem, the simple verb *barar* ‘fly’, since they are not complete events of flying. Rather, they are quickly repeated smaller events of wings moving up and down, as if they were attempts to fly. By contrast, in (61b), the individual subevents of the plural event referred to by the pluractional can be described by the same verb stem, the verb *bugāa* ‘hit’.

Coming back to the controversy around the status of the *knock*-type verbs, the division between event-external and event-internal plurality is unclear already in Cusic (1981). According to his definition these cases should be considered event-external, as the “units of action” are potentially distributable over multiple occasions. However, a complicating factor is that even though the individual knocks of repeated knocking do not have to be restricted to a single occasion, they typically are. In fact, Cusic himself mentions cases of the *knock* type as examples of event-internal plurality (the Russian *stuchat* ‘hammer/knock’). In contrast to the unclear classification of the *knock* type in Cusic’s system, Wood (2007) is explicit about considering these pluractionals event-internal. The main reason is that the individual subevents of repeated knocking, for example, are perceived as belonging together, as forming a kind of whole. In Wood’s view, “event-internal pluractional categories provide a construal which groups repeated occurrences (i.e. profiles the whole), where event-external pluractionals profile the individual occurrences at the expense of the higher-order whole” (Wood 2007:95). Factors favoring grouping of occurrences – repetitions – are (temporal and spatial) proximity, similarity (of the repeated events), common goal or completion, common cause and typical or inherent repetition. Thus, the main argument is cognitive by nature.

For Wood (2007), just like for Cusic (1981), the distinction between event-external and event-internal pluractionals is the most basic distinction within pluractionality (verbal plurality). This predicts that there should be languages that make use of different pluractional markers for the two types. In fact, Wood (2007), following Garrett (2001a), claims that Yurok is such a language. The formation arguably expressing event-external plurality is called ‘iterative’ (-eg-) and the formation expressing event-internal plurality (reduplication) is called ‘repetitive’.

---

130 It should be noted that *stuchat*’ is not a pluractional verb. It is simply an imperfective form that can have both the iterative as well as the progressive meaning.

131 As for linguistic evidence, Wood argues that pluractionals of the *knock* type, just like those of the *nibble* type, can only take singular or collective arguments. Nevertheless, she does not show convincingly that this is indeed true for her Yurok data that she classifies as event-internal.

132 The division into the two pluractional meanings does not match the ‘repetitive’/‘iterative’ division perfectly, however; cf. Wood (2007).
(62)  

a.  *event-external*

Yok legaayo’ ku mewihl  
here pass.I TR ART elk  
‘The elk come through here’

b.  *event-internal*

Kich pegpegoh ku ‘yohlkoych’  
PERF split.REP ART log  
‘I made the log into kindling (split it multiple times)’

The sentence in (62a) describes an event that is repeated over an extended period of time. Example (62b), on the other hand, involves a rather quick repetition of log-splitting events. Notice that the example of the event-internal formation involves a verb of the *knock*-type, as the vast majority of Wood’s ‘repetitive’ examples do. Even though Wood gives no (clear) examples of the *nibble*-type pluractionals, those would be clearly considered event-internal as well, as in such cases the individual subevents form a (perceptual/cognitive) whole even more clearly.

A different view is taken by Toven & Kihm (2008). In their paper, the *knock* type is explicitly described as hard to classify as either event-internal, or event-external: these verbs constitute a special case because the individual subevents can be described by the same verb. By contrast, the *nibble* type is clearly event-internal. The following examples from French and Italian are like *nibble*. Toven & Kihm analyze them as event-internal pluractionals:

(63)  

a. chantonner  
‘hum’  
[French]

b. mordiller  
‘nibble’  
c. piagnucolare  
‘whimper’  
d. dormicchiare  
‘slumber’  

[Italian]

The *nibble* type is clearly different from event-external pluractionals – and also from the *knock* type, it should be stressed – mainly in that the *nibble*-type verbs require argument identity across phases and in that the individual phases are not easily accessible (they cannot be counted, for example). The argument identity requirement of verbs like *mordiller* ‘nibble’ can be described by saying that “a single nibbling cannot include little bitings by different people” (Toven & Kihm 2008:22). If the relevant argument is the

---

134 In Greenberg (2010), the verbal forms in Modern Hebrew that are analyzed as event-internal pluractionals include cases both of the *nibble* and *knock* type.
internal argument, *mordille* ‘nibble’ cannot be used to describe a situation when a person takes a single small bite from different apples. The second property, the inaccessibility of the phases, can be illustrated by the following example from Italian:

(64) *Alla riunione, ha mordicchiato due volte la matita* [Italian] \(^{136}\)

at meeting has nibbled two times the pencil

‘During the meeting, s/he nibbled the pencil twice’

N.B. two internally plural events, not a plural event consisting of two bites

The sentence means that there were two events of nibbling, i.e. two internally plural events, not that the plural event consisted of two bites.

To summarize the views found in the literature, even though some authors consider the distinction between event-internal and event-external pluractionals basic, it is unclear where the division line should be drawn. In particular, it is not clear where the *knock*-type pluractionals belong. The *nibble* type is clearly event-internal. Pluractionals that describe events taking place on different occasions are clearly event-external. However, the status of the *knock* type is rather unclear. Thus, descriptively speaking, at least three (possibly more) types of pluractional verbs can be distinguished along the event-external/ internal dimension: the clear internal type (*nibble*), the repetitive type, derived from semelfactives (*knock*), and clear external cases. The answer to the question where the line between event-internal and event-external plurality should be drawn – between *nibble* and *knock*, or between *knock* and uncontroversial external cases – depends crucially on the definition of event-internal plurality one adopts. If the criterion is, for example, whether one can describe the individual subevents by the same verb stem that is used in the pluractional, the line goes between *nibble* and *knock*. If it rather matters whether the individual subevents can be grouped easily or form a whole from the cognitive perspective, then the line goes between the *knock* type and clear external cases, where the subevents have bigger ‘gaps’ between them. \(^{137}\) Note also that it is possible for different languages to group different types of pluractionals differently. Some languages might have a distinct form for the *nibble*-type pluractionals, distinguishing them formally from the other types, or having these as the only type of plural verbs in fact (French and Italian). Other languages might put *nibble* and *knock* together (Modern Hebrew). Still others might fail to mark the event external vs. event-internal distinction altogether (Hausa; cf. Chapter 3). In Chapter 3 (section 3.6.2.), I will suggest an explanation for some of the variation by proposing an explanation for the variable behavior of pluractionals derived from semelfactives like *knock*.

To conclude, as in the case of the event number versus participant number distinction, the event-external versus event-internal distinction is not as simple and clear-cut as it

\(^{136}\) Tovena & Kihm (2008:23); the glosses are my own.

\(^{137}\) The criteria for event-internal pluractionality adopted in this thesis are presented in section 3.5.4.2. of Chapter 3.
might seem at first sight. I do believe that the distinction is of theoretical relevance, however. In Chapter 3, I will discuss how the distinction applies to the Hausa data.

1.7. Limits of pluractionality

Originally, pluractionality was a term coined for languages that have dedicated markers to express event plurality, be it reduplication, (other kinds of) affixes or any other morphological option. Pluractionality was considered a phenomenon present in many Amerindian, African, or Asian languages, i.e. basically all over the world, but virtually absent in (Indo-)European languages. However, with the increased interest in the phenomenon, especially among theoretical linguists, many new cases of ‘pluractionality’ have emerged, often in more familiar languages. Thus, sometimes the term ‘pluractionality’ is used also when discussing languages that would not traditionally be considered pluractional and/or in cases where the ‘pluractional’ marker is not a morpheme. In some cases, phenomena that used to be analyzed in terms of aspect or Aktionsart, especially iterativity, are now being reanalyzed as cases of pluractionality. Basically, several types of these ‘new’ cases can be distinguished. A first type involves verbs in Indo-European languages that have been claimed by some to employ pluractional morphology. A second type would be cases where pluractionality is marked by something else than an affix on the verb, i.e. some other element in the sentence, or a special construction. A third type would be cases where event plurality is not marked at all and where it is thus only understood. In the following paragraphs these possibilities are briefly discussed one by one.

Let us start with cases of verb forms and affixes in Indo-European languages that have been analyzed as pluractional, in particular Slavic and Romance. Filip & Carlson (2001) argue that the distributive prefix *po-* and the cumulative prefix *na-* in Czech are pluractional markers. Thus, according to Filip & Carlson (2001), example (65) involves pluractionality:

(65) Marie *po-zavírala okna* [Czech]

Marie DISTR-closed windows
‘Marie closed the windows’

N.B. all of them, one by one

Contra Filip & Carlson (2001), Romanova (2006) suggests that the distributive prefix *pere-*, the Russian counterpart of the Czech distributive prefix *po-*, does not contribute pluractionality. However, she argues that the (imperfective) stem it combines with does.

---

138 Linguistic arguments should be assigned more importance than cognitive/perceptual ones, however.
Delimiting pluractionality

(66)  a. Sobaka pere-kusalagł. vsex detej [Russian]
dog DIST-bitp. SG.FEM all.PL.ACC children.ACC
‘The dog bit all the children (one after another)’

b. pere-kusatj ‘bite all one by one’

c. kusatj. IMPF ‘bite/be biting’

Thus, according to Romanova, verbs like the one in (66c), which are traditionally considered to be simply imperfective, should be analyzed as pluractional. In section 1.3.5., I argued that imperfective verbs are indeed to be interpreted as referring to plural (iterated) events in certain contexts but that that type of interpretation arises as a consequence of the imperfectivity of the stem, rather than the presence of a pluractional operator. Recall that imperfective verbs have also non-plural, e.g. progressive, interpretations. Romanova’s (2006) proposal illustrates a recent more general tendency to analyze iteratively interpreted verb forms as pluractional. Tovanen & Kihm’s (2008) suggestion that the French and Italian verbs of the type mordiller/mordicchiare ‘nibble’ are event-internal pluractionals has already been mentioned. As for Latin, Garrett (2001b; as paraphrased in Wood 2007:130) suggests that verbs of the type adventäre ‘approach’, related to advenire ‘arrive’, are event-internal pluractionals where the preparatory phases of the events are repeated or extended.

Let us now move on to the second type. These are cases that have been analyzed as involving pluractionality but in which the pluractional meaning is not carried by a verbal morpheme. Instead, it is contributed by other elements in the structure. The following example from Zimmermann (2003) represents a case that is quite far from typical cases of pluractionality.

(67)  The/ An occasional sailor strolled by

Zimmermann (2003) suggests that sentences like (67) involve a pluractional operator, carried by the combination of the determiner and the adjective occasional. The adjective incorporates in the determiner, creating a complex quantifier, and that is how it can scope out of its DP. A case resembling the occasional construction is discussed by Matthewson (2000). She discusses a distributive element pelpåla7 in St’át’imcets (Lillooet Salish). Matthewson shows that pelpåla7 shares some core properties with pluractional markers in that it requires there to be a set of subevents which are temporally separated from each other. However, unlike more familiar pluractional markers, which are affixes on verbs, pelpåla7 may appear inside a DP (apart from having and adverbial use):140

140 Matthewson shows that pelpåla7, even in its DP internal use, is not like each, though. The subevents have to be temporally separated, they cannot be simultaneous; cf. also the Czech example in (53b) where the apples have to fall down one by one, not simultaneously.
(68) [Pelpála7 i smelhmúlhat-s-a] cat-an’t-táli ta tiipvl-a [St’át’imcets]\textsuperscript{141}
[DISTRIB DET.PL woman(PL)-DET] líír-TR-TOp DET table-DET
‘The women lifted the table one at a time’

As Matthewson herself points out, pelpála7 bears some similarity to occasional in the occasional constructions. Both pelpála7 and occasional have pluractional properties and take a nominal as well as a VP argument. However, in Matthewson’s formulation, pelpála7 is claimed to be similar to pluractional markers rather than being one itself.

Another case of extending the notion of pluractionality outside its usual domain is Van Geenhoven’s (2004, 2005) claim that frequency adverbs in English are overt pluractional markers. The relevant type of construction is exemplified by (69) below (Van Geenhoven 2005:120):

(69) Bill sang the anthem once in a while/frequently/every now and then

Van Geenhoven proposes that frequency adverbs in English contribute pluractional star operators, comparable to those contributed by (temporal) pluractional affixes in languages like West Greenlandic (to be discussed in more detail in section 1.8.3.). Similarly, in a direct reaction to Van Geenhoven (2004, 2005), Laca (2006) proposes that Spanish aspectual periphrases with andar/ir contribute pluractional operators. An example is given below:

(70) Maria anda preguntando por ti [Spanish]\textsuperscript{142}
María walk.PR asking about you
‘María is/ has been asking [repeatedly] about you’

Laca analyzes these as cases of temporal pluractionality, contributed by operators FREQ and INCR corresponding to andar and ir, respectively.

Finally, there exist analyses that postulate the existence of non-overt pluractional operators. Most notably, Van Geenhoven (2004, 2005) assumes such an operator for English sentences like the following one (Van Geenhoven 2004:168):

(71) John hit a golf ball into the lake for an hour

On Van Geenhoven’s analysis, there is a silent pluractional operator on the verb that is responsible for the repeated event interpretations.\textsuperscript{143}

The list of proposals suggesting that various phenomena in various (traditionally non-pluractional) languages should be analyzed as involving pluractionality given here is by no means exhaustive. The purpose of the paragraphs above is only to illustrate what

\textsuperscript{141} Matthewson (2000).
\textsuperscript{142} Laca (2006).
\textsuperscript{143} Cf. also Alexiadou et al. (2007) and subsequent work by G. Iordâchioia and E. Soare (e.g. Iordâchioia & Soare 2008), Beck & von Stechow (2007), Beck (2010) where also other constructions are analyzed as containing a pluractional operator.
kinds of expressions or constructions have also been analyzed as pluractional, in other words, how much the coverage of the term has expanded recently.

To summarize the discussion on the use of the terms ‘pluractional’ and ‘pluractionality’ outside their usual domain, there is an increasing amount of literature analyzing various linguistic data as involving pluractionality that were not understood as pluractional before. This raises the question of how broad the notion should be. In this thesis, I choose an approach according to which ‘pluractionality’ is a term reserved exclusively for cases in which event plurality is marked directly on the verb. In addition, pluractionals typically have other than iterative uses, most notably they also express meanings involving plural participants. This means that constructions that express exclusively temporal meanings are probably better analyzed as aspectual in nature. As a consequence, I propose that the cases discussed in this section do not represent pluractionality in this stricter sense. Instead, I suggest that the broader term ‘event plurality’ should be used to refer to such cases. The term ‘event plurality’ is broad enough to cover all the cases discussed in the previous paragraphs, even those where the source of the plural interpretation should be analyzed as aspectual in nature. I believe that it is useful to preserve the connection between pluractionality and other types of event plurality but it is also important to see what is specific to pluractionality as a narrower phenomenon.

In the next section, I will turn to some of the most influential theoretical accounts of pluractionality.

1.8. Theoretical accounts of pluractionality

This section introduces four theoretical accounts of pluractional verbs. I will start with a discussion of the first elaborate system proposed to capture various kinds or categories of verbal plurality, namely Cusic (1981). This study has been used since then as an important source of information on pluractionality cross-linguistically. Next, perhaps the most influential account of pluractionality will be discussed, namely that of Lasersohn (1995). Following Lasersohn’s (1995) analysis, the proposal of Van Geenhoven (2004, 2005) will be discussed. Her proposal does not make reference to events as primitives of the semantics, as Lasersohn’s does, but rather relies on interval semantics. Finally, I will present Ojeda’s (1998) analysis of distributive verbs and nouns in Papago.

---

144 A possible exception is the mordilleri/ mordicchiare ‘nibble’ type discussed in Tovena & Kihm (2008) since these cases could perhaps be considered morphological derivations, however limited their productivity is. Note, however, that Tovena & Kihm (2008) actually argue against a derivational analysis of these cases. Cf. footnote 95.

Probably the first work giving a detailed systematic account of verbal plurality and categorization of the various interpretations of plural verbs is Cusic (1981). Pluractional verbs can have a wide range of readings. Cusic (1981:74) gives the following list of possible meanings of plural verbs:

(72) repetitiveness, repeated occasions and events, persistent consequences, habitual agency, distributed quality, inchoativity, cumulative result, intensity, plurality of sites of action, duration, continuity, conation, distribution, celerativity/retardativity, augmentation, diminution

To make sense of the variation in meaning, Cusic proposes that it results from the interaction of four parameters. From this interaction, a typology can be derived. The four parameters are the following: (1) the event ratio, i.e. phase/event/occasion parameter, (2) the relative measure parameter, (3) the connectedness parameter, and (4) the distributive parameter.

The ‘event ratio’ parameter concerns the level at which the repetition takes place. Cusic assumes three distinct levels: ‘phases’, ‘events’ and ‘occasions’. Repetition can involve any of them. If the repetition takes place at the level of phases, the result is a ‘repetitive’ action or event-internal plurality (e.g. nibble). If the repetition takes place at the level of events or occasions, the result is ‘repeated’ action or event-external plurality (e.g. read the book again and again). Notice that Cusic’s three-way distinction between phases, events and occasions actually gives rise only to a two-way distinction in the kind of verbal plurality: event-internal vs. external plurality. As Cusic points out, repetition at the event level is rarely formally distinguished from repetition at the occasion level.

Two comments could be made here. First, if there is never a formal distinction between event- and occasion-level repetition, it seems reasonable to eliminate the occasion level as a level relevant for pluractionality. Second, Cusic only speaks of repetition. However, one can also imagine a non-temporal flavor of the event-internal vs. external distinction, e.g. with respect to the event’s participants. To give an example, a plural event of breaking something could be conceived of as targeting a single object, resulting in breaking the object into pieces. This would be a case of event-internal plurality. Alternatively, the plural event can be applied to many objects, resulting in breaking each of the objects once or several times. This would then be a case of event-external plurality. The event-ratio parameter and the distinction following from it (the distinction between event-internal and event-external plurality) are considered the most important. The other parameters serve to cross-classify these two main categories.

\[145\] "The plural verb shows, as well, certain relations we would not be likely to associate with event plurality at all: with perfectivity, causativity, and plurality of subject or object noun phrases" (Cusic 1981:74-75).
The ‘relative measure’ parameter is used for further subcategorization of verbal plurality, depending on the size of the units (phases/events), number of repetitions, degree of effort etc. The primary distinction is between decrease and increase: in size, number of repetitions, effort or some other aspect of the event. Within repetitive action, decrease gives rise to categories like ‘diminutive’ (73a), ‘tentative’ (73b), ‘conative’ (73c) or ‘incassative’ (73d) (all exemplified already in 1.4.4.):

(73)  

- **a.** kokočisnekí 
  – kočisnekí DIM [Sierra Nahuat]^{146} 
  – ‘continually wants to catch little naps’ 
- **b.** ciye:gol 
  – ce:gol TENT [Quileute]^{147} 
  – ‘he pulled a little’ 
- **c.** barrar 
  – barar CON [Saho]^{148} 
  – ‘to flutter’ 
- **d.** witwitnay 
  – wit INCASS [Zoque]^{149} 
  – ‘to walk aimlessly’

By contrast, increase can lead to ‘intensive’ (74a), ‘augmentative’ (74b) or ‘cumulative’ (74c) readings:

(74)  

- **a.** tlatlania 
  – tlania INTENS [Nahuatl]^{150} 
  – ‘to ask insistently’ 
- **b.** corii 
  – cori AUGM [Luiseño]^{151} 
  – ‘to cut a lot of wood’ 
- **c.** ġwoqoqot 
  – ġwo CUMUL [Pomo]^{152} 
  – ‘to cough something up’

As for the repeated action, the relative measure parameter provides two options: “small or precise count”, and “large or indefinite count”. In the case of small or precise count, the possible categories are, for instance, ‘duplicative’ (75a), ‘alternative’ (75b) and ‘discontinuative-dispersive’ (75c):

(75)  

- **a.** minge?tu 
  – min- DUPL [Zoque]^{153} 
  – ‘he (the same) came a second time’ 
  – i. ‘he (the same) came a second time’ 
  – ii. ‘he (another) came also’

---

^{146} Key (1960:131), as quoted by Cusic (1981:82).
^{147} Andrade (1933/38:190), as quoted by Cusic (1981:83).
^{151} Jacobs (1975:95), as quoted by Cusic (1981:85).
Readings that involve “a large or indefinite count” are, according to Cusic, better discussed in the context of the distributivity parameter (note that these are the most typical cases of pluractionality). One case that is discussed, however, is the ‘customary-occupational-habitual’ category:

(76) kattar | katar 
---|---
OCC | [Saho]\(^{156}\) 

The ‘connectedness’ parameter concerns the degree of continuity between the repetitions, with one extreme of the continuum being total connectedness – continuous, rather than repetitive, readings – and the other one involving discontinuous, discrete, separate actions. An example of a category representing a high degree of connectedness is the ‘durative-continuative’ reading (repetitive action readings):

(77) yoweh | yoweh 
---|---
DUR | [Sierra Nahuat]\(^{157}\) 

As for the opposite end of the continuum, a low degree of connectedness can be exemplified by categories such as ‘duplicative’ or ‘alternative’ (repeated action readings; (75a-b)).

Finally, the ‘distributive’ parameter concerns how the individual actions are distributed in time or space. Cusic (1981:102) defines distribution as follows (cf. also 1.5.1.):

> “The general idea of distribution is separation in time, space, or some other way, of actor from actor, action from action, object from object, property from property, and so on. In relation to our idea of plurality as internal complexity and external multiplicity, distributivity can be thought of as a function which takes the internally or externally complex entity, redivides it into its separate bounded units, and assigns these units to temporal loci, spatial loci, or matches them one-to-one with other bounded units.”

The possible values of the distributive parameter are: distributive in time, distributive in time and/or space, (non-distributive) and collective. The distributive parameter is an important one for Lasersohn (1995), who relies on Cusic’s descriptions to a large degree.

---

\(^{155}\) Andrade (1933/38:189), as quoted by Cusic (1981:92).  
\(^{156}\) Tauli (1958:141), as quoted by Cusic (1981:93).  
\(^{157}\) Key (1960:131), as quoted by Cusic (1981: 87).
as well as for the present thesis. Nevertheless, it is also at this point that Cusic’s discussion becomes less clear. One of the problematic points is that there is no value for distribution to participants, even though this is one of the most common cases. Certain inconsistencies of Cusic’s system are revealed at this point as well. First, as Cusic himself notes, the event ratio parameter was already defined in terms of repetition, which means distribution in time. However, according to the distributive parameter, this should be in fact only one of the options – at least distribution in space should be another possibility. Moreover, as Lasersohn points out, Cusic classifies some of the readings (tentative, intensive, augmentative, excessive) as non-distributive, despite the fact that he defines them in terms of repetition, that is, distribution in time. It could also be added that Cusic’s use of the terms ‘distributive’, ‘non-distributive’ and ‘collective’ in general is not very clear.159

Finally, in relation to the discussion in section 1.7., note that in Cusic’s understanding, verbal plurality includes more than pluractionality as delimited in this thesis. Not only morphemes that are affixed to verbs can make them plural: “in some cases we will also want to consider certain kinds of adverbial specifications to be plural formants because of their semantic relation to the range of meanings associated with the morphologically plural verbs” (Cusic 1981:72).160

To summarize, Cusic (1981) suggests that the wide range of readings available for plural verbs can be derived from the interaction of four parameters. Each of these parameters has a different role, namely, to distinguish event-internal and external plurality (event ratio parameter), set the relative size, effort, number of repetitions etc., specify the continuity among the individual events and determine whether the events are distributed to different times and/or locations, or not. Cusic’s typology has been taken as a starting point by Lasersohn (1995) and others. In the next subsection, Lasersohn’s analysis will be presented.

1.8.2. Lasersohn (1995)

Lasersohn devotes one chapter of his 1995 book to plurational markers. He starts off with a remark that these morphemes are frequently discussed in the descriptive and diachronic literature but rarely in formal semantics (needless to say, that has changed since 1995). He gives a few characterizations of plurational markers as found in the descriptive literature and concludes that “pluractional markers attach to the verb to

158 Cf. also the quote above. Lasersohn (1995) hypothesizes that Cusic (1981) does not list this as a separate value for the distributive parameter because it is subsumed under distribution in space-or-time.
159 Initially Cusic only claims that some of the readings are more distributive than others. In the summary of the discussion of the distribution parameter, however, he puts the ‘less distributive’ readings under the label ‘non-distributive’. Also, the general repeated action reading is, surprisingly, taken to have a collective interpretation. Cf. also Lasersohn’s (1995) discussion of Cusic’s system.
160 For Cusic, verbal plurality is a very broad notion. In Chapter 5, he discusses various ways in which verbal plurality can be expressed in English (e.g. by means of duration adverbials, the progressive etc.).
indicate a multiplicity of actions, whether involving multiple participants, times, or locations” (Lasersohn 1995:240). The starting point of his analysis is, then, based on the view that pluractional verbs refer to multiple events, which is an idea that can be formalized as follows:

\[(78) \quad V-PA(X) \Leftrightarrow \forall e \in X[V(e)] \land \text{card}(X) \geq n\]

A pluractional verb holds of a group of events if and only if its corresponding simple verb holds of each event in the group (and the number of events in the group/set exceeds a certain number). (78) leaves out a lot of detail, however. If one wishes to capture the range of meanings expressed by pluractionals some kind of parametrization is needed. Therefore, Lasersohn goes on to discuss various parameters along which pluractional meanings can vary. He takes Cusic’s (1981) system as the basis and attempts to capture (some of) the meanings Cusic assigns to pluractional markers, pointing out that any individual pluractional morpheme will probably show only a subset of the described readings. Lasersohn enriches the basic formula step by step. To capture the difference between repeated and repetitive events, i.e. event-external vs. event-internal pluractionality, he allows for two possibilities with respect to what predicate applies to the individual subevents: either the basic verb itself (V), or a lexically specified predicate. The first option applies in the case of repeated events and the latter one in the case of repetitive events, expressed by verbs like *nibble*. In the case of *nibble* the predicate applying to each of the subevents would not be the same verb: it would be something like *take a small bite*. This captures the event-ratio parameter of Cusic’s.

\[(79) \quad V-PA(X) \Leftrightarrow \forall e \in X[P(e)] \land \text{card}(X) \geq n\]

- repeated: \(P=V\)
- repetitive: \(P\) is fixed lexically

An important point with respect to Cusic’s use of the terms ‘repeated’ vs. ‘repetitive’ is the following (Lasersohn 1995:256; cf. also the discussion of Cusic’s system above):

“Note that although the terms *repeated* and *repetitive* specifically suggest temporal repetition, the question of whether \(P=V\) is completely independent of whether the pluractional marker takes a temporal reading. We obtain an alternation even in the case of spatial readings, participant-based readings, or completely non-distributive readings.”

The distribution over participants, locations or times (the distributive parameter) is captured once the non-overlap condition is added:
Delimiting pluractionality

(80) \[ \text{V-PA (X)} \iff \forall e,e' \in X [P(e) \land \neg f(e) \land f(e') \land \text{card}(X) \geq n] \]

temporal distribution: \( f = \tau \) (temporal trace function)
spatio-temporal distribution: \( f = K \) (function that is actually a pair of functions mapping events to their times and locations)
participant-based distribution: \( f = \theta \) (theta roles)

The non-overlap condition ensures that the times, locations or participants (which can all be in the range of \( f \)) of the individual events do not overlap. Then, in order to get truly separate running times, locations or participants, the non-overlap condition needs to be strengthened by adding the separateness condition, which states that e.g. each two running times or locations have to be separated by a time or location at which no event that can be described by the basic predicate takes place:

(81) \[ \text{V-PA (X)} \iff \forall e,e' \in X [P(e) \land \neg f(e) \land f(e') \land \exists x [\text{between}(x, f(e), f(e')) \land \neg \exists e'' [P(e'') \land x = f(e'')]]] \land \text{card}(X) \geq n \]

N.B. In the case of continuous readings, the separateness clause is negated:

\[ \neg \exists x [\text{between}(x, f(e), f(e')) \land \neg \exists e'' [P(e'') \land x = f(e'')]] \]

(81) is the final version of the formula – the ‘skeleton of an analysis’ that is meant to cover a subset of Cusic’s readings. Lasersohn explicitly mentions that formalizing Cusic’s relative measure parameter, concerned with the size, intensity etc., of the events is no easy matter and leaves the issue open (Lasersohn 1995:255):

“A detailed formalization of Cusic’s relative measure parameter, concerned with the size, intensity, etc., of the events in the set satisfying the pluractional verb, would take us too far afield; this parameter involves the interaction of a wide variety of non-logical notions, not all of which seem to play the same role in the overall semantics of pluractional morphemes. As the barest start on an analysis of these notions, we might posit a series of measure functions on events, yielding values based on size, degree of effort, effectiveness, etc. We could then add an optional condition to the semantics of pluractional morphemes, requiring certain minimum or maximum values for these functions, depending on the specific reading desired. In some cases, however, it may be the setting of \( n \), rather than the value of one of those measure functions, which is at issue.”

---

161 Lasersohn (1995:255) comments on the applicability of the separateness condition to participant-based cases: “As far as I can tell, the issue of continuity does not arise in connection to participant-based readings”. I will show in section 3.5.4. of Chapter 3, however, that the issue of continuity does arise even there.

162 For Hausa, these issues will be dealt with in the section devoted to the special character of pluractionals: section 3.7.
As mentioned in the introduction to the section, Lasersohn’s analysis has been very influential. Another proposal that is often cited in the literature is one that is very similar to Lasersohn’s, but in contrast to it, it does not make use of events as primitives in the theory and connects pluractionality to atelicity.


Van Geenhoven’s (2004, 2005) starting point is different from that of Lasersohn’s. Van Geenhoven does not set out with the goal of proposing a formula that would capture all possible meanings that are found with pluractionals cross-linguistically. The main goal of her 2004 paper is to propose a new account of frequentativity. Van Geenhoven interprets frequentative markers (in West Greenlandic Eskimo) in terms of temporal pluractionality (building on Stump’s 1981 insight that frequentativity involves temporal distribution) and gives an interval-based analysis of these markers, which she then compares to Lasersohn’s event-based semantics.

In West Greenlandic, there are several frequentative markers: -tar-, -qattaar-, -llattaar- for neutral, high and low frequency respectively:

(82)  a. -tar-
    Nuka ulla-p tunga-a tama-at [West Greenlandic]
    N.ABS morning-ERG direction-3SG.ABS all.3SG
    saniuqquit-tar-puq
go.by-tar-IND.[-tr].3SG
    ‘Nuka went by repeatedly for the whole morning’

b. -qattaar-
    Qaartartu-t sivisuu-mik qaar-qattaar-put
    bomb.ABS-PL lengthy-INS explode-qattaar- IND.[-tr].3PL
    ‘Bombs exploded again and again for a long time’

c. -llattaar-
    Angu-llattaar-puq
    seal.catch-llattaar- IND.[-tr].3SG
    ‘He caught a seal from time to time’

Van Geenhoven proposes that the frequency marker adds two meaning components: it pluralizes the verb and it distributes the plurality of subevent times over the overall event time (in such a way that it brings in a hiatus between every two subevent times). The semantics she assigns to -tar- is as follows (Van Geenhoven 2004:158):

163 Dowty (1979), Krifka (1989, 1992) being the old accounts that she directly reacts to.
164 Bittner & Trondhjem (2008:23) argue that “Van Geenhoven (2004) conflates the process suffix –qattar with the habitual suffix –tar, misidentifying both as markers of ‘temporal pluractionality’”, which is, according to them, a contradiction in terms.
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(83) \(-\text{tar} \to \lambda V \lambda t \lambda x (\# V(x) \text{ at } t)\)
where \(\# V(x) \text{ at } t = 1 \iff\)
\(\exists t'(t' \subseteq t \land V(x) \text{ at } t' > 1 \land \forall t'(t' \subseteq t \land V(x) \text{ at } t' \to \exists t''(t'' \subseteq t \land (t'' > t' \lor t'' < t') \land V(x) \text{ at } t'' \land \exists t'''(t'' < t''' < t'' \lor t'' > t''' \land \neg V(x) \text{ at } t''')))\)

Notice that the formula in (83) is very similar to the one in (81), that is, the analysis proposed by Lasersohn (1995). The first part of the formula says that there is more than one interval in which \(V\) holds of \(x\). In addition, (83) also states there is a ‘hiatus’: between any two intervals at which \(V\) holds of \(x\), there is an interval at which \(V\) does not hold of \(x\). This part is clearly parallel to Lasersohn’s separateness condition.

As mentioned above, -\(\text{tar}\)- is only one of the frequency markers found in West Greenlandic. There are also –\(\text{gattaar}\)- and –\(\text{lattaar}\)-, expressing high and low frequency, respectively. Van Geenhoven proposes that these are temporal pluractional operators as well, labeled ‘flower star’ and ‘stripe star’, respectively. Compared to –\(\text{tar}\)-, these operators would have an additional clause in their semantics specifying whether the frequency involved is high or low (by stating that the number of subevent times is large or small: ‘number(t’) is large/ small’).

Van Geenhoven compares her approach to that of Lasersohn’s (1995). She admits that the way in which she defines pluractional markers is reminiscent of his. As shown in the previous subsection, for Lasersohn, the denotation of a pluractional verb is a non-empty set of events such that every two events are separated from each other. This is very similar to how Van Geenhoven analyzes pluractionality, with the difference that she does not make use of events. According to Van Geenhoven the idea behind event semantics is to capture the similarities between the nominal and verbal domain. However, Van Geenhoven argues that it is not necessary to work with events to capture the similarities. Thus, she prefers to use an interval-based semantics. Nevertheless, it is important to note that Van Geenhoven’s goal is only to capture the semantics of temporal pluractionality, or what she calls frequentative aspect. For that an interval-based semantics might be sufficient. Lasersohn aims at covering a wider range of uses, i.e. also spatial and participant-based readings, and those are much harder to analyze without reference to events.\(^{166}\)

\(^{166}\) There are also verb markers in West Greenlandic that express ‘succession’ (‘V one by one’; Van Geenhoven 2004:151-2). These markers would be very interesting to look at in more detail, precisely because they are not purely temporal. On page 186-7, Van Geenhoven suggests that these markers are “instances of temporal pluractionality which express repetition and increase”, or “temporal distribution, of a kind that goes hand in hand with the distribution of individuals”. Note, however, that examples involving distribution to event participants are exactly the type of examples for which interval semantics is not sufficient.
In relation to the question of what should be included in the notion of pluractionality, it is important to say that for Van Geenhoven, English sentences like the one in (84) also contain a pluractional operator of the type defined above in (83).

(84) a. John found his son’s tricycle in the driveway for six weeks
    b. John hit a golf ball into the lake for an hour

It is a frequency operator very similar to –\textit{tar–} in West Greenlandic, also attached to the verb, the difference being that the operator is silent in English.\textsuperscript{167} In addition, languages like English also have overt markers of pluractionality, for example, frequency adverbs (e.g. \textit{repeatedly}):\textsuperscript{168}

(85) Mary discovered a flea/ fleas on her dog repeatedly for a month

This issue has already been discussed in 1.7. Including or not including cases like (84) and (85) in pluractionality is a matter of definition. In section 1.7., I argued for a more restricted use of the term.

Another important aspect of Van Geenhoven’s approach is related to the issue discussed in section 1.3., namely the relation between pluractionality and aspect. In particular, for Van Geenhoven (2004:142-3), pluractional predicates are necessarily atelic: “Pluractional predicates are like mass nouns (i.e., [they have] cumulative [reference]) and it is this that makes them unbounded and therefore atelic”\textsuperscript{169}. This means that, in Van Geenhoven’s view, frequentative readings are atelic by means of being pluractional. Van Geenhoven goes even further, however. Not only does she say that pluractional predicates are atelic but also that (all) atelic predicates are pluractional (Van Geenhoven 2004:161).

“By integrating frequentativity into the family of atelic aspects, atelicity is put in a new perspective. In particular, the source of atelicity is now identified as pluractionality, that is, as plurality in the domain of verbs. In my view, an atelic predicate is a pluractional predicate and it is this kind of predicate that is selected by an atelic adverbial.”

This claim is made even more explicit in her 2005 paper where she interprets as pluractional all of the following: (silent) frequentative, continuative (‘she sang continuously all night long’) and gradual aspect (‘he is getting bigger and bigger’), activities and states, imperfective aspect and frequency adverbs. In other words, Van Geenhoven postulates the existence of different pluractional operators for all these cases.

\textsuperscript{167} Van Geenhoven (2004:154-5) comments on her approach as follows: “I thus assume that although languages differ in their morphosyntactic means to express pluractional mechanisms, these mechanisms nonetheless apply crosslinguistically. What I show specifically is that silent frequentative in English is a case of implicit pluractionality”.

\textsuperscript{168} The silent verb-level pluractional marker and frequency adverbs – overt markers of pluractionality – have slightly different properties – cf. Van Geenhoven (2004).

\textsuperscript{169} This is a view held by some researchers and one that I have argued against in 1.3.3.
Note that in the case of activities and states, e.g. verbs like *sleep*, she talks about inherent (or lexical) pluractionality. As a result, in Van Geenhoven’s view, the aspeccual value of the predicate, that is, its (a)telicity, is not due to the nature of its nominal argument (as for e.g. Krifka 1989, among many others; Van Geenhoven 2004:179):

“Rather, the aspeccual value is determined by the presence of an implicit pluractional marker in the first place. [...] Hence, the true source of atelicity is the cumulative nature of a pluractional predicate rather than the cumulative nature of its complement.”

To summarize, Van Geenhoven offers a new view on frequentativity and other ‘aspects’ by analyzing them in terms of (temporal) pluractionality. Among other things, she argues for a virtual identification of pluractionality and atelicity. Van Geenhoven deals basically only with temporal interpretations. She proposes an interval-based account of them, which is in fact very similar to Lasersohn’s event-based account. However, unlike Lasersohn’s proposal, Van Geenhoven’s account is not suitable for participant-based cases.

1.8.4. Ojeda (1998)

The last proposal to be discussed in this section is Ojeda’s (1998) analysis of the semantics of different number forms in Papago. Ojeda’s paper is not primarily concerned with verbal plurality: the starting point of his discussion is the number oppositions in the nominal domain. However, as the situations in the two domains are largely parallel, the analysis is applicable equally well to nouns and verbs.

The basic fact about the number system in Papago is that it has two types of contrasts: roughly, singular vs. plural and non-distributive vs. distributive. The number of actual number forms that express these two basic contrasts depends on the class the particular lexical item belongs to. Both nouns and verbs can thus be divided into several distinct classes depending on the particular number forms they can occur in. Basically, three types of cases can be found, both with nouns and verbs.

First, some nouns and verbs exhibit singular vs. plural contrasts of the type familiar from the English-type nominal plurals. This is the contrast between forms labeled ‘singular’ vs. ‘non-singular’ in the case of nouns and ‘unitive’ vs. ‘non-unitive’ in the case of verbs:

(86)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nouns</th>
<th>[Papago]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>singular</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. bán</td>
<td>bá·bán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘coyote’</td>
<td>‘coyotes’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

170 Ojeda (1998) relies on descriptions in a series of studies by Mathiot (e.g. Mathiot 1983).
verbs

**unitive**

b. hêhem
‘to laugh once (at one locations)’

**non-unitive**

hêhem
‘to laugh more than once (at one or more than one location)’

Second, some nouns and verbs mark a contrast between ‘non-distributive’ (also sometimes called ‘collective’) and ‘distributive’ forms:

(87) **nouns**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>non-distributive</th>
<th>distributive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. háiwañ</td>
<td>háhaiwañ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘one or more head of cattle belonging to the same herd’</td>
<td>‘head of cattle belonging to more than one herd’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**verbs**

b. cikpan
‘to work (once or more than once) at one location’

cickpan
‘to work (more than once) at more than one location’

Finally, some verbs and nouns have a three-way distinction: singular, non-distributive plural and distributive plural. The labels used for nouns are ‘singular’, ‘plural’ and ‘distributive’. In the case of verbs the labels used are ‘unitive’, ‘repetitive’ and ‘distributive’.

(88) **nouns**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
<th>distributive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. dāikuḍ</td>
<td>dādaikuḍ</td>
<td>dādādaikuḍ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘a single chair’</td>
<td>‘several chairs’</td>
<td>‘several chairs from a single household’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from a single</td>
<td>from a single</td>
<td>from several</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>household’</td>
<td>household’</td>
<td>households’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**verbs**

b. unitive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>repetitive</th>
<th>distributive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>habcēʔi</td>
<td>habcēce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘to say something for the first time at one location’</td>
<td>‘to say something for the first time more than once at more than one location’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more than once</td>
<td>more than once at more than one location</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the situation in the two domains is so similar, Ojeda (1998) proposes a mereological analysis that applies to both nouns and verbs (in the spirit of e.g. Bach 1986, Krifka 1989, who extend Link’s 1983 proposal to events). The lexical roots are assumed to denote atoms and their sums. In the case of nouns the atoms are individuals, in the case
of verbs they are events. Singulars denote atomic individuals/ events and (proper) plurals denote sums of (non-identical) individuals/ events. This is sufficient to account for the singular vs. plural contrast of the type known from languages like English. To account for the non-distributive vs. distributive contrast, the notion of equivalence has to be introduced. The idea of two individuals or events being equivalent corresponds to Mathiot’s (1983) notion of belonging to the same ‘locus’. Being equivalent can thus mean belonging to the same household or herd in the case of nouns (e.g. the non-distributive form in (87a)). In the case of verbs, the events are equivalent if they take place at the same location. Being non-equivalent, on the other hand, means belonging to different households, herds or locations, depending on the class of the lexical item.

Distributive forms such as those in (87) and (88) are, then, analyzed as denoting sums of non-equivalent atoms. As for the non-distributive forms, their denotation depends on whether there is a two-way or a three-way contrast. If the non-distributive forms contrast only with distributive forms, as in (87), their denotation includes both atomic individuals/ events and sums of equivalent atoms. In cases in which there is a three-way contrast between singulars, non-distributive plurals and distributive plurals, as in (88), the denotation of the non-distributive form does not include atoms.

Notice that Papago verbal forms that could be considered pluractional are of different types. A first type are the so-called ‘non-unitive’ forms, which are simply plural: they denote sums of (non-identical) event atoms. It is not specified whether the events are equivalent or non-equivalent, that is, whether they take place at the same location or at different locations. A second type are the ‘distributive’ forms which denote sums of non-equivalent events, i.e. events that take place at different locations. Finally, there are ‘repetitive’ forms which denote sums of equivalent events, which means sums of events that take place at the same location. What connects all the plural forms is the fact that they all denote sums of events.\textsuperscript{172}

In comparison to the other proposals presented in this section, Ojeda’s analysis has several specific features. First, it is the fact that his analysis is not limited to verbal plurality. Ojeda explicitly mentions this when he compares his own analysis to that of Lasersohn’s (1995), which is applicable only to verbs. Second, (non-)equivalence is a very general and flexible notion. The exact nature of equivalence relation is not specified in the semantics of distributive plurality itself.\textsuperscript{173} This makes it possible to capture

\textsuperscript{172} In connection with the discussion in section 1.3.5., where I argued that it might often be very hard to determine whether the source of an iterative interpretation is pluractionality or aspect/ Aktionsart, note that Papago ‘repetitive’ and ‘non-unitive’ forms are clearly not aspectual. The verbal forms with iterative interpretations are to be analyzed as instantiating verbal number, as they are perfectly parallel to the nominal plural forms.

\textsuperscript{173} According to Ojeda (1998:261), it is not essential to specify the content of the notion of equivalence, since “the notion of equivalence involved in the semantics of (non)distributives is identified not by the grammar of Papago but by other aspects of Papago culture – say, the importance of owners or makers of tools, the importance of herds of cattle, and so on”.
various ‘flavors’ of distributive plurality, e.g. the ‘here and there’ type and the ‘different kinds’ type alike, without complicating the meaning of the distributive plurals themselves. Third, in Ojeda’s account, the connection between regular and distributive plurals is captured in a very elegant way. Regular plurals are described as plurals based on the notion of identity, while distributive plurals are based on the notion of non-equivalence. Identity, however, is just a special type of equivalence relation (Ojeda 1998:260):

“Now, a notion of non-equivalence on a set is nothing more and nothing less than a binary relation which is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive on the set. But identity is a binary relation which is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive on any set. Identity is, therefore, an equivalence relation. It is, in fact, the strictest form of equivalence – the one which holds only between an entity and itself. It now follows […] that plural forms are a particular, limiting, case of distributive forms or, equivalently, that distribution is a generalization of plurality.”

In my understanding, distributive plurals are a special case of plurality, rather than the other way round, since while identity is a special case of equivalence, non-equivalence is a special case of non-identity. Nevertheless, the point is that under Ojeda’s analysis the connections between English-type nominal plurals and Papago distributive plurals (both nominal and verbal) becomes rather transparent.

This summary of Ojeda’s (1998) proposal concludes the section. From the proposals presented here, Lasersohn’s (1995) and Ojeda’s (1998) accounts played the most important role in the development of the analysis of Hausa pluraclational presented in this thesis. As such, they will be partly discussed again in section 3.9. of Chapter 3 where I compare various aspects of my proposal to other proposals in the literature.

1.9. Conclusion

Recently, pluraclational has been receiving more and more attention. The main goal of this chapter was to introduce the concept of pluraclational and delimit it with respect to related phenomena. I argued that even though there are striking parallels between nominal and verbal number (and even though it is desirable to try to find generalizations applicable to plurality in general) it makes sense to study pluraclational as a phenomenon in its own right. I also discussed the question of where one should draw the boundaries between pluraclational, aspect and gradability. I argued that sometimes it is hard to see what the source of certain interpretations is because iterativity, for instance, can be of pluraclational as well as aspectual nature. Apart from arguing that there is an overlap in interpretations that plurality and aspect can give rise to, it was shown that pluraclational is independent of viewpoint aspect and (un)boundedness. The role of
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degree in connection to pluractionality is important as well. One of the reasons is that cases in which plurality and degree effects cooccur in pluractionals are rather common.

The general discussion related to how pluractionality should be delimited was followed by a discussion of the terms ‘distributive’ and ‘collective’, which both play an important role in the literature on plurality. The different uses of the terms were distinguished and some suggestions were made as to how the notions relate to pluractionality. The next issue discussed was what distinctions should be made within pluractionality. I argued that there is not much evidence for making a distinction between event number and participant number. As for the event-external versus event-internal distinction, there is disagreement in the literature where exactly the boundary lies. The point of controversy are mainly pluractionals of the knock type. The general discussion of pluractionality was concluded by considering what the phenomena are that the term should cover, which is a reaction to the recent explosion of the use of the term. I argued for restricting the term pluractionality to cases where event plurality is signaled directly by the form of the verb and suggested that caution is required in purely temporal cases.

Finally, I presented four theoretical accounts of pluractionality. First, I described Cusic’s system. Cusic (1981) was the first in-depth study of verbal plurality and his classification of the various readings has been often quoted and used in later studies. Probably the most influential formal account, and one that takes Cusic (1981) as its basis, is the event-based account of Lasersohn (1995). Van Geenhoven’s (2004, 2005) analysis is comparable to Lasersohn’s, with the difference that her account is interval-based and as such it is not suited for participant-based cases of pluractionality. Finally, Ojeda (1998) is one of the very few proposals that treat the number distinctions in the nominal and verbal domain uniformly and discuss explicitly the relation between regular and distributive plurals.

In the next chapter, I will turn to the presentation of the data that will be analyzed in Chapter 3, namely, pluractional verbs in Hausa.
Chapter 2: Pluractionality in Hausa

2.1. Introduction

The goal of this chapter is to present some basic information on Hausa and introduce the data that will be analyzed in Chapter 3. The data are with a few exceptions my own, collected at various points between 2007 and 2010. Roughly half of the overall amount of data came out of a number of elicitation sessions with various native speakers of Hausa living in Europe. These speakers are from different parts of Hausaland, one from Niger, the rest from Nigeria. The other half was collected during my field trip to Sokoto, Nigeria, in August – September 2009. Even though the speakers I have consulted speak different dialects, I have no reason to think that the use of pluractional verbs is subject to dialectal variation. There is a lot of variation but it seems to be a matter of individual idiolects and personal preferences, rather than dialects, since there is as much variation within the judgments of speakers of the same dialect as across dialects. As inter-speaker variation is something rather typical of Hausa pluractionals, it will be discussed throughout the chapter and a brief summary of the individual points of variation will be given in section 2.8.4. In the rest of this introduction a few general remarks concerning the variation will be made.

One general observation that can be made about how speakers vary in their use of pluractionals is that there are what I will call ‘conservative’ and ‘liberal’ speakers. Naturally, this distinction is gradual and thus one cannot speak of two clearly separate groups of speakers. Nevertheless, ‘conservative’ vs. ‘liberal’ is a distinction that can provide some insight into the ways speakers’ judgments vary. Below I discuss three different aspects or dimensions in which speakers can be conservative or liberal.

First, conservative speakers seem to require rather special contexts for an appropriate use of the pluractional form. Essentially, this means that for conservative speakers pluractionals clearly express meanings that go beyond simple event plurality. By contrast, liberal speakers often assign pluractionals interpretations that are simply plural (cf. the characterization of what I consider typical pluractionals and the distinction between the basic meaning and additional meanings of pluractionals given in (2) in Chapter 1).

---

1 It should be said, however, that probably none of the speakers I consulted speaks a ‘pure’ dialect. They are all rather well educated people, as a consequence of which their language is influenced by the standard variety of Hausa. However, as already mentioned, dialectal differences do not seem to play a role in the interpretation (or formation) of pluractional verbs. Nevertheless, they can play a role in the choice of the particular lexical item (verb that serves as the basis for the pluractional formation) the speakers use to express the given meaning.
The second aspect or dimension seems connected to the first one. It has to do with the extent of the regularity of the formation. For conservative speakers, the pluractional formation is clearly derivational and subject to restrictions. Such speakers do not derive pluractional forms equally easily from all verbs. They often reject forms that seem coined, that is, that are not recognized as commonly used or ‘well-established’. For a very small number of speakers the pluractional form is special to the extent that it does not seem to be productive at all. It almost seems that such speakers accept only a few lexicalized cases. In contrast, liberal speakers form pluractionals very regularly, to the extent that for some of them the formation has almost an inflectional character. There are few idiosyncrasies in their data and only few forms are rejected as non-existent.

Finally, some speakers are conservative in the sense that they accept pluractionals only in optimal contexts. This means that many forms are rejected for essentially pragmatic reasons, for instance, because the pluractionals were used to describe situations that do not arise naturally. Other speakers are more flexible in accepting unusual contexts or they even themselves invent scenarios that make sentences with pluractionals felicitous. Such speakers are willing to accept more cases than conservative speakers are and can thus be said to be more liberal.²

This brief and necessarily schematic characterization of the ‘conservative’ vs. ‘liberal’ speaker distinction does not exhaust the topic of inter-speaker variation. It should rather serve as a general background against which the individual points of variation can be evaluated. Concrete examples of idiolects, including the discussion of how their individual features are related to each other, will be given in section 3.8. of Chapter 3.

The chapter is organized as follows. First, I present some general information on Hausa and its grammatical system, which will be concluded by introducing the pluractional formation (section 2.2.). After that, the actual pluractional data will be presented. I start by discussing in some detail the plurality requirement and its different components (section 2.3.). Section 2.4. is dedicated to a discussion of the status of iterative interpretations. Section 2.5. deals with data showing that the number of events referred to by pluractionals should not be specified precisely but it should be large. Following that, some data will be presented that challenge the idea that a plurality of events analysis is sufficient for a proper treatment of Hausa pluractionals, namely pluractional verbs with high degree interpretations (section 2.6.). Section 2.7. discusses how certain meaning aspects of pluractional verbs interact with each other. Section 2.8. deals with some remaining issues, the most important of which is the inter-speaker variation in judgments. Section 2.9. concludes the chapter.

---

² Note that the distinction between conservative and liberal speakers is not a distinction between older and younger speakers. In fact, I have no evidence for saying that the differences in the use of pluractionals depend on the age of the speaker. Similarly, there seems to be no clear correlation between the conservativeness and the gender of the speaker.
2.2. Hausa

In this section, I present some background information on Hausa. I start by providing some general information and then discuss parts of the grammatical system that have relevance for the pluractional data.

The section is structured as follows. The general information is given in subsection 2.2.1. The following subsection (2.2.2.) provides the basics of the sentence structure. Subsection 2.2.3. deals with verb grades. After discussing some relevant deverbal categories in subsection 2.2.4., the focus is moved to the nominal system (subsection 2.2.5.). In the last two subsections, I discuss reduplication (2.2.6.) and pluractional formation (2.2.7.).

2.2.1. General information

Hausa is a language belonging to the Chadic family (Afroasiatic). It is spoken as a first language in northern Nigeria and southern Niger by at least 35 million people. Apart from Hausaland proper, it is spoken by Hausa communities in other countries as well (e.g. Ghana and Sudan). In addition, it is commonly used as a lingua franca by non-native speakers in various parts of West Africa. Unlike most other African languages, Hausa is actually expanding: it is rapidly replacing smaller languages spoken in the area.

Hausa is one of the best documented and most extensively studied of all sub-Saharan African languages, evidence of which are the two comprehensive grammars published recently: Newman (2000) and Jaggar (2001). These two works are the most important sources of information for this general introduction of Hausa and its grammatical system. Moreover, the descriptions of pluractional verbs in Hausa given in these grammars were the starting point for my own investigations.

The standard variety of Hausa is based on the Kano dialect and this is the variety that is usually described. The various dialects can be divided roughly into two groups: the eastern dialects, which can be represented by the Kano dialect, and the western dialects, with one of its centers in Sokoto. The dialects vary in phonology, lexicon and grammatical morphemes.

Hausa is a tone language, with three distinct tones: low (L), high (H) and falling (F). The vowel system has a phonological distinction between short and long vowels. Vowel length and tone are not marked in standard Hausa orthography. However, in linguistic examples, they are marked as follows:

(1)  a. vowel length: short  \textit{nan} ‘there (near you)’
    long (double vowels)  \textit{suunaa} ‘name’\footnote{Alternatively, vowel length can be marked by a macron: \textit{s\u{u}n\u{a}} ‘name’.}

The consonant system is quite rich, thanks to the existence of glottalized, palatalized and labialized sets. Several special characters and digraphs are used in Hausa:5

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\delta & \text{laryngealized bilabial stop} \\
\delta' & \text{laryngealized alveolar stop} \\
\k & \text{glottalized velar ejective} \\
\r & \text{coronal tap/roll} \\
\ts & \text{ejective coronal sibilant} \\
\i & \text{glottal stop} \\
'y' & \text{laryngealized semivowel}
\end{array}
\]

The Hausa phonological system plays a minor role in the discussion of plurational verbs. I will only discuss it where relevant.

### 2.2.2. Sentence structure

In this section the basics of the sentence structure in Hausa are discussed. The focus of the discussion is on the basic elements forming a sentence, the main clause types and the tense-aspect-mood system. For this and the following five subsections, I am relying on the descriptions given by Newman (2000) and Jaggar (2001). Most of the examples given in these sections are taken from these two grammars.6

As illustrated in (3) below, Hausa is an SVO language, with an inflection-carrying element (INFL) between the subject and verb.7 INFL carries subject agreement and the tense/aspect/mood information (TAM, see below). Hausa is a pro-drop language, which means that a sentence can start directly with INFL if the subject is recoverable from the context.

---

4 Note that the tone is marked only on the first vowel if the vowel is long, e.g. bàa ‘negative marker’.
5 There are two R’s in Hausa. An ‘r’ with no diacritic is a retroflex flap. The glottal stop is marked only in non-initial positions. Apart from the use of special characters, other differences in comparison to the English orthography include the following: c is pronounced as ch in church and g is always pronounced as g in get. In addition, there are geminate consonants, which are indicated by double letters. In the case of geminates of consonants represented by digraphs such as ts only the first letter of the digraph is doubled: tsaittsâyaa ‘stop.PL.C’.
6 The glosses are my own.
7 This element is called person-aspect complex (PAC) in Newman (2000) and Jaggar (2001) and auxiliary in Hartmann (2008).
Apart from verbal clauses, there are also two kinds of clauses in Hausa that do not contain a verb (i.e. not even a covert one). One type of non-verbal clauses are clauses that do not contain either a verb or INFL, for instance, equational (5a) or existential clauses (5b).\(^8\)

(5) a. Šii (bàà) mahùkàčii (ba) nèe EQUATIONAL
    he NEG crazy NEG STAB.M
    ‘He is (not) crazy’

b. Àkwai ruwaa EXISTENTIAL
    there.is water
    ‘There is water’

The second type of non-verbal clauses are clauses that contain INFL but no verb. These are e.g. possessive (6a) or locative (6b) constructions, or clauses with the so-called statives (6c), which are assumed to be non-verbal (cf. subsection 2.2.4.):

(6) a. Kanàà dà moòtàà? POSSESSIVE
    2SG.M.IMPF with car
    ‘Do you have a car?’

b. Yanàà gidaa LOCATIVE
    3SG.M.IMPF home
    ‘He is at home’

c. Sunàà zàùne STATIVE
    3PL.IMPF seat.ST
    ‘They are seated’

---

\(^8\) The stabilizer (STAB) is a copula-like element used in equational sentences, but it also functions as a focus marker (if it is indeed the same element; cf. Green 2007). The masculine and plural form of the stabilizer is nee and the feminine form is ceen. The tone is polar, i.e. opposite to that of the preceding syllable (cf. example (5a) above).
Having introduced the basic facts about clauses and the elements they are constituted by, the rest of the subsection will be devoted to verbs and the tense/aspect/mood system.

The most basic fact about verbs is that they do not inflect for tense, aspect or modality and do not carry agreement markers. Instead, this kind of information is encoded in the already mentioned INFL marker. INFL is composed of the tense/aspect/mood (TAM) morpheme and the subject agreement morpheme (person, gender and number). These two morphemes are sometimes clearly identifiable (or even written as separate words), as in the future form (7a), but often the two parts cannot be really distinguished, as in the perfective form (7b):

(7)  a. Bá(a) zaa mü iyà zuwàa ba FUTURE
    NEG FUT 1PL be.able come NEG
    ‘We won’t be able to come’

    b. Naa ci goọrọ PERFECTIVE
    1SG.PF eat kolanut
    ‘I ate a kolanut’

Tense and aspect are not realized as separate categories in Hausa. Rather, together with mood they constitute components of a single conjugational system: tense/aspect/mood (TAM). The TAM marker forms part of the INFL element, as demonstrated above. The TAM paradigms can be divided into three (syntactically determined) categories: general (affirmative clauses and yes-no questions), relative (focus, relativization and wh-questions) and negative (both general and focus negative clauses). The basic division is between imperfective and other than imperfective TAMs. Imperfective TAMs do not combine with verbs in the strict sense but rather with verbal nouns (comparable to the -ing forms of the English progressive), locative or stative predicates or possessive

---

9 There is one verb form that does express grammatical features that are otherwise marked by the INFL morpheme, however: the imperative. The imperative is available for second person singular only (ia). In all other cases, commands have to be expressed by using the subjunctive TAM (ic). In fact, the subjunctive is a more common way to express commands in the second person singular as well (ib). As for the form of the imperative, it is usually segmentally identical to the non-imperative form but the tone is usually LH (overriding the tone of the non-imperative use):

(i)  a. táashi! < taashi IMPERATIVE
     ‘get up!’ ‘get up’

    b. kà/kì taashi SUBJUNCTIVE
     ‘(you.SG.M/F) get up’

    c. kù taashi
     ‘(you.PL) get up!’

10 Only a subset of all TAMs have three distinct forms. In some TAMs, a single form is used in all three categories. In addition, some TAMs are restricted to certain categories.
Table 2.1.: TAMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>perfective</th>
<th>imperfective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>general</td>
<td>Audu yaa fitoo</td>
<td>Audu yana fitowaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audu 3M.SG.PF come.out</td>
<td>Audu 3M.SG.IMPF come.out.VN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Audu came out’</td>
<td>‘Audu is coming out’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relative</td>
<td>Audu (nee) ya fitoo</td>
<td>Audu (nee) yakee fitowaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audu (STAB) 3SG.M.RELPF come.out</td>
<td>Audu (STAB) 3SG.M.RELIMPF come.out.VN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘It is Audu who went out’</td>
<td>‘It is Audu who is coming out’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td>Audu bai fitoo ba</td>
<td>Audu baa yaa fitowaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audu 3SG.M.NEGPF come.out NEG</td>
<td>Audu 3SG.M.NEGIMPF come.out.VN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Audu didn’t go out’</td>
<td>‘Audu isn’t going out’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As already mentioned above, the other, non-TAM, component of INFL reflects the person, gender and number features of the subject. This information is thus not encoded in the verb itself. This point is important in connection with pluraactionality, since participant-based pluraactionality could in principle be confused with agreement. In Hausa, however, the situation is very clear: pluraactionality is marked on the verb, whereas agreement never is.

In the following subsection, more information on verbs is given. In particular, the subsection discusses the so-called ‘grade system’.

2.2.3. Verb grades

As indicated in the previous subsection, Hausa verbs are not morphologically marked for person, number or tense/aspect/mood. However, they do in some cases change their form depending on the syntactic environment. The syntactic environment relevant for the choice of the appropriate form is determined by what follows the verb. If the verb has no object or if the object has been fronted the so-called ‘A-form’ is used. If the verb is followed by a pronominal direct object it is necessary to use the ‘B-form’. In cases when the verb is followed by a noun in the direct object position the appropriate form is the ‘C-form’. The ‘D-form’ is used if an indirect object follows the verb. An example of a verb and its different forms is given in Table 2.2. below.

---

11Saying that imperfective TAMs are only used with non-verbal predicates is not quite precise because in some cases the verbal form is actually used, instead of a verbal noun, namely, if an object follows (cf. the discussion of verbal nouns below). Both Newman (2000) and Jaggar (2001) use the term ‘infinitive phrase’ for such combinations of verbs and their objects in imperfective sentences, probably to be able to make a generalization that would cover all imperfective sentences, namely, that they do not contain finite verbs.

12The time-reference point is fixed by adverbials or context, for example. If no context is provided, the default time reference is the time of speaking.
Table 2.2.: Forms of the verb sàyaa ‘buy’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A (pre-zero)</th>
<th>B (pronominal d.o.)</th>
<th>C (nominal d.o.)</th>
<th>D (i.o.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sàyaa</td>
<td>sàyeec</td>
<td>sàyic</td>
<td>sayàa/sayar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The verb sàyaa ‘buy’ exhibits a distinct morphological form in each of these four syntactic environments. This is not the case for all verbs. The number of distinct forms and their exact shape depend on the morphological class the particular verb belongs to. These morphological classes are called ‘grades’.

Verb grades are thus morphological classes of verbs that share certain formal and partly also semantic characteristics. There are eight grades described in the grammars, which can be divided into ‘primary grades’ and ‘secondary grades’. The primary grades are grades 0 to 3. Each of these grades is defined by certain formal characteristics, such as the final vowel and tone pattern. The following simplified characteristics of the primary grades can be given. Grade 0 are mostly monosyllabic verbs that typically end in -i or -aa, like ci ‘eat’ or shaa ‘drink’. Grade 1 contains both intransitive and transitive a(a)-final verbs, such as dafàa ‘cook’. Grade 2 verbs are all transitive verbs. They demonstrate the greatest variability in form, as exemplified in the table above. Grade 3 is an exclusively intransitive grade containing a-final verbs, like fita ‘go out’. Grades 4 to 7 are called secondary grades. The secondary grades, unlike the primary grades, can generally be characterized semantically as well, apart from being defined by certain formal features. Grade 4, the ‘totality’ grade, contains both transitive and intransitive verbs that “indicate an action totally done or affecting all the objects” (Newman 2000:629), e.g. sayée ‘buy up’. Grade 5 verbs, called ‘effential’ by Newman (traditionally ‘causative’) indicate “action directed away from the speaker” (Newman 2000:629), e.g. zubar ‘pour out’. It is characteristic for these verbs that “semantic direct objects” require the use of the oblique marker dà, as in yaa zubar dà giyaa ‘he poured out the beer’. Grade 6 verbs are called ‘ventive’ by Newman. They end in -oo and indicate action “in the direction of or for the benefit of the speaker” (Newman 2000:629), e.g. daawoo ‘come back’. Grade 7 indicates “an agentless passive, middle voice, action well done, or the potentiality of sustaining action” (Newman 2000:629), depending on the TAM. They end in -u, as in dàfu ‘be well cooked’. Despite the fact that secondary grades can be partly characterized semantically, it is often hard to provide a label that would cover all cases. Note that many verb stems occur in different grades, giving rise to slightly different meanings and uses. Typically, a verb will occur in one primary grade and possibly several secondary ones. The following table demonstrates that for the stem sày- ‘buy’.

---

13 The citation form is the A form.
Table 2.3.: Verb stem - ‘buy’ in different grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb</th>
<th>grade</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sayaa</td>
<td>gr2</td>
<td>‘buy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sayée</td>
<td>gr4</td>
<td>‘buy up’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sayař</td>
<td>gr5</td>
<td>‘sell’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sayoo</td>
<td>gr6</td>
<td>‘buy and bring’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sāyu</td>
<td>gr7</td>
<td>‘be well bought’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.4. Deverbal categories

This section discusses three deverbal categories that are relevant for the discussion of pluractionality because they can be derived from pluractional as well as from non-pluractional verbs. When they are derived from pluractional verbs the derivation preserves the pluractional semantics. These categories are stative, adjectival participles and verbal nouns.

The so-called ‘statives’ are forms regularly derived from verbs by replacing the final vowel with a tone-integrating suffix -e:\[^14\]. The nature of statives is not completely clear to me. They are often translated as present or past participles:

(8) a. dáfɛ < dafàa
    ‘cooked’       ‘cook’

b. gùjɛ < gudù
    ‘running, on the run’  ‘run’

c. kwànçɛ < kwàntaa
    ‘lying down’  ‘lie down’

Newman (2000) considers these forms adverbial. Nevertheless, adverbs usually do not follow prepositions, while statives can (the preposition à meaning ‘in/at’): \[^15\]

[^14]: A tone-integrating suffix is a suffix with an associated tone melody that overrides the tones of the base the suffix is attached to. The tone pattern imposed by the suffix is indicated by the superscript following a right bracket.

[^15]: Consider also the following characterization in Jaggar (2001:651): “[s]tatives denote the terminal state or condition resulting from the completion of a verbal action and are functionally equivalent to manner adverbs”. Jaggar’s formulation is rather cautious – he does not state directly that statives are adverbs. However, his definition is not quite precise either. Looking at the example in (8b), it is clear that the action has not been completed yet. Parsons (1981:30ff) calls statives VANS: ‘verbal adverbial nouns of state’. Newman (2000) rejects this because in his view there is nothing that would justify labeling statives as nouns. However, the fact that statives often follow the preposition à is exactly the right kind of evidence for treating statives as essentially nominal.
As shown already above, a stative can also be the main predicate of a sentence:

(10) Sunāa (ā) zāune
     3PL.IMPF (PREP) sit.ST
     ‘They are seated’

In such cases the stative can either follow the imperfective INFL morpheme directly or it is preceded by the preposition à.

Apart from statives, verbs generally allow the derivation of a corresponding adjectival past participle. Past participles are derived by a tone-integrating suffix -aCCée1 and have a distinct masculine, feminine and plural form, like other adjectives.

(11) dàffìfèe m./ dàffìfiyaa f./ dàffìfüu pl. < dafaa
     ‘cooked’
     ‘cook’

An adjectival participle can be used in the same constructions as other adjectives:

(12) a. Shinkaaafàà bàà dàffìfiyaa ba cèe
        rice.the NEG cooked NEG STAB
     ‘The rice is not cooked’

b. wani hòotoo sàataccceee
   some picturestolen
   ‘a stolen picture’

In (12a), the participle is used as an equational predicate. In (12b) it functions as a (post-nominal) modifier of a noun.

The most important deverbal category that can be derived both from simple and plural actional verbs is the so-called ‘verbal noun’. Verbal nouns are used in imperfective sentences instead of verbs, which cannot follow imperfective TAMs (as discussed in subsection 2.2.2.; but see below). Two types of verbal nouns are distinguished: weak and strong.16

Strong verbal nouns are either regular – their form can be predicted from the grade of the verb – or irregular. If followed by a direct object, a so-called linker is attached to the verbal noun. The linker has two forms: -n for masculine verbal nouns and -ṛ for feminine verbal nouns:17

---

16 As a rule, weak verbal nouns are derived from grades 1, 4, 5, 6, and 7 and strong verbal nouns from grades 0, 2, and 3.

17 The genitive linker, or simply linker, is generally translated as ‘of’. It is an element connecting e.g. two NPs in possessive constructions (màata-ṛ Bello ‘Bello’s wife’, lit. wife.of Bello) or an adjective with a following
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(13) a. Ináà ji
   1SG.IMPF listen.VN
   ‘I’m listening’

   STRONG VERBAL NOUN

b. Ináà jì-n-kà
   1SG.IMPF listen.VN-of-you.SG.M
   ‘I’m listening to you’

Weak verbal nouns are all regular: they are derived by means of a suffix -`waa.18 If an object follows, the weak noun cannot be used and the verbal form is used instead:

(14) a. Tanàà kaawòwaa
    3SG.F.IMPF bring.VN
    ‘She’s bringing (it)’

    WEAK VERBAL NOUN

b. Tanàà kaawoo kaayaa
    3SG.F.IMPF bring.VN stuff
    ‘She’s bringing (the) stuff’

This pattern is rather puzzling. Newman (2000:701) mentions that essentially all previous scholars treated forms like kaawoo in (14b) as verbal nouns that just happen to be identical to the verb. According to him, the reasons for saying that such forms are real verbs are, first, that they undergo the same vowel length and tone alternations in the A/B/C/D contexts as true verbs (cf. Table 2.2. above) and, second, that unlike all other verbal nouns that require the use of a linker when followed by a direct object (cf. (13b) above) these forms do not.

2.2.5. Nominal system

Verbal nouns, being a category that has some verbal and some nominal characteristics, bring us to the Hausa nominal system, some aspects of which are discussed in this section. Even though this thesis is mainly concerned with verbs, some properties of the nominal system are directly relevant for the discussion of pluractionality and plurality in general. I will start by discussing dynamic nouns, which are to be distinguished from verbal nouns but which, nevertheless, often express ‘verbal’ concepts. Next, it will be shown how number is expressed in the nominal domain. Finally, I will briefly describe nominal modifiers.

NP (saabo-n gidää ‘new house’, lit. new.of house). The linker has a free variant: na(a) m./pl. and ta(a) f. (gidää na Sulé ‘Sule’s house’), and a bound variant: -n m./pl. and -f f.

18 The grave accent mark (””) preceding -waa means that there is a floating tone associated with the suffix. A floating tone attaches to the immediately preceding syllable. If the tone of the preceding syllable is H, the attachment of the floating L tone produces a fall, as in (14a). If the tone is L, it remains L.
2.2.5.1. **Dynamic nouns**

Dynamic nouns are nouns referring to actions. They form ‘light verb constructions’ with *yī ‘do’, a semantically empty verb:

(15)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>yī aikii</em></td>
<td>do work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>yī màGANà</em></td>
<td>do talking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>yī wààSàà</em></td>
<td>do playing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘work’  ‘talk’  ‘play’

In the imperfective TAM, dynamic nouns can also directly follow INFL, just like verbal nouns. However, these cases are usually analyzed as involving a deletion of the verbal noun corresponding to *yī ‘do’:

(16)  

a.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>BAA sàà</em></td>
<td>3PL.IMPF crying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>‘They are not crying’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>sunàà</em></td>
<td>3PL.IMPF drumming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘They are drumming’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the fact that dynamic nouns, when used in imperfective sentences without *yīn*, can be almost indistinguishable from verbal nouns, they are essentially just regular nouns and not even necessarily deverbal. This also means that while there are ‘pluractional verbal nouns’ – verbal nouns formed on the basis of pluractional verbs (cf. subsection 2.2.7.) – there are no ‘pluractional dynamic nouns’. Nevertheless, in some cases, the so-called ‘frequentative’ form is available, which can be used with a pluractional-like interpretation. In fact, the reduplicated form in (16b) above is a frequentative. These forms will be discussed in more detail in the following subsection, since they are better discussed in the context of plural formation.

2.2.5.2. **Number**

From the perspective of the morphology employed, plural formation in Hausa is exceedingly complex. There are about 40 surface plural forms, reducible to roughly 14 major classes. In some cases, a single noun can have several plural forms. In addition (and possibly as a result of this), there is substantial dialectal and idiolectal variation. On the other hand, from the semantic point of view, the nominal number system is relatively simple, with a two-way opposition between singular and plural. The use of a plural form is generally obligatory to express plural meanings, just like in English. However, when modified by numerals and some other expressions of quantity singular forms are sometimes preferred.\(^\text{19}\) Below is an example of a noun, its plural form and the forms it can take when modified by a numeral:

\(^{19}\) The facts are rather complicated here. Speakers differ in how they use plural forms of nouns, not only when modified by numerals and other quantity expressions – some prefer singular, others plural forms – but also in
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(17)  a. taagàa taagoogii ‘window’ ‘windows’
    b. taagàa/ taagoogii biyaʃ ‘window/ windows five ‘five windows’

In addition to the regular plural forms, there is a form that both Newman (2000) and Jaggar (2001) list as a type of nominal plural, despite the fact that these are often derived directly from verbs. These forms are referred to as the ‘repetitive-frequentative’ formation, or, ‘frequentatives’.²⁰ Frequentatives have the following form: the base combines with the suffix -e and receives the LH tone pattern, all of which is fully reduplicated. Frequentatives can refer to both events and objects. Sometimes the same form can have both uses. Frequentatives with an eventive meaning can be considered a type of dynamic nouns. Some examples are given below:

(18)  a. tàmbàye tàmbàye (< tàmbayàa ‘to ask’) ‘questions/ repeated questioning ’
    b. ciiwàce-ciiwàce (< ciiwò ‘illness’) ‘illnesses’
    c. buùshe-buùshe (< buusà ‘to blow’) ‘playing music’
    d. gìnë-gìnë (< ginà ‘to build’) ‘buildings’

other contexts (see footnote 43 in section 2.3.4.). In addition, Hausa has a classifier gûdaa ‘unit’ (called ‘enumerator’ in Newman 2000), which is optionally used with numerals. Newman (2000) mentions that according to Jaggar (p.e.), the noun is then usually in the plural form (ia). According to Newman, gûdaa is allowed with the singular form if the noun refers to a unit measure (ib):

(i)  a. makaʃàntun cân gûdaa biyu (sg. makaʃàntaa)
     schools. the there unit two ‘those two schools’

    b. kwalàæj kwn jàa gûdaa shidà (pl. kwaliàbee)
       bottle.of palm.oil unit six ‘six bottles of palm-oil’

According to Zimmermann (2008), gûdaa combines both with grammatically plural and singular nouns (not just measure terms), which supports his claim that Hausa singular count nouns are number-neutral (cf. also Doetjes to appear; for a more general discussion of number-neutral interpretations see section 3.2. of Chapter 3).

²⁰ Newman (2000) mentions that these forms are sometimes called ‘pseudoplurals of diversity’. According to my own data (cf. also Al-Hassan 1998:180) these are indeed not just regular plurals but rather express meanings like ‘different kinds of’. Some nouns can actually occur both a regular plural form with a simple plural meaning and a ‘frequentative’, or ‘pseudoplural’ form that differs slightly from the regular plural. For example, mafàrke ‘dream’ can have a regular plural mafàrkekkii ‘dreams’ and also a pseudoplural form mafàrke-mafàrke, which, at least according to some speakers, means ‘all kinds of dreams’, with a rather negative connotation (i.e. bad dreams), and not simply ‘dreams’.
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e. shùuke-shùuke
   (< shuukà ‘plant’)
   ‘plant/crops’

Despite the fact that in some cases the frequentative seems to be the only plural form a noun can get, it is not a regular plural. As can be seen from (18), most frequentatives are derived from verbs. Even if there is no corresponding verb, the frequentative is often derived from an underlying verbal form, that is, from a form containing a verbalizing suffix -\( \text{\textit{ta}} \) (\( \text{\textit{t}} \) palatalizes \( /c/ \) before the \( /e/ \) suffix; cf. (18b)). Nevertheless, sometimes these forms are derived directly from nouns (\( \text{\textit{iril}} ‘\text{kind}’ > \text{\textit{ire-ire}} \)).

As already mentioned above, frequentatives can refer either to objects or events, and in some cases to both. For example, \textit{shùuke-shùuke} in (18e) can refer both to plants/crops (objects) and to a “repeated occurrence of an event or activity” (Jaggar 2001:86), in this case many events of planting something.\(^{21}\)

(19) Manòomi yanàa shùuke-shùuke
    farmer 3SG.M.IMPF plant. FREQ
   ‘The farmer is planting (various crops)’

Jaggar explicitly mentions that as such these forms can be considered nominal equivalents of pluractional verbs, which denote a plurality of action.\(^{22}\)

2.2.5.3. Determiners and modifiers

Hausa makes use of various determiners or determiner-like elements.\(^{23}\) A noun in its bare form can receive both a definite and indefinite interpretation (20a). Nevertheless, Hausa can also make use of a ‘definite determiner’ (20b) and a ‘specific indefinite determiner’ (20c):

(20) a. yaaròo
    ‘a/ the boy’

\(^{21}\) Notice that the frequentative can directly follow the imperfective INFL morpheme, just like other dynamic nouns – cf. examples (16) above.

\(^{22}\) Notice the expression ‘various’ in the translation of (19), which suggests diversification/high individuation. A similar effect can also be found in the following example from Jaggar (2001:87; forms that I gloss \( \text{\textit{IMPF}} \), used in impersonal constructions, are labeled ‘4th person’ in Newman 2000 and Jaggar 2001; \( \text{\textit{ta}} \) is a particle used to express repetition):

(i) Anàa ta sóoke-sóoke-n gwammati
    IMP.IMPF TA [criticism(\(s\)).FREQ]-of government
   ‘They (different factions) are criticizing the government’

Here the idea of different factions can only come from the use of the repetitive-frequentative form. It seems that, just like pluractional verbs, frequentatives refer to multiple events that are somehow differentiated from each other. In the case of (i), the events are differentiated by having different agents.

b. yaaròn
   ‘the boy’

c. wani yaaròò
   ‘a certain/ some boy’

The so-called ‘definite determiner’ is probably better referred to as ‘previous reference marker’. It is generally translated as the, which is just the closest equivalent, however. According to Newman (2000:143), “the exact meaning and uses of the [definite article] are not entirely clear”. Note also that the meaning of this element is probably changing as its use seems to be more common nowadays than before, perhaps under the influence of English. The form of the definite determiner is -n for masculine and plural and -f for feminine nouns.  

\[\text{Wani m, wata f, wa(ðan)su pl. ‘some’ are even more clearly not indefinite articles, which can be seen also from the fact that they can stand on their own (Newman 2000 calls them ‘specific indefinite demonstratives’):}\]

\[(21)\text{ Wata taa iyàa someone.F 3SG.F PF be.able ‘Someone is able’}\]

Apart from the determiners discussed above, Hausa has a distributive universal quantifier (22a) and a non-distributive universal quantifier, comparable to all in English (22b):

\[(22)\]

a. koowànè yaaròò
   ‘every boy’

b. duk yàaraa/duk yàrân yàara dukà/ yàrân dukà
   ‘all boys/ all the boys’

\[\text{Koowànè m. ‘every’ in (22a) combines with a singular noun, just like its English counterpart. Duk(à) ‘all’ combines with plural nouns and can both precede and follow the noun it modifies. In the post-head position, the form dukà is generally required. In addition, duk also has an adverbial use, as in (23):}\]

\[(23)\text{ Duk naa gàjì all 1SG.PF be.tired ‘I’m tired out completely’}\]

\[\text{Recall that the grave accent represents a floating (low) tone, that is, a tone that attaches to the syllable the determiner merges with.}\]

\[\text{The distributive universal quantifier, apart from having a masculine and feminine singular form (koowànè m/ koowàcè f), has also a plural form: koowâtànnè pl. According to Zimmermann (2008), the universal quantifier in the plural form appears to quantify over groups of entities:}\]

\[(i)\text{ Koowâtànnè mutàneen dà dabboobi sun mutù every.PL people with animals 3PL.PF die ‘All people and all animals have died’}\]
Finally, nouns can be modified by numerals (24a) and other expressions of quantity (24b):  

(24) a. yaa rè/ yàa biyu  
    boy/ boys two  
    ‘two boys’  

b. yaa rè/ yàa dà yawàa  
    boy/ boys with many  
    ‘many boys’  

Other types of modifiers are less important with respect to the topic of this thesis and will not be discussed here.  

2.2.6. Reduplication  

Before moving on to pluractionals in the next subsection, this subsection gives an overview of different uses of reduplicative morphology in Hausa. Reduplicative morphology is employed very frequently in Hausa. Apart from the formation of pluractional verbs, reduplication can also be found with nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and numerals, with various semantic effects.  

Newman (2000) distinguishes between active and frozen reduplication. Active reduplication is a “synchronously recognizable derivational or inflectional process”, which is more or less productive. The term ‘frozen (vestigial) reduplication’, by contrast, refers to forms that are phonologically reduplicated but which from a synchronic point of view are essentially unanalyzable. I will focus on cases of active reduplication, but note that lexicalized reduplicated cases are numerous. They can be found with nouns (kankanaa ‘water melon’), adjectives (tsòoolòo ‘tall and skinny’) and verbs (sansàaa ‘smell’) alike.  

In the case of nouns, reduplication plays a role in forming plurals. In many of the types of plural formation, the plural affix contains a copy of a consonant of the base, usually the final one:  

(25) a. waaƙàa > waaƙookii -oCiLi  
    ‘song’  ‘songs’  

b. zoobèe > zòbbie -CCaHLHi  
    ‘ring’  ‘rings’  

The examples in (25) are cases of copying a single consonant. There are cases of full reduplication as well. In particular, certain loan words form their plurals that way:  

(26) fiìjìi > fiìjìi-fiìjìi  
    ‘fridge’  ‘fridges’  
    FULL REDUPLICATION
Apart from these, there are also the above-mentioned ‘frequentative’ forms (cf. (18) above):

(27) tāfiyà > tāfiye- tāfiye
   ‘journey’  ‘journeys, travels’

All in all, reduplication in its pure form (i.e. apart from suffixes containing a copied consonant) is not typical for plural formation in the nominal domain. On the other hand, full reduplication of nouns is commonly used to express other meanings, namely, distribution:

(28) a. oofis-oofis
    ‘office by office’

   b. lookācii-lookācii
    ‘from time to time’

Similarly, full reduplication of numerals leads to a distributive meaning as well:

(29) Naa baa sü nairāa biyu biyu (or: bibbiyu)
    1SG.PF give them naira two two
    ‘I gave them two naira each’

Turning to reduplication in adjectives, there are several cases to be considered. First, just like nouns, adjectives form plural forms. This is because adjectives agree in number (and gender) with the noun they modify. Adjectives make use of essentially the same plural formation types as nouns of the same shape. This means that plural forms of adjectives also include copies of the base consonants, as can be seen in the example below: 26

(30) farīi m. > farāaree pl. cf. wurīi > wurāaree  -aCe)\text{HLH}
    ‘white’  ‘white’  ‘place’  ‘places’

Similarly to some of the plural formations, the formation of participial adjectives also makes use of affixes containing copied consonants:

(31) řūbutaa > řūbutaccee m.  -aCCE)\text{LHH}
    ‘write’  řūbutacciyaa f.
    řūbutāttuυu pl.
    ‘written’

    e.g. kaatii řūbutaccee då ruwan ziinaarēe
card written with water.of gold
    ‘a card written in gold’

---

26 Non-derived adjectives form a very small class in Hausa. To express adjectival notions, other constructions are often used. The so-called mā/l marās (‘having/ lacking’) constructions with abstract nouns are particularly common. Cf. riįiyyyaa māi zurfi ‘a deep well’, lit. well having depth, yāraa marāsaa hankālti ‘senseless children’, lit. children lacking sense.
Apart from these cases, where copied elements are part of affixes that have grammatical functions, there are also cases where the lexical meaning is modified. In particular, there is a class of adjectives derived from nouns, generally referring to qualities, which have an intensified meaning:27

(32) karfi > kàƙkarfaa m/f, karfiiaa pl.
    ‘strength’ ‘very strong’

Another class of reduplicated adjectives consists of denominal adjectives whose meaning can be paraphrased as ‘N-like’;28

(33) gàarìi > gàari-gàari
    ‘flour’ ‘powdery’

The type of cases illustrated in (33) is similar to the one in (34) below where full reduplication of an adjective results in the meaning that can be paraphrased as ‘A-ish’:

(34) doogoo m. > doogo-doogo m.
     dooguwaa f. doogwu-da doogwuwa f.
     doogwàayee pl. doogwàaye-doogwàaye pl.
     ‘tall’ ‘tallish’

Adjectives that can undergo this type of reduplication typically refer to colors or physical attributes.

There are also adjectives involving reduplication that usually do not have non-reduplicated counterparts. These are e.g. diminutive (35a), augmentative (35b) or ‘negative-defective’ (expressive) (35c) adjectives:29

(35) a. miitsiisii m., miitsiisiyyaa f., mitsii-mitsii pl.  DIM
    ‘miniscule’

  b. ribdèedéè m., ribdèedéyyaa f., ribdàa-ribdàa pl.  AUGM
    ‘huge’

  c. dòosoosòò m., dòosoosùwaa f., dòosoosùsai pl.  NEG
    ‘ugly, grubby’

27 The intensification effect is not present for all speakers, however. Cf. Jaggar (2001:141).
28 These derived adjectives do not have inflected feminine and plural forms but otherwise they are generally used like other reduplicated adjectives. Interestingly, however, according to Newman (2000:27), some speakers treat these forms as essentially nominal, which can be seen from the fact that they use the mai construction if these forms are to modify a noun (see footnote 26).
29 Note also that there is an interesting class of words called ‘ideophones’. These are phonaesthetic words that are “descriptive of sound, colour, smell, manner, appearance, state, action or intensity... [that is, they are words that are] vivid vocal images or representations of visual, auditory and other sensory or mental experiences” (Cole 1955:370, as quoted by Newman 2000:242). Not all ideophones involve reduplication. However, many do.
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Despite the fact that they lack corresponding simple forms (and as such do not represent ‘active’ reduplication), these forms are worth mentioning here because they carry meanings typical for reduplication. These cases form clearly recognizable classes with regular semantics, and as such they differ from cases that are just lexicalized.

Adverbs can reduplicate as well, resulting in an intensified meaning:

\[(36)\quad \text{can} \quad \text{cancancan} \quad \text{can-can} \]
\[\text{‘over there’} \quad \text{‘way far away’} \]

Interestingly, in the case of denominal adverbs, the same full reduplication leads to detensification:

\[(37)\quad \text{baaya} \quad \text{baaya-baaya} \]
\[\text{‘behind’} \quad \text{‘slightly behind’} \]

Finally, I would like to mention a case of partial reduplication of verbs that does not give rise to pluractional meanings (pluractionals will be discussed in the next subsection). These cases involve verbs that Newman (2000) calls ‘sensory quality verbs’, related to adjectives and nouns of the type mentioned above in (32):

\[(38)\quad \text{zaafàfaa} \quad \text{zaafàfaa} \quad \text{zaafàfaa} \quad \text{zaafì} \quad \text{pl.} \quad \text{zaafì} \]
\[\text{‘heat up’} \quad \text{‘very hot’} \quad \text{‘heat’} \]

Note that the list of reduplicated forms I have given above is not exhaustive. However, the main types have been presented.

2.2.7. Pluractional formation

The pluractional formation is a very productive derivational process, applying to verbs of all grades (Newman 2000).\(^\text{50}\) In spite of that, pluractional forms are not used frequently and they are generally rather marked. The usage and meaning of pluractional forms will be discussed in detail in the rest of the chapter, starting in the next section. The present subsection, the last subsection of this general introduction to Hausa, focuses on the formal side of the pluractional formation.

Pluractional verbs in Hausa are derived from the corresponding non-pluractional verbs by partial reduplication. In fact, there are two ways of forming pluractional verbs but only one of them is truly productive: the prefixal reduplication, which itself comes in

\(^{50}\) A very small number of speakers seem to exhibit some restrictions with respect to what grades pluractional verbs can be derived from. These restrictions do not seem to be morphological in nature, however. Rather, they appear to be semantico-pragmatic: it seems that the semantics of certain secondary grades is not compatible with the pluractional semantics for these speakers. I will not discuss these data because most speakers do derive pluractionals from all grades without problems. But cf. section 3.7.5. for a similar phenomenon: restrictions some speakers seem to have with respect to compatibility of pluractionals with certain TAMs.
two variants. The first variant is $C_1VG$- ($C_1$ – first consonant of the stem, $V$ – vowel, $G$ – geminate):

\begin{align*}
\text{(39)} & \quad \begin{array}{ll}
\text{a. bugàà} & \text{‘beat’} > \text{bubbùgaa} \\
\text{b. kiraa} & \text{‘call’} > \text{kikkiraa} \\
\text{c. jèefa} & \text{‘throw’} > \text{jàjjeefàà} \\
\text{d. mutù} & \text{‘die’} > \text{mummutù} \\
\text{e. tambayàà} & \text{‘ask’} > \text{tättàmbayàà} \\
\text{f. bi} & \text{‘follow’} > \text{bibbi}
\end{array}
\end{align*}

If the reduplicated vowel is underlyingly long, it undergoes shortening and adjustment rules that affect closed syllables ((39c); ee > a).

The other variant of the prefixal reduplication is $C_1VC_2$-. It can be employed if the second consonant of the stem is a sonorant or any coronal:\[31\]

\begin{align*}
\text{(40)} & \quad \begin{array}{ll}
\text{a. kiraa} & \text{‘call’} > \text{kirkiraa} \\
\text{b. mutù} & \text{‘die’} > \text{mu>fmutù} \\
\text{c. tambayàà} & \text{‘ask’} > \text{tàntàmbayàà}
\end{array}
\end{align*}

Reduplicated $C_2$ nasals assimilate to the position of the following consonant (cf. (40c)), coronal obstruents undergo rhotacism and appear as rolled /ɾ/ (cf. (40b)). All verbs that form pluractionals by $C_1VC_2$- reduplication also allow the $C_1VG$- formation, but not vice versa. Pluractional formation does not affect tone per se. Reduplication operates on the segmental level and tone is assigned to the resulting form based on the grade and syllabic shape.

In addition to the prefixal formation, there is an archaic formation, which makes use of infixing a reduplicative -CVC- in the penultimate position:

\[31\] “Historically, the $C_1VG$- prefix undoubtedly derived from $C_1VC_2$- plus complete assimilation. Synchronically, however, the $C_1VG$- variant has full and direct morphological status, i.e., one does not replicate the historical development and utilize an assimilation rule.” (Newman 2000:425)
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(41) a. tafāsaa > tafarīsaa
   ‘boil’

b. rikițaa > rikițkītaa
   ‘confuse’

What is copied in this formation is the second syllable plus the initial consonant of the third syllable. This formation is restricted to specific lexical items and these verbs usually allow the first formation as well. The two formations are usually equivalent in meaning, except for a few cases where one of the forms has a lexicalized meaning (presumably the archaic form; e.g., hāifaa ‘give birth’ > (a) hāhhaifaa ‘give birth many times or to many children’, (b) hāvāyvafaa ‘engender, proliferate’). In this thesis, I do not differentiate between the two forms as the meaning, if regular, appears to be the same in both cases. The vast majority of pluractionals that appear in my data are of the productive type, however.

Apart from active pluractionals, there are also cases of lexicalized, or so called ‘frozen pluractionals’. Frozen pluractionals lack non-replicated counterparts and often the pluractional semantics is not obvious anymore:

(42) a. famfāree
   ‘fall out (tooth)’

b. lállaaasāa
   ‘soothe, coax’

Sometimes pluractionals are derived from forms that are already pluractional. This is only possible if the first formation is the infinal reduplication:

(43) giṛdīa > giṛṛfīdīa > giggiṛṛfīdīa
   ‘uproot’

According to Newman, these ‘hyperpluractionals’ are semantically strengthened but he does not specify in what sense.

One fact to be stressed is that there are not only pluractional verbs but also pluractional verbal nouns, statives and adjectival past participles. More precisely, these are verbal nouns, statives and adjectival past participles derived from pluractional verbs, rather than pluractional forms formed on the basis of these categories:

---

32 Newman suggests that these two formations used to be one in fact. The original formation was antepenultimate reduplication, which in the case of disyllabic verbs led to the same results as prefixal reduplication; e.g., gāsāa ‘roast’ > gāfāsaa. In these cases, the antepenultimate formation can easily be reinterpreted as prefixal.
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(44) **pluractional verbal nouns**

a. ɓuɓɓulloo > ɓuɓɓullôwa
   ‘appear’   ‘appearing’
   N.B. in numbers or all over the place

**pluractional statives**

b. zazzàuna > zàzzàune
   ‘sit down’   ‘seated’
   N.B. many people

**pluractional adjectival past participles**

c. yagalgàlaa > yàgàlgàlalle
   ‘tear to pieces’   ‘torn into pieces’

As far as pluractional verbal nouns are concerned, it is important to say that not all pluractional verbs have corresponding verbal nouns. It seems to be much easier to derive a verbal noun from a pluractional verb if the verbal noun corresponding to the verb in question is weak, that is, formed in a regular and transparent way. Strong verbal nouns, on the other hand, often do not have pluractional counterparts, presumably because the formation is less transparent and often irregular.34 Recall also that sometimes there is an alternative way to express the intended meaning, namely by means of using a ‘frequentative’ form as in (19). Nevertheless, the frequent lack of pluractional verbal nouns is responsible for the fact that pluractional forms are more often found in perfective sentences than imperfective ones (recall that imperfective TAM generally requires the use of verbal nouns, rather than verbs). In this thesis, pluractional verbal nouns and statives will not be treated separately. The analysis of pluractional verbs is assumed to extend to these categories as well, since the semantic contribution of the pluractional marker is preserved in the derivations.35

The rest of this chapter will be devoted to a detailed discussion of the meaning of Hausa pluractionals.

---

33 I have no pluractional adjectival past participles in my own data (the example given above is from Newman 2000). Perhaps incidentally, the examples given in Newman (2000) are derived from frozen pluractionals. The participle yàgàlgàlalle ‘torn into pieces’ is derived from yagalgàlaa ‘tear to pieces’, which does not seem to have a simple counterpart. The other example, nìnnìnkàa ‘multiplied’, is derived from nìnnìnìa ‘multiply’, whose simple counterpart has a different meaning: ninkàa ‘fold’. As can be seen from these two examples, however, the participle formation preserves the meaning of the pluractional.

34 This seems to be related to the distinction Newman (2000) makes between stem-derived verbal nouns (SDVN)s and base-derived verbal nouns (BDVN)s. SDVN}s are derived from full verb stems (i.e. including the final vowel and tone). BDVN}s are derived from verbal bases (i.e. without the final vowel and tone). As a consequence, the formation of SDVN}s is rather straightforward and transparent, whereas the form of BDVN}s is less predictable. All weak nouns are stem-derived but strong verbal nouns are of both types. This is in accordance with the generalization that in contrast to strong verbal nouns, weak verbal nouns can be derived from pluractionals rather easily.

35 Cf. section 2.8.3. for more discussion, however.
2.3. Plurality and individuation

The basic generalization about pluraclonals in Hausa, as well as in other languages, is that they refer to plural events. In what follows I will elaborate on this simple statement by going through the facts step by step. I will start by showing that pluraclonals cannot be used to talk about singular or collective events (subsections 2.3.1. and 2.3.2.). In subsection 2.3.3., it will be demonstrated that Hausa pluraclonals do not force a distributive interpretation in the sense of distribution to atoms. Next, I discuss cases where more than one argument of a pluraclional is plural (subsection 2.3.4.) and I will show that even sentences with singular arguments can receive plural interpretations (subsection 2.3.5.). Subsection 2.3.6. presents some data showing that the individual subevents of a plural event should be separate from each other and possibly diverse. Finally, I present some potential counterexamples to the plurality and separateness requirement (subsection 2.3.7.).

Since there is a lot of variation, the data presented in this thesis are clearly always representative of a subset of speakers only. Where possible, I chose examples that most speakers would agree on or that illustrate properties of pluraclonals that do not vary so much with speakers. Wherever I discuss examples that are less generally accepted or have less common interpretations this will be indicated. Example sentences that a majority of speakers agreed on will be presented as grammatical. Those accepted by only a minority of speakers are marked by a % sign. If an example was accepted by just one speaker it will be mentioned explicitly in the text. Note also that the translations assigned to the example sentences are usually simplified and do not capture the meanings of the Hausa sentences fully. With every particular example, just one specific aspect of the pluraclonal semantics is the focus of the discussion and other aspects might be ignored.

2.3.1. Pluraclonal vs. single action readings

Pluraclonal verbs in Hausa cannot be used to refer to singular events. This is illustrated in (45) where the pluraclonal form fito (or its variant fitoo), derived from fitoo ‘come out’, is compatible with a plural subject like mutàanên ‘the people’ (45b) but not with a singular subject like mutûmin ‘the man/person’ (45a): 36

(45) a. *Mutûmin yaa fitô fito
     man.the 3SG.M.PF RED-come.out

    b. Mutàanên sun fitô fitoo
     people.the 3PL.PF RED-come.out
     ‘The people have come out’

---

36 As mentioned in section 2.2.5.1., in some cases singular count nouns can have plural reference. However, unless indicated otherwise, singular count nouns used in example sentences are real singulars.
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When the verb occurs in its non-plurational form, the subject can be both singular (46a) and plural (46b):

(46)  a. Mútumìn yaa fitoo
       man.the 3SG.M.PF come.out
       ‘The person has come out’

       b. Mutàanén sun fitoo
           people.the 3PL.PF come.out
           ‘The people have come out’

In the case of (45a), one could in principle expect the possibility of an iterative interpretation. However, such an interpretation is not possible. The sentence cannot be used to refer to a situation in which the same person came out repeatedly. I will come back to the lack of iterative interpretations for cases such as (45a) in section 2.4.

Turning to transitive cases now, we can see in (47b) that the plurality requirement can be satisfied by the plurality in the object argument as well:

(47)  a. *Yuusùf yaa sàs-sàyi littaaftii
       Yusuf 3SG.M.PF RED-buy book
       ‘Yusuf bought a book’

       b. Yuusùf yaa sàs-sàyi littåttåfai
           Yusuf 3SG.M.PF RED-buy books
           ‘Yusuf bought many (different) books’

(47a) is not well-formed because both the subject and object are singular.\textsuperscript{37} If the object is plural, as in (47b), however, the use of the plurational is felicitous. Again, the non-plurational form of the verb allows for both singular and plural arguments (48a-b):

(48)  a. Yuusùf yaa sàyi littaaftii
       Yusuf 3SG.M.PF buy book
       ‘Yusuf bought a book’

       b. Yuusùf yaa sàyi littåttåfai
           Yusuf 3SG.M.PF buy books
           ‘Yusuf bought some books’

Importantly, the plurality requirement does not have to be satisfied by a particular syntactic constituent. For many languages, it is reported that the plurational requires the subject to be plural in the case of intransitive verbs, and the object in the case of transitive verbs. This means that these languages follow the ergative pattern (cf. Corbett

\textsuperscript{37} Again, structures like these are not felicitous, even when the verb refers to an action that can be easily repeated, as in (49a). Iterative readings will be ignored until section 2.4., which is devoted to describing under what conditions repetition is a possible interpretation of Hausa pluractionals.
However, this is not true for Hausa, where both the subject and the object of transitive clauses may license the use of the pluractional:

(49) a. *Màirọ taa dàf-dàgà kujéerâr
   Mairo 3SG.F.PF RED-lift chair.the

   ‘Mairo lifted the chair’

b. ‘Yammaatân sun dàf-dàgà kujéerâr
   girls.the 3PL.PF RED-lift chair.the

   ‘The girls lifted the chair’

   N.B. the most natural interpretation: the girls lift the chair one by one

c. Màirọ taa dàf-dàgà kujéerûn
   Mairo 3SG.F.PF RED-lift chairs.the

   ‘Mairo lifted the chairs’

   N.B. the most natural interpretation: the chairs are lifted one by one

Sentence (49a) is ungrammatical because both the subject and the object are singular. Sentences (49b) and (49c) are both well-formed, however. The object can be singular if the subject is plural and vice versa. In other words, the pluractional can be used both in a situation in which the same chair is lifted consecutively by different girls and in a situation in which one girl lifts several chairs, one by one. In either case, the event is a plural one.

Moreover, not only do Hausa pluractionals not follow the ergative pattern, it does not seem to matter at all what element in the sentence licenses the pluractional. This can be illustrated by the following examples:

(50) indirect object

a. Yaa zuz-zûbaa musù shaayi
   3SG.M.PF RED-pour to.them tea

   ‘He poured tea for them’

   goal

b. Yaa zuz-zûbá shaayi cikin kooﬁnÀÀ
   3SG.M.PF RED-pour tea in cups

   ‘He poured tea into (different) cups’

   location

c. Suunansà yaa fiﬁ-fitoo à wuràaare dàban-dàban
   name.his 3SG.M.PF RED-come.out at places different-different

   ‘His name came up in different places’

---

38 It is possible that this pattern is typical for what I called, following Wood (2007), plural-participant verbs, rather than for real pluractionals. Nevertheless, there are clear cases of languages with restrictions as to what syntactic argument reflects the plurality of the verb (e.g. the internal argument in Kaqchikel; cf. Henderson 2010).

39 Often, the ‘licensor’ does not even have to be overt; cf. section 2.8.2.
To summarize, in this subsection I demonstrated that the event described by a pluractional verb cannot be singular. Moreover, I showed that different elements in the sentence can be ‘responsible’ for the plurality of the event. In the next subsection I will show that collective readings, which are also singular in nature, are excluded with pluractionals as well.

### 2.3.2. Pluractional vs. true collective readings

Consider again sentence (49b), repeated in (51):

(51)  ‘Yammaatân sun daf-dâgā kujèërâf girls.the 3PL.PF RED-lift chair.the ‘The girls lifted the chair’

N.B. the most natural interpretation: the girls lift the chair one by one

Speakers typically translate sentences like (51) using expressions like ‘one by one’, which indicates that the sentence cannot be used to describe a situation in which a group of girls lift a chair together, that is, collectively. Similarly, if a plural object is involved in an event in a collective fashion, the pluractional cannot be used either. Thus, the sentence in (52a) can only be utteredor in a situation in which the lights have been switched off one by one. It is not possible to use the pluractional if all the lights were switched off by using a single switch, i.e. in a single event.40 In (52b) the pluractional of baa ‘give’ can only be used if there were several separate events of book-giving and not if a group of people received a collective gift of a pile of books.

(52)  a. Yaa kař-kâšhê fitilûn
     3SG.M.PF RED-kill lights.the ‘He switched off the lights’
     N.B. #with one switch/ OK: several switches, one by one

b. Naa bab-baa sù liittàttàfai
     1SG.PF RED-give them books
     ‘I gave them some books’
     N.B. #if it is a collective gift/ OK: several separate events of giving

Thus, pluractional verbs cannot be used to refer to true collective action, which supports theories that treat collective events as singular in nature (to be discussed properly in section 3.5. of Chapter 3).

As already pointed out in section 1.5.2. of Chapter 1, the use of the term ‘collective’ requires some caution. Cooccurrence with adverbs like together is often taken as a signal that a collective interpretation is involved. However, together and its counterparts in other languages do not necessarily imply joint action in the sense that the action is

---

40 The next subsection presents a correction to the claim that the entities referred to by the verb’s arguments have to be affected strictly one by one.
performed by a group as a whole and not individually by each member of the group. *Together* can also be used just to indicate accompaniment, spatio-temporal overlap and other related notions (cf. (56) in Chapter 1). Thus, for example, if several people sit down or stand up together, each of them still has to sit down or stand up by themselves – they only do it simultaneously or at the same place. This means that plural action and adverbials comparable to *together* are in principle compatible, at least if the predicate is inherently distributive as in (53a), which can be contrasted with (53b):

(53) a. ʔSun zaz-zàuna tāare 3PL_PF RED-sit.down together ‘They sat down together’

b. *Sun dàd-dàgà tēbū tāare 3PL_PF RED-lift table together ‘They lifted the table together’

In section 3.5.3. of Chapter 3, it will be shown that the facts regarding collective interpretations are still a bit more complicated. However, at this point, the following generalizations are sufficient: (a) pluractional verbs cannot be used to refer to truly collective events, and (b) the presence of a collectivizing adverb by itself does not imply that the sentence is to be interpreted as involving a truly collective action.

### 2.3.3. Pluractionality vs. distribution to atoms

Considering the fact that speakers tend to translate sentences like (51) above using expressions like *one by one*, one might conclude that pluractionals in Hausa are distributive in the sense of distribution to atomic individuals. However, sentence (51), repeated below as (54), can also be used in a scenario where not all the girls lift the chair by themselves, as long as there are multiple liftings. In other words, in a context where there are six girls, a, b, c, d, e and f, and the table is lifted by a, b, c, d, c+e and e+f, the sentence is still felicitous:

(54)

41 A parallel interpretation is also available for examples like (45b), repeated below in (i). Similarly to (54), for the sentence in (i) to be true, the people do not have to come out necessarily one by one. The sentence is felicitous also in a situation in which the people come out in smaller groups:

(i) Mutianen sun fi-fitoo people the 3PL_PF RED-come.out ‘The people have come out (one by one or in smaller groups)’

Notice, however, that *fitoo ‘come out’* is an inherently distributive predicate, which makes this case rather different from the one in (54): the predicate *fitoo* holds of every atomic individual in any case. This type of case will be discussed in section 3.5.3. of Chapter 3.

42 Note that this is not a necessary property of pluractional markers in general. An example of a language where the pluractional marker does give rise to a distributive interpretation in the sense of distribution to atoms is Kaqchikel. If the following sentence is used, with the pluractional marker on the verb, it can only mean that every individual child was hugged. It cannot be used if any subset of the children got a collective hug (Henderson 2010):
(54) ‘Yammaatân sun dàd-dâgà kujèerâr
  girls.the 3PL.PF RED-lift chair.the
  ‘The girls lifted the chair’

N.B. the most natural interpretation: the girls lift the chair one by one

The same is true for the internal argument: it is not necessary that each atom in the plurality denoted by the plural object argument be affected individually. Sentence (55a) can also be used in a situation in which the things are not bought literally one by one but perhaps a few at a time. Sentence (55b) can describe a situation in which the books are put on the table in little piles.

(55) a. Yaa säs-säyi abuubuwâà
   3SG.M.PF RED-buy things
   ‘He bought a lot of different things’

b. Taas sas-sâkà lîtâtâfâi à kân têebûr
   3SG.F.PF RED-put books at top.of table
   ‘She put some books on the table, in various places/piles’

To conclude, what matters for the use of the pluralactional form is whether there are multiple events that can be described by the basic verb. It does not seem to matter whether the individual subevents have atomic or collective participants.

2.3.4. Plural arguments

So far, only cases where one of the participants is plural have been discussed. Naturally, pluralactional verbs allow more than one participant to be plural. Two examples are given below:

(56) a. Sun bub-bûudê taagooğı
   3PL.PF RED-open windows
   ‘They opened the windows’

b. Yàrân sun dàd-dâgà têebû̀oǫni
   children.the 3PL.PF RED-lift tables
   ‘The children lifted some/the tables’

When more than one participant is plural (e.g. both the subject and object), the number of possible scenarios increases. For example, sentence (56b) can be used in situations in

(i) X- in-q’ete-la ri ak’wal-a
  CP-A3p-E1s-bug-PDIST the child-PL
  ‘I hugged the children individually’

43 In this particular example, one speaker preferred the use of the singular form taagà ‘window’ as it is clear that the windows are plural from the form of the verb already. Cf. the discussion in section 2.2.5.2., esp. footnote 19.
which each of the children lifted one table, where each of the children lifted all tables (one by one), where all the children collectively lifted all the tables one by one, or where the children in smaller groups lifted the tables one by one, or a few at a time. The only excluded scenario is the one in which all the children collectively lift all the tables at once, for example, by putting them on top of each other and then lifting them together. In other words, the sentence cannot be used to refer to a single collective action but there are essentially no restrictions on how exactly the lifting is carried out as long as the event is plural.

2.3.5. Singular count and mass arguments

In this subsection I discuss sentences in which the ‘licensing’ participants of pluractional verbs are expressed either by singular count or mass nouns. These cases make it very clear that the phenomenon observed is not number agreement (cf. Durie 1986, Corbett 2000), and also that these verbs are not simply plural-argument verbs (in the sense of Wood 2007). Examples like the following thus demonstrate that the plurality requirement is not (morpho)syntactic in nature, but rather purely semantic:

(57) a. Yanâa mim-miike à kân gadoo
   3SG.M.IMPF RED-stretch.ST at top.of bed
   ‘He is sprawled out all over the bed’

b. Gidân yaa rur-rùushee
   house.the 3SG.M.PF RED-collapse
   ‘The house is completely demolished’
   N.B. all its parts

c. Kankanaa yaa rur-rùɓee⁴⁶
   watermelon 3SG.M.PF RED-rot
   ‘The watermelon is all rotten’
   N.B. all parts of it, it cannot be eaten anymore

d. Kwalaba taƙa fas-fashee
   bottle 3SG.F.PF RED-break
   ‘The bottle broke’
   N.B. into many pieces, not just two

⁴⁴ Cf. section 1.6.1. of Chapter 1.
⁴⁵ Example (57a) is from Newman (2000:423). Examples like (57b-c) generally receive two types of interpretations, depending on the speaker. At this point I give only one of them. The other interpretation will be introduced in section 2.8.1.
⁴⁶ For speakers who accept cases where it is parts of objects that are affected by the individual subevents, the size of the object seems to play a role. Thus, a speaker might not accept the example with mangwàɓò ‘mango’ but if kankanaa ‘watermelon’ is the subject of the sentence, the acceptability improves substantially. Naturally, nouns referring to objects like houses (57b), which are much bigger and have clear parts, are even better suited for such readings.
In the case of verbs with singular count arguments (like those above), the pluractional form is acceptable if the intended meaning is that the individual subevents of the plural event affect various parts of the object, rather than the object as a whole. For example, sentence (57a) is interpreted as an event in which different body parts stretch in different directions. Similarly, the sentence in (57b) expresses that (all the) different parts of a house are demolished. Sentence (57c) conveys the information that (all the) different parts of a melon are rotten. In (57d), a situation is described in which a single bottle breaks into many pieces. In other words, it refers to a situation involving more than one breaking event.\(^{47}\)

Similar effects can be found with mass nouns in the position of the verbs’ arguments:

\[(58)\]
\begin{align*}
\text{a. Ruwaa yaa huf-fulloo} & \quad \text{water 3SG.M.PF RED-appear} \\
\text{‘Water appeared’} & \quad \text{N.B. in various places} \\
\text{b. %Shinkaaafa yaa dàd-dàfu} & \quad \text{rice 3SG.M.PF RED-cook} \\
\text{‘The rice is (all) cooked’} & \quad \text{N.B. the rice is in different pots} \\
\text{c. %Yaa shas-shànyè madaàaa} & \quad \text{3SG.M.PF RED-drink up milk} \\
\text{‘He drank up all the milk’} & \quad \text{N.B. either all the bottles, or all subquantities of milk in a single bottle}
\end{align*}

In the situation described by sentence (58a), the water is understood to have appeared in different places, which means that separate quantities of water are involved. Similarly for (58b): if the sentence is acceptable at all it usually means that the rice is being cooked in different pots. As for the sentence in (58c), two different scenarios are possible: either the milk was divided into spatially separate quantities (e.g. several bottles; this is the preferred option), or it means that all the subquantities of milk in a single container were consumed (a less natural option).

Note that not all speakers accept sentences like the ones in (57) and (58) equally easily. The availability of this type of interpretation is influenced by various factors. For example, body parts are salient parts of humans and thus verbs referring to events that can involve the individual body parts more or less separately can be pluralized in such contexts quite easily. It seems that it is more difficult to obtain a ‘distribution to parts’

---

\(^{47}\) One could think that the pluractional is licensed by an implicit plural argument or adjunct in (57d) (cf. 2.8.2.), e.g. a resultative phrase like ‘into many pieces’. However, it would often be hard to determine what the particular argument/adjunct should be. One could imagine that the non-overt expression is something like ‘many times’ or ‘in many places’ just as easily as ‘into many pieces’, since all these could in principle describe the same situation. I will argue in section 3.5.2. of Chapter 3 that cases like these are indeed underspecified with respect to what licenses the plurality.
interpretation with homogeneous (mass) nouns. In such cases, pluractionals are more likely to be used if the (mass) individual can be split into spatially separated quantities. However, as illustrated in (58c), an interpretation in which different parts of a single quantity of stuff are affected, is also available for some speakers.48

In this section, it was shown that pluractional verbs can sometimes combine with morphologically singular arguments. In the case of mass nouns, this often means that the event involves spatially separate entities of matter, that is, essentially plural individuals. The other option, and the only one available for singular count nouns, is that the plural subevents are distributed over parts of objects. To conclude, pluractionals can also be used felicitously when their participants are singular if the situations can be conceptualized as involving a plurality of events.

2.3.6. High individuation: separateness and diversity

So far, pluractionals have been described as if they were used to talk about events that are simply plural. This does seem to be the case with a certain type of predicates. In particular, certain inherently distributive predicates seem to have the same meaning in the pluractional and non-pluractional form in cases in which the plurality is already signaled by the plurality of an argument, as in (59):

(59)  a. Sun taashi
     3PL PF stand.up
     ‘They stood up’

     b. Sun tat-taashi
     3PL PF RED-stand.up
     ‘They stood up’

In cases like this, the pluractional form does not seem to contribute any additional meaning as compared to the non-pluractional form. According to the first intuition of many speakers, sentences (59a) and (59b) mean exactly the same. Given that the non-pluractional forms of verbs can be used to refer to plural events, the effect of pluralization can become essentially invisible in cases like these. Nevertheless, in many cases, it is clear that the effect of using a pluractional verb is more than just evoking a plural event. Rather, the interpretation is that there is a number of (more or less) clearly individuated events of the same type. In the case of (59b), we can get a glimpse of that if the speaker translates the sentence as ‘they all stood up’, where all does not indicate exhaustiveness as much as it puts emphasis on the fact that each person stands up

48 In fact, one speaker was able to assign a ‘distribution to parts’ interpretation to the sentence in (58b) as well. The resulting interpretation was an odd one, however, due to a requirement that will be discussed in more detail later. This requirement forces an interpretation according to which the individual subevents are more or less independent of each other. As a result, the use of the pluractional form in sentence (58b) implies for that speaker that the different parts of rice were cooked to various degrees.
individually, i.e. that each person is involved in their own event of standing up. Clearer cases of emphasis on the individuation of the subevents, however, are those where the subevents are visibly separate from each other and/or differentiated from each other along some dimension. Such cases are discussed below.

The requirement that the individual subevents should be separated from each other was already observed in the previous section. Consider the following examples:

(60)  
  a. Ruwaan yanâa zuz-zubôwaan  
      water 3SG.M.IMPF RED-pour.VN  
      ‘Water was pouring down’  
      N.B. from various places
  b. Naa cic-ci tuwoo  
      1SG.PF RED-eat tuwo  
      ‘I ate several servings of tuwoo’  
      N.B. possibly from other people’s plates

Sentence (60a) can be used only in a situation in which the water is coming from several different sources (e.g. dripping/pouring from various spots on the ceiling). This means that the plurational cannot be used if the water came down in a single stream from a single spot – only the non-plurational form is felicitous in such a context. Similarly, sentence (60b) cannot be used if tuwoo refers to a single serving but only when several different quantities of tuwoo are involved, e.g. portions served to different people on different plates.⁴⁹

The examples given above to illustrate the separateness requirement involve mass arguments. This is because that is where the effect is most clearly visible. Nevertheless, it should be clear that the separateness requirement is present also with count arguments. With count nouns, however, the separateness requirement is usually fulfilled trivially: different people or books, for example, are necessarily separate entities.⁵⁰

The condition that the individual subevents should be separate is often accompanied and strengthened by a requirement that they should be diverse. This diversification is not strictly speaking a requirement, rather just a preference. It can be observed that, often, the most natural translations of sentences with pluractionals contain expressions like various, different kinds of etc. In many cases, then, it is clear that the plurational form is not used to refer to simply plural events but rather to ‘multiple and varied’ events. Consider the following examples:

⁴⁹ Staple food made from guinea-corn, rice, or millet flour, which is cooked in boiling water and stirred until thick (Newman 2007).
⁵⁰ The cases where the separateness requirement is not fulfilled trivially with count nouns are cases with collective arguments. In those cases, there has to be something ‘lumping’ the individual members of the collections together and separating them from others, e.g. a common purpose or shared location. More discussion of collective interpretations can be found in section 3.5.3. of Chapter 3.
2.3.7. Pluractional vs. continuous readings

The main generalization so far is that pluractional verbs in Hausa refer to plural events, whose subevents are more or less clearly individuated. However, it is also occasionally possible to find cases that seemingly contradict this generalization. In particular, these are cases where there are no gaps between the individual subevents, i.e. cases that seem to involve (singular) continuous events. Admittedly, it is very hard to get clear data here.
Moreover, even if true continuous cases can be found, they are extremely rare. The two examples that I give below are the only cases I have encountered that are more or less clearly continuous and, in fact, most speakers do not accept them on the continuous interpretation. Consider first the example in (63):

(63) Ruwaayanà zur-zubówaa
    water 3SG.M.IMPF RED-pour.VN
    ‘Water was pouring down’

N.B. most speakers: from different sources; a small number of speakers: possibly from one source, continuously

For most speakers, the sentence in (63) means that there was water coming from various places (cf. (60a)) or that the stream was being interrupted. However, sentence (63) can also be interpreted by some speakers as involving a continuous, uninterrupted, stream of water. 51 Still, it is not completely clear that even for those speakers sentence (63) refers to a truly continuous process. I believe that there is another way to analyze cases like these. This can be better illustrated with the following example, which some speakers also accept on what seems to be a continuous reading:

(64) Naa tut-turrà mootàa
    1SG.PF RED-push car
    ‘I pushed the car’

N.B. most speakers: there must be pauses in the pushing; a small number of speakers: possibly continuously, without stops

Similarly to (63), for most speakers, this sentence can only be used if there are pauses in the pushing or if there is some other plurality present. Nevertheless, for some speakers it can be used both when the pushing is interrupted and when it is continuous and some speakers report that the sentence expresses that the pushing is continuous and requires a lot of effort.

Despite the fact that some speakers do seem to accept sentence (64) on a continuous reading, closer examination reveals that the interpretation might not be truly continuous. When asked in more detail about the exact conditions under which the sentence can refer to a continuous pushing, some of the speakers respond in a way that suggests that the seemingly continuous action rather involves repeated inputs of energy. A natural situation for the use of the sentence would be, for instance, when the car is very heavy and thus hard to push, as a consequence of which the attempts need to be repeated. This might also explain why the ‘continuous’ reading is possible for some speakers if it requires a lot of effort. As for the continuous reading of sentence (63), it is less clear that this type of explanation can be applied to it. Nevertheless, one could say in this case as well that the water is not flowing strictly continuously. It is possible that the situation is

51 The same holds for its perfective counterpart. This means that the ‘continuous’ effect is not the result of using the imperfective TAM.
conceptualized as involving repeated gushes of water. The fact that the situation involves a plurality of gushes might be obscured by lack of moments when there is no water coming, which is however plausible if the gushes follow one another in quick succession. That is, the event of water pouring down can be repeated without any (perceptible) gaps between the repetitions. If that is the case, the idea is still defendable that this is a plural event. As such, example (63) would not be a real counterexample to the basic generalization that pluractional verbs can only be used to refer to plural events. However, it would still be a counterexample to the generalization that the individual subevents should be clearly individuated (note that this also applies to the explanation offered for (64)). The second option is that (63) is a genuine continuous case. In that case it would be a real counterexample to the main generalization about pluractionals. I suggest, however, that even then the problem would not be very serious as this would be essentially the only real counterexample I have come across. In Chapter 3, I will argue that the two potential continuous examples given here should be treated as subcases of two slightly different phenomena. The example in (63) might be best analyzed as a subcase of the participant-based type of interpretation, whereas example (64) will be analyzed as a subcase of the repetitive type of pluractionals, which will be discussed in the following section.

2.4. Iteration

In descriptions of pluractional verbs across languages one often encounters the generalization that pluractionals are used to refer to multiple events distributed over different participants, locations or times (cf. Lasersohn 1995). So far, examples of the first case (most of the examples given so far) and some potential examples of the second case (e.g. (50c)) have been presented. However, no well-formed examples of the third case have been presented yet. In this section, I will argue that even though simple iteration of an event is in most cases not a possible interpretation of Hausa pluractionals, a distinction has to be made between two types of cases. I will call the first type ‘repetitive events’ and the second type ‘repeated events’. It is perfectly acceptable to refer to repetitive events by pluractional verbs, while repeated events have to be described using other constructions. I will discuss these two types separately, in subsections 2.4.1. and 2.4.2., respectively. In subsection 2.4.3., I will discuss a related issue of tentative and conative readings.

2.4.1. Repetitive events

I use the term ‘repetitive events’ to refer to cases that involve typically quick repetition of short events. Such series of short events can be described by using a pluractional in Hausa. Below are some examples:
These pluractional verbs are derived from verbs that refer to short events like hitting, scratching, kicking or slapping etc. In English, verbs like jump or kick can be used to refer to either a single jump or kick (the semelfactive use) or to a series of jumps or kicks (the repeated action/activity use). This is illustrated in (66):

(66) a. He jumped onto the chair (one jump)
   b. He jumped on the spot for several minutes (repeated jumps)
   c. She kicked him hard to make him shut up (one kick)
   d. She kicked the leg of the table nervously (repeated kicks)

In Hausa, non-pluractional verbs of this type can also refer both to single and repeated events, even though it seems that the pluractional form is strongly preferred if the intended meaning is repetition:

(67) Yaa taafāa
   3SG.M.PF clap
   ‘He clapped’
   N.B. once or more times

Rothstein (2008) assumes that English verbs like kick and jump refer to ‘single occurrence’ events and are homonymous with activity predicates denoting events which involve iterations of the single event. I assume that Hausa verbs like shi‘uraraa ‘kick’ or

-----
52 The sentence contains the particle ta, which by itself signals repetition.
53 Some of the frozen pluractionals of the language have a repetitive meaning as well:

(i) a. Naa kwankwásà teebūr
  1SG.PF knock table
  ‘I knocked on the table (repeatedly)’

   b. Taak mulmulà algamà, za ā tà yi wānaa
  3SG.F.PF knead wheat FUT 3SG.F do pancakes
  ‘She’s kneaded the dough, she is going to make pancakes’
‘clap’ are number-neutral, just like all other non-pluractional verbs. For lack of a better term, I will call this class of verbs ‘semelfactive verbs’, despite the fact that the semelfactive interpretation is not their only interpretation.

In relation to the previous subsection, it is important to point out that cases with the repetitive interpretation might resemble the potential continuous cases. The reason is that there are often no perceptible gaps between the individual repetitions. For instance, the most natural scenario associated with example (65d) is one involving an uninterrupted series of scratches, rather than a single scratch, followed by a pause, another scratch, and so on. What distinguishes the repetitive cases without perceptible gaps from cases like (64) is mainly that it is rather well defined what counts as one kick, hit or scratch. With pushing, this is much less obvious. In Chapter 3, I will offer an explanation for why reduplicated semelfactives constitute an exception to the general requirement for (visible) ‘gaps’ and how that relates them to cases such as (64). At this point, it is important to realize that the class of verbs just presented is a class with special properties. In the following subsection, it will be shown that repetition is not a possible interpretation with other types of pluractionals verbs.

2.4.2. Repeated events

Perhaps surprisingly, iteration of any other type than the one just described cannot be expressed using a pluractional in Hausa. Thus, it is not possible to utter (68) to describe a situation in which the same person poured tea for herself, drank it up, poured more tea etc.

(68) Naa zuz-zûbà shanyi (*cikin koofin/ OK: cikin koofunàa)
1SG.PF RED-pour tea (*in cup.the/ OK: in cups)
‘I poured tea (*in the cup/ OK: in the cups)’

Sentence (68) is not felicitous if the event of pouring tea into a cup is simply repeated. However, for some speakers, (68) is acceptable with cikin koofin (in cup.the.SG) in a situation in which the tea is in fact meant for different people but where the speaker has only one cup so she has to reuse it. If that is the case the individual subevents are not just repetitions of the same event: they are differentiated by means of the tea being poured for different people.54

Below are some more examples that show that simple iteration is generally not an option. All the examples involve differentiation between the subevents:

(69) a. Naa nànn-ńnęemee tá
1SG.PF RED-look.for her
‘I looked for her in various places’
N.B. not just repeatedly in the same place

54 This example also shows how a well-chosen context can influence the acceptability of a sentence.
b. Naa bib-bi shi (wuràaree)\textsuperscript{55}
   1SG.PF RED-follow him (places)
   ‘I followed him to various places’
   N.B. not repeatedly to the same place

c. Yaa bub-bùudè jàkàa
   3SG.M.PF RED-open bag
   ‘He opened different compartments of the bag’
   N.B. not repeated opening

d. Yaa bib-biyaa kudii
   3SG.M.PF RED-pay money
   ‘He paid for different people’
   N.B. several different paying events

In (69), the pluractional verbs are used with singular subjects and objects. However, the interpretation is never that of simple repetition. If a person is looked for many times, it has to be in different places (69a). If a single person is being followed and a pluractional is used to describe the situation it means that he was followed to different places (69b). If a bag is opened and the verb \textit{bùudè} ‘open’ is used in its pluractional form, as in (69c), it is not just repeated opening but rather different compartments of the bag are being searched. Finally, in (69d) a situation is described in which there are multiple events of paying by the same person but the payments are for different people, for example. In cases in which an interpretation other than simple repetition is not easily available, the sentence is not acceptable:\textsuperscript{56}

\begin{enumerate}
\item a. *Naa tsat-tsallakè kujëeraa
   1SG.PF RED-jump over chair
   intended: ‘I jumped over the chair repeatedly’
\item b. *Taa bub-bùudè taagàr
   3SG.F.PF RED-open window
   intended: ‘She opened the window repeatedly’
\end{enumerate}

It is hard to imagine a multiple event of jumping over a single chair as involving anything else than simple repetition, or at least not without a lot of creativity. Similarly for (70b): a single window cannot be opened in many different ways and thus the only way to interpret the sentence would have to involve simple repetition.

\textsuperscript{55} Some speakers require the presence of \textit{wuràaree} ‘places’ for the sentence to be acceptable.

\textsuperscript{56} Notice that the pluractional in (70a) is acceptable if the object is plural:

\begin{enumerate}
\item (i) Naa tsat-tsallakè kujëeruu
   1SG.PF RED-jump over chairs
   ‘I jumped over (different) chairs’
\end{enumerate}

As for (70b), some speakers accept the sentence on the interpretation ‘she opened the different parts of the window’, which is then a case of distribution to parts, described in subsection 2.3.5.
This being said, it should also be acknowledged that the picture is a bit more complicated than suggested above. As already mentioned, there is a lot of variation in judgments among speakers. Perhaps not surprisingly then, there are a few speakers who occasionally, or quite systematically, accept iterative interpretations with pluractionals. This happens especially after they have been exposed to a number of sentences with pluractionals that are hard to interpret as not involving repetition. However, simple repetition is never the first interpretation a pluractional will receive even for these speakers. I will come back to this issue in Chapter 3. Generally, it can be concluded that simple iteration is not a possible interpretation of pluractional verbs in Hausa.

Iterative interpretations need to be distinguished from habitual interpretations. Habituality is expressed by using the habitual TAM marker (or the imperfective TAM marker in some dialects). In Hausa, habituality cannot be expressed by the use of the pluractional form. This is not surprising as simple iteration of an event is not a possible interpretation of the pluractional form either. However, habitual TAM (or imperfective TAM in the habitual use) can generally combine with pluractionals. The resulting interpretation is that on each occasion, there is a plural event of V-ing.

(71) Takàn tât-tàmbâyee ni
    3SG.F.HAB RED-ask me
    ‘She always asks me a lot of (different) questions’

The individual asking events cannot be distributed over different occasions. In other words, the sentence above cannot be used to express that on each occasion the person was asked a single question.

2.4.3. Conative and tentative readings

There are two special types of cases that represent another way of interpreting pluractionals with singular arguments, which would otherwise be infelicitous since iteration is not a possible interpretation. These are the so-called conative and tentative readings (cf. section 1.4.4.). In the case of conative interpretations, the action does not produce the desired result (72a-b). Tentative interpretations are interpretations according to which the action was performed superficially or not with serious effort (72c):

(72) a. %Naa dač-dačà teebùr
    1SG.PF RED-lift table
    ‘I tried to lift a table’
    N.B. here and there, a bit on each side

---

57 This type of interpretation is not easily available for all speakers. Sentences like (72c) are systematically assigned a different type of interpretation by some speakers (cf. the discussion of exhaustive interpretations in section 2.8.1.). Note also that sentence (72b) can in principle get a regular plural reading as well. For instance, the sentence could mean that the things were pushed into many cars.
b. Naa tut-tùurà kaayân
   1SG.PF RED-push things.the
   ‘I tried to push in the things’
   N.B. e.g. in a car that is already too full

c. %Yaa shàs-shàari daakii
   3SG.M.PF RED-sweep room
   ‘He swept the room superficially’

In (72a), the simple iterative interpretation, involving a repeated lifting of the table, is not possible. However, at least for some speakers it is possible to interpret the sentence as describing a situation in which the attempt to lift the table was repeated, rather than the full event. In addition, for some speakers, the attempts are not just repeated. Instead, the person trying to lift the table tries different corners and angles. In (72b), the use of the pluractional suggests that someone is trying to push something either into a container that is too small or full already or through an opening that is too small. Again, the attempts are repeated. In (72c), the use of the pluractional suggests that the person did not do the sweeping properly. Perhaps he swept a bit here and a bit there but the room was not really clean in the end.

Conative (72a-b) and tentative (72c) readings are rather common cross-linguistically. It is not surprising, then, that they can be found with Hausa pluractionals as well. In this chapter, I discuss conative and tentative readings together, as they are at least superficially very similar to each other. In Chapter 3, however, I offer two different explanations for the two types of meaning effects.

### 2.5. Large quantity and vagueness

The discussion of the Hausa pluractional data revolves around one central claim, namely, the claim that pluractional verbs refer to plural events. In this subsection I will make this claim a bit more specific again, describing another layer of the meaning of Hausa pluractionals. In particular, I will demonstrate below that plural events referred to by pluractionals are not just plural (or plural and individuated). Rather, the number of events should be relatively large and, moreover, it should be vague. This is true no matter whether the plurality of events is manifested as plurality of participants, locations, repetitions or anything else. In the following, the large number and vagueness requirement will be illustrated separately for temporal and non-temporal cases, starting with the non-temporal ones.

As just mentioned, for a pluractional verb to be used felicitously, the number of events referred to by it should be left unspecified. It can be seen from the fact that specifying the exact number of participants or locations leads to reduced acceptability. The number of subevents should rather not be specified. It is simply understood to be quite large.
This is not a strict requirement for all speakers but it is the preferred option even for those who (sometimes) accept cases with explicit reference to numbers. In (73), the general pattern is presented:

(73)  
  a. Mutàanee sun fìř-fitoo  
       people 3PL_PF RED-come.out  
     ‘Many people came out’  
       people with many/ ?hundred/ ??five/ ??two 3PL_PF RED-come.out  
     ‘Many/ ?hundred/ ??five/ ??two people came out’  
  c. Mutàanee dā yawāa/ dārii / biyār / biyu sun fitoo  
       people with many/ hundred/ five/ two 3PL_PF come.out  
     ‘Many/ hundred/ five/ two people came out’  
  d. ??*John dà Peter sun fìř-fitoo  
       John with Peter 3PL_PF RED-come.out

In (73a), the noun mutàanee ‘people’ is not modified by a numeral or a quantity expression. Nevertheless, the use of the pluractional implies that the number of people was rather large. In (73b), it is demonstrated that modifying the noun by a vague quantity expression leads only to slight degradedness, whereas the use of numerals yields a worse result. Moreover, the smaller the number is, the less acceptable the sentence gets. Example (73c) demonstrates that the non-pluractional form of the verb imposes no such restrictions. Finally, the ungrammaticality of (73d) shows that also noun phrases like John dà Peter ‘John and Peter’ do not combine well with pluractionals since the number of the participants should be larger than two for the pluractional form to be acceptable.

The same pattern can be found in the case of specifying the number of locations (if that is where the plurality is located):58

(74)  
  a. Mutàanee sun fìř-fitoo dàgā gidāajên/ gidāajên âshiřin  
       people 3PL_PF RED-come.out from houses.the/ houses.the twenty  
     ‘People came out of the houses/ twenty houses’  
  b. Katangaa taa tsat-tsâagee (?à wurii biyāf)  
       wall 3SG.F_PF RED-crack (?at place five)  
     ‘The wall cracked in many places (?in five places)’

Example (74a) shows that the preferred option is to not specify the number of houses the people came out of if the pluractional is used. Similarly, specifying the number of places in which the wall cracked is not acceptable for most speakers if the multiplicity of cracking events is expressed by the pluractional form, as in (74b).

58 In Chapter 3, I will argue that there is no fundamental difference between participants and locations as ‘licensors’ of pluractionality.
The question marks and stars show the relative acceptability of the modifiers across speakers, not absolute judgments for all speakers. As in many other aspects of the meaning of pluractionals, also here speakers’ judgments vary to a certain degree. Nevertheless, the basic generalization is that the use of the pluractional form implies that the number of the subevents was rather large. Furthermore, it is dispreferred to specify the cardinality of the subevents by another expression, especially if the quantity expression is not sufficiently vague.

The facts are slightly more complicated in the case of temporal interpretations. Testing the possibility of precise specification of the number of repetitions requires more caution, for reasons to be specified below. Once the complicating factors are taken care of, however, the picture is clear: the number of subevents should be vaguely large in these cases as well.

One reason why the situation is less transparent with the repetitive cases is that x-times adverbials can appear in different syntactic positions. In cases in which an x-times adverbial is felicitous with a pluractional, it usually precedes it and also semantically scopes over it. In (75), then, the interpretation is that there were ten occasions on which the plural event occurred. In other words, there were ten occasions involving many hits, not ten individual hits:

\[(75) \quad \text{Sàu goomà taa bub-bùgà tèebùr} \]
\[\text{times ten 3SG.F.PF RED-hit table} \]
\[\text{‘Ten times, she hit the table repeatedly’} \]

To test whether x-times adverbials can also specify the number of the actual subevents (the individual hits), the adverbial has to follow the pluractional, as in (76):

\[(76) \quad \%\text{Taà bub-bùgà tèebùr sàu goomà} \]
\[\text{3SG.F.PF RED-hit table times ten} \]
\[\text{‘She hit the table (repeatedly) ten times’} \]

Some speakers report the same interpretation for (76) as the one exemplified in (75). This means that for them the adverbial does not have to be preposed to scope semantically over the pluractional, which results in the sentence being acceptable, on a par with (75). For most speakers, however, (76) is degraded because in this position the adverbial necessarily specifies the number of the individual hits and that is not accepted if the pluractional is used. Consider also the following examples where the individual slaps are being counted:
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(77) a. Taa màm-màareec shi
   3SG.F.PF RED-slap him
   ‘She slapped him repeatedly/ many times’

   b. Taa màm-màareec shi ’sàu dà yawàa/ ??sàu biyař
      3SG.F.PF RED-slap him times with ’many/ ??times five
   ‘She slapped him (repeatedly) ’many/ ??five times’

   c. Taa màareec shi sàu dà yawàa/ sàu biyař
      3SG.F.PF slap him times with many/ times five
   ‘She slapped him many/ five times’

The pattern is the same as in the case of non-repetitive readings: the number of slaps should not be specified if the pluractional is used, at least not very precisely. Thus, it can be concluded that the vagueness requirement applies in the temporal cases as well. Just like in the case of the participant-based readings, the use of the pluractional form itself implies that the number of the subevents is relatively large.

Finally, notice that if a pluractional is used with a repetitive interpretation, the number of participants can be specified since the contribution of the pluractional does not have to do with the number of participants in that case but with the number of repetitions. The well-formedness of (78a) can be contrasted with the degraded status of the participant-based case in (78b).

(78) a. Mutàanee biyu/ John dà Peter sun tat-tàbà kujéerâf
   people two/ John with Peter 3PL.PF RED-touch chair.the
   ‘Two people/ John and Peter (each) touched the chair repeatedly’

   b. ??*Mutàanee biyu/ John dà Peter sun fiř-fitoo
      ??*people two/ John with Peter 3PL.PF RED-come.out
      ‘??*Two people/ John and Peter came out’

Notice that the opposite case is not so easy to construct. If the singular subject in (77b) is replaced by a plural one it does not rescue the sentence because of the low position of the adverbial. As indicated above, x-times adverbials generally cannot take scope over the pluractional in that position.

(79) Sun màm-màareec shi ’sàu dà yawàa/ ??sàu biyař
      3PL.PF RED-slap him times with many/ ??times five
      ‘They slapped him (repeatedly) ’many/ ??five times’

To prevent the adverbial from counting the number of the individual slaps it should be preposed, as in (80):

(80) Sàu biyař sun màm-màareec shi
    times five 3PL.PF RED-slap him
    ‘Five times, they slapped him’

N.B. several/ many people on each occasion but possibly each person once
Sentence (80) expresses that there were five occasions on which a plural event of slapping took place.

To summarize, the use of a pluractional generally implies that the number of the subevents in the plural event is relatively large. Specifying the number precisely is dispreferred.

2.6. Degree readings

In the present section, I discuss interpretations that involve either intensification or detensification, that is, degree-like meaning effects. Subsection 2.6.1. deals with high degree cases, subsection 2.6.2. with cases that can be seen as involving low degree meanings.

2.6.1. High degree

Cases of pluractionals with high degree interpretations do not constitute a large class but they are rather important for the overall analysis of pluractionality in Hausa. Therefore, they will be discussed in some detail. An example of a pluractional with a high degree interpretation is given below:

(81) Yâraa sun rur-rûdeè
     children 3PL.PF RED-be.confused
     ‘The children were very confused’
     N.B. beyond control, alarmed

Note that cases like the one above are different from cases where the intensity effect comes only as a side effect of plurality (cf. section 1.4.2.). Consider the following examples:

(82) a. Kwalaba taà faf-fashèè
     bottle 3SG.F.PF RED-break
     ‘The bottle shattered/ broke into many pieces’

b. Kwalaba taà fashèè
     bottle 3SG.F.PF break
     ‘The bottle broke (into two pieces)’

Sentence (82a) might sound like a description of an ‘intensified’ event because the expressions _shatter/ break into many pieces_ in the translation make the event sound more serious in comparison to simple _break_ in (82b). However, I suggest that any potential degree effects in cases like this should be understood as following from the large number of the breaking (sub)events.
The type of cases that will be discussed here are, unlike the verb in (82a), pluractionals derived from gradable verbs, i.e. verbs like ruuɗee/ gàjì/ dàamu ‘be confused/ tired/ worried’. The interesting generalization about these verbs is that the gradable property associated with them is intensified, while the use of the pluractional form requires the participants to be plural at the same time. This can be seen in the following examples:

(83)  

a. Òòrà su ruuɗee  
children 3PL.PF be.confused  
‘The children were confused’  
b. Òòrà su rur-ruuɗee  
children 3PL.PF RED-be.confused  
‘The children were very confused’  
N.B. beyond control, alarmed  
c. %Yaa ru-ruuɗee59  
3SG.M.PF RED-be.confused  
intended: ‘He is very confused’

Sentence (83b) is interpreted as involving a higher degree of confusion than sentence (83a), where the verb is in its non-pluractional form. The sentence in (83c) shows, in addition, that the pluractional form of ruuɗee ‘be confused’ cannot be combined with a singular subject. The same pattern is found with other gradable verbs, e.g. gàjì ‘be tired’:

(84)  

a. Mun gàjì  
1PL.PF be.tired  
‘We are tired’  
b. %Mun gàg-gàjì  
1PL.PF RED-be.tired  
‘We are all very tired’  
c. ??Naà gàg-gàjì  
1SG.PF RED-be.tired  
intended: ‘I am very tired’

Example (84b) shows that the pluractional form of gàjì ‘be tired’ expresses a higher degree of tiredness in comparison to the non-pluractional form in (84a). The unacceptability of the sentence in (84c) demonstrates that the pluractional form is incompatible with a singular subject.

In section 2.2.3., I briefly discussed the so-called grade system, a system of morphological classes of verbs. With respect to gradability, grade 7 is an interesting class since these verbs display the same pattern as the verbs discussed above. Grade 7

59The % sign indicates that for some speakers this sentence is well-formed. However, it seems that at least for some of those speakers for whom it is acceptable, the interpretation is rather that of internal plurality. For instance, it can mean that the person was confused for multiple reasons, kept getting confused etc.
verbs are all intransitive. In the perfective TAM these verbs have passive-like semantics and usually refer to action thoroughly or well done (cf. Newman 2000). This means that in the perfective TAM these verbs already involve high degree in the non-pluractional form. However, in the pluractional form, the degree of the property is even higher:

(85) a. Naa/Mun dâamu
   1SG/PL.PF be.worried
   ‘I am/ we are (very) worried’
b. %Mun dá-dáamu
   1PL.PF RED-be.worried
   ‘We are (really) very worried’
c. ??Naa dá-dáamu
   1SG.PF RED-be.worried
   intended: ‘I am very worried’

To conclude, when the meaning of a pluractional derived from a gradable verb is compared to its non-pluractional counterpart, it is clear that the gradable property is intensified. At the same time, the plurality requirement is still present since sentences with singular participants are degraded. This means that intensification alone is not a possible interpretation of Hausa pluractionals, as sometimes suggested in the literature (e.g. Frajzyngier 1965). In other words, in the cases of gradable verbs, the semantic contribution of the use of the pluractional form is both plurality and high degree.

2.6.2. Low degree

In this subsection, a different type of cases that involve a degree-like effect is presented. In these cases, the effect is detensification rather than intensification: the degree of whatever property is gradable in each particular case is lower than in the case of the non-pluractional form. Below are some examples (note that not all speakers find them acceptable or they do not interpret them as involving detensification):

---

60 In the imperfective TAM grade 7 verbs (or, more precisely, verbal nouns) indicate potentiality of action:

(i) Wannán moothâ tanâa gyâaruwa
   this car.3SG.F.IMPF repair.VN
   ‘This car is repairable’

61 As in many other aspects of the use of pluractional verbs, there is quite some variation in judgments among native speakers also in the gradable cases. The variation concerns both the exact set of verbs that allow for pluractional formation, as well as the interpretation of the resulting, reduplicated, forms. Some speakers seem to get high degree interpretations quite easily, for others intensification is very rare as a meaning contribution of the pluractional form. Despite all the variation, however, the data presented above manifest a rather regular pattern in the sense that gradable verbs generally require intensification in the pluractional form while the plurality requirement is still preserved.
(86) a. %Yàràñ sun yï-ï yàmàa òà jùnàa
children.the 3PL.PF RED-do resemblance with each other
‘The children resemble each other a bit’
b. %Mùn yï-ï aikìi
1PL.PF RED-do work
‘Occasionally we found some time for work’
N.B. the work is not serious enough
c. %Sun kàk-kàràntà lìttàttàfànn
3PL.PF RED-read books.the
‘They read the books superficially’
N.B. a bit here, a bit there

The sentence in (86a) implies that the degree of the resemblance among the children is rather low. Sentence (86b) can be uttered by people who did not work very hard. Finally, the use of the pluractional form in (86c) suggests that the reading was not thorough. For example, if the sentence describes the preparation of a group of students for an exam, the use of the pluractional indicates that they did not study seriously enough.

Notice that with the exception of the complex predicate yi kàmàa ‘resemble’ these verbs cannot be considered gradable. This makes these pluractionals rather different from the high degree cases discussed in the previous subsection. Notice also, that examples (86b-c) can be taken to represent the tentative reading, as exemplified in (72c) (section 2.4.3). In fact, in Chapter 3, I will treat cases like (86b-c) and (72c) as representing the same phenomenon. Also, it will be shown that the high degree and low degree effects have very different sources.

2.7. Interaction between large number, high degree and high individuation

In the previous sections, it was shown that pluractional verbs in Hausa do not simply refer to non-singular events but that the subevents have to be many and the number should remain vague. Moreover, the individual subevents are typically highly individuated and in some cases high or low degree interpretations arise in addition to plurality. Putting the gradable cases aside for a moment, it can be said that pluractionals typically refer to many and varied events. The following examples suggest that at least for some speakers either meaning contribution can license the pluractional form on its own. For such speakers, it is enough for the events to be sufficiently many (and not very varied), or only sufficiently varied (and not very many). Note that the comments provided for the examples given below represent intuitions of one or two speakers in each case. However, effects of this type can be found with a number of speakers. Consider first the example in (87):
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(87) Sun jij-jiraa shi
   3PL.PF RED-wait.for him
   ‘They waited for him’
   N.B. %as few as two people is enough if they waited for different reasons

The example in (87) elicited a comment according to which the pluractional can be used even if there were only two people waiting provided that they waited (e.g. to meet with someone) for different reasons. If the reasons were not different, then the people waiting should be many. The following example gave rise to a similar comment.62

(88) %Anāa gig-ginā màkārantun sakandārēe gūdāa biyaʁ
   IMP.IMPF RED-build schools.of secondary unit five
   ‘Five secondary schools are being built’
   N.B. %possible if the schools are being built in different towns

The number of schools can be specified (and low) if the individual events of building were differentiated by having the schools built in different towns.

Something very similar can be observed in cases of pluractionals with high degree interpretations. It seems that in high degree cases, some speakers allow for interpretations involving participants that are simply plural, rather than numerous, which is otherwise usually required with pluractionals. Thus, one speaker suggested that in (89) it is possible for the subject pronoun to refer to two people only, provided that the degree of being thankful is very high:

(89) %Mun gog-göodee
   1PL.PF RED-thank
   ‘We thank you so much!’
   N.B. %it is possible that the subject refers to two people only

In fact, the general idea that the event is somehow very serious or important often seems to save sentences where the number of subevents is specified and/or low. The sentence in (88) above also received a comment that it sounds like something a politician would say, as if to stress how well they are taking care of the well-being of their people. This means that if the pluractional in (88) is interpreted as augmenting the importance of the plural event, it is possible to specify the number of the subevents. The same effect is illustrated in (90), which sounds inappropriate exactly for this reason:

(90) %?Kàajjjiaa biyu sun muʁ-muṭu
   chickens.my two 3PL.PF RED-die
   ‘My two chickens died’
   N.B. %it sounds as if the event is given too much importance

---

62 The example in (88) is based on an example from Pawlak (1975:146).
The reason why sentence (90) sounds odd to the speaker who provided the comment is that the use of the pluractional makes the event sound overly serious.

To summarize, from the data presented in this subsection it seems clearer than from the discussion of the individual aspects of the pluractional meaning that the use of the pluractional form often suggests that the plural event is somehow special or remarkable. What makes the event remarkable could be a higher degree of a property, it could be the fact that the subevents are very many or that they are highly diversified. In addition, it could be just a very general emphasis. Typically, several of these special effects cooccur. Nevertheless, the examples just discussed point to the conclusion that this is not necessary. It is enough if one of the special meaning effects 'licenses' the use of the pluractional form in Hausa. However subtle these effects can sometimes be, they reveal something important about the nature of Hausa pluractionals and as such they play an important role in the motivation of the proposal presented in Chapter 3.

The basic properties of Hausa pluractionals have now been described. The purpose of the following section is to present some additional properties of pluractionality in Hausa.

2.8. Further issues

This section discusses some further issues that are relevant for the analysis. Subsection 2.8.1. discusses the issue of exhaustive and non-exhaustive interpretations. The next subsection (2.8.2.) deals with cases of pluractionals whose arguments are not expressed overtly. In subsection 2.8.3. statives and verbal nouns derived from pluractional verbs are discussed. Finally, subsection 2.8.4. summarizes the facts about inter-speaker variation.

2.8.1. Exhaustivity

Hausa sentences with pluractionals are often translated by native speakers with the use of expressions like all or each (cf. (91a)). Also, when providing their own examples of sentences with pluractionals, speakers often use the Hausa equivalent of all: duk(à), which apparently makes the examples sound very natural (91b).\(^6\)

\(^6\) Notice that while the non-distributive universal quantifier duk ‘all’ is frequently used with pluractionals, the distributive universal quantifier is usually not compatible with the pluractional form:

\[\text{\textquoteleft Koowaa yaa zaz-zàunaa everyone 3SG.M.PF RED-sit.down intended: ‘Everyone sat down’}\]

Interestingly, while some speakers do not find sentences with koowaa ‘everyone’ (completely) ungrammatical, sentences with koowànà N ‘every N’ are clearly worse in comparison:
This might be taken to mean that pluractionality in Hausa involves exhaustivity. However, if this were the case pluractionals would be expected to be incompatible with exceptive phrases. The following examples show that this is not the case. The sentences in (92) are not contradictory despite the presence of an exceptive phrase:

(92) a. Sunàa zâz-zàune
   3PL.IMPF RED-sit.ST
   ‘They were all seated’

   b. Duk sun tsait-tsâyaa
   all 3PL.PF RED-stop
   ‘They all stopped’

I conclude from this that pluractionals do not give rise to truly exhaustive interpretations. However, the tendency of speakers to use all or each in the translations and duk(â) in the original sentences with pluractionals clearly exists. It probably partly reflects the fact that pluractionals are used for emphasis, to make the event sound more ‘serious’. The following example illustrates this and shows that in such cases duk(â) does not mean literally ‘all’ or ‘completely’:

(93) Duk kaa zuz-zubař dà ruwaa!
   all/completely 2SG.M.PF RED-pour with water
   ‘You spilled all the water!’
   N.B. possible even if only some of the water is spilled

According to the speaker who volunteered the example, the sentence can be used when the person being scolded in fact did not spill all the water, maybe not even a bigger part of it. Duk is used basically to make the clumsiness of the person spilling the water sound really terrible and of serious consequences.

(ii) ?*Koowâné diâlibii yaa zaz-zàumaa
    every student 3SG.M.PF RED-sit.down
    intended: ‘Every student sat down’

This correlates with the fact that in English, everybody combines more easily with e.g. together than every N:

(iii) Everybody/ *every man danced together

As together needs a plural subject, this example shows that everybody is more plural-like than every N.
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It is important to realize that apart from the seemingly exhaustive interpretations, it is also possible to find the opposite case. Recall that Hausa pluractionals can in some cases be assigned the so-called tentative interpretation, where the implication is that the action is not performed thoroughly:

(94) %Yaa shās-shāari daakī
  3SG.M.PF RED-sweep room
  ‘He swept the room superficially’

If the room is not swept properly, it probably means that not all parts of the room were swept. In other words, the superficiality effect can be understood as resulting from non-exhaustivity. In addition to the tentative cases, there are also other cases of pluractionals with non-exhaustive interpretations:

(95) Gidān yaa rūr-rūsheeta
    house.the 3SG.M.PF RED-collapse
  i. ‘The house collapsed completely’
  ii. ‘The house collapsed in some parts’

Sentences like (95) are generally interpreted in two different ways. For some speakers the contribution of the pluractional is an exhaustive interpretation (i) while others interpret such cases non-exhaustively (ii). For some speakers, then, (95) expresses that the house was completely destroyed, while for other speakers the use of the pluractional indicates that only some parts of the house collapsed and thus the house might still be usable.\(^{64}\) In Chapter 3 (section 3.8.1.), I will offer an explanation for this paradox.

2.8.2. Unexpressed arguments

As already mentioned in section 2.2.2., the verb’s arguments can often be left unexpressed in Hausa. This is also true for sentences with pluractionals. Such unexpressed arguments can then also serve as licensors of pluractionality. Consider the following example:

(96) a. Naa tut-tūnāa
    1SG.PF RED-remember

  b. Sun tut-tūnāa
    3PL.PF RED-remember

Sentence (96a) is easily interpreted as ‘I remembered various things’, ‘various things’ being something the hearer has to fill in on their own. Sentence (96b) has a plural subject. However, this does not mean that the subject has to be interpreted as the licensor of the pluractional form. The pluractional can also be licensed by the unexpressed object.

\(^{64}\) Similarly, there are speakers who interpret sentence (94) as ‘He swept all parts of the room/ he swept the room thoroughly’. 
Thus, sentence (96b) can be interpreted as ‘They (all) remembered (the same thing)’, or ‘They remembered various things’. In principle, then, unexpressed arguments are not different from expressed (plural) arguments in the ability to license a pluractional. In spite of that, expressing or not expressing an argument overtly can make a certain interpretation more prominent than another. This is illustrated in (97):

(97) a. Yaa zuz-zúbá shaayi
   3SG.M.PF RED-pour tea
   i. ‘He poured tea for them (different people)’
   ii. ‘He spilled tea’

b. Yaa zuz-zúbaa musú shaayi
   3SG.M.PF RED-pour to.them tea
   ‘He poured tea for them (different people)’

Many speakers assign the same interpretation to sentence (97a) as to sentence (97b): the tea was poured for different people. Nevertheless, the fact that the beneficiary of the event is not expressed overtly in (97a) makes the interpretation according to which the tea was spilled (here and there) much more prominent for some speakers. In addition, there are also speakers who actually seem to require overt expression of the licensor of the pluractional form. Such speakers find sentences like (96a) unacceptable and require the object to be expressed overtly in order for the pluractional to be felicitous:

(98) Naa tut-túnaa dá suu
   1SG.PF RED-remember with them
   ‘I remembered them (different things)’

In my view, this is not a reflection of a real grammatical restriction. Rather, some speakers seem to be better at providing possible interpretations in underspecified contexts than others. It is easier to locate the source of plurality if it is expressed in the sentence. Importantly, however, the majority of speakers seem to have little trouble reconstructing the missing material.

2.8.3. Pluractional statives and verbal nouns

Pluractionality is a verbal phenomenon. Nevertheless, it is not restricted to verbs in Hausa. Pluractionality can also be found with certain deverbal categories, namely statives and verbal nouns (cf. section 2.2.7.). Both pluractional statives and verbal nouns have been used in the examples in this chapter, since the pluractional semantics is preserved in the derivations. The present subsection discusses in what sense these forms are specific.

---

65 I have nothing to say about adjectival participles derived from pluractionals.
Statives do not seem to exhibit any kind of morphological constraints with respect to the availability of pluractional forms. Consider the following pair of a verbal pluractional and its corresponding stative:

(99) a. An cic-cikà kwalàabàn
   IMP.PF RED-fill bottles.the
   ‘They filled the bottles’
b. Kwalàabàn sunàa cic-cike
   bottles.the 3PL.IMPF RED-fill.ST
   ‘The bottles are filled/full’

What distinguishes plurational statives from their corresponding verbs is that they seem to require the plurality to be situated in the subject. Thus, whereas (100a) is acceptable with the singular subject (the plurality is located in the unexpressed object argument), (100b) is not: the plurational stative requires the subject to be plural (100c).

(100) a. Naa shis-shirya
   1SG.PF RED-prepare
   ‘I got prepared’
   N.B. preparing a lot of things
b. *Inàa shis-shirye
   1SG.IMPF RED-prepare.ST
   intended: ‘I am prepared/ready’
c. Sunàa shis-shirye
   3PL.IMPF RED-prepare.ST
   ‘They are (all) prepared/ready’

This pattern is perhaps not unexpected, considering that the stative describes the state of the subject resulting from the event of preparing oneself and not the event itself.

As for verbal nouns, their meaning seems entirely parallel to that of their corresponding verbs. However, there are gaps in the paradigm: not all types of verbal nouns have corresponding plurational forms. This means that many pluractionals cannot be used in the imperfective TAM. Consider the following contrast between the well-formed daddàfâwaa (the pluractional counterpart of dafâwaa ‘cooking’, a weak verbal noun; (101a)) and the degraded ??nanneemaa (the expected pluractional counterpart of neemaa ‘looking for’, a strong verbal noun; (102a)):

(101) a. Tanàa dad-dâfâwaa
   3SG.F.IMPF RED-cook.VN
   ‘She is cooking different kinds of things’
b. Taa dad-dâfaa
   3SG.F.PF RED-cook
   ‘She cooked different kinds of things’
2.8.4. Variation

At various points during the presentation of the data, variation in speakers’ judgments has been discussed. There is no variation with respect to the basic plurality requirement, that is, no speakers use pluralionals to refer to singular events. However, most other aspects of the use of pluralational verbs exhibit less uniformity. Some of the most important ones are summarized in the following paragraphs.

First, while all speakers allow for the pluralional form to be licensed by plural participants, not all speakers accept cases with singular count or mass arguments without problems (cf. section 2.3.5.). In other words, not all speakers find it easy to distribute the event plurality to parts of participants. Those speakers who cannot associate the plural subevents with different parts of a single participant very easily generally reject examples with singular participants unless an interpretation involving a different type of plurality is available.

Second, the high individuation requirement (cf. section 2.3.6.) is not equally strong for everyone. For some speakers, this seems to be a genuine requirement and thus the pluralional form is rejected if the individual subevents are not sufficiently differentiated. For others, however, high individuation is generally preferred but not strictly speaking required. For such speakers, pluralionals often refer to events that are simply plural.

---

66 The impossibility of deriving verbal nouns from pluralional verbs whose non-pluralional counterparts are associated with irregular verbal nouns thus follows from the restrictions on the formation of verbal nouns, rather than from restrictions on the pluralional formation. Cf. also the discussion in section 2.2.4.

67 Note that the very limited number of continuous-like interpretations some speakers seem to accept are analyzed as plural events where the gaps between the individual subevents are less clearly visible. These cases will be dealt with in sections 3.5.4.1. and 3.6.1. of Chapter 3.
Another point of variation is the absoluteness of the ban on iterative interpretations (cf. section 2.4.2.). While most speakers reject all interpretations involving simple iteration with other than semelfactive verbs, some speakers do occasionally or even quite regularly accept them. However, iteration is never the first interpretation offered by any speaker. It is rather typical that if speakers accept iterative interpretations this is after they have been exposed to a sufficient amount of data that are hard to interpret otherwise. This suggests that some speakers can develop a certain degree of ‘tolerance’ to iterative interpretations despite the fact that they usually reject them at first.

As a fourth aspect in which there is quite a lot of variation, the availability of high degree interpretations can be mentioned (cf. section 2.6.1.). For most speakers, intensification interpretations are not very frequent but they do occur. However, there are speakers for which intensification is a meaning effect that is relatively commonly found with pluractional verbs. On the other hand, there are also speakers who hardly ever interpret pluractionals as involving high degree.

The points of variation discussed above are perhaps the most easily noticeable ones. Nevertheless, there are many other aspects in which speakers vary. For instance, some speakers can specify the number of subevents more easily than others. An interesting point of variation is also the preference for either exhaustive or non-exhaustive interpretations, discussed in section 2.8.1. In addition, for many but not all speakers, pluractionals have certain special connotations associated with them. For example, they may be perceived as carrying some kind of negative evaluation or suggesting that there is an element of disorder and/or unpredictability in the event or that the event is striking in some other way.

In Chapter 3, I will offer an analysis that will, among other things, provide an explanation for why there is so much variation in the Hausa pluractional data and also why some aspects of the use of pluractionals give rise to more variation than others. Even though there will be cases that I have no principled explanation for, most of the variation can be explained and is in fact predicted by the analysis. In other words, the variation in the judgments is not as random as it might seem at first sight.

2.9. Conclusion

The goal of this chapter was to introduce the data that will be analyzed in the next chapter, the main chapter of the dissertation. After providing an overview of the Hausa grammatical system, the individual aspects of the use of pluractional verbs were discussed one by one and they were illustrated by a number of examples. The basic generalization is that pluractional verbs can only refer to plural events. There are some additional conditions on the felicitous use of pluractionals, however. In particular, the individual subevents are generally required to be many, rather than simply plural, and preferably differentiated from each other. In some cases, the use of the pluractional form
also indicates that the event is somehow intensified. These additional conditions or meaning effects sometimes interact with each other in interesting ways. One of the most striking facts about Hausa pluractionals is that they cannot be used to express simple iteration, with the exception of semelfactive verbs. Apart from this restriction, however, there are very few restrictions as to how the event plurality is instantiated. All these properties will be given an explanation in the next chapter, where I propose an analysis of the semantics of pluractionality in Hausa.
Chapter 3: Analysis

3.1. Introduction

In this chapter I propose an analysis of the semantics of pluractional verbs in Hausa. I will argue for an approach that is in some respects quite different from other approaches found in the literature on pluractionality. This difference will be justified by the specific properties of Hausa pluractionals. Among the properties of Hausa pluractionals that motivate this move, the most prominent are the lack of simple iterative readings and the extent of inter-speaker variation. I will not argue that this analysis is applicable to all pluractionals in all languages. Nevertheless, the analysis proposed here is interesting for the general discussion of pluractionality for several reasons. One of them is that it brings pluractionality rather close to nominal plurality. The differences between pluractionality and nominal plurality are shown to follow largely from the nature of events as semantic objects, i.e. the ways in which events are individuated. This has the desirable consequence that certain aspects of the use of the pluractional form do not need to be reflected in the semantics of the pluractional itself. Another reason why the present proposal is interesting also for linguists who are not specifically interested in Hausa pluractionals is that the concept of special plurality, which forms an important part of my account, provides a tool for explaining certain differences between pluractionals in different languages and between different types of plurals in general. Another more general contribution of this thesis is the particular view on variation in judgments that is adopted here.

The basic idea defended in this chapter is that the interpretations of pluractional verbs in Hausa are a result of the interaction between different components (or levels) of meaning. In other words, not all that is to be said about the meaning of the pluractional marker will appear in a single formula. Instead, I will distinguish between (a) the core meaning of pluractional verbs; (b) independent principles of event individuation that are restricted by a language-specific condition; and (c) the (slightly variable) conditions on the use of pluractional verbs that follow from their special nature.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2. discusses some general notions that will be important for the analysis. In section 3.3. I give an outline of the proposal. Sections 3.4. through 3.7. are devoted to working out the details of the proposal. Section 3.4. discusses the core meaning of pluractionality in Hausa, namely the event plurality component. Sections 3.5. and 3.6. each deal with a specific class of verbs. Section 3.5. analyses verbs that require what I will be calling ‘anchors’ for event individuation. Section 3.6. focuses on naturally atomic predicates. In section 3.7., I will investigate the consequences of the fact that Hausa pluractionals are ‘special’ plurals. Section 3.8. deals with the variation in judgments found among speakers. After the entire proposal is
presented in detail, my approach to selected issues will be compared to other approaches (section 3.9). Section 3.10. concludes the chapter and the dissertation as a whole.

3.2. Some preliminaries

Before I proceed to the analysis itself, a few notions closely related to counting and plurality need to be discussed. Let us start by looking at some differences between objects and events. I assume that events are primitives in the ontology, just like individuals. I will not review the many arguments in favor of this idea (Davidson 1967 and many works after that) but I would like to point out that the mere existence of pluractionality should be taken as direct support for such an approach (cf. also Collins 2001). Pluractional markers mark plurality of events rather than plurality of times or individuals. Without events in the ontology, it is not possible to capture this insight. The existence of pluractionality, in addition to nominal plurality, thus supports the idea that events and objects are entities that are parallel to a certain extent. However, it is also important to pay attention to the ways in which events are different from objects. In particular, events are harder to pin down than objects. They are abstract, multidimensional entities that can be observed and described only indirectly, by reference to the elements that constitute them, most prominently, their participants, locations and times.\(^1\)

Baker (2003), following Geach (1962) and Gupta (1980), assumes that nouns are the only category that have criteria of identity. According to Baker (2003), a criterion of identity is an essential precondition for counting. Since common nouns can provide criteria of identity they can appear with plural morphology. Baker assumes that verbs, just like adjectives, “cannot be inherent bearers of singular, dual, or plural morphology” because they do not have criteria of identity. He is aware of the fact that the number marking sometimes found on verbs in Mohawk is not agreement but he assumes an (incorporated) nominal element to be present in such cases, which provides the criterion for counting. “The generalization that nonnominal words cannot take intrinsic plural morphology is thus supported even in Mohawk once one looks beneath the surface” (Baker 2003:109). Even though the claim that verbs cannot be inherent bearers of plural morphology is in conflict with the prevalence of pluractional morphology in the languages of the world, the insight that verbs generally need other elements to provide the criteria for counting is correct. To be able to identify an event, it is necessary to know who or what the participants of the event are and/or where and when it takes place. In most cases, these constituting elements or building blocks of events are necessary for determining how many events there are. This does not hold for all verbs, as will be

\(^1\) I am simplifying the situation in the nominal domain. The comparison holds for objects referred to by concrete nouns. However, it is clear that a large number of nouns refer to abstract entities, which, obviously, represent more complex cases as well.
shown later: certain verbs do have inherent criteria for counting. At this point it can be concluded, however, that events generally need to rely on other elements in order to be individuated or counted. This is reflected in the existence of the different ‘readings’ pluractionals receive: namely, participant-based, spatial and temporal (iterative).

In connection with the question of what entities can be counted, three closely related notions are relevant: countability, atomicity and boundedness. In the following I specify how these three notions relate to each other.

Starting with countability, the term is traditionally used in the nominal domain in connection with the distinction between count and mass nouns. This is typically exemplified by the contrast between count nouns like dog and mass nouns like water. Count nouns like dog are taken to refer to atomic entities. In languages like English, they bear plural morphology, combine directly with numerals etc. Mass nouns like water, on the other hand, do not refer to atoms. They cannot bear plural morphology, or combine directly with numerals. In addition to these straightforward cases, there are mass nouns like furniture, which are grammatically mass but whose denotation contains atomic entities and thus should be considered semantically count (cf. Doetjes 1997, Barner & Snedeker 2005, Bale & Barner in press, among others). Since Bach (1986) and Krifka (1986), the verbal counterpart of the count/ mass distinction has been commonly identified with the bounded/ unbounded (telic/ atelic) distinction, as will be discussed below. However, from the perspective of how the singular vs. plural contrast is encoded, it might be more appropriate to say that all that verbs are like (English-type) mass nouns. The reason is that (non-pluractional) verbal denotations seem to be typically number-neutral, just like those of mass nouns.

A number-neutral denotation is a denotation that contains both singularities and pluralities, which can be represented by a join semi-lattice as in Figure 3.1. below:

---

2 But see Chierchia (1998) who suggests that the denotation of mass nouns is also atomic, even though what exactly the atoms are might stay vague. I stay neutral on this issue: ‘non-atomic’ might also be read as ‘vaguely atomic’.

3 The count/ mass distinction in the verbal domain is then like the count/ mass distinction within mass nouns. Verbs like sleep resemble ‘mass mass’ (semantically non-count) nouns like water and verbs like jump are like ‘count mass’ (semantically count) nouns like furniture. This distinction will be discussed below, in connection with atomicity. On ‘mass mass’ vs. ‘count mass’ nouns see Doetjes (1997).

4 According to Ojeda (1998), the use of mereologies for the interpretation of grammatical number was pioneered by Massey (1976) and Wald (1977). It has become common after Link (1983).
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Figure 3.1: Number-neutral denotation
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5 The term ‘weak’ is used by Sauerland, Anderssen & Yatsushiro (2005), who give an overview of arguments in favor of the inclusion of atoms in the plural denotation and provide some additional evidence from language processing and acquisition. The view according to which atoms are excluded from the plural denotation (the ‘strong’ view), is taken e.g. by Hoeksema (1983), Chierchia (1998). I assume that both types of plurals exist.

6 In Chierchia’s (1998) theory, it is the fact that these denotations are already ‘plural’ that makes it impossible for mass nouns to derive plural forms. Notice that this explanation should also prevent number-neutral predicates from having unambiguously plural counterparts, which is a prediction that is not borne out. Languages that have both number-neutral forms of nouns and corresponding plurals include Indonesian, Brazilian Portuguese, Hungarian among others (cf. Chung 2000, Schmitt & Munn 1999, Göksel & Kerslake 2005). Clearly, pluraclational forms of verbs whose non-pluralional counterparts are number-neutral rather than singular are not expected to exist either.
which for her means that they have the denotation in Figure 3.1., i.e. one containing both atoms and their sums. 7

The semantic count/ mass distinction can be defined in terms of atomicity. While mass predicates refer to non-atomic entities (or ‘vaguely atomic’ entities), count predicates are defined as having atomic reference. I further distinguish between two types of atoms, namely what I call ‘natural atoms’ and ‘constructed atoms’. Naturally atomic predicates are those predicates for which it is clear from the lexical meaning of the verb what counts as one unit (cf. Rothstein 2008). 8 If a predicate is not naturally atomic, atomicity can be constructed in ways that will be described below. An example of a naturally atomic nominal predicate is the count noun dog. Count mass nouns, like furniture, have clearly defined units as well. With mass mass nouns, like water, the atoms have to be constructed with the help of e.g. measure terms (a liter of wine) or they are created by mass-to-count shifts (e.g. wines ‘different kinds of wine’). In the verbal domain, certain predicates are also naturally atomic, even though this seems to be less common than in the case of nouns, presumably because events are essentially constructed abstract objects. An example of a naturally atomic verbal predicate is jump. If we know what jump means, we know what counts as one jump. If the predicate in question is not naturally atomic, which is the more common case, atoms can be constructed if the boundaries of the event are provided, as in sleep for two hours or run to the store. Alternatively, the predicate may undergo a mass-to-count shift, as in John was in Paris three times this week (cf. Doetjes 1997 for mass-to-count shifts in the nominal and verbal domain). Note that naturally atomic predicates like jump or kick can be compared to semantically count mass nouns like furniture or change, which are also naturally atomic, while verbs for which the atoms need to be constructed, like sleep or run, correspond to semantically mass mass nouns like water or rice.

The presence of atoms in the denotation, either lexically specified or constructed, can be identified with the property of semantic countability. In the case of nouns, the correlation of semantic countability with the ability to bear plural marking is not complete, however. The semantically count lexical predicates boy(s) and furniture both have atoms in their denotations. The first one is also grammatically count, but the latter is not and as a result it cannot bear plural morphology. This shows that even natural atomicity does not guarantee the possibility of plural marking. In the cases of mass-to-count shifts, the number marking does appear directly on the noun, as in the plural form wines. However, if the atoms are constructed with the help of measure expressions, the noun can never be marked for plurality directly, cf. *two bottle(s) of wines. The situation is different in the case of verbs. In plurational languages, the plural marking can often occur on basically any type of verb. This means that both verbs that are naturally atomic

---

7 This is not to say that unambiguously singular forms do not exist. An example of a language that has singulative forms of verbs is Konso (Ongaye Oda 2010).

8 “A predicate P is naturally atomic if what counts as one instance of P is given as part of the meaning of P and is thus not context dependent.” (Rothstein 2008:47)
(i.e. lexically count: (1a)), and those for which the atoms need to be constructed ((1b) and (1c)), can be marked for plurality:

(1) a. Naa tat-tàafàa
   1SG.PF RED-clap
   ‘I clapped’

b. Sun rûr-rûdûeè
   3PL.PF RED-be.confused
   ‘They are (all) very confused’

c. Yaa bib-bi shi wurààareè dàaban-dàaban
   3SG.M.PF RED-follow him places different different
   ‘He followed him to different places’

How exactly the event atoms are constructed in cases like (1b) and (1c) will be discussed later in the chapter. At this point it is sufficient to note that the verb in (1b) is a stative predicate and the verb in (1c) an activity predicate, which are both lexically non-atomic. The verb bi ‘follow’ requires e.g. a goal argument for the whole predicate to become atomic. This is comparable to what measure terms do for mass nouns. However, despite the fact that in cases like (1b) and (1c) the event atoms need to be constructed, it is the verb itself that is marked for plurality.

The last issue that has to do with countability and that needs to be discussed here is the issue of boundedness. Since Bach (1986) and Krifka (1986), the idea that the count/mass distinction in the nominal domain has as its counterpart in the verbal domain the distinction between bounded/ telic and unbounded/ atelic predicates has become widely accepted. Under this view, bounded/ telic equals count and unbounded/ atelic equals mass. Assuming that only semantically count predicates have atomic reference and that only atoms can be counted, it should follow that only bounded/ telic events are pluralizable. Nevertheless, this is clearly not the case. I showed in section 1.3.3. that pluractionality is independent of viewpoint aspect and telicity, and that unbounded verbal predicates are pluralizable as well (see also (1b) above).

I propose that the notion of atomicity needs to be relativized in the case of complex, multi-dimensional entities like events. In other words, events can be atomic in one dimension and non-atomic in another one. If events are to be pluralized, they have to be atomic in the dimension in which the pluralization takes place, e.g. in the temporal or participant dimension, but not necessarily in both. This means that temporally unbounded events can be easily pluralized because their participants can provide the

---

Note also that while atoms can be constructed both with nouns and verbs, it seems to be much more characteristic for verbs. This is presumably because events are essentially constructed entities. The fact that in the nominal domain the atoms are more often specified lexically can also be seen in that mass-to-count shifts in the nominal domain are more lexically restricted and less predictable than mass-to-count shifts in the verbal domain (Doetjes 1997:52-55).
necessary atomic structure. Temporally bounded predicates are thus not the only type of 'countable' verbal predicates. In the rest of the thesis, when I talk of event atoms it is in this relativized sense of 'atomicity'.

This concludes the discussion of the relations between the count/mass distinction, atomicity and boundedness. In relation to pluractionality, it is important that any verb is in principle pluralizable because verbal predicates that are not lexically count can very easily be made count. It will be shown, however, that pluractionals that are derived from verbs that are lexically atomic behave quite differently from those that are not and whose atoms thus need to be constructed.

In the introduction to Chapter 1, I characterized pluractionality as expressing event plurality but also as typically having certain additional properties. To understand these properties better, the notion of special plurality will be important.

Special plurals are plurals that coexist with another form that can be used in a plural meaning: either number-neutral forms or regular plurals of the English type. The denotation of special plurals is not the 'weak' plural denotation of Link (1983). Rather, it is a 'strong' denotation that does not include atoms. These plurals are also called 'proper plurals' (Link 1983, Ojeda 1998):

*Figure 3.2.: Proper plurals*

![Diagram of Proper Plurals]

Special plurals are not exclusively defined by being proper plurals coexisting with another 'plural' form, however. The other characterizing property, which is presumably more or less a consequence of the first one, is the fact that they tend to express various special plural meanings. The term 'special plural meanings' refers to meanings that go beyond simple plurality paraphrasable as 'more than one'. Consider the following examples from the nominal domain, repeated from section 1.2. of Chapter 1. The forms

---

10 The claim that not only entities that are delimited in all dimensions can be counted does not apply only to events. An example of objects that are clearly unbounded in one dimension but that are still distinguishable from each other and by that can be counted are infinitely long lines.

11 The exact way of turning a verbal denotation into a count one will be discussed in section 3.5.
in (2) are distributive plurals, expressing meanings like ‘various kinds’ or ‘here and there’ in addition to plurality:

\[(2)\]
\[
a. \quad \text{otsikhe’ta’shôn’}:\text{a} \quad \text{otsikhe’ta} \quad \text{[Mohawk]}^{12}
\]
\[
\quad \text{‘various candies’} \quad \text{‘sugar, candy, candies’}
\]
\[
b. \quad \text{tutkô·yo’} \quad \text{tukô·yo’} \quad \text{[Quileute]}
\]
\[
\quad \text{‘snow here and there’} \quad \text{‘snow’}
\]

Another type of special plurals are ‘plurals of abundance’, where the additional meaning is that of large quantity:

\[(3)\]
\[
ašja:r \quad šajar \quad \text{[Arabic]}^{13}
\]
\[
\quad \text{‘lots of trees’} \quad \text{‘tree’ (generic/collective)}
\]

There is also a type that could be labeled ‘augmented plural’:

\[(4)\]
\[
\text{buyu:}:\text{a} \quad \text{bayt/buyu:}:\text{t} \quad \text{[Arabic]}^{14}
\]
\[
\quad \text{‘big, important houses’} \quad \text{‘house’/‘houses’}
\]

Distributives and plurals of abundance are the most common types. Augmentation seems to be a much less common option. Nevertheless, all three seem to be found with special plurals both in the nominal and the verbal domain (in a comparable proportion; cf. section 1.2.).

As I have already suggested, the two aspects of special plurality just presented are not independent of each other. Special plurals are special because of their coexistence with number-neutral forms. It is thus the fact that the same meaning (plurality) can be expressed by a simpler, unmarked, form that is responsible for the marked status of an additional plural form.\(^{15}\)

To conclude this section, I have discussed several notions that are important for the analysis to follow. They all had to do with counting and plurality. I presented some parallels and differences between the nominal and verbal domain. In the rest of the chapter, the focus will be on verbal plurality only. Nevertheless, the knowledge of how the two domains relate in different aspects should form the background of the discussion.

### 3.3. Outline of the proposal

This section presents the proposal. It provides an overview of the different components of meaning of plura xionality in Hausa and their interaction, and it sketches how the

---

\(^{12}\) Example (a) is from Andrade (1933:187; as quoted by Mithun 1999:88), (b) from Mithun (1999:88).

\(^{13}\) Cusic (1981:18).

\(^{14}\) Cusic (1981:17).

\(^{15}\) See Horn (1984). Cf. also de Hoop & Krämer 2005 for the correlation marked form – marked meaning.
different interpretations are arrived at for different types of verbs. A fuller discussion of
the individual aspects of the proposal, as well as the motivation for each step, will be
given in the following sections.

As shown in Chapter 2, pluractional verbs in Hausa refer to plural events. In general,
however, it is not enough if the events are simply plural. Typically, the individual
subevents or, better, event units of a plural event should be many and clearly
individuated.\(^{16}\) Often, there is no need to have an overt expression referring to the plural
participants or locations in the sentence. Rather, it is enough if the plurality is
understood. It is also possible to relate the individual event units of a plural event to
parts of a single participant, for example.

Contrary to what one would expect on the basis of data from other pluractional
languages, most verbs cannot receive iterative interpretations in the pluractional form.
For example, a repeated event of falling down from the stairs has to be described using a
different construction. There is, however, a specific class of verbs with which repetition
is possible, namely, semelfactive verbs. I have been calling these cases ‘repetitive’.
These pluractional forms typically refer to events consisting of quick repetitions of short
actions, like kicking, slapping, hitting etc. Apart from these more basic interpretations, a
few cases are attested in most speakers’ data where plurality combines with
intensification. Conative (‘try to V’) or tentative (‘superficial action’) readings can also
be found.

Pluractional verbs in Hausa, however regularly they are formed, are marked and not
used frequently. For some speakers, pluractionals have special connotations associated
with them, e.g. they are perceived as expressive, informal or contributing some kind of
negative evaluation. The use of the pluractional form may suggest that there is an
element of disorder in the event or that the way in which the event takes place is
unpredictable or striking.

At the most basic level, the analysis proposed in this thesis can be characterized as
consisting of several distinct and semi-independent components. Based on the number
of components that enter into the ‘making’ of a pluractional interpretation, one could speak
of a three-component system. That is, it is possible to distinguish between (a) the core
meaning of pluractional verbs; (b) independent principles of event individuation that are
not specific to Hausa or pluractionality as such but whose application is restricted by a
language- and construction-specific condition; and (c) additional (and somewhat
variable) conditions on use.

\(^{16}\) From now on I will be using the term ‘event unit’ instead of ‘subevent’. The reasons for this move are the
following. First, the term ‘subevent’ is generally used to refer also to parts of singular events. Second, the term
‘event unit’ expresses better the idea that these are units/atoms that can be individuated and counted.
Turning to a discussion of these individual components now, the core meaning component is very simple: pluractionals denote sums of events (\(a, b, c\) and \(d\) are atomic events):

Figure 3.3.: The core meaning of Hausa pluractionals

![Diagram showing the core meaning of Hausa pluractionals]

Note that the denotation given above contains no atoms. This is motivated by the fact that pluractional verbs cannot be used to talk about singular events, as demonstrated below:

(5)  a. Mutàanên sun fiř-fitoo
     people.the 3PL.PF RED-come.out
     ‘The people have come out’

    b. *Mùtumin yaa fiř-fitoo
       man.the 3SG.M.PF RED-come.out
       intended: ‘The person came out’

The pluractional morpheme can thus be seen as having the effect of removing the atoms from a number-neutral denotation (cf. section 3.2. above).

The second component of the meaning of the Hausa pluractional is formed by a single condition. This condition constrains a process that is otherwise governed by principles independent of pluractionality as such: the process of event individuation. Events are abstract objects that cannot be observed directly – they can only be observed via their constituting elements. In most cases this also means that something else is needed for the events to be individuated. In particular, this applies to predicates that are not naturally atomic. Thus, for the purpose of accounting for the different readings of the pluractional form, Hausa verbs should be divided into two classes: naturally atomic verbs and all other verbs.\(^{17}\) Naturally atomic predicates do not need anything to individuate the events they refer to, since the units are specified lexically. Thus, with verbs such as \(\text{shiuuraa}^{\prime}\) ‘kick’, the minimal event unit is a single kick and the pluractional form then refers to a

\(^{17}\) For a definition of natural atomicity see section 3.2.
multiplicity of these pre-defined units (many kicks). If the pluractional combines with singular arguments only, it is generally only possible to interpret the kicks as one following another:

(6) Yaa shūs-shūuri teebūr
    3SG.MPF RED-kick table
    ‘He kicked the table repeatedly’

By contrast, verbs that are not naturally atomic need the event individuation to be achieved in a different way. I will call the elements that are responsible for identifying the individual event units ‘anchors’, as they anchor the events and make them countable. In principle, all kinds of entities can serve as event anchors, e.g. the event’s participants or locations. Thus, for instance, an event that involves independently acting plural agents is interpreted as a plural event. The process of anchoring is governed by principles independent of pluractionality per se – they must be part of a general theory of what events are.\(^\text{18}\)

Nevertheless, there is a restriction specific to Hausa pluractionals that enters at the level of event anchoring. The restriction is a conventionalized condition that I call ‘the non-equivalence condition’ (cf. Ojeda 1998). This condition states that anchoring should not create event units that are merely non-identical, i.e. simply plural. Rather, the individual event units should be non-equivalent, that is differentiated. The non-equivalence condition therefore excludes iterative interpretations as possible interpretations of Hausa pluractionals, since events that are simply iterated are not interpreted as truly different from each other. Anchors other than times basically always have the potential to differentiate the individual event units, by virtue of having properties of their own. For example, each event participant is a unique individual and as such participant anchors make the events they are involved in non-equivalent. By contrast, times do not have any inherent properties and as such they cannot guarantee this type of differentiation.\(^\text{19}\) As a consequence, something else always has to be present that makes one event different from another, as illustrated by the following examples:

(7) a. Naa bib-bi sù
    1SG.PF RED-follow them
    ‘I followed them’
    N.B. different people (separately)

\(^\text{19}\) The claim that times cannot make the individual events sufficiently different does not mean that times cannot distinguish one event from another. However, events that only differ in the moment at which they take place should be considered equivalent. Obviously, such events are not identical, since they are distinguishable from each other. In other words, the knocks that make up the event of (repeated) knocking on a door are non-identical but equivalent to each other, while the repeated action of lifting a (different) table at different moments involves both non-identical and non-equivalent events, since these events are interpreted as differing in more than times alone.
b. Naa bib-bi shi wurāarce dàban-dàban
   1SG.PF RED-follow him places different-different
   ‘I followed him to different places’

c. ?*Naa bib-bi shi (sàu dà yàwàa)
   1SG.PF RED-follow him (times with many)
   intended: ‘I followed him many times’
   N.B. possible if the hearer interprets the sentences in the same way as (7b)

In (7a), the individual event units are differentiated by the different people being followed. The situation in (7b) involves different places. By contrast, sentence (7c) is normally not acceptable since there is nothing that could make the individual event units non-equivalent.

This type of approach explains the otherwise puzzling contrast between the well-formedness of repetitive cases such as (6) and the unacceptability of iterative cases such as (7c). The repetitive cases involve naturally atomic predicates as a result of which the events they refer to are inherently individuated and do not need to rely on anchoring. Since the non-equivalence condition is a condition on anchoring, it does not apply to naturally atomic predicates.

Before moving on to the third component, one final remark is in order. Since the manner in which the event units are individuated is not determined by the pluractional marker itself, the resulting interpretation is to a large extent shaped by the individual preferences of the speakers. Moreover, some speakers are better than others at inventing scenarios that make the use of the pluractional form felicitous. The fact that the pluractional marker does not specify what elements should be used as anchors is thus one of the sources of inter-speaker variation.

The third component concerns the additional conditions on use. These follow from Hausa pluractionals being special plurals, in the sense discussed in the previous section. The special plurality meaning is shared by all speakers, but there is variation among speakers with respect to the ways in which special plurality is manifested and with respect to how strong the effects are. Generally, the ‘special’ nature of Hausa pluractionals can be observed in the following properties. First, Hausa pluractionals normally do not refer to events that are simply plural, where plural means ‘more than one’. If a pluractional is used, the number of the individual event units should be relatively large. As a result, sentence (8) cannot be used if only very few people came out; rather, the people who came out should be relatively many:

(8) Mutànnene sun fiī-fìtoo
    people 3PL.PF RED-come.out
    ‘Many people have come out’

Second, the occasional high degree readings are also tied to the special character of Hausa pluractionals:
Third, a high degree of individuation is often required. This means that the minimal requirement imposed by the non-equivalence condition introduced above is often strengthened. This can have the form of an implication that the participants involved in the plural event were of different kinds or that the individual events were scattered all over the place:

(10) Yaâ sâs-sâyi abuubuwâà
     3SG.M.PF RED-buy things
     ‘He bought (many) things’

N.B. e.g. different kinds of things, or the buying events were scattered all over the market/ town etc.

It is rather typical for the individual event units to be differentiated along more than one dimension. This means that in the case of sentence (10), both meaning effects can be present simultaneously.

Note that there is a difference between the non-equivalence condition and the ‘high individuation’ requirement. In the case of (10), the non-equivalence condition requires a plurality of things but it does not explain the stronger ‘distributive’ effect.\textsuperscript{20} The non-equivalence condition is a conventionalized condition that does not allow for the same degree of variation as the special plurality effects.\textsuperscript{21}

There is a variety of other, more subtle, special plurality effects that will be discussed in section 3.7. Also, the variation in speakers’ judgments partly follows from pluractionals being special plurals.\textsuperscript{22}

Let me summarize the proposal now in a form of a schema. Note that only the first and the third meaning component have the same importance for all verbs.

\textsuperscript{20} Cf. the distributive plurals in (2).
\textsuperscript{21} It is possible that the (original) source of the non-equivalence condition is the special plural character of the pluractional form. Nevertheless, within the system of Hausa pluractionality it has an independent status, as will be argued in more detail below.
\textsuperscript{22} As already mentioned at several points, speakers differ in what the exact set of accepted forms is, what the appropriate contexts are and what the forms mean. The extent of inter-speaker variation is in fact an important reason for suggesting that the interpretations pluractionals get are a result of interaction of several components that do not have the same status. The different sources of inter-speaker variation are discussed in section 3.8.
Figure 3.4.: The three-component system

The schema above illustrates how pluractional verbs are assigned their interpretations. Component 1, which contributes event plurality, applies equally to all verbs. The applicability of Component 2, containing the non-equivalence condition, depends on whether a given verb is naturally atomic or not, as it only plays a role in the latter case. Component 3, representing ‘special’ meanings of pluractionals, applies again to both types of verbs.

One aspect of the three-component system that should still be mentioned is the fact that the different components do not represent meanings that are equally fixed or stable across speakers. The plurality component is very well-defined and stable. By contrast, the special plural meanings component represents much more elusive aspects of the meaning of the pluractional. It is not fully defined how exactly the special character is manifested and the degree to which pluractionals are special can also vary with speakers. The component represented by the non-equivalence condition is much more stable than the special meanings component. However, the non-equivalence condition is not as inviolable as the plurality requirement representing the core component. Thus, each component is different not only in what it is responsible for, but also in the degree of
fixedness and the obligatoriness of its application, with the core plurality component being the most stable and well-defined one and the special effects component the least fixed one. I will argue that this also accounts for some of the typical properties of Hausa pluractionals.

In the next section, I will start developing the details of the analysis with a presentation of the core meaning component. After that, I will separately discuss cases that require anchors for event individuation and those where the event individuation relies on the natural atomicity of the verbal predicates (in sections 3.5. and 3.6., respectively). Following that, the different consequences of special plurality (section 3.7.) and the inter-speaker variation (section 3.8.) will be dealt with. Finally, I will briefly compare my proposal to other proposals in section 3.9.

3.4. The core meaning of pluractionality

In the previous section, I outlined the entire proposal with its three components of meaning: (a) the core meaning of the pluractional; (b) the non-equivalence condition constraining anchoring, which is a process otherwise governed by independent principles of event individuation; and (c) additional conditions on use. I suggested that the core meaning of the pluractional (Component 1 in Figure 3.4.) can be represented as follows:

*Figure 3.5.* The core meaning of Hausa pluractionals

(aubuc ud)

(aubuc aubud ace ud bc ud)

(aub auc aUd bUc bUd cUd)

Figure 3.5. represents the fact that pluractional verbs denote sums of events. Pluractional verbs cannot refer to singular events (11), hence the exclusion of singularities.

(11) *Mütümin yaa fif-fitoo
man.the 3SG.M.PF RED-come.out
intended: ‘The person came out’

Pluractional verbs also cannot normally refer to sums of events whose cardinality is very low, as in (12):
(12) *Mutàanee biyu sun fiř-fittoo  
people two 3PL.PF RED-come.out  
intended: ‘Two people came out’

Therefore, it might seem desirable to exclude at least the sums made of two atoms as well. Nevertheless, in my approach pluralities of low cardinality are part of the core meaning of pluractionality. They are only excluded by the additional conditions on use, following from the special plural character of pluractionals (to be discussed in section 3.7.; cf. Component 3 in Figure 3.4.). As far as the core meaning of pluractionals is concerned, these verbs simply denote sums of events.\(^{23}\)

Notice that the denotation given in Figure 3.5. is just a plural denotation, equally applicable to nouns and verbs. The only difference is that the atoms are individuals in the case of nouns and events in the case of verbs. The representation in Figure 3.5. does not exhaust the meaning of pluractionality in Hausa. Nevertheless, for the comparison of nominal and verbal number it is interesting to observe that the core component of the meaning of Hausa pluractionals is not different from the denotation that can be assigned to nominal (proper) plurals.

Characterizing pluractionals as referring to plural events is not sufficient for a full understanding of pluractionality in Hausa. The denotation given above by itself does not indicate how it can be determined whether something is a sum of events. What is needed to decide whether a particular event is a singular or a plural one? The answer depends on the type of verb (cf. the schema in Figure 3.4. which shows that Component 2 does not apply to all verbs). If the verb is naturally atomic, it is clear what the minimal event unit is, since this information is encoded in the lexical meaning of the verb. Knowing what the event unit is then makes it possible to determine whether there is one or more such units. Taking the semelfactive verb bugàa ‘hit’ as an example, a natural unit of hitting is a single hit and a plural event consists of several hits. With verbs that are not naturally atomic, the meaning of the predicate itself does not predefine event units. For example, determining what the event unit is in the case of a verb such as såyaa ‘buy’ requires knowledge of what is being bought and who is buying it. If Ummu buys two houses in two separate transactions, each house defines one event of buying. Verbs like dafàa ‘cook’, karāntaa ‘read’, or bi ‘follow’ are similar.\(^{24}\) In other words, most verbs require the presence of elements that individuate the actual event units, elements that pull the event units out of the event mass, so to speak. I will call these individuators ‘anchors’ and the process of individuation ‘anchoring’.

I will discuss anchoring in the following section. Pluractionals that are derived from naturally atomic predicates will be dealt with in section 3.6.

\(^{23}\) In principle, one could think that singular events are excluded by any condition that excludes sums of low cardinality. Nevertheless, while speakers sometimes do accept pluractionals when referring to plural events of low cardinality, pluractionals can never refer to singular events.

\(^{24}\) For event individuation through thematic roles cf. Carlson (1998).
3.5. Event individuation through anchoring

In order to determine whether an event is plural, it is necessary to be able to identify the individual event units. Most verbs are not naturally atomic, which means that it is not lexically specified for them what constitutes a single event unit. As a result, something else is needed to define the event units and these are what I call ‘anchors’. Typically, three types of pluraclional readings are distinguished in the literature: participant-based, temporal and spatial readings (cf. Lasersohn 1995). One could conclude from this that there are three types of anchors: participants, times, and locations. However, in the present section, I will argue that, at least in Hausa, there is no need to distinguish between locations and participants as different types of anchors. In addition, I will argue that times are not licit anchors in Hausa. As mentioned above, this is due to the non-equivalence condition, which will be properly introduced below.

This section is divided into five subsections. I will start by introducing the notion of anchoring and the non-equivalence condition (section 3.5.1.). The following section (3.5.2.) is devoted to a discussion of locations, participants and times as potential event anchors. After that, I will discuss collective interpretations, an issue tightly linked to the question of where to draw the line between singular and plural interpretations (section 3.5.3.). Section 3.5.4. deals with cases where the anchors are parts of objects (or subquantities of masses). The last subsection (3.5.5.) discusses some related proposals in the literature. Section 3.5.6. concludes the discussion of event individuation through anchoring.

3.5.1. Anchoring and the non-equivalence condition

As mentioned above, most verbs are such that their lexical meaning alone does not specify what counts as an event unit. In such cases, event individuation has to rely on the existence of entities that create the necessary units. As I already indicated, I will call the individuating entities ‘anchors’ and the process of individuation ‘anchoring’ (cf. Component 2 in Figure 3.4.). Figure 3.6. below represents anchoring graphically.

*Figure 3.6.: Anchoring*

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
e_1 & e_2 & e_3 & e_4 & \ldots & e_n \\
a_1 & a_2 & a_3 & a_4 & a_n
\end{array}
\]

The individual event units \(e_1, e_2, e_3\) etc. forming a plural event are individuated by their links to different event anchors \(a_1, a_2, a_3\) etc. The following examples illustrate different types of anchors (agents in (13a), patients in (13b), goals in (13c)):
Chapter 3

(13) a. ‘Yammaatân sun ḏad-dagá kujèrâr
   girls.the 3PL.PF RED-lift chair.the
   ‘The girls have lifted the chair’
   N.B. the event involves multiple liftings

   b. Naa ṭât-tâmbâyee sù
      1SG.PF RED-ask them
      ‘I asked them’
      N.B. one by one, or group by group

   c. Yaa bib-bi shi wuràaree dában-dában
      3SG.M.PF RED-follow him places different-different
      ‘He followed him to various places’

In (13a), the anchoring of the individual event units of lifting is achieved by linking each event unit to a different girl (or a different group of girls). In (13b), each event unit is anchored by a different person (or a group of people) being asked. Sentence (13c) is an example of a case where the event units are anchored by means of being linked to different locations/goals.

Notice that, given a dimension, an atomic/singular event is defined by being linked to an atomic/singular anchor in that dimension. For an event to be plural there has to be a plurality of anchors at least in one dimension, so that an anchoring structure of the type illustrated in Figure 3.6 can be created.

Recall that anchoring is governed by independent principles of event individuation. This means that the information of what is and what is not a possible anchor is not specified in the meaning of the pluractional marker itself. Eliminating this kind of information from the meaning of the pluractional itself has the desirable consequence of making the semantics of Hausa pluractionals more clearly parallel to that of nominal plurals. Principles of event individuation, including anchoring, should be part of a general theory of what events are. The study of pluractionality can bring novel insights to this discussion.

Even though the process of anchoring is essentially independent of pluractionality in general, in the case of Hausa pluractionals it is constrained by a language specific condition. I call this condition ‘the non-equivalence condition’. It can be formulated as follows:

(14) The non-equivalence condition
   The individual event units in a plural event should be non-equivalent

---

25 Groups are a type of atom; cf. the discussion in section 3.5.2.
26 The non-equivalence condition is inspired by Ojeda’s (1998) treatment of distributives in Papago (see section 1.8.3.). I will compare my use of the notion of non-equivalence to his in section 3.9.
For two events to be non-equivalent, they may not be identical copies of each other. Rather, the events have to be differentiated from each other in some way. Sentence (15), for example, describes a plural event, in which every event unit involves a different bottle. The fact that the bottles are different differentiates the event units as well:

(15) Naa cic-cikà kwalàabee
1SG.PF RED-fill bottles
‘I filled (many/ different) bottles’

In the examples in (13) above, the non-equivalence is achieved by the event units being anchored by different (groups of) girls in (13a), different (groups of) people asked in (13b), and different places in (13c). In section 3.7., it will be shown that the effect of the non-equivalence condition is often strengthened to the extent that the event units are highly individuated rather than only minimally different. I will argue that this strengthening, which is not required by all speakers, is a result of the conditions on use of special plurals (Component 3 in Figure 3.4.) and as such is independent of the non-equivalence condition (Component 2 in Figure 3.4.).

To conclude, anchoring is a process that is responsible for providing event units or atoms in cases of predicates that are not naturally atomic. The process is constrained by the non-equivalence condition, which ensures a minimal differentiation of the event units. In the following subsection, I will discuss what exactly it means for the possible interpretations of Hausa pluractionals, and what types of anchors can be found with Hausa pluractionals.

3.5.2. Possible anchors

As mentioned in the introduction, three basic readings are often distinguished in the literature: participant-based, spatial and temporal. In the context of the present discussion, a natural assumption would be that these three readings correspond to three types of anchors: participants, locations and times. In the present section, I will argue that this division is not very useful for Hausa. One reason is that times are not possible anchors of pluractional event units in Hausa. The other reason is that it is not necessary and thus not desirable to distinguish any further subtypes of anchors.

Let us start with times as potential anchors. In Chapter 2, I demonstrated that simple iterative readings are not possible interpretations of Hausa pluractionals. Consider the relevant examples again:

(16) a. Naa zuz-zùbà shaayi
1SG.PF RED-pour tea
‘I poured tea’
N.B. for different people, not repeatedly
b. Naa bib-bi shi
   1SG.PF RED-follow him
   ‘I followed him to various places’
   N.B. not repeatedly to the same place

c. Yaa bub-bûdè jàkaa
   3SG.M.PF RED-open bag
   ‘He opened different compartments of the bag’
   N.B. cannot be used to refer to repeated opening

d. *Taa kik-kira suunaanaa
   3SG.F.PF RED-call name.my intended: ‘She called my name repeatedly’

Sentence (16a) has to be interpreted as describing an event of pouring tea for different people. It cannot be used in a situation in which I pour tea in a cup, drink it, pour some more etc. Similarly for (16b-c): simply repeated following or opening of a bag are not situations that would support the use of the pluractional form. Sentence (16d), unlike the other three sentences, does not even have the option of receiving a non-iterative interpretation. As a result, the sentence is simply unacceptable.

This situation is quite surprising, in view of the fact that iterative interpretations are very common interpretations of pluractional verbs cross-linguistically. However, on the present account, this restriction follows from the non-equivalence condition constraining the anchoring: simple iteration is not an option in Hausa because it does not yield event units that can be interpreted as non-equivalent. Times (points, or intervals), are rather mere coordinates of events, and as such they have no inherent properties that would alter the event in any perceptible way. If sentences like (16a-c) are to be interpreted at all, the hearer has to supply anchors of a different type: participants in (16a), places in (16b), different parts of a single participant in (16c). If this cannot be achieved, as in (16d), the sentence is simply unacceptable. Notice that the event described in (16d) is an event that can be repeated immediately. Thus, one cannot explain the unacceptability of the iterative readings by saying that the verbs refer to events that are not immediately repeatable.

This being said, recall that there are speakers who do allow for iterative readings (some marginally, others quite systematically) despite the fact that these should be excluded by the non-equivalence condition. My explanation for this fact is that the non-equivalence condition is not inviolable for these speakers. Recall that this condition is separate from the core meaning of the pluractional – the plurality meaning – and that it is a

---

27 The example is well-formed (for some speakers) if one of the arguments is plural:

(i) Taa kik-kira suunayensù
   3SG.F.PF RED-call names.their
   ‘She called their names one by one’
conventionalized but probably not a fully grammaticalized condition. Importantly, most speakers consistently reject iterative interpretations with pluractionals. I will come back to the issue in section 3.9.

Turning to locations as potential anchors, two facts are striking. On the one hand, it is often very difficult to decide whether the event units are non-equivalent because they involve different participants, or different locations, as these might be just two different ways to look at the same thing. On the other hand, spatial readings only seem to arise with ‘location-prominent’ verbs.

To elaborate on the first point, since physical objects are always situated in space, the locations they appear in are hard to separate from them. If an event involves participants that occupy clearly separate locations, for example, how can it be decided whether it is the participants or the locations that individuate the event units? Consider (17):

(17) Ruwaa yaa bu6-bulloo
c c water 3SG,M,PF RED-appear
c ‘Water appeared in different places’

It is hard to determine whether (17) represents a spatial reading – the event units take place in different locations – or a participant-based reading – the spatial separation only serves the purpose of making it clear that a plural participant is involved (separate quantities of water).

Wood (2007) argues that locations are not independent of either times or participants. An argument in favor of this idea is that it is virtually impossible to construct examples with event units that would differ only with respect to their locations and not also with respect to their participants or running times. This explains why in many cases it is hard to decide what type of reading is involved. I will treat cases like (17) as participant-based. Nevertheless, the point is that the decision whether these are spatial or participant-based interpretations is probably more or less arbitrary and of no real importance.

---

28 In Cusic (1981), the participant-based cases do not constitute a separate value of the distributive parameter. According to Lasersohn (1995:250), this is probably because these are already covered under the setting for distribution in space-or-time. "It is somewhat hard to judge whether or not this represents a spurious conflation of readings. An ideal test case would be a verb representing some kind of action or property which intuitively seems “outside space and time.” If such a verb could take a pluractional marker, producing a reading which ascribes the property in question separately to multiple individuals, this would show that participant-based distributivity is not a special case of spatial distributivity.” Lasersohn concludes, however, that it is better not to prejudge the issue and treat spatial and participant-based readings separately.

29 Mass arguments are treated in section 3.5.4.

30 Wood (2007:137-8) takes a similar position. She also argues that in many cases “it makes no sense to try to identify a single dimension in which the event is plural”, and “while it may be convenient to refer to temporal, participant or spatial interpretations of event plurality, it is frequently the case that these are not clearly separable or distinguishable”.

The second point is tightly connected to the first one. Basically, regardless of what the best way is to analyze unclear cases like (17), the entities that can serve as anchors have to be rather tightly linked to the lexical meaning of the verb. Thus, if example (17) represents a spatial reading, the locations are not just external circumstances of the plural event. With verbs like bulloo ‘appear’, the location should be considered an argument of the verb. If the event units are to be individuated by their locations, the fact that the events take place in different locations should affect these events in a relatively important way. In other words, only ‘location prominent’ verbs can make use of spatial anchors (cf. Wood 2007). For instance, the locations might be the source or the goal of a motion event, as in the case of the situation described in (18a), or they might be intrinsically connected to the event in some other way, as in (18b):

(18) a. Naa bib-bi shi wurāaree daban-daban
1SG.PF RED-follow him places different-different
‘I followed him to various places’
b. Mun nām-nēemee tā
1PL.PF RED-look.for her
‘We looked for her everywhere’

I do not know of any clearly spatial cases of Hausa pluractionals where the locations would be mere specifications of where the events happened to take place without them being in any sense relevant for the nature of the event. This is probably not a coincidence. Presumably, such events would be understood as simply iterated, and hence the use of the pluractional form would be excluded.

As for participants, their ability to function as anchors is uncontroversial. They are undoubtedly the most common anchors. At the same time, they also represent the most complex cases. Even though locations (with location-prominent verbs) are not different from participants with respect to the ability to function as anchors, participant-based cases by far exceed spatial cases with respect to the complexity of their possible interpretations. There are two main reasons for this. The first one is the existence of collective interpretations. The second reason is the fact that verbs often have more than one argument. As a result, there are more potential sources for a plural interpretation: a pluractional verb can be licensed by a plurality in the subject, in the direct object, as well as in the indirect object argument. I will first discuss collective readings and the way they are analyzed in this thesis. Then I move on to the consequences of the fact that

---

31 Wood (2007) argues that spatial readings are the least common interpretations – they are only primary with location-prominent verbs (verbs of motion etc) or in cases where a participant is defined by a spatial location (holes). While this seems to be true for Hausa, it does not seem to be quite true cross-linguistically. In Papago, for instance, using the distributive form of a verb implies that the events take place in different locations also in the case of verbs with meanings like ‘to work’ or ‘to say something for the first time’.

32 From now on I will be using the terms ‘participant-based’ and ‘spatial’ just as descriptive labels.
verbs typically have more than one argument, namely, the increase in the range of the possible scenarios that can make a sentence with a pluractional true.

Let us start by reviewing the facts:

(19) a. Sun dǝ́d-dǝ́gǝ́ tǝ̀bǝ́r

   3PL.PF RED-lift table
   ‘They (all) lifted the table’
   N.B. #if they lifted the table together, collectively
   OK: if they lifted the table one by one or in smaller groups

b. Yaa kà́r-kàšè fitilùn

   3SG.M.PF RED-kill lights.the
   ‘He switched off the lights’
   N.B. #with a single switch (all at once)
   OK: several switches, one by one or a few at a time

In (19a), the subject of the pluractional verb is syntactically plural but the pluractional cannot be used if the subject is interpreted collectively. Similarly, in (19b), if the object is interpreted collectively the pluractional is not felicitous. This shows that in the participant-based cases, it is not enough to know that there are several individuals participating in the event, it is also important to know in what way they were involved in the event, i.e. what kind of interpretation the syntactically plural argument receives.

To account for the fact that collectively interpreted arguments do not license the use of pluractionals, I will be making use of the idea that collectively interpreted NPs are interpreted as groups (as in Landman 1996, 2000). Following Landman, I will assume that there are two types of singular denotations: individual atoms and group atoms.33

This, in combination with the assumption that singular anchors correspond to singular events, explains why the subject in (19a) and the object in (19b) cannot be interpreted collectively. It is because collectively interpreted arguments correspond to singular anchors and thus the events they are associated with are necessarily singular as well (unless there is a plurality in a different dimension). Pluractional verbs can only refer to plural events, hence the incompatibility. The idea that collective interpretations are singular is thus crucial. The importance of interpreting groups as atoms will also become apparent below, where more complex interpretations are discussed.34

The other main reason why participant-based cases of pluractionals are so complex is that verbs often have more than one argument, which increases the number of possible scenarios that make the use of a pluractional felicitous. Consider the following example:

---

33 Groups are formed from sums, plural denotations, by a group formation operation (↑).
34 Later I will show that it is not always completely clear what makes an event a collective one. In section 3.5.3., I will discuss what factors play a role in determining whether a plural NP argument receives a collective interpretation or not.
There are many possible scenarios that make this sentence true. For example, each of the children lifts each of the tables individually; each of the children lifts some of the tables individually; or each of the children lifts all the tables stacked on top of each other. Alternatively, the children collectively lift each of the tables one by one; the children collectively lift a few tables at a time; etc. In addition, it is also possible that the children form smaller groups that lift the tables individually or stacked on top of each other. Basically, the children can act either individually, collectively, or in smaller groups and the tables can be lifted one by one, all together, or a few at a time, as long as there are plural liftings. The only scenario that is excluded is the one where all the children collectively lift all the tables at once. The reason is that in order to be able to use the pluactional form of ‘lift’, there have to be multiple liftings. A lifting of a group entity by a group entity qualifies as a single lifting, however. With respect to anchoring, this means that each individual event unit is linked to either an individual child, or a (sub)group. For the felicitous use of the pluactional form, it does not matter whether the anchor of each event unit is an individual or a group atom: it only matters is that the anchors are plural.

Having discussed the most common cases of anchoring, let us have a look at two less typical cases. The first type of case can be represented by the following examples. Each of these examples represents the judgment of a single speaker:

(21) a. %Yâransù sun yiy-yi kàmàa dà bâabansù children.their 3PL.PF RED-do resemblance with father.their ‘Their children resemble their father to various degrees’

b. %Mun gâg-gâjì 1PL.PF RED-be.tired ‘We are (all) tired for different reasons’

In the examples above, one might think that what individuates the event units is the degree to which the property holds in (21a) and the different reasons in (21b). Nevertheless, as I will argue in more detail in the next section, these cases should be analyzed as cases of anchoring through participants. The different degrees or reasons thus do not function as anchors in (21a-b), rather they only help to individuate the participants more clearly.

The second type can be represented by the examples below:

---

35 Section 3.5.5. contains a discussion of how this type of interpretation can be labeled.
The nature of the anchors in the examples above is quite hard to determine. The reason is that the meaning of such sentences can be paraphrased in different ways, which would suggest different labels for the anchors. The nature of the anchors is hard to grasp because the verbs are abstract predicates. As a result, the anchors are necessarily rather abstract as well. In (22a), the anchors could probably be characterized as ‘the things he does/ says’. In (22b), the anchors are perhaps best described as ‘the different things the person was confused about’ (e.g. where to go, what to say, how to decide about something). I will not try to provide labels for these anchors.36 Note, however, that in both cases the anchors are tightly connected to the lexical meaning of the verb and could be possibly analyzed as ‘semantic arguments’ of the verbs (cf. Jackendoff 1990, Grimshaw 1990, Zubizarreta 1987). In fact, I consider these cases to provide additional support for the idea that Hausa pluractionals do not rely on anchors of distinct categories. Instead, I suggest that possible anchors can be defined as those entities that correspond to semantic arguments of the verb in a rather broad sense. In principle, no labels are needed but there is also no harm in using terms like ‘participant-based’ or ‘spatial’ reading descriptively.37

To conclude the discussion on the possible entities that can anchor event units of plural events referred to by Hausa pluractionals, I propose that essentially anything with any relevance for the given event can serve as an anchor, as long as the non-equivalence condition is met. As discussed before, this excludes times as possible anchors because anchoring by means of times would not create event units that are non-equivalent. This type of approach also eliminates the need for further classification of possible anchors. In other words, the ‘anchored’ interpretations do not need to be divided into distinct ‘readings’. Such a classification would not provide any interesting insight into pluractionality in Hausa. In fact, it would only obscure the fact that the process of

---

36 If a label was to be invented it would probably be something like ‘content’ (‘trust someone in something’, ‘be confused about something’).
37 Note also the following characterization of what licenses distributive readings of reduplicated verbs in Indonesian; the last possibility mentioned suggests that not only possible syntactic arguments of the verb can be what instantiates the (distributive) plurality (Rosen 1977:2; emphasis mine): “In these cases when reduplication is applied to a verb, it has the function of either making the immediate arguments of the verb either multiple or diffuse. The possible arguments (or related NP’s) a verb can have are the agent or actor, the direct object, a statement of time or aspect, objects which are incorporated into the basic meaning of the word (which would be implied by the lexical decomposition of the word).”
anchoring is, with the exception of the non-equivalence condition, unrestricted by the pluractional marker itself.

3.5.3. Collective interpretations

In the previous section, I dealt with the question of what elements can serve as event anchors. When discussing participant anchors, I showed that collectively interpreted participants behave like singular participants. This means that they function as singular anchors and thus collective events are singular. As a result, the use of the pluractional form is infelicitous. However, as will be shown, answering the question what makes a collection of individuals a group and an event a collective one is not trivial. In many cases, the situation is clear. For instance, joint action of the type ‘lift the piano together’ is undoubtedly collective and therefore the pluractional form cannot be used to describe such events. Nevertheless, there are also other cases where speakers often hesitate or give varying judgments.

In this section I will first show that even inherently distributive predicates can refer to collective events. This is reflected in the fact that in such cases the pluractional cannot be used. Second, I will argue that certain special effects might arise with pluractionals, which serve the purpose of excluding collective interpretations.

Let us start by looking at the compatibility of the adverb tàare ‘together’ with pluractionals. I showed in Chapter 1 (section 1.5.2.) that the use of adverbs like together does not necessarily imply joint action. In some cases, together just indicates social accompaniment, spatial or temporal proximity etc. (Lasersohn 1995, chapter 11):

\[
\begin{align*}
(23) & \quad \text{a. John and Mary lifted the piano together} & \text{COLLECTIVE ACTION} \\
& \quad \text{b. John and Mary sat together} & \text{SPATIAL PROXIMITY} \\
& \quad \text{c. John and Mary stood up together} & \text{TEMPORAL SIMULTANEITY} \\
& \quad \text{d. John and Mary went to the movies together} & \text{SOCIAL ACCOMPAНИMENT} \\
& \quad \text{e. John and Mary work together} & \text{COORDINATED ACTION} \\
\end{align*}
\]

According to Lasersohn (1995), only (23a) refers to true collective action. Verbs such as stand up or go to the movies are inherently distributive predicates. This means that they necessarily apply to all atoms in the plurality, and as a result, the events in (23c) or (23d) could be expected to count as plural.

Applying this to Hausa, the expectation would be that pluractional forms of verbs that can have both collective and distributive readings (like dagàa ‘lift’) should be incompatible with adverbs like tàare ‘together’. This is so because tàare would force a collective, i.e. singular, interpretation. As for inherently distributive predicates, one would expect the presence of tàare in the sentence to be less important, as events
described by such predicates should count as plural in either case. This expectation is fulfilled only partly, as can be seen from the following examples: 38

(24)  
   a. *Sun dãd-dãgà teebùrin tãare  
      3PL.PF RED-lift table the together  
      ‘They lifted the table together’  
   b. %Sun zaz-zàunaa tãare  
      3PL.PF RED-sit together  
      ‘They (many people) sat down together’  
   c. %?Sun tãt-tãfi kàasuwaa tãare  
      3PL.PF RED-go market together  
      ‘They went to the market together’

The examples in (24) show that the opposition collective (singular) vs. non-collective (plural) readings is not as simple and clear-cut as one might think. The data in (24a-b) are as expected: in (24a), tãare forces the collective – singular – interpretation of the event. As a result, the pluractional is unacceptable. In (24b), the predicate zaunàa ‘sit down’ is inherently distributive. Consequently, the event is necessarily plural and the pluractional usually acceptable. The adverbial tãare only expresses spatial and/or temporal proximity. Compared to (24b), (24c) is much less readily acceptable, however. This is surprising under the assumption that events referred to by inherently distributive predicates are always plural. The predicate tãfi kàasuwaa ‘go to the market’ is inherently distributive just like zaunàa ‘sit down’. If it holds of a group of people that they go to the market, it holds of every individual member of the group that they go to the market. In fact, cases like (24c) are not simply degraded. It is more accurate to say that speakers hesitate and sometimes change judgments over time. Note also that the pattern above can be observed not only when tãare is used in the sentence: it is enough for the situations to be described as involving actions in which the participants act together in some sense. Consider also the following sentence:

(25) Mutàanee sun fîr-fitoo  
    people 3PL.PF RED-come.out  
    ‘Some/ the people have come out’  
    N.B. not all of them together

Similarly to what was observed above, speakers usually do not accept the sentence if the people came out at once, in a single group, even though fitoo ‘come out’ is an inherently

---

38 The reason why not all speakers accept the sentence in (24b), as indicated by the % symbol, is that some speakers would only use the pluractional if the people sit scattered all around the place or if they are very many, which are both situations that are not easily compatible with the use of tãare ‘together’. The combination of symbols ‘%?’ preceding the sentence in (24c) indicates that those speakers who accept sentences (24b) and (24c) find sentence (24c) less good than sentence (24b).
Thus, the fact that an inherently distributive predicate is used does not prevent the speakers from interpreting an event as collective, that is singular. Whether a predicate holds of every individual in a group or the group as a whole is not the only factor that determines whether an event is plural or singular (collective). The following paragraphs give some indication as to what factors play a role in determining whether an event is interpreted as collective or not.

To understand better why zaunâa ‘sit’ resists the collective interpretation more easily than tâfi kâasuwâa ‘go to the market’, it is important to look at what types of events they refer to and how much the nature of the event changes if the participants involved in the event form a group in some sense. The data suggest that it matters more for events like going to the market whether the participants are a group, or independent individuals, than it does for events like sitting down. Presumably, the reason is that if a group of people go to the market together, they have a common goal and the event requires more interaction among the participants. In such an event, the individual participants are connected by a shared intention and thus they act less like independent entities than participants of an event that involves just a more or less mechanical change of position. In a change-of-position event involving a group of people, the individual members of a group basically just act simultaneously rather than truly collectively. Thus, it seems that what matters for the possibility of the use of the pluractional form is whether the members of a group can be said to be involved in the event strictly individually (sitting down together) or not (going to the market together).

In a certain type of cases, some interesting effects can be observed that seem to arise as a consequence of the need to ensure that the participants of the different event units are indeed involved in them as independent entities. Consider the following examples (already discussed briefly in section 3.5.1):

(26) a. %Sun gâg-gâjì
   3PL.PF RED-be.tired
   ‘They were all tired’
   N.B. %for different reasons

---

39 In principle, one could think that this effect can be a consequence of the high individuation requirement, which will be discussed in more detail in section 3.7.2. As such, the fact that the people cannot come out together would follow from the requirement that the individual event units be highly differentiated. While this is not an implausible explanation, the effect observed in (25) seems to be too strong to follow from the high individuation requirement, which can often be dropped or is not present for all speakers.

40 Verbs like fitoo ‘come out’ in the example in (25) also presumably do not refer to simple events of (directed) motion. If people come out of the house together, they probably have the same reason for doing so (something is happening outside) or are otherwise connected in the action (some of them just follow the others). Other verbs that pattern with zaunâa ‘sit’, on the other hand, are tsaâa ‘stop’, taaáhi ‘stand up’ get up’, kwântaa ‘lie down’. Notice that these are all verbs referring to actions that have to be carried out strictly individually.
The predicates used in the two sentences above are inherently distributive. Nevertheless, the use of the plurational requires that the participants be involved in the events not as a group, but rather as individual units. For (26a), this is achieved if the participants are not tired as a group, for instance as the result of something they did together, but rather independently of each other, as the result of their individual actions. Similarly in (26b): the plurational is felicitous if the children do not just look like their father (that could be a statement about them as a group), but rather if it is clear that each of them resembles their father individually and in their own way, for example, by each resembling the father to a different degree. Even though the judgments above are not shared by all speakers (as indicated by the % symbol), they represent a general tendency with respect to the use of pluractionals as a way to exclude collective interpretations.

Coming back to the discussion in Chapter 1 (section 1.5.2.) where different views on the nature of collective interpretations were presented, the following can be said. On the one hand, there is the position of Lasersohn (1995) and Landman (2000) according to which only (23a) represents true collective action. On the other hand, for Kratzer (2003), probably all the predicates in (23) should be interpreted as collective. Kratzer’s definition of collectivity relies on the notion of substantive groups, which is in turn defined by “spatial proximity of the agents and temporal closeness and coordination of their actions” (Kratzer 2003:34). Actions by substantive groups are, then, collective actions. In the paragraphs above, it was observed that an adequate description of the use of the plurational form in Hausa requires still a different notion of collectivity. This notion of collectivity is broader than that of Lasersohn/ Landman, but narrower than that of Kratzer because it includes more than cases of true collective action but excludes cases in which the events are merely spatially/ temporally close or coordinated. In other words, for an event to be interpreted as collective, i.e., as singular, it is often enough if the participants are not involved in the event strictly individually but have a common goal, for instance, or the state they are in has a common source. However, spatial closeness of the agents or the temporal closeness of the actions is not sufficient for an event to be interpreted as collective one. I do not propose that one approach to collective interpretations is correct and the others are wrong. Instead, I suggest that different grammatical and lexical phenomena are sensitive to different types of ‘collectivity’. The English adverb together, for example, might be sensitive to collective interpretations roughly in the sense defined by Kratzer (2003). Inherently distributive predicates, on the other hand, reflect the distinction between true collective action and all the other readings (Lasersohn 1995/ Landman 2000), as they can never receive a true joint action interpretation. Finally, Hausa pluractionals seem to put the dividing line between
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collective and plural readings somewhere else still: what seems to matter is the extent to which the event participants act as independent entities.

3.5.4. Distribution to parts and subquantities

The previous section dealt with an issue connected to cases where the anchors are event participants. This section will continue discussing cases with participant anchors. In particular, the focus of this section will be on cases where the individual event units of plural events are anchored by parts of participants. I will argue that these are just a subtype of participant-based cases, and that all cases involving anchoring can be treated uniformly. The discussion will partly revolve around the event-external vs. event-internal distinction. Recall that, roughly, event-external pluractionals refer to multiple events, while event-internal pluractionals refer to singular events that consist of many phases or subevents of the same type (a more precise characterization will be given below). The reason why this distinction will be important is that certain cases of pluractionals that involve distribution to parts have been analyzed as event-internal in the literature (Tovena & Kihm 2008). Some space will thus be devoted to showing that, according to the criteria adopted in this thesis, cases of distribution to parts are not event-internal in Hausa. However, there are pluractionals in Hausa that receive interpretations that could be considered event-internal. I will discuss one type of event-internal interpretation in this section, and I will argue that these cases are just a subtype of the ‘distribution to parts’ type.\(^{41}\) Despite the fact that the interpretations are event-internal, I will suggest that there is no need to assume a different semantics for these pluractionals. The event-internal effect will be argued to follow from non-exhaustive distribution to parts, which in turn follows from the need of having plural anchors.

3.5.4.1. Parts as anchors

Let us start by looking at some examples:\(^{42,43}\)

\(^{41}\) Another type of event-internal interpretations will be discussed in section 3.6.2.

\(^{42}\) Most speakers have little trouble interpreting sentences like those in (27). Some speakers accept more cases of this type than others, however. The acceptability is influenced by factors discussed below. In addition, examples of the type illustrated in (27) are generally interpreted in two different ways: either exhaustively (all parts are affected), or non-exhaustively (only some parts are affected). This will be discussed in more detail in the next subsection and in section 3.8.1.

\(^{43}\) Note that sentences with singular arguments of the type below do not seem to be able to receive an interpretation according to which the arguments co-vary with the event units:

(i) *Naas ṣás-sáyi littaafi
   1SG.PF RED-buy book

   intended: ‘In each book-buying situation I bought a different book’.

Note that sentences with singular arguments of the type below do not seem to be able to receive an interpretation according to which the arguments co-vary with the event units:

(ii) *Naas ṣás-sáyi littaafi
   1SG.PF RED-buy book

   intended: ‘In each book-buying situation I bought a different book’.

This is in accordance with the observations made for other languages that indefinite objects seem to take wide scope with respect to the pluractional (cf. Van Geenhoven 2004, Henderson 2010).
Sentence (27a) describes a situation in which different parts of the house have collapsed. In (27b), the pluractional indicates that the holes are distributed over parts of the gown. Sentence (27c) is used to indicate that the tied person is tied in various places and thus it would not be used if only the person’s hands were tied, for instance.

Apart from cases with singular count arguments, as in (27), there are also cases of pluractionals with mass arguments (referring to quantities), which can receive very similar interpretations:

The use of the pluractional form in (28a) implies that there were separate quantities of water appearing in different places. Sentence (28b) can be used by some speakers to indicate that there was a plural event of drinking and each event unit involved a separate (sub)quantity of milk.

Note that I am treating cases with singular count and mass nouns together. This might seem strange, as mass nouns are usually compared to plural count nouns (e.g. Link 1983, Chierchia 1998), rather than to singular count nouns. I would like to argue, however, that in some respects mass nouns behave like singular nouns, in others like plural nouns and

---

44 The interpretation according to which all the subquantities of milk in a single bottle are drunk in the plural event is rather unusual because the plurality of the event is not obvious. This type of interpretation will be discussed below.
in still others they form a category of their own. The resemblance to singular count nouns can be seen from the fact that speakers seem to have similar intuitions about at least some cases with mass nouns and about cases with singular count nouns. This is because division into parts is often required in both types of cases: for mass nouns it is in cases in which the mass noun refers to a contiguous quantity of stuff (cf. (28b)). Thus, even though some cases involving mass nouns, such as (28a), might be closer to cases with plural NP participants, in general it makes more sense to consider cases with mass nouns together with cases with singular count nouns. Nevertheless, I will argue that all types of cases – with singular count, plural count and mass nouns – represent the same phenomenon.  

I propose that cases like those in (27) and (28) are in fact not different from cases where pluractionals combine with plural arguments. They represent the same type of event plurality. What is different in these cases is that the anchors for the individual event units are parts of participants. This is in general a less obvious option and as a result examples of this type are generally not the first examples of pluractionals volunteered by the speakers. Still, examples of this type are far from rare. More importantly, the interpretations are very systematic and predictable. To provide more support for the idea that parts of individuals and quantities can function as anchors of pluractional event units, I will now discuss some other cases in which part structures of single objects can be accessed.

Moltmann (1997) discusses expressions that are sensitive to part structures of various entities (objects, events). There are expressions operating on part structures of plural entities, as in (29a), but also of individuals (denoted by singular count nouns), as in

---

45 The distributive prefix po- in Czech, discussed briefly in sections 1.5.1. and 1.7. of Chapter 1, can also access parts of objects and thus its use is not restricted to verbs with plural objects:

(i) a. Po-stimykal \( (\text{všechny}) \) dveře
   DISTR-locked \( (\text{all}) \) doors
   ‘He locked (all) the doors’

b. Po-stimykal \( (\text{celý}) \) dům
   DISTR-locked \( (\text{whole}) \) house
   ‘He locked (any lockable in) the (whole) house’

c. Po-schohávala ty mince \( (\text{na různých místech}) \)
   DISTR-hid DEM coins \( (\text{in various places}) \)
   ‘She hid the coins \( (\text{in various places}) \)’

d. Po-schohávala to zlato \( (\text{na různých místech}) \)
   DISTR-hid DEM gold \( (\text{in various places}) \)
   ‘She hid the gold \( (\text{in various places}) \)’

In (ia), there are plural doors for the plural event to distribute over. In (ib), on the other hand, the object is the singular count noun dům ‘house’: it is understood that all doors of the house that can be locked were locked. Similarly, in (ic) the event is distributed over plural (collections of) coins. In (id) the existence of separate quantities of gold is implied.
(29b), and quantities (denoted by mass nouns), as in (29c). In Italian, the same expression, *tutto*, can combine with definite plural, singular, and mass NPs:

(29)  

- a. Tutti i bambini sono arrivati  **PLURAL**  
  ‘All the children have arrived’
- b. Tutta la superficie e coperta di fiori  **SINGULAR COUNT**  
  ‘The whole surface is covered with flowers’
- c. Tutta l’acqua contiene sale  **MASS**  
  ‘All the water contains salt’

In other languages, not all types of NPs can combine with the same ‘part quantifier’ (in Moltmann’s terminology). Thus, in English, *all* combines with plural and mass nouns and *whole* with singular count nouns:

(30)  

- a. All the women are rich  **PLURAL**  
- b. All the furniture is the same color  **MASS: furniture-type**  
- c. All the milk has gone bad  **MASS: water-type**  
- d. The whole country supported him  **SINGULAR COUNT**

In (30a) and (30b), the parts that the predicate holds of are very clearly defined: the individual women and the individual pieces of furniture, respectively. The sentences in (30c) and (30d), however, are more interesting for the present discussion, as it is left unspecified what exactly the parts are in these cases. In (30c), the overall quantity of milk could be subdivided in any fashion, and the predicate holds of any (relevant) part/subquantity of it. Similarly, in (30d), the predicate holds of every (relevant) part of the country (its population), however vaguely the parts might be defined (every city, every region etc.). Moltmann argues that in different contexts different part structures may become available or salient. Clearly, these various part structures can be accessed by linguistic expressions. If even part structures of entities referred to by singular count nouns can be accessed by certain linguistic expressions, it is not surprising that they can be used for the ‘anchoring’ of individual event units of plural events referred to by pluractional verbs.

I have suggested that anchoring by parts of participants is in principle the same as anchoring by plural participants. The necessary precondition is, of course, the availability of a suitable part structure. Sometimes more than one part structure is available and in such cases the choice of the relevant parts is essentially a pragmatic phenomenon. In some cases more readings are possible, but some are always more likely

---

47 For more examples see Moltmann (1997).
than others. This is not just true for cases with singular NPs, as can be seen from the following example (Moltmann 1997:57-58):

(31) The boxes are expensive
   a. each individual box is expensive
   b. the boxes as a group/ collection are expensive
   c. every relevant subgroup is expensive

The readings in (31a) and (31b) are the most salient ones. Reading (31a) involves distribution to the individual boxes as atoms. Reading (31b) represents the collective interpretation. According to Moltmann, distribution to subgroups, as in (31c), is probably not excluded either but it requires an appropriate context.48

As shown in (31), it is generally much easier to distribute to atoms than to subgroups, since atoms, unlike subgroups, are pre-defined or ‘natural’ units. Not surprisingly, then, when going below the level of an individual, it can become even harder to make the parts clear (and usable). This can be seen from the fact that many speakers, when confronted with a combination of a pluractional and a singular argument, might at first reject the sentence as unacceptable. After a moment of reflection, however, they are often able to reconsider the example and accept it on a reading where the individual event units are linked to different parts of the participant. Therefore, even though cases like (32a) are generally easier to interpret than cases like (32b), the latter are not hard to find.

(32) a. Gidàajên sun rur-rùushee
    houses.the 3PL.PF RED-collapse
    ‘The houses collapsed’
   b. Gidân yaa rur-rùushee
    house.the 3SG.M.PF RED-collapse
    ‘The house collapsed in many places’

In addition, the properties of a given object substantially influence the acceptability of the use of the pluractional form. Nouns referring to objects that have salient parts are easier to ‘partition’ this way than those that do not. Nouns referring to objects like buildings (32a), humans (33a) and other objects with a salient internal structure (33b) thus generally combine well with pluractionals:49

(33) a. Yanàa mim-miike a kàñ gadoo
    3SG.M.IMPF RED-stretch.ST at top.of bed
    ‘He is sprawled out all over the bed’

48 Moltmann also notes that while the subgroup interpretation is not excluded, even though it is relatively hard to get, distribution to subparts of the boxes is not available at all.

49 Example (33a) is from Newman (2000:423); the glosses are mine.
b. Naa bub-bùudè jàkaa
   1SG.PF RED-open bag
   ‘I opened the different compartments of the bag’

If the internal structure of the object is rather homogeneous, the size of the object seems to be relevant: bigger objects seem to be easier to divide into parts. Consider the contrast between (34a) and (34b):

(34) a. Kankanaa yaa rur-rùɓee
   watermelon 3SG.M.PF RED-rot
   ‘The watermelon is all rotten’

   b. ?Mangwàrò yaa rur-rùɓee
      mango 3SG.M.PF RED-rot
      ‘The mango is all rotten’

Note that data like these suggest that we should not think of the pluractional morpheme as being directly responsible for splitting its singular argument into parts. If that were the case we would expect the ‘partitioning’ to happen whenever possible. In other words, it would be possible to divide mangoes into parts just as easily as watermelons, similarly to what can be seen in (35), where the parts are accessed by other means (lexically):

(35) a. (different/all) parts of the watermelon

   b. (different/all) parts of the mango

Moreover, some speakers accept cases involving distribution to parts more easily than others. All in all, the fact that the differences in acceptability are gradual rather than sharp, suggests that the availability of a suitable part structure is not something the pluractional itself is responsible for. Instead, it relies on the part structure being potentially present.

Unlike singular count nouns, mass nouns should be able to receive a plural interpretation without any additional operations since they can in principle refer both to one and several portions of matter. Nevertheless, for the use of a pluractional form to be felicitous it is important whether the mass noun is easily construed as referring to discrete entities. For participants to be suitable anchors they need to be plural and clearly distinguishable from each other. In the case of plural count nouns, it is clear what constitutes an anchor unit: the (natural) unit that can be described by the given nominal predicate. In the case of mass nouns like water, however, there are no predefined parts or units. These have to be created either linguistically (e.g. a bucket of water) or with the help of context (cf. Chierchia’s 1998 distinction between well-defined and vague minimal parts). In that sense (water-type) mass nouns are similar to singular count nouns. In both cases the different parts of the given entity, i.e. the units that could anchor the individual subevents, are not clearly predefined.
As said, then, for compatibility with pluractionals, it matters more whether discrete units can be easily created or not, rather than whether the noun has a cumulative reference. This is what makes mass nouns in argument positions of pluractional verbs very similar to singular count nouns. It is not surprising that it is easier to use a pluractional if the mass noun can be interpreted as referring to separate quantities of matter (e.g. several bottles of milk), rather than not so clearly separated subquantities of a single portion of matter (e.g. subquantities of milk in a single bottle). This is even clearer if there are conventional units available (e.g. a bottle). In other words, some ways of ‘packaging’ stuff are more readily available than others. Consider example (28b), repeated here as (36):

(36) %Yaa shas-shányè madaññaa
    3SG.M.PF RED-drink.up milk
    ‘He drank up all the milk’

a. all the bottles
b. %all subquantities of milk in a single bottle

The reading involving separate quantities of milk, e.g. in the form of separate bottles of milk, as in (36a), seems to be easier to obtain than the reading involving subquantities of milk in a single bottle, as in (36b). Nevertheless, the subquantity reading is available for a small number of speakers as well. This seems to be the general pattern found in the data.

The contrast between separate quantities and subquantities of a single unbroken quantity is parallel to the contrast between plural individuals and parts of a single individual. The latter is the marked option in each opposition. This is especially true for cases where the anchors are subquantities that are not separated from each other, as in (36b). Events that are clearly separated by means of their participants being clearly separated are more likely to be described by pluractionals than events whose participants are less clearly separated.

In this context, consider one of the two examples that were presented in section 2.3.7. as possible counterexamples to the plurality requirement:

(37) Ruwaa yanàa zuz-zubòwaa
    water 3SG.M.IMPF RED-pour.VN
    ‘Water is/ was pouring down’
    N.B. %from one source, continuously

Most speakers require there to be separate quantities of water. This requirement is fulfilled if the water comes from different sources or, less often, if the water flows from a single source but with interruptions. Nevertheless, there are a few speakers who also allow for a reading involving a single source and no interruptions. This seems to be a continuous reading, which is otherwise not possible with pluractionals. I would like to argue, however, that this interpretation is not genuinely continuous. I suggest that the
anchors of the individual event units of the water-pouring are the different subquantities of water. However, these subquantities are not separated from each other, similarly to the interpretation in (36b). This gives the impression of continuous flowing. Notice that this reading is dispreferred and most speakers reject it completely. Subquantities that are not separated from each other remain very marginal anchors.\(^{50}\)

Coming back to the comparison of (semantically) count and mass participants, the main difference between the two types of participants is that in the case of mass participants, both the ‘separate quantities’ reading and the ‘subquantities of a single quantity’ reading are triggered by context and do not rely on the presence of predefined units. In (36), the (a) reading does make use of the availability of a conventional unit (bottle). However, such units are generally not required as can be seen in (38), repeated from (28a), where the separate quantities of water can take any form (drops, puddles, streams etc.; the difference between (36) and (38) stems from the fact that milk does not occur freely in real life):

(38) Ruwa yaa ɓuɓ-ɓulloo
   water 3SG.M.PF RED-appear
   ‘Water appeared in various places’
   N.B. the event involves separate quantities of water

As a result of this lack of natural units, the contrast between the ‘plural’ and ‘part’ readings is smaller in the case of mass nouns than in the case of count nouns. In the case of count nouns, the anchors can be either natural units (the ‘plural’ case), or entities below the level of natural units (the ‘part’ case). Therefore, as far as distribution to parts is concerned, mass nouns are very much like singular count nouns. Nevertheless, once all types of participant units are considered, it becomes clearer that mass nouns form a category of their own, defined by the absence of natural units. The table below summarizes the possibilities for anchoring for both singular and plural count nouns and (water-type) mass nouns:

**Table 3.1.: Types of participant-based readings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type of NP</th>
<th>‘plural’ readings</th>
<th>‘part’ readings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>count</td>
<td>plural individuals (plural NPs)</td>
<td>parts (singular NPs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mass</td>
<td>separate quantities</td>
<td>subquantities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To summarize, in the cases of distribution to parts or subquantities, what licenses the use of the pluractional form is the presence of an NP that can be interpreted as a plurality of some kind. Therefore, it is the presence of multiple participant anchors that makes the use of the pluractional form felicitous in these cases as well, just like in the more typical

\(^{50}\) The other apparently continuous case presented in section 2.3.7. is of a slightly different type and will be discussed in 3.6.1.
participant-based cases. The only difference with respect to the regular plural NP argument cases is that the individual ‘participants’ in the distribution-to-parts cases are not as clearly predefined as they are in the case of distribution to natural wholes. As a consequence, it requires some effort on the part of the speaker/ listener to supply a salient part structure of the entities in question, and more so if the given entities do not have a very clear internal structure. Once there is a salient part structure, ideally with clearly individuated parts, nothing prevents the individual event units to be anchored by these parts.

3.5.4.2. Event-internal status of ‘distribution-to-parts’ cases and tentative interpretations

As mentioned already, cases of pluraclonals where the plural event is distributed over parts of a single participant could be potentially considered event-internal.\(^{51}\) In relation to this, I will make two claims here. First, I will argue that cases like the ones discussed above are not event-internal in Hausa. The second claim will be that there are, nevertheless, pluraclonal interpretations in Hausa that are probably best analyzed as event-internal. These are of two types: the so-called tentative and conative cases. The tentative cases will be discussed in this subsection since, on my analysis, they constitute a special type of ‘distribution-to-parts’ cases. The conative cases will be discussed in section 3.6.2.

The distinction between event-external and event-internal pluraclonals, introduced in Chapter 1, can be characterized as the distinction between pluraclonals that refer to many events on the one hand and those that refer to many phases of a single event on the other hand (Cusic 1981). However, researchers do not completely agree on a more exact characterization of this seemingly simple distinction. A number of different criteria can be found, some of which are not linguistic. Non-linguistic criteria can be found in Wood (2007), where what matters is basically whether the plurality is perceived as a single whole or not. This is influenced by e.g. temporal and spatial proximity, similarity, etc. For the purpose of this thesis, I adopt the following criteria for identifying event-internal pluraclonality. These are basically a compilation of (linguistic) criteria found in Lasersohn (1995), Wood (2007) and Toven & Kihm (2008):

(39) necessary properties of event-internal pluraclonals:

(a) ARGUMENT IDENTITY
the individual event units are related to a single participant
(b) INACCESSIBILITY OF THE EVENT UNITS
the event units cannot be linguistically accessed

---

\(^{51}\) The distinction between event-external and event-internal pluraclonality was introduced in section 1.6.2. of Chapter 1.
optional property of event-internal pluractionals:

(c) ALTERED NATURE OF THE EVENT UNITS
the basic predicate cannot be used to describe the individual event units

Criterion (a) can be found in Wood (2007) and in Toven & Kihm (2008). In the example below it is illustrated for Italian:

(40) Luisa ha tagliuzzato le mele [Italian] \(^{52}\)
Luisa has chopped the apples
‘Louise chopped the apples’
N.B. each apple has to be cut many times, not just once: there is a plurality of events per apple

Toven and Kihm (2008) also take as a defining characteristic of event-internal plurality the inaccessibility of the event units: criterion (b):

(41) Alla riunione, ha mordicchiato due volte la matita [Italian] \(^{53}\)
at meeting has nibbled two times the pencil
‘During the meeting, s/he nibbled the pencil twice’
N.B. two internally plural events, not a plural event consisting of two bites

Criterion (c) is taken from Lasersohn (1995), who presents this as the only aspect in which event-external and event-internal pluractionals differ. Thus, according to Lasersohn, event-internal pluractionals are different from event-external ones in that the predicate that applies to every individual event unit is different from the verb stem itself and has to be lexically specified for each case. Lasersohn uses the English verb *nibble* as an example: the individual subevents/ phases of nibbling are small bites. The following example is perhaps better, as it presumably represents a productively formed pluractional:

(42) barar > barrar [Saho] \(^{54}\)
‘fly’ ‘flutter’
N.B. *barar* ‘fly’ does not characterize subevents of *barrar*; the relevant predicate is rather something like ‘flap the wings in the effort to fly’

Lasersohn’s approach to the event-external vs. event-internal distinction has been criticized for not capturing the essence of the distinction (Wood 2007, Toven & Kihm 2008, Greenberg 2010). I agree with the criticism: fulfilling criterion (c) is indeed not a

\(^{52}\) Toven & Kihm (2008:22); the glosses are my own.
\(^{53}\) Toven & Kihm (2008:23); the glosses are my own.
\(^{54}\) Tauli (1958:141), as quoted by Cusic (1981:83).
necessary condition for event-internal plurality. Nevertheless, it is a useful criterion that also plays a role in some of the most typical types of event-internal pluractionals.

The criteria for event-internal pluractionality will now allow me to show that the ‘distribution to parts’ cases of the type discussed above are not event-internal. Starting with criterion (a), the argument identity criterion, the sentences in (43) demonstrate that the pluractional is not restricted to contexts with singular participants:

(43) a. Gidân yaa rur-rùushee	house.the 3SG.M.PF RED-collapse
‘The house collapsed in many places’
b. Gidàajên sun rur-rùushee
houses.the 3PL.PF RED-collapse
‘The houses collapsed’

N.B. each of them, perhaps one by one

The pluractional form of ruùshee ‘collapse’ can be used both when the event units are distributed over parts of a single participant (house) and when they are distributed over different participants (houses). Sentence (43b) can be used if each of the houses simply collapses (not necessarily in many places). The pluractional requires that there be many collapsing events, but there is no restriction as to whether they involve many houses or many parts of the same house.

Criterion (b) also provides evidence for the claim that cases of distribution to parts like (43a) are not event-internal. This is harder to demonstrate as a precise specification of the number of event units in a plural event is generally dispreferred with Hausa pluractionals. However, if a speaker allows for this kind of modification at all, they also allow for it in cases of distribution to parts, as in (44):

(44) %?Gidân yaa rur-rùushee à wuri biyař
house.the 3SG.M.PF RED-collapse at place five
‘The house collapsed in five places’

Finally, application of criterion (c) gives the same result: the individual event units can be described using the same basic verb. In (45a), for example, every event unit of the plural event is an event of collapsing, and can be described by rushe ‘collapse’ as in (45b):

(45) a. Gidân yaa rur-rùushee
house.the 3SG.M.PF RED-collapse
‘The house collapsed in many places’

Event-internal pluractionals in Kwarandzyey and Kaqchikel, as described in Souag (2010) and Henderson (2010), respectively, do not (necessarily) involve a change in the character of the event and thus the same basic predicate applies to the subevents as to the whole event.
I conclude, then, that cases of pluractionals in which parts of participants serve as anchors for the individual event units are not event-internal. However, it is more accurate to say that event-internal pluractionality is not a necessary consequence of distributing the individual event units to different parts of a single participant. In the remainder of this section, I will argue that there is one subtype of ‘distribution to parts’ cases that should probably be analyzed as event-internal.

As demonstrated in sections 2.4.3. and 2.6.2., there are cases of pluractionals that can be described as referring to actions that are performed superficially or not seriously enough. These cases are not extremely frequent, but they do appear in the data of many speakers. Despite the fact that these uses are probably best understood in terms of event-internal pluractionality, I will argue that they do not require a separate analysis. My claim will be that tentative interpretations arise as a side effect of non-exhaustive distribution to parts, which in turn is a consequence of the preference for the anchors to be clearly separate. Later in the chapter (section 3.6.2.), I will come back to the issue of event-internal pluractionality, in connection to another type of cases that can be characterized as event-internal. What connects these two types, I will argue, is the fact that they both arise as a consequence of restricting the event plurality to a single participant. Nevertheless, each type is a result of using a different strategy to ensure the necessary plural interpretation.

Let us look at some examples of tentative readings:

(46) a. Yaa shàs-shàari dàkii
   3SG.M.PF RED-sweep room
   ‘He swept the room superficially’
   N.B. the effort was not serious enough
   
   b. Mun yiy-yi aikii
   1PL.PF RED-do work
   ‘Occasionally we found some time for work’
   N.B. this sounds like the people are not serious workers

56 Cf. also the discussion in section 1.4.4.
57 The sentences in (46) are well-formed only for a subset of speakers and, in addition, only a subset of this subset receive the ‘superficial action’ interpretation. Usually, speakers who find the sentences acceptable interpret them simply as ‘he swept all/ different parts of the room’, ‘we did different kinds of jobs’ and ‘they read many/ all the books’, respectively.
Sentence (46a) describes a situation in which the room was not swept properly. In (46b), the use of the pluractional implies that the people did not work seriously enough. Similarly, the reading in (46c) is described as rather superficial. In all these cases, the meaning contribution of the pluractional form seems to be some kind of superficiality in the way the actions are carried out.

Tentative cases of pluractionals are often considered typical examples of event-internal plurality. I will defend the same view, despite the fact that the criteria adopted in this thesis do not actually provide a completely straightforward result. Both criterion (a) and (b) are hard to apply here for lack of relevant data. The pluractional forms themselves are never restricted to contexts with a single participant (criterion (a)), and some of the examples above actually involve plural participants. In such cases, I assume that the ‘superficial action’ interpretation can only arise when each of the participants is linked to a plurality of event units. In particular, each of the books in (46c) has to be associated with a plurality of reading events. Alternatively, the pluractional can get the tentative reading if the ‘the books’ is interpreted collectively, that is, as a singular entity. As for criterion (b), the accessibility of the event units, this is generally the most difficult criterion to apply in Hausa. Moreover, I do not have any relevant data for the tentative type. Nevertheless, I do not expect precise specification of the number of event units to be possible in such cases at all, as the event plurality meaning is in fact pushed into the background by the superficiality effect. Finally, according to criterion (c), these pluractional uses might be considered event-internal, since the individual event units can be said to be ‘degraded’ versions of the basic event. Even though the criteria for event-internal pluractionality adopted in this thesis do not give a completely clear result in the case of tentative readings, I consider changes in the nature of the event like the emergence of the superficiality effect a rather reliable sign of event-internal pluractionality. The reasons why this is so will be made more explicit below and in section 3.6.2., where the other type of event-internal pluractionality is discussed.

Tentative cases are typically put together with other cases involving diminution or decrease. The intuitive explanation for the diminution effect that can be sometimes found in the literature (Cusic 1981, Tovena & Kihm 2008) can be paraphrased as follows: if an event is divided into many pieces the pieces are necessarily rather small. However, it is not very easy to express the intuition more precisely than this. I will not

---

58 Or, more generally, cases that involve some form of diminution; cf. Wood (2007), Tovena & Kihm (2008), Greenberg (2010).

59 This is in fact very likely since the sentence was used to talk about students not studying hard enough. The books can thus be understood as a collection of study texts required for an exam.
offer a general explanation for the diminutive effect applicable to all cases found across languages. Nevertheless, I will propose an explanation for the emergence of tentative interpretations according to which the connection between the diminution effect and event-internal plurality is very natural. In particular, I will suggest that what the examples in (46) have in common is the fact that they all involve what I will be calling ‘non-exhaustive distribution’, which in turn is a consequence of the need to secure plural anchors in situations that involve a single participant.

In section 2.8.1., I showed that pluractionals seem to give rise to exhaustive interpretations in some cases (47) and to non-exhaustive interpretations in others (48):

(47) a. Sunàa z̀̄z̀̄z̀̄ù̄ne
    3PL.IMPF RED-sit.ST
    ‘They were all seated’

b. Naa nàn-nèemee t̀̄a
    1SG.PF RED-look.for her
    ‘I looked for her everywhere’

(48) a. Gidân yaa rur-rùusheee
    house 3SG.M.PF RED-collapse
    ‘The house collapsed in some parts’
    N.B. several places are damaged but the house is probably still usable

b. %Kankanàa yaa rur-rùɓee
    watermelon 3SG.M.PF RED-rot
    ‘The melon is partly rotten’

In (47), the pluractionals are interpreted as implying that all the participants were seated (a) and that all possible places were searched (b). The sentences in (48) exemplify the opposite effect: not all parts of the house have collapsed (a) and not all parts of the watermelon are rotten (b). In section 2.8.1., I also showed that even in the seemingly exhaustive cases, exhaustivity is not a genuine requirement, as the effect can be cancelled easily. Still, it is rather puzzling that the same form can sometimes lead to an apparently exhaustive interpretation while in other cases the interpretation is basically the opposite, i.e. clearly non-exhaustive.

In order to solve this puzzle, I would like to suggest that the ‘exhaustive’ and ‘non-exhaustive’ interpretations both result from the tendency to emphasize the event plurality. I propose that the seemingly exhaustive interpretation is the result of stressing the fact that the participants took part in the event strictly individually:

---

Tentative interpretations are the only regular cases of Hausa pluractionals that involve some form of diminution. Other diminutive cases are not formed productively in Hausa – unless conative cases are considered diminutive as well – but repetition of ‘smaller’ events is sometimes found with frozen pluractionals, e.g. gùrgùría “gnaw”.

(49) Mutàanên sun zaz-zàunaa
   people.the 3PL.PF RED-sit.down
   ‘The people all sat down’

If the individual involvement of the participants in the event is stressed, this can give rise to the implication that all the participants were involved.

However, the tendency for high individuation can also lead to the opposite effect. In particular, in cases where the anchors correspond to parts of a single individual, inserting ‘gaps’ between the parts makes the plurality clearer. In other words, if some parts of an individual are not involved in the plural event and thereby interrupt the continuum, the separateness (plurality) of the entities involved in the plural event becomes more obvious (e.g. in the examples in (48)).

I propose that tentative interpretations arise in some cases as a consequence of such non-exhaustive interpretations.\(^{61}\) To see how, consider the examples given above again. In (46a), there is a plural event of sweeping for which the event units are mapped to different parts of a single room. If not all but only some parts of the room are associated with an event unit of sweeping, however, the resulting interpretation will be that of an action performed superficially. Similarly for the book reading example in (46c): the sentence describes a situation in which the individual units of the plural reading event are not distributed to all parts of the books. Again, if one reads only some, instead of all, parts of the books, it suggests that the reading was not very thorough.\(^ {62}\) Example (46b) is less transparent since the sentence does not specify what the single participant is that provides the part structure over which the plural event can be (non-exhaustively) distributed. Nevertheless, I suggest that this example represents the same phenomenon. One could think of a number of different tasks that together constitute the ‘work’ that was supposed to be carried out.\(^ {63}\) If only some of these tasks are done, the result is an interpretation implying superficiality.

As mentioned above, the fact that pluralization sometimes goes hand in hand with decrease or diminution has often been noticed in the literature. Kouwenberg & LaCharité (2003, 2005) offer an approach to this type of effect (in adjectival reduplication in Jamaican Creole) that is very similar to mine. They discuss different cases of reduplication in Jamaican Creole and suggest that the general meaning contribution of reduplication can be paraphrased as ‘more of the same’. An apparent counterexample to that generalization can be found in the adjectival domain, where the

\(^{61}\) As can be seen from (48a-b), tentative readings are not a necessary consequence of non-exhaustive distribution to parts. Whether a pluractional receives a tentative interpretation or not depends also on the lexical meaning of the verb and the specific context.

\(^{62}\) Recall that in this case either the books are interpreted collectively, or each of the books is associated with a plurality of reading events.

\(^{63}\) Speakers who accept the sentence in (46b) but do not assign it a tentative interpretation, usually translate it as ‘we did many different things/ tasks/ jobs’.
The suggestion that the diminution effect is caused by the restriction of a plurality of events to a single individual is also supported by the following data from Modern Hindi. In these cases, the diminution effect can be observed when the adjective modifies a singular NP, but not when it modifies a plural NP:

(50) a. hariharrī (pattiyan)
   green-green (leaves)
   ‘very green (leaves)’

b. hariharrī saarith
   green-green sari
   ‘greenish sari’

To sum up, I suggest that the diminution/ superficiality effect found in Hausa pluractionals arises as a consequence of non-exhaustive distribution of a plural event over parts of a single participant, which in turn serves the purpose of highlighting the plurality of the participant anchors. This type of reading might be considered event-internal. Nevertheless, I suggest that this effect is just a side effect of restricting the event plurality to a single participant, and should not be encoded in the meaning of the pluractional morpheme itself.

3.5.5. Related proposals in the literature

It should be clear now that the so-called participant-based cases of pluractionals are by no means simple, as they give rise to interpretations with a high degree of complexity. One of the reasons for this is that even though in many cases participant-based interpretations rely on the existence of natural units, other types of participant units can

---

64 Note that Kouwenberg & LaCharité’s explanation accounts directly only for the meaning paraphrased as ‘yellow spotted’. However, it seems plausible that the low degree interpretation (‘yellowish’) can develop from the more clearly plural one (‘yellow spotted’).

65 The fact that the example in (50a) also involves intensification is not important at this point but see section 3.7.3.

be created, both above and below the natural ones (groups and parts, respectively), or in cases in which no natural units are available in the first place. Another reason is that verbs often have more than one argument, which makes the situation even more complex.

In this section, I briefly discuss some of the proposals dealing with interpretations that can arise when verbs combine with (syntactically) plural NPs. The insights of these studies are relevant for the discussion of pluractionality because the facts are largely parallel to what can be observed with Hausa pluractionals combining with plural NPs. However, the applicability of such theories to the Hausa data is limited, as these readings represent only a subset of the interpretations found with Hausa pluractionals.

Let us start by looking at an example representing the type of data relevant for the present discussion (repeated from (20)):

(51) Yârân sun dâd-dâgâ têebùrôôñi
      children.the 3.PL.PF RED-lift tables
   ‘The children lifted some/ the tables’

As already discussed in section 3.5.2., sentences like (51) can be used in many different situations: the children can be involved in the lifting individually or in smaller groups, and the tables can be lifted one by one or in stacks, as long as the event is plural. To obtain more insight into this type of interpretations, let us have a look at how Schwarzschild (1996) and Landman (1996, 2000) deal with the interpretations that sentences with two plural arguments can be assigned. The focus will be on the applicability of Schwarzschild’s and Landman’s proposals to parallel cases of Hausa pluractionals.\(^\text{67}\)

Starting with Landman’s (1996, 2000) theory of plurality, one of the basic distinctions is a distinction between singular and plural predication. Singular predication involves the application of a semantically singular predicate to a semantically singular argument. Plural predication refers to cases where a plural predicate is predicated of a plural argument. Singular arguments have two types of denotation: they are either individual atoms, or group atoms. Plural arguments denote sums. Groups are created by a group formation operation (↑) from sums. The fact that plural NPs can have either a sum interpretation or a group interpretation makes it possible for sentences like (52) to have both an interpretation according to which each of the boys carried the piano upstairs on his own (distributive interpretations) and an interpretation according to which all the boys together carried the piano (collective interpretation).

(52) The boys carried the piano upstairs

---

\(^\text{67}\) It should be kept in mind that neither theory was proposed to deal with pluractional verbs: the ‘plural interpretations’ are plural interpretations of English predicates.
The distributive reading is a case of plural predication. By definition, if a semantically plural predicate (*P) applies to a sum of individuals (e.g. \(a \cup b \cup c\)), then the corresponding singular predicate (P) applies to each atom in the sum \((a, b \text{ and } c)\). The collective reading arises when the predicate is interpreted as singular and the argument as a group, rather than as a sum. This means that collective readings involve singular predication.

For the present discussion, it is necessary to consider cases like (53), which involve more than one argument:

(53) Three boys invited four girls

The number of readings assigned to sentences like (53) varies from author to author. On Landman’s account, the sentence has eight basic readings, which are derived from the fact that both the subject and the object can be interpreted either as a sum, or as a group, and the availability of a scope mechanism that can derive scoped readings.Scoped readings will not be discussed here as there is no evidence for scope interactions between the arguments of pluractionals. However, it is not very easy to demonstrate that arguments of pluractionals indeed do not interact scopally since sentences with pluractionals parallel to (53) cannot be constructed. This is because pluractionals are incompatible with a precise specification of the number of participants, as shown in section 2.5. of Chapter 2.\(^6\) It is possible for various expressions to take scope over the pluractional but a plural expression scoping over the pluractional cannot license it. Consider the following sentence:

(54) Sàu dà yawà taa bub-bùgà tēebū̀

\[\text{times with many 3SG.F.PF RED-hit table}\]

‘Many times, she hit the table repeatedly’

The adverbial in (54) takes scope over the pluractional. This means that each occasion has to involve repeated hitting. It is not possible to use this sentence if each occasion involved only one hit, which shows that \(sàu dà yawà\) ‘many times’ cannot license the pluractional in this sentence.

Having excluded scoped interpretations from the discussion, let us return to sentence (53) and the interpretations Landman assigns to it. The basic scopeless readings are the following: both the subject and object are interpreted as groups (a), the subject is interpreted as a sum and the object as a group (b), the subject is interpreted as a group and the object as a sum (c), and both the subject and object are interpreted as sums (d):

\(^6\) Examples containing a pluractional and an indefinite that could potentially be interpreted as co-varying with the individuals forming the plural subject like ‘many boys insulted' or a teacher' turn out to be extremely difficult to construct and the speaker’s judgments are very inconsistent.
Basic scopeless interpretations of sentences with two plural arguments (Landman 2000):

- a. group subject – group object
- b. sum subject – group object
- c. group subject – sum object
- d. sum subject – sum object

Illustrating the different readings using sentence (53), reading (a) is the reading on which a group of three boys invites a group of four girls. Reading (b) is the reading on which each of the boys individually invites a group of four girls.\(^69\) Reading (c) corresponds to the situation in which a group of three boys invites each of the girls individually. Finally, reading (d) is a reading on which each of the three boys invited some girl and each of the four girls was invited by some boy and it is not specified exactly how the inviting is done (but all the participants are involved in the event individually). A possible scenario that makes the sentence true on reading (d) is given in Figure 3.7. (Landman 2000:208).\(^70\)

**Figure 3.7.: Possible scenario for reading (d) of sentence (53)**

Note that readings (b-d) are plural, since at least one of the argument NPs is interpreted as a sum. The double collective reading in (a) is singular because both arguments are interpreted as group atoms. In accordance with this, Hausa pluractionals can be used to describe situations corresponding to the plural readings (b-d) but not situations corresponding to the double collective reading (a). This is illustrated by the fact that for sentences like (51) to be felicitous, it is not possible to interpret both the subject and the object collectively.

The plural readings above do not exhaust the interpretive possibilities of sentences like (51), as such sentences are also true on cover readings (which do not belong to the set of basic readings according to Landman 2000). Cover readings are readings where the participants do not take part in the event strictly individually, but rather in subgroups.

---

\(^{69}\) Since the reading is scopeless, it has to be the same group of girls for each boy. The same holds for reading (c): each girl is invited by the same group of boys. For details, see Landman (2000).

\(^{70}\) Landman labels reading (d) ‘cumulative’ (cf. Scha 1981). Nevertheless, not everyone uses the term in this rather narrow sense. For other researchers (Kratzer 2003), the term ‘cumulative reading’ includes other cases that involve two plural arguments without scopal interaction as well, that is, also cover readings, which are discussed below.
Landman (2000:210) gives as an example of a cover reading the most natural reading of the following sentence:

(56) Four hundred fire fighters put out twenty fires

The relevant reading here is the reading according to which some groups of fire fighters put out fires, the total number of fire fighters being four hundred and the total number of fires twenty. Note that sentence (56) does not have reading (d) described above, as a situation in which four hundred fire fighters put out fires as individuals would require at least four hundred fires. By contrast, sentence (53) does have a number of cover readings. For instance, a cover reading would be a reading on which the group consisting of boy 1 and boy 2 and the group consisting of boy 2 and boy 3 invite two groups of girls, one being formed by girl 1 and girl 2 and the other being formed by girl 3 and girl 4.

Landman’s (2000) definition of cover is given below.\(^7\)

\[(57) \text{ group } \beta \text{ is a subgroup of group } \alpha \text{ iff } \downarrow(\beta) \subseteq \downarrow(\alpha).\]

Let X be a set of subgroups of group α.

X covers α if \( \cup \{\downarrow(x) : x \in X\} = \downarrow(\alpha) \).

A plural NP like *four hundred fire fighters* can be assigned any number of cover interpretations, with each block or cell of the cover corresponding to a subgroup.

As shown above, pluraclional verbs do allow for cover interpretations. In the case of (51), the children can perform the lifting in smaller groups and the tables can be lifted a few at a time. Thus, one could summarize the applicability of Landman’s theory to the relevant Hausa data by saying that sentences like (51) give rise to (scopeless) plural readings: the three basic readings (b-d) and cover readings.

A different approach is taken by Schwarzschild (1996). According to Schwarzschild, there is no need to make a distinction between distributivity to atoms and distributivity to subpluralities: both represent distributivity to the cells of whatever cover is contextually relevant in any particular case. That is, in some cases each cell contains only a single individual – distributivity to atoms – in other cases more – distributivity to subpluralities. All plural readings are thus cover readings. Note that the definition of cover used by Schwarzschild differs slightly from that of Landman’s: it makes reference to subsets, rather than subgroups.\(^7\)

\(^7\) Compare this definition to the definition given in (58). \( \downarrow \) maps groups to their members (the corresponding sums).

\(^7\) Cf. also Gillon (1987) and Chierchia (1998). The difference between the two definitions of covers is relevant for the present discussion as will be shown below.
Schwarzschild’s theory of distributivity has a strong pragmatic element to it, which also means that sentences are not assigned a number of different readings but rather a single interpretation that can be validated by several different scenarios, depending on what cover is chosen in the given context.

This type of approach seems to be better suited for Hausa cases like (51), since it does not seem to make sense to differentiate between distributivity to atoms and subpluralities/subgroups there. Nevertheless, what seems to be less well suited for dealing with Hausa pluractionals is the fact that Schwarzschild does not set collective readings apart from plural readings. In other words, collective readings are not considered singular. On Schwarzschild’s account, collective readings constitute a subtype of cover, i.e. plural, readings: they arise in cases where the cover has a single cell. On the other end of the continuum, there are covers that have as many cells as the plurality has members. Thus, collective readings and readings that involve distributivity to atoms are just two extremes, two borderline cases of the same meaning. As a consequence, the distinction between collective and distributive readings disappears from the grammar. As far as Hausa pluractionals are concerned, this does not seem to be a desirable result since now it is not clear why collectively interpreted arguments cannot license pluractionals. Notice that the same holds for distribution to subgroups. For an adequate account of Hausa pluractionals, it is important that each individual event unit is associated with a singular participant which is either an individual or a (sub)group. In Schwarzschild’s theory, however, there are no (sub)groups, just (sub)pluralities. One might consider enriching Schwarzschild’s system by a condition saying that only readings involving more than one cell are plural. If the cover contains a single cell the interpretation would be singular. This addition would probably solve the problem. Nevertheless, this solution would go against the spirit of the proposal which eliminates the collective vs. distributive distinction from the grammar because they are just extreme cases of the same meaning.

Comparing Landman’s and Schwarzschild’s proposals, it seems that in order to capture the range of readings that pluractional verbs can give rise to in cases like (51), an intermediate position is desirable. Landman differentiates a number of plural readings where no distinctions are necessary. By contrast, Schwarzschild’s approach, despite the

---

73 Recall that this is the principle of anchoring: a singular anchor defines an event unit and plural anchors correspond to plural events.

74 Landman actually has to extend the theory to account for cover readings: they do not belong to the eight basic readings. Cover interpretations are shifted interpretations. In fact, Landman himself points out that once there are cover readings in the theory, all other scopeless readings can be considered borderline cases of the (double) cover reading – just like in Schwarzschild (1996). Landman considers Schwarzschild’s theory a
advantage of putting all plural readings elegantly together and leaving a lot to pragmatics, seems to run into problems by not separating (double) collective readings. What seems to be needed for Hausa pluractionals is a theory that does not make unnecessary distinctions on the one hand, but that treats collective readings as singular on the other. This extends to how covers should be defined. In particular, an adequate treatment of Hausa pluractionals would require covers whose cells behave like atomic entities, i.e. subgroups, rather than subsets/subpluralities. The existence of group atoms and covers defined in terms of subgroups (as in Landman 2000) thus seems necessary. Nevertheless, Schwarzschild’s (1996) approach offers a more natural explanation of the range of situations in which sentences like (51) are true. In other words, both proposals bring important insights but neither is perfectly suited to account for the participant-based interpretations of Hausa pluractionals.

Recall that the two theories just discussed were intended to account for non-pluractional data. They are basically theories of how verbs apply to plural arguments. As a result, the overlap with the types of readings found in the case of (Hausa) pluractionals is only partial. A theory explaining how pluractional verbs apply to their arguments would also need to account for cases of distribution to parts, for example. An approach that relies on a general notion of part structure, such as Moltmann (1997), might be better suited for such an endeavor. Nevertheless, it should be clear that even a theory covering all participant-based cases could not be considered a theory of pluractionality, since participant-based interpretations are not the only type of interpretation that pluractionals give rise to.

### 3.5.6. Conclusion

This section discussed cases of Hausa pluractionals derived from predicates that are not naturally atomic. I argued that in such cases, the event units forming a plural event have to be individuated with the help of anchors (see Component 2 in Figure 3.4.). I also argued that there is a constraint on the anchoring process in Hausa: the non-equivalence condition. This condition states that the individual event units should not be just identical copies of each other but that they should rather differ from each other in some way. This effectively rules out cases with temporal anchors, which would result in iterative interpretations. As for the other potential anchors, it was argued that there is no need to differentiate any further subtypes. Locations and participants can be treated alike as far as their anchorhood is concerned. Despite that, participant-based cases deserve special attention because of the level of complexity they give rise to.\(^75\) This complexity

---

\(^75\) Recall that the elements functioning as anchors do not have to be expressed in the sentence and that in some cases it is not even clear what exactly should be understood as anchoring the individual event units. Therefore, not only participant-based interpretations but all types of anchoring cases are more complex than those that do not rely on anchoring.
is mainly due to the existence of collective interpretations and the fact that verbs often have more than one argument. Another reason is the existence of cases where the individual event units of a plural event are anchored by parts of participants. The so-called tentative cases, which represent one of the two types of event-internal interpretations in Hausa, were treated as a subtype of the ‘distribution-to-parts’ cases. Finally, two proposals were discussed that deal with plural interpretations parallel to those found with participant-based cases of Hausa pluractionals. Their applicability to Hausa pluractionals is limited, however, because Hausa pluractionals also give rise to other than participant-based interpretations. Some of them will be discussed in the following section.

### 3.6. Event individuation through natural atomicity

The core meaning of pluractional verbs in Hausa is event plurality: pluractional verbs denote sums of events (cf. Component 1 in Figure 3.4.). As events are very abstract entities, it is also necessary to have a theory of event individuation. I have argued that most verbal predicates refer to events that are not inherently individuated as a result of which the relevant event units have to be created. This is done with the help of individuators that I call anchors (see Component 2 in Figure 3.4.). The previous section was devoted to discussing such cases. Nevertheless, there are also naturally atomic verbs for which the event units are specified lexically, for instance, shùuraa ‘kick’, bugàa ‘hit’, mààaraa ‘slap’ (Component 2 does not apply). These cases are dealt with in the present section.

Pluractionals derived from naturally atomic predicates deserve special attention for the following reasons. First, they are the only cases that give rise to temporal-like (repetitive) interpretations. Second, it is not clear whether these verbs should be classified as event-external or event-internal. It seems that in some languages these pluractionals have event-internal characteristics, while in others they pattern with event-external pluractionals. In the following, I will explain how repetitive interpretations arise. I will also argue that these cases should not be considered event-internal with the exception of a specific subtype: the conative cases.

#### 3.6.1. Naturally atomic predicates: no anchoring needed

At first sight, the examples below seem to be blatant counterexamples to the claim that Hausa lacks iterative readings:

(59) a. Taa tat-tàà ñàìiià
    3SG.F.PF RED-touch nose.her
    ‘She tapped her nose/ touched her nose repeatedly’

---

76 This type of examples is very common and speakers do not hesitate about their well-formedness.
b. Yaa shùs-shùuri teebùř  
   3SG.M.PF RED-kick table  
   ‘He kicked the table repeatedly’

c. Yaa sàs-stàoke shì  
   3SG.M.PF RED-stab him  
   ‘He stabbed him repeatedly’

d. Bellò yaa bub-bùgà koofâr  
   Bello 3SG.M.PF RED-hit door.the  
   ‘Bello knocked/ banged on the door’

In the situation described by sentence (59a), the nose is touched repeatedly. Sentences (59b) and (59c) refer to repeated kicking and stabbing, respectively. Similarly, in (59d), the felicitous use of the pluractional requires there to be repeated knocking. Looking at these pluractionals more closely, however, it becomes clear that they differ from the unacceptable iterative cases by being derived from semelfactive verbs. Semelfactive verbs refer to short actions that can be, and often are, repeated immediately. This can be related to the fact that they typically involve a movement that ends in the same position where it started. These events lack complex internal structure, and most importantly, they are inherently individuated by virtue of the predicates being naturally atomic (Rothstein 2008; cf. section 3.2.). Natural atomicity means that what counts as one kick or hit does not depend on the verbs’ arguments, context or anything else: it is lexically specified. It is enough to know what verbs like knock or hit mean to know what constitutes one event of knocking or hitting. This by itself explains why semelfactives in the pluractional form can receive an interpretation involving repetition. Recall that the non-equivalence condition, which rules out all other iterative interpretations, is a constraint on anchoring only. Naturally atomic verbs, however, do not have to rely on anchoring for event individuation. As a result, they are not subject to the non-equivalence condition, which means that the individual event units of plural events can be essentially identical (Component 2 in Figure 3.4. does not apply in these cases).

If pluractional semelfactives combine with singular arguments, the resulting interpretation is naturally that of repetition (cf. (59) and (60)). Nevertheless, repetition is not a necessary interpretation of these verbs, as can be seen in (60b):

(60) a. Yaaron yaa bùb-bùgee ni  
   boy.the 3SG.M.PF RED-hit me  
   ‘The boy hit me repeatedly/ beat me up’

---

77 Recall that in my use of the term, semelfactive verbs are verbs that have a semelfactive use, rather than being used to refer exclusively to single events.
b. Yárán sun bùb-bùgee sù
   children.the 3PL.PF RED-hit them
   ‘The children beat them up’
   N.B. there were multiple hits involved, each person could have been hit just once (but possibly many times)

If the pluractional verb has only singular participants, as in (60a), the only possible interpretation is repetition: a single agent hitting a single patient repeatedly. However, if there are plural participants as in (60b), it is possible that no one was hit repeatedly and the hits did not even have to occur in (strict) succession. The only requirement is that the event involves multiple hits.\(^\text{78}\)

Note that this is not a case of ambiguity – the sentences in (60a) and (60b) do not represent two different readings of the pluractional. Rather, in both cases the pluractional simply conveys event plurality. The way in which this plurality is distributed over the participants referred to by the verbs’ subjects and objects is not specified by the pluractional itself. While with singular arguments all the event units are necessarily associated with the same participant, in the case of plural arguments each participant can be matched with one or more event units.

Semelfactives are not the only naturally atomic verbs. Rothstein (2008) considers achievements naturally atomic as well and, indeed, verbs like karyàa ‘break’ are in some respects very similar to semelfactives, at least in contexts like the following:

(61) Naa kak-káyà fensiř
    1SG.PF RED-break pencil
    ‘I broke the pencil many times/ into many pieces’

Events like breaking are not repeatable with the same participant. Therefore, if the pluractional combines with a singular argument, the event units are necessarily associated with different parts of the participant, rather than being just repeated.\(^\text{79}\)

Having explained how repetitive readings arise, let us have a look at an example that seems to constitute a problem for the plurality analysis. It is the apparent continuous case presented in section 2.3.7.:

(62) Naa tut-túurá mootàa
    1SG.PF RED-push car
    ‘I pushed the car’
    N.B. %continuously, without stops

\(^\text{78}\) Nevertheless, total simultaneity is very unlikely because that would suggest collective action (cf. section 3.5.3).

\(^\text{79}\) There is some evidence that cases like (61) should be understood as involving natural atoms, rather than anchoring by parts. In particular, (61) is accepted without any problems even by speakers who generally disprefer distribution to parts.
As already suggested in section 2.3.7., example (62) could be analyzed as describing a situation involving repeated inputs of energy: the person pushes again and again, repeats his or her effort, but the movement is actually never interrupted. Looking at the example in light of my account of how the event units in a plural event are individuated, it is clear that a repetitive interpretation should only be possible with predicates that are naturally atomic. Indeed, I suggest that *tuuràa* ‘push’ is used in a semelfactive sense here. This kind of meaning is the meaning of *push in push the button*. Pushing a button is different from pushing a cart. It is like kicking or hitting in that it can be represented by the same type of trajectory (characterized by returning to the starting point), and it is also naturally atomic. Presumably, *tuuràa* ‘push’ receives this type of reading in (62) more easily if the car is heavy and thus repeated inputs of energy are required. Thus, the semelfactive sense of *tuuràa* enables the repetitive interpretation, but the repetitiveness of the action is obscured because the agent maintains contact with the object pushed. The fact that the individual event units of pushing can be repeated almost without any visible transitions gives the impression that the event is continuous. In comparison to pushing, repeated hitting can also consist of hits that follow each other without any pauses between them, but in the case of hitting it is always clear where one hit ends and another begins. The fact that the gaps are much less visible in the case of (62) explains also why the example is only marginally accepted: the use of pluractionals generally requires that the plurality of event units is evident.

There is one more type of repetitive cases that has not been discussed yet: the so-called conative cases. I will analyze them in the following section since these uses are best discussed in relation to the question of whether repetitive pluractionals (the so-called *knock*-type pluractionals) should be considered event-internal or not. I will argue that, with the exception of the conative cases, repetitive interpretations do not represent event-internal plurality.

### 3.6.2. Event-internal status of ‘repetitive’ cases and conative interpretations

Some researchers have proposed analyses of pluractional semelfactives (*knock*-type pluractionals) in terms of event-internal plurality (cf. Wood 2007, Henderson 2010, Souag 2010, Greenberg 2010; for a different view see Toven & Kihm 2008). While this might be the right approach for some languages, I will argue that in Hausa the *knock*-type cases are not event-internal pluractionals since they do not fulfill the criteria for event-internal plurality presented in section 3.5.4.2. Nevertheless, I will also argue that there is a subtype of repetitive cases that are probably best analyzed as event-internal, namely, the so-called conative cases.

Let me start by demonstrating on the basis of *mammara* ‘slap.PL.C’ that pluractional semelfactives are not event-internal. Criterion (a) states that the individual event units of an internally plural event are necessarily mapped to the same argument. Sentence (63)
below demonstrates that argument identity across event units is not required with verbs like *māmāara*:

(63) Taa mām-māari yārân
3SG.F.PF RED-slap children.the
‘She slapped the children’

N.B. many slaps in total but possible if she slapped each child once only

The fact that each child could have been slapped once only shows that each of the individual event units forming the plurality can have a different participant. Criterion (b), the accessibility criterion, is harder to use in Hausa, since pluractionals are in general not compatible with numerals specifying the number of events. However, some speakers do accept modification by *x-times* adverbials – at least if they contain vague quantity modifiers, rather than numerals, as is the case of *sāu dā yawāa* ‘many times’. In those cases the adverbials can specify the number of the individual subevents:

(64) %Taacc màmgmàareeccshìcc ñsàucgoomà/c ñsàucdàcyawàac
3SG.F.PF RED-slap him times ten/ccc times with many
‘She slapped him ten/many times’

In (64), the relevant reading is the one in which the total number of slaps was ten/many. Thus, it can be concluded that the event units are accessible for counting if the speaker allows for more or less precise specification of the number of event units in general.\(^80\)

Finally, criterion (c) points to the same conclusion. Every individual slap constituting the plural slapping in (65a) can be described using the simple verb *māaraa* ‘slap’ (65b):

(65) a. Taa mām-māaree shì
3SG.F.PF RED-slap him
‘She slapped him many times’
b. Taa màaree shì
3SG.F.PF slap him
‘She slapped him’

The conclusion is very clear then: pluractionals like *māmmaaàa* are not event-internal. The same pattern is found with all lexical semelfactives. However, it is an interesting fact about this type of pluractionals that they appear to be event-internal in other languages (Wood 2007, Henderson 2010, Souag 2010). This is in accordance with Toven & Kihm’s (2008) suggestion that *knock*-type pluractionals constitute a special class, standing somewhere between event-external and event-internal pluractionality. I

\(^80\) Recall that for some speakers the *x-times* adverbials can also specify the number of sequences of slaps. Nevertheless, in such cases, the adverbial would normally be placed at the beginning of the sentence:

(i) Sāu goomà taa mām-māaree shì
times ten 3SG.F.PF RED-slap him
‘Ten times, she repeatedly slapped him’
suggest that this is due to the nature of this type of events, in particular, their simplicity. It has been observed in the literature that for events to be suitable event units of internally plural or complex events, they must not be complex themselves (Wood 2007:134). Semelfactives, as predicates that refer to very simple events, thus have the potential to give rise to event-internal pluractionality. An explanation of why they sometimes do and sometimes not can be proposed if Henderson’s (2010) distinction between two types of event atoms is adopted, namely, the distinction between mereological and aspectual atoms. For example, events of the accomplishment type, are not aspectually atomic, since they consist of several parts/ phases (preparatory process, culmination, consequent state, in Moens & Steedman’s 1988 terminology). A single (complete) event of the accomplishment type can however be considered a mereological atom. By contrast, events of the semelfactive type are not only mereological atoms, they are also aspectual atoms because they do not have any subparts. Both types of atoms can serve as the units that pluractionals make use of. Naturally, however, pluractionals that are formed with respect to these two different types of atoms also have different properties. In Henderson’s (2010) paper, this is illustrated by the contrast between Karitiana pluractionals, which arguably make use of mereological atoms, and one type of Kaqchikel pluractionals, which take aspectual atoms as their units and exhibit some properties of event-internal pluractionality. If event-internal pluractionality presupposes aspectual atoms, and if semelfactives have units in their denotation that are both mereological and aspectual atoms, it is not surprising that they can form both types of pluractionals. Thus, in Hausa, whose pluractionals presumably operate on mereological atoms, pluractional semelfactives do not have event-internal properties. Nevertheless, nothing prevents semelfactives to derive event-internal pluractionals in other languages.

While semelfactive (knock-type) pluractionals are not event-internal in Hausa, I would like to argue that Hausa has one more type of event-internal pluractionals, apart from the tentative cases. These are the so-called conative cases. Despite the fact that conative cases are best analyzed as cases of event-internal pluractionality, I will argue that it is not necessary to assume a separate analysis for them. Conative cases represent a subtype of repetitive cases, and the conative interpretation is a result of coercion. Consider the following two examples (cf. section 2.4.3.):

(66) a. %Naa daɗ-dâgā tēbûr
   1SG.PF RED-lift table
   ‘I tried to lift a table’

b. Naa tut-tūrâ kāyān
   1SG.PF RED-push stuff.the
   ‘I tried (repeatedly) to push the things in’

In (66a), the person is (repeatedly) trying to lift the table. Sentence (66b) can be used, for example, if someone is attempting to fit things into a car that is already too full. I will first discuss how conative interpretations arise. Subsequently, I will show that, according
to the criteria adopted in this thesis, these cases seem to represent event-internal pluractionality. Finally, I briefly discuss what the two types of event-internal interpretations found in Hausa – the tentative and conative interpretations – have in common. I will also address the related question why event-internal pluractionals tend to give rise to special meaning effects of this type.

I propose that cases like (66) above should be treated as cases of coercion. A more complex event of the accomplishment type is coerced into a simpler one in which the culmination phase is eliminated (cf. Wood 2007, Henderson 2010) and it is this reduced event that is pluralized. Further, I propose that this kind of coercion is a way to provide an interpretation for sentences that would otherwise be unacceptable due to the lack of plural anchors.81 Coercion into a simpler event type is a successful rescue strategy because it turns the given verbal predicate into an inherently atomic one that does allow for a repetitive interpretation.

Let us have a look at how this works. In the situation described by sentence (66a), if someone tries to lift a table and does not succeed, the event resembles events referred to by semelfactive verbs: since the culmination stage is not reached, the movement ends where it started. This kind of ‘trajectory curve’ is characteristic of events such as winking, knocking, kicking, hitting etc. It is precisely what identifies the event units in these cases, making the events immediately repeatable at the same time. By turning a lifting event into an attempt to lift, the culmination stage of the lifting event is removed. As a result, an event of the accomplishment type is turned into a semelfactive event. This means that the predicate becomes inherently atomic, allowing for the repetitive interpretation to arise in the way described in the previous subsection. In the case of (66a), the repetition involves the atomic events of table-lifting attempts. The same can be said about (66b): if the subject fails to push something into its target location, she ends up where she started. Thus, in this case as well, by cutting off the culmination stage, an atomic event of the semelfactive type is created. The meaning of such an atomic event is comparable to the one discussed in connection with the apparent continuous example (62): tuùà t’a ‘push’ in (66b) resembles the ‘count’ use of push in push a button.

Coercion should be a strategy employed only when necessary (cf. de Swart 2011a). Also the type of coercion found with conative cases is presumably only available with certain types of predicates, namely those that refer to events whose culmination-less forms resemble events of the semelfactive type. Hence conative cases are relatively rare, despite the systematicity with which this type of interpretation is assigned.

Note also that the approach to the conative readings taken here is in accordance with Henderson’s (2010) observation that semelfactive verbs do not seem to give rise to conative readings when pluralized: the pluractional form of the verb meaning ‘wink’

81 In example (66b), one could possibly imagine another plural interpretation, namely, one where parts of the load were pushed in the car one by one. However, this type of interpretation did not seem available for the speaker who offered this judgment.
cannot mean 'try to wink'. This is expected on the present account as well. The purpose of the coercion is to create a naturally atomic predicate, thus it does not occur with predicates that already are naturally atomic.82

The diagnostics for event-internal pluractionality used in this thesis provides a clearer picture in the case of conative interpretations in comparison to the tentative cases (see section 3.5.4.2.). The argument identity criterion (a) is satisfied: there are necessarily plural attempts per individual. Criterion (b), based on the accessibility of the event units, cannot be used in these cases for lack of the relevant data. Criterion (c), however, provides a clear answer: conative cases are event-internal since the individual event units in e.g. the table-lifting context (66a) are not themselves table-lifting events because they do not reach the culmination stage.

I conclude that conative interpretations are event-internal. Importantly, just as in the case of the tentative readings, a separate analysis for conative cases is not necessary, since in both cases the event-internal interpretation arises as a side effect of the restriction of the event plurality to a singular participant. In the tentative cases, it is a result of the requirement to provide parts within the single participant of the event that are clearly separate. In the conative cases, sentences that would otherwise be unacceptable are saved by coercing the verbal predicate into an inherently atomic one, which then allows for a repetitive interpretation. Since both tentative and conative interpretations arise as a consequence of linking the event plurality to a singular argument, it is not surprising that these cases pattern with event-internal pluractionals. One of the defining properties of event-internal plurality is exactly that: plural event units per argument (criterion (a)). The explanation for these two types of event-internal interpretations offered in this thesis relates them in a meaningful way by defining the link between event-internal plurality on the one hand, and the tentative and conative meaning effects on the other.

3.6.3. Conclusion

This subsection concludes the discussion of how event units of plural events are individuated. All Hausa pluractionals refer to plural events. However, the way in which event plurality is manifested depends on what type of predicate is used in any given case. I have suggested that all verbal predicates can be divided into two categories: those that

82 Both Wood (2007) and Henderson (2010) propose an analysis of conative cases that is very similar to the one offered here. The difference is that while on my approach, coercion saves the sentences because it leads to natural atomicity and by that enables repetitive interpretations, in their formulation, coercion is necessary for creating events that are sufficiently simple. This is connected to the event-internal nature of conative cases. According to Wood (2007), in the case of event-internal pluractionality, the events that get pluralized should not be complex themselves. For Henderson (2010), the type of pluractionals that can give rise to conative readings in Kaqchikel operate on aspectual atoms, i.e. events that have no internal aspectual structure. Clearly, these different explanations are not in conflict: semelfactives, while being naturally atomic predicates, refer to events that are also aspectually simple. The differences in the accounts rather reflect differences in the requirements various pluractional markers impose on the predicates they combine with.
are naturally atomic and those that are not. In the case of naturally atomic predicates, the event units are lexically specified. All other predicates need to rely on ‘anchors’ for the event units to be separated from each other.

In the next section, I turn to the discussion of the third component of the meaning of pluractionals in Hausa, which is responsible for many of their specific properties: the conditions on use following from the fact that Hausa pluractionals are special plurals.

### 3.7. Meaning effects of special plurality

In section 3.3., I proposed that the interpretation assigned to Hausa pluractionals is a result of three components: (a) the core meaning of the plurational (event plurality), (b) independent principles of event individuation constrained by the non-equivalence condition, and (c) additional conditions on use following from the fact that pluractionals are special plurals (see the schema of the three-component system in Figure 3.4.). The first two components have been discussed in the previous sections. The present section deals with the third component. It will be argued here that the remaining properties of Hausa pluractionals follow from their ‘special plural’ nature. An important aspect of these properties or meaning effects that should be kept in mind is that the conditions they follow from are not fixed and inviolable to the same extent as the other meaning components, i.e. the plurality condition and the non-equivalence condition. These conditions are weaker and the meaning effects they give rise to are much harder to pin down. At the same time, as shown in Figure 3.4., the third component plays a role for all types of verbs. In this respect it differs from the second component, which only applies to non-atomic predicates.

The notion of special plurality has already been introduced. Special plurals are plurals that express meanings that go beyond simple plurality (‘more than one’). I propose that Hausa pluractionals are special plurals and this accounts for the remaining properties of Hausa pluractionals. The most prominent additional meaning effects associated with the use of Hausa pluractionals are: large number of event units, high individuation and intensification. These and other additional meanings seem to arise as a consequence of the fact that the non-plurational form is number-neutral, that is usable in plural contexts as well. In addition, the special status of Hausa pluractionals is emphasized by the fact that they are rather marked and infrequently used forms.

In the subsections to follow, these individual effects representing an addition to the basic plurality meaning will be discussed one by one. The section is organized as follows. The requirement that the number of event units should be large will be discussed in section 3.7.1. Section 3.7.2. deals with the preference for high individuation, which is related to but separate from the non-equivalence condition. Cases of intensification will be discussed in section 3.7.3. Section 3.7.4. discusses an interesting interaction of the three meaning effects mentioned above. Section 3.7.5. deals with some other meaning effects,
which occur only with some speakers. Section 3.7.6. concludes the discussion of special plural effects.

3.7.1. Large number

In Hausa, the use of the pluractional form implies that the event units are relatively many, rather than simply plural. ‘Many’ should be understood as implying that the number of the event units is large but also impossible to specify precisely. Consider the following examples:

(67) a. Mutàanee ṭà yawàa/ ṭà dàrii/ ṭà biyař/ ṭà biyu sun fiï-fitoo
    people ṭà with many/ ṭà hundred/ ṭà five/ ṭà two 3PL.PF RED-come.out
    ‘Many/ ṭà hundred/ ṭà five/ ṭà two people came out’

   b. Taa màm-màaree shì ṭà sàu ṭà yawàa/ ṭà sàu biyař
      3SG.F.PF RED-slap him ṭà with many/ ṭà times five
      ‘She slapped him (repeatedly) ṭà many/ ṭà times five’

(67) illustrates that the number of the event’s participants (a) or repetitions (b) should not be specified. The degree of degradedness is higher if the number is very low. Vague quantity expressions are generally quite acceptable. Nevertheless, it is best if the number of event units is not specified at all:

(68) a. Mutàanee sun fiï-fitoo
    people 3PL.PF RED-come.out
    ‘Many of people came out’

   a. Taa màm-màaree shì
      3SG.F.PF RED-slap him
      ‘She slapped him many times’

I propose that this effect reflects the fact that Hausa pluractionals are special, rather than simple, plurals. Recall that a comparable effect can be found in the nominal domain in Arabic, for example:

(69) ašjå:r šajar [Arabic]
     ‘lots of trees’ ‘tree’ (generic/ collective)

In (69), the non-plural form šajar is number-neutral and the plural form ašja:r is a ‘plural of abundance’. This is clearly parallel to the situation found with Hausa pluractionals.

The ‘large number’ effect seems to be rather typical of pluractionality (cf. Corbett 2000). Nevertheless, there do seem to be cases of pluractionals indicating simple plurality. Consider the following example from Karitiana:

---

In (70), it is enough to have two egg-breaking events for the pluractional to be felicitous. This is so despite the fact that the non-plurational form is reported to be number-neutral in Karitiana as well. It should be said, however, that even though there are cases like Karitiana, it seems more common for plural forms contrasting with number-neutral forms to acquire additional meanings.85 ‘Big plurals’ or ‘plurals of abundance’ represent one option, both in the nominal and verbal domains. The fact that this effect is more often reported for verbs might be partly explained by the fact that number neutrality seems more typical for verbs than nouns. No matter how common the effect is in the nominal domain, however, the mere existence of the parallel provides support for explaining the effect in Hausa as following from the plurational being a special plural, rather than trying to incorporate the information in the core meaning of the plurational.86

3.7.2. High individuation

In section 3.5., the non-equivalence condition was discussed. This condition ensures that the event units of a pluractional event are non-equivalent, i.e. that they differ from each other in some way, for example, by having different participants. However, a stronger requirement can often be observed. In many cases it is not enough if the event units are just minimally different from each other. Instead, the preference is for them to be as diverse/highly individuated as possible. The following examples illustrate this property of Hausa pluractionals:

(71) a. Yaa sàs-sàyi abuubuwà
dad-dàfà òbìnci
3SG.M.PF RED-buy things
3SG.M.PF RED-cook food
‘He bought (many) different kinds of things’ ‘He cooked different kinds of food’

84 Müller & Sanchez-Mendes (2007).
85 This probably depends on other factors, e.g. the range of contexts in which the number-neutral forms are used.
86 Another argument in favor of treating the ‘large number’ effect as following from special plurality will be presented in section 3.7.4. A comparison to how this effect is captured in Lasersohn’s (1995) theory is given in section 3.9.
c. Mutànnee sunà zàz-zàune
   people 3PL. IMPF RED-sit.ST
   ‘The people are sitting’

N.B. %here and there/ scattered around

Sentence (71a) can be used, according to some speakers, if the event is an event of buying different kinds of things, in different shops, at different times. Also (71b) has a ‘different kinds’ interpretation for many speakers. (71c) is sometimes interpreted as implying that the people were scattered. The preference for high individuation or diversity can also be seen from the fact that expressions like dàban-dàban ‘different/distinct’ are often used in sentences volunteered by the speakers:

(72) Mutànnee sun hùh-hùlì a wùràree dàban-dàban
   people 3PL.PF RED-appear at places different-different
   ‘People have appeared in different places’

In section 3.5., I showed that the event units of pluractional events have to be individuated: they must be distinguished from each other in some dimension. Nevertheless, as can be observed in (71a), this individuation or differentiation often takes place in more than one dimension. In fact, this is typically the case.

Note that the high individuation requirement cannot be analyzed as an optional strengthening of the non-equivalence condition. In fact, even though these two conditions probably have the same source, the high individuation condition represents an independent requirement. This can be seen from the fact that the high individuation effect is also sometimes found in cases where the non-equivalence condition does not apply at all:

(73) Taa màm-màree shì
   3SG.F.PF RED-slap him
   ‘She slapped him many times’
   N.B. %not simple repetition: hitting the person in different places

Repetitive interpretations can only arise with inherently atomic predicates. In such cases, the non-equivalence condition does not apply since it is a condition on anchoring only. Nevertheless, some speakers still tend to interpret these cases not as involving simple repetition but rather repetition with some internal variation. In addition, some speakers report this effect with conative cases as well:

(74) %Naà dàd-dàgà teebùë
   1SG.PF RED-lift table
   ‘I tried to lift a table’
   N.B. %not just repeated attempts: trying different angles, corners of the table etc.

---

87 Also with more strength; cf. the following subsection.
Recall that the non-equivalence condition does not apply in conative cases either, since this type of interpretation is a result of coercion of a predicate that is not inherently atomic into one that is. Evidence of this type supports the conclusion that the high individuation requirement is independent of the non-equivalence condition.

The high individuation effect, when present, makes Hausa pluractionals resemble the distributive forms found in e.g. North-American languages, both in the verbal and nominal domains, as illustrated by the examples in (75):

(75)  a. Wa’khninónnion’
FACTUAL-1SG.AGENT-buy-DISTRIBUTIVE.PRF
‘I bought different things’

b. otsikhe’ta’shón’a
‘various candies’

Also, notice that the ‘large number’ and ‘high individuation’ effects can often be found with a single form:

(76)  ?asmák
FACTUAL-1SG.AGENT-ba-DISTRIBUTIVE.PRF
‘many or various fish’

This is not surprising if they are both analyzed as manifestations of special plurality. Since there is a clear parallel between Hausa pluractionals and the nominal special plurals illustrated above, I suggest that the ‘high individuation’ effect reported for Hausa pluractionals is best analyzed, just like the ‘large number’ effect, as a consequence of these forms being special plurals.

3.7.3. Intensification

Pluractional verbs, also in Hausa, have sometimes been called ‘intensive verbs’ (e.g. Frajzyngier 1965, Schaefer 1994). The term suggests that the meaning of these markers involves degree semantics, rather than plurality. This is, however, not confirmed by the data, at least in Hausa, where the core meaning of pluractionality is clearly that of event plurality. Nevertheless, there are some cases that look very much like degree modification. Consider the following examples:

(77)  a. Yáraa
FACTUAL-1SG.AGENT-buy-DISTRIBUTIVE.PRF
‘The children were very confused (beyond control, alarmed)’

---

88 Mithun (1999:90); the translation is modified based on the discussion in the text.
89 Andrade (1933:187); as quoted by Mithun (1999:88).
90 Cowel (1964:569).
b. %Mun gàg-gàji
   1PL.PF RED-be.tired
   ‘We are very tired’

Notice that if the subjects are singular, the sentences become unacceptable:

(78) a. %?Yaa rur-rùudee
    3SG.M.PF RED-be.confused
    intended: ‘He is very confused’

b. ??Naa gàg-gàji
    1SG.PF RED-be.tired
    intended: ‘I am very tired’

It should be mentioned that not all speakers accept the plural actional forms above on the high degree interpretations, if they accept the forms at all. In fact, many speakers would assign these pluractionals simply plural interpretations. (77b) would, then, mean simply ‘We are (all) tired’. In spite of that, some high degree cases are found in the pluractional data of most speakers.

In this subsection, I propose that the ‘high degree’ effect should be treated as another manifestation of the fact that Hausa plurauctionals are special plurals. This approach explains (a) why plurality is still required in high degree cases – cf. the unacceptability of (78), (b) why the effect can be sometimes cancelled or replaced by another ‘special plural’ effect (to be demonstrated below and in the following subsection) and (c) how it is possible that the intensification effect is not found only with gradable predicates (see below).

I propose that even in cases like (77) above, event plurality is the basic meaning of the pluractional. The high degree interpretation is an additional meaning, the extra ingredient that makes the plural a special one in these cases. Just like the ‘large number’ or ‘high individuation’ effects are possible ‘additions’ to simple plurality, intensification provides such a supplementary meaning as well. Intensification is just another way of enhancing the basic plurality meaning.\(^9\) The fact that intensification can accompany plurality in the nominal domain as well supports this analysis:

(79) buyu:ta:t  bayt/buyu:t  [Arabic]\(^{92}\)
    ‘big, important’ houses’  ‘house’/‘houses’

\(^9\) Součková & Buba (2008) propose that the semantics of Hausa plurauctionals contains a degree component that is responsible both for the ‘large number’ and ‘high degree’ effects. I no longer believe that this is the right way to approach these cases. Nevertheless, the idea that the ‘large number’ and ‘high degree’ effects are tightly connected is part of the present proposal as well. For a discussion of degree effects found with pluractionals in other languages cf. Wood & Garrett (2002), Wood (2007) and Henderson (2010).

\(^{92}\) Cusic (1981:17).
Thus, as in the case of the other special effects, I propose that intensification is not part of the core meaning of the pluractional. Rather, it can arise as one of the special meaning effects that pluractionals generally have. Apart from the parallel with the nominal domain, there is more evidence for treating the intensification effects this way.

First, some of the speakers who get high degree readings with pluractionals can subsequently negate the high degree interpretation without giving rise to a contradiction:

(80) a. Mun gàg-gàjì
   1PL.PF RED-be.tired
   ‘We are very tired’

   b. %Mun gàg-gàjì  àmmaa  bà  sosai  ba
      1PL.PF  RED-be.tired  but  NEG  very.much  NEG
      ‘We are tired but not very much’

This suggests that at least for some speakers intensification is a cancellable part of the meaning of the pluractional. By contrast, the plurality meaning can never be cancelled. This shows that the high degree interpretation comes from a much less stable part of the meaning of the pluractional. Some speakers seem to be able to drop this additional meaning completely, even though they normally interpret a certain class of cases as intensified.

A second piece of evidence for the idea that the high degree effect is a manifestation of Hausa pluractionals being special plurals (rather than it being the result of degree modification) is that the intensification effect is also found with verbs that are not strictly speaking gradable:

(81) a. Naa tôokàree shì
   1SG.PF poke  him
   ‘I poked him’

   N.B. it can be gentle

   b. Naa tâ-tôokàree shì
      1SG.PF RED-poke  him
      ‘I poked him’

      N.B. %repeatedly and with strength

In cases like (81), it is hard to speak of a higher degree of a property expressed by the verb. Instead, the ‘intensification’ effect can be described as an implication that the event was somehow more ‘serious’ or ‘abnormal’ in some way. Rather than degree modification, these cases seem to involve some kind of very general emphasis that withgradable and semi-gradable verbs might be translated as intensification.

Finally, it should be also said that some cases involving intensification might be simply lexicalized as such. This is clearly the case in the following example:
(82) Yaa bub-bűudë idōo/idāanuu
3SG.M.PF RED-open eye/eyes
‘He opened his eyes very wide, in a threatening way’

The form bub-bűudë ‘open.plc’ has otherwise a regular plural meaning: the pluractional can, for example, be used to talk about opening many windows (cf. example (56) in Chapter 2). In (82), the interpretation involves intensification, but the sentence also conveys that the person being talked about opens his eyes in this way in order to threaten someone, which is by no means a regular contribution of the pluractional marker. Apart from this very clear case, there might be other lexicalized cases. The form rurriiűudee ‘be.confused.plc’ (77a) is another candidate. Even speakers who reject all other potential high degree cases generally do accept this one.

Having discussed the three most typical additional meaning effects accompanying the use of the pluractional form in Hausa, I will show in the next subsection how these effects can interact with each other. This interaction can be taken as direct evidence for the claim that these three special effects have the same source.

### 3.7.4. Compensation effects

The three meaning effects discussed above typically cooccur: the event units in a plural event are often both many and various or many and intensified. The following example nicely illustrates that all three effects can combine in a single form:

(83) Taā màm-màaree shi
3SG.F.PF RED-slap him
‘She slapped him many times’

N.B. one speaker describes the situation as involving many slaps, coming from all directions and being stronger than usual

This is only natural if all these meaning effects are a consequence of the pluractional form being a special plural. Nevertheless, probably the strongest argument for analyzing these special effects as having the same source is the fact that the presence of one special effect can compensate for the lack of another. The data are rather subtle but the effect is found with a number of speakers. Consider the comments offered by the speakers for the examples below. The two examples are from two different speakers.

(84) a. Sun jīj-jīraa shi
3PL.PF RED-wait.for him
‘They waited for him’

N.B. the speaker comments that the sentence can be used to talk about as few as two people if they are waiting for different reasons (they might have separate appointments); if the reasons are not different (one appointment, the people waiting should be many
b. Mun gog-gôodee
   1PL.PF RED-thank
   ‘We thank you so much!’
N.B. it is possible that ‘we’ refers to two people only, provided that the degree of being thankful is very high.

Normally, the number of the event units in a plural event (as reflected in the number of the participants) in the cases above should be relatively large. However, for some speakers at least, the number of the event units (reflected in the number of participants) can be low if the events are clearly differentiated (84a) or if the degree of the property expressed by the predicate is high (84b). This is in fact expected on the present account. If the three additional meaning effects have the same source – special plurality – it is only natural that for certain speakers they are partly interchangeable. Another example of the same phenomenon is given below:

(85) %Yaa bub-būudë kafaafuwânsâ/ hannuwânsâ
   3SG.M.PF RED-open legs.his/ arms.his
   ‘He opened his legs/ arms wide’

Sentences like the one above are generally not accepted because people normally have only two legs/ arms, which for most speakers is not enough to license a plural action.

There are speakers who accept cases like (85). However, these speakers then usually report an additional meaning effect: intensification. Note that this effect does not arise if the number of affected objects is larger. Again, I propose that the high degree interpretation compensates for the low number of the event units and that that is only possible because these are both just different manifestations of special plurality.

Other examples demonstrating essentially the same can be found. Examples where the number of events can be specified (and low) if the event units are sufficiently differentiated along a certain dimension (86a), or where a comical effect is obtained because the low number of events forces an interpretation of the pluraactional as referring to an event that is very serious (86b):93

(86) a. %Anàa gig-gìnà mákàrântun sakándàrêe gûdâa biyař
   IMP.IMPF RED-build schools.of secondary unit five
   ‘Five secondary schools are being built’
N.B. the sentence is acceptable if the building takes place in different towns

b. %?Kâajjînaa biyù sun muř-mutù
   chickens.my two 3PL.PF RED-die
   ‘My two chickens died’
N.B. there is a comical effect because the use of the pluraactionals makes the event sound very serious

93 The example in (86a) is based on an example from Pawlak (1975:146).
To conclude, the fact that plurauctionals are special plurals is typically manifested as an implication that the event units are many and varied and, where possible, also somehow more serious or ‘intensive’. Nevertheless, at least some speakers can accept plurauctionals without some of these meaning effects, as long as this lack is compensated by another special effect, i.e. as long as the special character of the plural form is manifested in some way. These compensation effects thus provide a strong argument for the claim that all these special effects have the same source.

3.7.5. Other special effects

In this subsection, I discuss several other related special effects that the use of the plurauctional form can have. It is not completely clear to me to what extent these are still to be considered manifestations of special plurality, and to what extent they follow from the fact that plurauctionals are simply marked forms in Hausa. Most likely, the stylistic effects can be derived from the fact that plurauctionals are not used very frequently. The other effects can be viewed as extensions of some of the special plurality effects discussed above. In any case, the special effects to be discussed below occur in the data of only a subset of the speakers I have consulted. However, considering that variation in judgments is so typical for Hausa plurauctionals and especially in the case of these additional meanings, I briefly discuss even these less common effects. The effects discussed here are: affective connotations (typically negative), implication of disorder and/or unintentionality/ unpredictability and colloquial style.

To start with the effect that is most clearly stylistic in nature, some speakers associate the use of plurauctionals with colloquial Hausa, and do not consider their use appropriate in contexts that would require standard or more formal language. As a result, speakers who intend to speak ‘proper Hausa’ might avoid their use altogether or use only those forms that are very common.

Another effect that could potentially be considered stylistic are certain affective connotations associated with the use of the plurauctional form. In particular, for some speakers the use of the plurauctional implies that the event being described is to be evaluated negatively in some sense. For example, one speaker commented on the sentence below that it sounds like someone is complaining about what happened:

(87) Mutâanee sun fiir-fitoo
     people 3PL.PF RED-come.out
     ‘Some people have come out’

N.B. the speaker comments that this is not what was supposed to happen – for example, these are people who went to watch a movie but left the cinema soon after the movie started
However, in some cases the negative evaluation might be just a consequence of a different implication brought about by the use of the pluractional form, namely, that the action was performed in a disorderly fashion:

(88) Yaa dàd-dôorà lîtâttâfäi a kän teebûr
    3SG.M.PF RED-put books on top.of table
    ‘He put some/ the books on the table’

    N.B. the books are spread all over, there is no space for other things (the speaker is complaining about the fact)

The ‘disorderly event’ effect is not stylistic. It can be understood as a variation of the ‘high individuation’ effect. The requirement that the event units should be possibly clearly individuated can lead to the implication that the events occur ‘here and there’ and as such are scattered. In situations in which ‘scatteredness’ is not appropriate, the use of the pluractional can imply negative evaluation.

The tendency for high individuation of the event units could also be behind the following effect. Some speakers find combinations of certain TAMs (e.g. habitual, future etc.) with pluractionals less acceptable:

(89) %?Takân tât-tâmbyëe ni kuññ ni kaya
    3SG.F.HAB RED-ask me money.of things
    ‘She always asks me how much everything costs’

The generalization seems to be that some speakers find pluractionals less felicitous when combined with TAMs that presuppose a high level of predictability because the use of the pluractional implies unpredictability for these speakers.\(^\text{94}\) This effect does not seem to be very different from the ‘disorderly action’ effect and as such it could also be understood as an extension of the ‘high individuation’ effect. However, the ‘unpredictability’ effect can be cancelled quite easily if a suitable context is provided. Once the context ensures predictability, the sentences improve.\(^\text{95}\)

\(^{94}\) Alternatively, it could also be just a reflection of the idea that the events described by pluractionals are simply ‘unusual’ in some way or another, which makes the use of these forms e.g. in habitual contexts less plausible.

\(^{95}\) This explanation, however, does not extend to all cases of incompatibility of pluractionals with specific TAMs. In particular, I have no explanation for why some speakers find pluractionals in combination with the relative TAMs (used in relative clauses, focus constructions and wh-questions) less acceptable. In addition, there are other similar effects (reported by a small number of speakers) that are not discussed here. In particular, some speakers reject pluractionals in combination with certain grades (these are in fact some of the same speakers rejecting pluractionals in certain TAMs). One grade that is not easily compatible with the pluractional semantics for some speakers is grade 5, i.e. the grade expressing roughly causativity (cf. section 2.2.3.). I could speculate that the idea of deliberate actions like selling or teaching; sàywař (dí) ‘sell’, kàrântař (dí) ‘teach’ gr5 cf. sàywa ‘buy’, kàrântař ‘read, study’) is not compatible with the event being disorderly or unpredictable.
3.7.6. Conclusion

The most basic condition on the felicitous use of pluractional verbs is that they can only refer to plural events. In addition, there are also other conditions. These can be roughly described as conditions stating that the pluractional can only be used if the event is more than just plural. Most often, this means that the event units in the plural event should be relatively many. High individuation is another common ‘addition’ to simple plurality. Special plurality can also take the form of intensified interpretations with some verbs. Apart from the parallel with the nominal special plurals, one of the main arguments for the claim that all these instantiate special plurality is the existence of compensation effects. Some speakers display other conditions on the appropriate use of pluractionals as well, at least some of which are in my view also related to the special plural status of the pluractional form. The high level of variation with respect to what exactly the additional meaning effects or conditions on use are and their interchangeability reflect the fact that the third meaning component is much less fixed and well-defined than the other two.

Below is a possible way to formulate the specific conditions that follow from special plurality and which, together, form the third and most peripheral meaning component of pluractionality in Hausa:96

(90) **Pluractionals are used to express special plurality**
    a. Pluractionals can be used if the event units are many
    b. Pluractionals can be used if the event units are highly individuated
    c. Pluractionals can be used if the event units (or the whole event) are intensified

Before I conclude this section, I would like to make a final point. In my view, the analysis of the special effects of pluractionals as following from a more or less separate component, an addition to the core plurality meaning, provides a better understanding of certain similarities and differences both across languages and across domains. For example, comparing Hausa pluractionals to those found in Karitiana, where pluractionals seem to express simple plurality (cf. section 3.7.1.), the main difference can be described by saying that Karitiana pluractionals lack the special plural component. In comparison to verbal distributives of the type that are found in Papago, on the other hand (cf. section 1.8.4.), the analysis proposed here suggests that Papago makes very precise in what sense these verbal forms are special plurals: they are distributive plurals.97 Hausa, by contrast, does not specify how exactly the special character of its pluractionals is to be expressed. The type of approach proposed here captures the relation to simple plurality in a very straightforward way, and preserves the connection between the different

---

96 Most likely, the exact number and form of these conditions would differ from speaker to speaker. The list given here is intended to represent the most typical judgments.
97 Papago not only specifies that it is the high individuation condition that constitutes their addition to simple plurality. The exact way in which the event units are individuated is also determined: the different event units are individuated by being associated with different locations (see 1.8.4.).
‘flavors’ of special plurality while allowing for the possibility that some languages fix one (or more) of them as obligatory. Moreover, the approach defended in this thesis also makes it easier to see how pluractionality in Hausa relates to different kinds of nominal plurals. In particular, it is very clear that the similarities between Hausa pluractionals and English nominal plurals are limited: the only meaning component they share is the simple plurality component. However, if Hausa pluractionals are compared to ‘big plurals’ in Arabic, it is clear that the similarities go much further, as Arabic ‘big plurals’ are special plurals of a very similar type. In addition, if special plurality is a common consequence of forming an opposition with number-neutral rather than singular forms, it is also clear why special plurals seem to be so much more common in the verbal domain given that non-pluractional verbs are typically number-neutral.

3.8. Inter-speaker variation

As already mentioned at various points, there is a lot of variation in judgments among speakers. In fact, if I had to limit myself only to what all speakers agree on, everything interesting about Hausa pluractionals would have to be discarded. On the analysis I have proposed in this thesis, however, the variation can not only be accounted for, but it is in fact predicted to exist. In addition, it is also partly possible to predict what patterns can be found in the individual speakers’ idiolects.

The individual sources of variation will be discussed in subsection 3.8.1. Subsection 3.8.2. will present the idiolects of four speakers.

3.8.1. Sources of variation

In my view, the variation in judgments found among speakers has basically three sources: (a) the fact that the choice of the anchors is constrained only by the non-equivalence condition (Component 2 in Figure 3.4.), which allows speakers a lot of freedom in how they individuate the event units, (b) the fact that it is not completely fixed how the special character of pluractionals should be manifested and how strong the effects are (cf. Component 3 in Figure 3.4.), and (c) the fact that pluractionals are not used very frequently. In other words, the variation is a consequence of the fact that certain aspects of the meaning of pluractionals are left unspecified or not fully defined, and that pluractionals are generally special forms.

Recall that the way in which the individual event units are distinguished from each other is not encoded in the meaning of the pluractional marker itself but rather follows from general principles of event individuation, restricted only by the non-equivalence condition. The fact that speakers have so much freedom in the choice of the anchors

98 In fact, the denotation of English nominal plurals, unlike that of Hausa pluractionals, might be better analyzed as including atoms; cf. footnote 5 in section 3.2.
leaves a lot of space for variation. Appropriate anchors are anchors that make the
individual event units sufficiently different from each other. Apart from that, what
individuates the event units is virtually only constrained by the lexical meaning of the
verb and what is possible in the real world. As a consequence, the role of the speaker’s
imagination and inventiveness is rather important. Some speakers are better than others
at creating contexts that make sentences with pluractionals felicitous. While some
speakers reject a sentence because there is no obvious plurality present, other speakers
are able to supply a context that will make the sentence felicitous, simply by
conceptualizing a plurality of sorts. This is typical for cases with singular arguments.
Consider the following example:

(91) %Yaa bub-buudé jàk aa
3SG.M.PF RED-open bag
‘He opened the various compartments/ pockets of the bag’

The speakers that accept the sentence with the singular jàk aa ‘bag’ are able to interpret
the sentence as involving a plurality of compartments or pockets of the bag and
distribute the plural event units to those.

The ability to supply a context involving plural anchors is, however, not always
sufficient. Some speakers simply have a strong preference for the anchors to be referred
to by overt expressions. This means that some speakers reject certain sentences even if it
is clear what the plural anchor should be in the given case. Once the anchor is expressed
overtly, the pluractional form becomes felicitous (92b):99

(92) a. %??Na a tut-tünd ã
1SG.PF RED-remember
‘I remembered them (different things)’
b. Na a tut-tünd ã dà suu
1SG.PF RED-remember with them
‘I remembered them (different things)’

In addition to the differences in the ability and willingness to rely on non-overt anchors,
some speakers reject certain possibilities for no obvious reason. It might be that some
speakers prefer to interpret the plurality in the subject, rather than in the object argument,
while most other speakers can do both, for example. Alternatively, a specific lexical
choice might be dispreferred by a given speaker. In other words, there is a certain
percentage of cases where it seems to be just a matter of personal preferences what type
of anchor is acceptable or preferred.

Apart from the relative freedom that speakers have in the choice of anchors, a substantial
part of the variation follows from the fact that the exact way in which special plurality is

99 Recall that it is very common in Hausa not to express the verb’s arguments overtly (cf. section 2.2.2.). Most
speakers thus find sentences like (92a) completely well-formed, just like their non-pluractional counterparts.
manifested can be different for every speaker. The extent to which pluractionals are special can also vary.

The different preferences for the individual ‘flavors’ of special plurality can be observed, for example, in the fact that some speakers frequently interpret pluractionals as referring to ‘intensified’ events, while others almost never do. These other speakers might instead have a strong preference for high individuation. Also, for a small number of speakers, the use of the pluractional can imply that the action was performed disorderly. This may be the reason why such a speaker would find the following sentence (slightly) degraded, while others find it perfectly acceptable:

(93) %?Naad-dōoraasuakān teebū
1SG.PF RED-putthem on top.of table
‘I put them on the table’

N.B. implied: in a disorderly fashion

If the use of the pluractional implies a disorderly performed action, it probably explains why the first person subject makes the sentence sound odd. The speaker himself commented on the sentence saying that one would not refer to one’s own actions in this way.

The varying degree to which pluractionals are special is undoubtedly another source of variation. For example, some speakers require that the individual event units be highly differentiated. This means that pluractionals are indeed very special forms for these speakers. For others, however, the pluractional form has lost most of its special (distributive) status and may be getting close to a simple plural. This can be illustrated by the different interpretations that (94a-b) can get:

(94) a. Yaa sās-sāyi litāttāfaï
3SG.M.PF RED-buy books
i. ‘He bought (many) different books’
ii. ‘He bought (many) books’

b. Taa dād-dāfà ābinci
3SG.F.PF RED-cook food
i. ‘She cooked different kinds of food’
ii. ‘She cooked food repeatedly’

While many speakers require the books or meals in (94) to be of different kinds for the pluractional form to be felicitous, some speakers only require them to be plural. The shift from special, especially distributive, plurality, to simple plurality is not uncommon

\[100\] Note that despite the translation, the interpretation is not iterative: one cannot re-cook a meal. Note, however, that on this interpretation it could be the same kind of food (even the same dish) every time.
and variation along these lines is rather typical. A related point of variation is the ease with which speakers can drop these special meanings. Most speakers might have a preference for pluractionals to refer to ‘many and varied’ events, but some give up this requirement rather easily while others consistently reject contexts that do not support the stronger type of interpretation.

The following more complex example can probably be understood as illustrating a similar point:

(95) Yaa shàs-shàari diakii
    3SG.M.PF RED-sweep room
    ‘He swept the room’
    i. %superficially
    ii. %thoroughly

The two interpretations given above seem contradictory. The difference between the two interpretations is that one involves (what looks like) non-exhaustivity while the other interpretation seems to be exhaustive. I argued in section 3.5.4.2. that the non-exhaustive interpretation arises as a consequence of the tendency to make the participants clearly individuated. If the participants are parts of a single object, leaving ‘gaps’ between the parts makes their plurality more obvious. That in turn leads to the ‘superficial action’ interpretation. It is possible that for those speakers who report the ‘thorough action’ interpretation it is sufficient if the parts are plural by virtue of them being non-overlapping. In other words, the ‘high individuation’ requirement of these speakers is not very strong. If all parts of a room are swept, it suggests that the sweeping was very thorough. Alternatively, the choice between the two possible interpretations might be a matter of choosing one of the several competing ‘flavors’ of special plurality. For the speakers who accept the sentence on the interpretation in (i) the ‘high individuation’ meaning is more prominent, while for the speakers who have preference for the interpretation in (ii), the ‘intensification’ effect appears to be stronger.

Another important source of variation is the fact that pluractionals are rather unusual, infrequently used, forms. Since pluractional forms are not used very frequently, speakers are sometimes less sure about their usage. In particular, speakers sometimes express uncertainty as to whether a certain form exists or not. The awareness of what is common and what is not can be gleaned from comments like ‘people do/ do not say that’, ‘I’ve heard that many times’, ‘I’ve never heard that’ etc. Some speakers actually refuse many forms altogether regardless of the context: they consider them simply non-existent. The

---

101 The shift from distributive to simple plurality has often been reported in the literature (presumably usually for nominal distributives), e.g. for Indonesian (Rafferty 2002, referring to Gonda 1949) and for various North-American languages (Mithun 1999:91 and the references therein). I am not suggesting that Hausa pluractionals are undergoing a change from special to regular plurality. Nevertheless, I do think that there is a continuum of speakers with some interpreting pluractionals as plurals that are truly special at one extreme and others treating them as almost regular plurals at the other extreme.
variation can thus be seen as a reflection of whether the given speaker accepts ‘possible’ forms, or only ‘actual’ words (cf. Aronoff 1983, Bauer 2001, Haspelmath 2002).102

Finally, recall that some speakers tend to reject certain pluractional forms for stylistic reasons, as being too informal or expressive, or because they are not considered ‘proper Hausa’.103 Sometimes, the speaker offers a different way of expressing the same meaning, which is considered more formal or ‘correct’. For example, one speaker rejects (96a) with the explanation that (96b) is a better way to express the given meaning:104

(96)  a. ??Yaa tát-támbyée ni
       3SG.M.PF RED-ask me
       ‘He asked me many questions’

   b. Yaa yi mini tambayooyii
       3SG.M.PF do me questions
       ‘He asked me (many) questions’

To summarize, plurational forms may be rejected for many different reasons. The examples of cases where speakers may vary in their judgments given above by no means exhaust the possibilities. Hopefully, however, they sufficiently illustrate the main point, namely, that variation can not only be dealt with on my analysis, but that it is in fact expected. With the exception of the last two cases, where the sources of variation are not specific to Hausa pluractionals, the individual points of variation follow from the analysis. The exact way in which the event units of a plural event are individuated depends to a large extent on the context and the inventiveness of the speaker. How exactly the special plural nature of Hausa pluractionals is manifested and how strong the effects are varies as well. Moreover, pluractionals do not abound in everyday speech. It is thus only natural that speakers’ judgments are not entirely uniform and fixed.

In the next subsection, I will provide additional support for the way variation is dealt with in this thesis by presenting the idioclects of four different speakers and by showing that certain features of the idioclects that can seem random when considered in isolation are not random at all when each idioclect is considered as a whole. I conclude the section by offering several generalizations about the way speakers’ idioclects vary.

102 The fact that it matters for many speakers whether a given form is commonly used/ established or not, and that they may refuse those forms that are not common as ‘impossible’ provides support for the idea that not only lexicalized/ idiosyncratic forms are ‘stored’ but also some of the regularly formed ones (cf. Bauer 2001, Haspelmath 2002).

103 The most frequent forms tend to lack the informal or expressive flavor, however.

104 It is also possible to use a frequentative:

(i) Yaa yi támbyée-támbyée
    3SG.M.PF do question.FREQ
    ‘He asked me many (different) questions’
3.8.2. Examples of idiolects

In the following demonstration of how speakers idiolects might vary I will focus on several properties, in particular:

a. productivity and idiosyncrasies of use
b. presence of iterative readings
c. necessity of high individuation of the event units
d. necessity of large number of the event units
e. possibility to specify the number of the event units
f. presence of high degree readings
g. distribution to parts – exhaustive/ non-exhaustive

The properties in (a-g) are not expected to be entirely independent of each other. Rather, my proposal predicts the existence of the following connections between the individual properties:

(i) If iterative interpretations are acceptable, high individuation should not be required. This is because the high individuation requirement can be understood as a stronger version of the non-equivalence condition which rules out iteration as a possible interpretation of pluractionals.
(ii) If high individuation is required, distribution to parts, if possible at all, should lead to a non-exhaustive (‘superficial action’) interpretation.
(iii) If a given speaker forms pluractionals very easily, they are less likely to give rise to strong special effects (high individuation, large number, intensification). This is because unrestricted usage of pluractionals can be taken to signal that the pluractional form is becoming a simple plural for the given speaker, and does not require a special context anymore.

After discussing the selected idiolects I will comment on how the predictions above are borne out.

Speaker 1:

This speakers’ formation of pluractional forms is moderately productive. Pluractional forms are clearly marked forms for him. In some respects, this speaker’s idiolect is somewhat unusual: the use of pluractionals has some specific properties that are not found with most other speakers (see below). Iterative readings are completely excluded, which means that the non-equivalence condition cannot be violated. The preference for high individuation is very strong. The speaker does not allow for precise specification of the number of the event units, and the number of the event units should clearly also be large. None of these special effects can be dropped very easily. This speaker does assign a high degree interpretation to some forms. Distribution to parts does not seem to be very easy and if accepted the superficiality effect is often invoked. As for the less usual properties in this speaker’s idiolect, the use of pluractionals seems to imply a certain
degree of unpredictability and unusualness of the events. This is probably why this speaker disprefers combinations of certain TAMs and pluractionals. For example, habitual, future or subjunctive TAMs do not very easily combine with pluractionals for this speaker. The ban is not absolute, however. This supports the idea that it is not a grammatical constraint.

*Speaker 2:*

The idiolect of Speaker 2 is similar to that of Speaker 1, the difference being that Speaker 2 uses pluractionals to describe more ordinary situations and does not require the context to be as special as Speaker 1 does (there are no restrictions on the compatibility with different TAMs, for instance). The idiolect of Speaker 2 is more representative of Hausa pluractionals in general. Otherwise, the basic properties are very similar: the productivity of the formation is moderate. Iterative readings are not accepted but the resistance is slightly less severe than in the case of Speaker 1. This can be seen from the fact that some of the forms, although degraded, are understood as referring to iterated actions. For this speaker, the individual event units in a plural event should be highly individuated if possible. Speaker 2’s judgments are also typical in the sense that the number of events should not be specified, but they should be many. There are some, although only few, intensification cases in his data. Distribution to parts is much easier than for Speaker 1. There are no tentative cases in this speaker’s data.

*Speaker 3:*

This speaker has very few restrictions on the formation and use of pluractionals. Pluractionals are less special than in the case of both Speaker 1 and 2, or than is typical, in fact. A few cases of iterative readings can be found in his data, suggesting that the non-equivalence condition can sometimes be suspended. This speaker exhibits the following special effects: a preference for the number of event units to be large but unspecified (or only vaguely specified), and the existence of a few high degree readings. Nevertheless, high individuation is not required. Even other special effects can be dropped rather easily: the speaker accepts sentences describing situations in which the number of events is as low as two, and high degree readings can be cancelled easily. Distribution to parts is easy, and the effect is neither clear exhaustivity nor superficiality: it is simple distribution to different parts.

*Speaker 4:*

This speaker is the most liberal one of those that I interviewed. As such, he stands at the opposite end of the spectrum in comparison to Speaker 1. He forms pluractionals very regularly and there are very few restrictions on their appropriate use in his idiolect. Even iterative interpretations are accepted quite easily. Even for this speaker, however, they are not the first interpretations offered. The availability of iterative interpretations signals that the non-equivalence condition is weak to the extent that it can be dropped completely. High individuation of the event units is not required. The speaker does
exhibit other special effects, however. Specifically, the use of pluractionals generally implies some kind of emphasis or ‘intensification’, despite the fact that genuine high degree cases are non-existent in his idiolect.\textsuperscript{105} Also, precise specification of the number of event units is dispreferred. If it is not explicitly stated, the number of event units can be low, however. Distribution to parts is easy and the interpretation is exhaustive (no superficial action readings).

From this very brief excursion into the idiolects of some of the speakers, several conclusions can be drawn. First of all, the first prediction is very clearly borne out: there is a clear correlation between the high individuation requirement and the lack of iterative readings (most clearly in Speaker 1’s idiolect). If iterative readings are possible, the speaker does not have the high individuation requirement or it can be dropped easily.\textsuperscript{106} The second prediction seems to be confirmed as well: it appears that only those speakers who do not insist on high individuation can distribute to parts exhaustively. However, more data is needed to confirm this preliminary conclusion. Finally, the last prediction seems to be borne out as well. If a speaker forms pluractionals very easily, they tend not to have many special meanings, or they are cancellable. This seems to indicate that the speaker’s pluractionals might have partly lost the special plural status. Roughly, the more productive the formation of pluractionals is, the more likely it is that the requirement for large number and high individuation can be dropped, and that the high degree interpretation can be cancelled.

Finally, the overview of the idiolects given above provides support for the idea that some components of the pluractional meaning are more stable than others. Even though some speakers insist on the special plural effects (Component 3 in Figure 3.4.), this is where the speakers’ requirements can be relaxed most easily. Compared to that, the non-equivalence condition (Component 2) is harder to drop. Nevertheless, this still does happen sometimes, while the plurality condition (Component 1) is virtually never violated. The low degree of fixedness of some parts of the meaning of pluractionals is reflected also in the fact that speakers are often not consistent in their judgments. It is common that speakers require high individuation and do not accept iterative readings at first, only to become more liberal later on. This is most clearly the case for Speaker 4. Apart from illustrating the relative strength or fixedness of the individual meaning

\textsuperscript{105} By ‘genuine degree cases’ I mean cases of pluractionals derived from gradable verbs where the degree of the property is higher.

\textsuperscript{106} This shows that there is a connection between the non-equivalence condition and the high individuation requirement. However, the non-equivalence condition is more or less independent, which can be seen from the fact that for the absolute majority of speakers, iterative interpretations are excluded (even if high individuation is not necessary for them). In addition, the high individuation requirement is reported also for cases in which the non-equivalence condition does not apply: the repetitive case (cf. example (73)). Thus, what the correlation discussed above shows is that the non-equivalence condition and the high individuation requirement simply go in the same direction and if the weaker ‘distributive’ condition (the non-equivalence condition) is missing, it is only natural that the stronger one (the ‘high individuation’ condition) is as well.
components, this observation is also important in the sense that it clearly speaks for a very careful approach when working with speakers’ judgments.

Although the selection of the points in which speakers’ judgments vary presented here is necessarily limited, the discussion of inter-speaker variation can be concluded by observing that the differences found in the different speakers’ data are not quite random. In fact, each idiolect forms a coherent system, in which many of the properties are not independent of each other and can be at least partly predicted. The important conclusion here is that the extensive variation within the data, an aspect that can in principle be very problematic, turns out to be an important argument for the type of approach I chose in this dissertation. On a more general level, one of the contributions of the present thesis is that it shows that variation is not necessarily a problem but rather that it can provide an important insight into the phenomenon under scrutiny. Also, variation is not understood here as a consequence of the existence of several parallel grammars (e.g. different dialects). Rather, it follows, at least to some extent, from the nature of the phenomenon itself, that is from the fact that certain parts of the meaning are not fully specified and completely fixed. This means that variation is in fact one of the basic properties of pluractionality in Hausa.

3.9. Comparison with other theories

In the previous sections I presented my analysis of the meaning of pluractional verbs in Hausa. In this section I compare some aspects of my approach to other proposals, especially Lasersohn (1995), but also Ojeda (1998) and Henderson (2010). The issues that will be the focus of the comparisons below are the following: (a) the individuation of the event units, (b) the separateness/ diversification of the event units, (c) the cardinality of the event units, (d) the relation between simple and special plurality, and (e) the relation to nominal number.

Let me start with the issue of how the event units in a plural event are individuated. On my approach, if the event units are not individuated as a result of natural atomicity, individuation is achieved by what I call anchoring: the event units are individuated with the help of the elements that constitute them, e.g. their participants. In Lasersohn (1995), the event units are individuated by mapping the events to their (non-overlapping) participants, locations or times. The relevant part of Lasersohn’s formula is underlined, with the possible values of $f$ given below:

\[(97) \quad \text{V-PA} (X) \leftrightarrow \forall e, e' \in X \left[ \text{P}(e) \land \neg \text{f}(e) \circ \text{f}(e') \land \exists x \left[ \text{between}(x, \text{f}(e), \text{f}(e')) \land \neg \exists e'' \left[ \text{P}(e'') \land x = \text{f}(e'') \right] \right] \land \text{card}(X) \geq n \right] \]
temporal distribution: \( f = \tau \) (temporal trace function)
spatio-temporal distribution: \( f = K \) (function that is actually a pair of functions mapping events to their times and locations)
participant-based distribution: \( f = \theta \) (theta roles)

In a sense, Lasersohn’s approach and mine are very similar: the events are mapped to the elements that constitute them, and in this way they are individuated. There is a difference, however. On Lasersohn’s approach, the participant-based, temporal and spatial readings are three clearly defined and distinct readings that the plurational can give rise to. I have argued, however, that there is not enough evidence for making a distinction between participant-based and spatial readings in Hausa, and that there are other possibilities of anchoring that are harder to categorize. Moreover, the case of temporal readings is clearly more complicated in Hausa: some, but not all, types of interpretation involving repetition have to be excluded. It is not obvious how that could be done on Lasersohn’s approach.

The issue just discussed is tightly connected to the next one, namely how the stronger effect of separateness and/or diversification of the event units (the distributive effect) is achieved. Lasersohn accounts for the separateness effect by making the following clause part of his formula (cf. (97)):

\[
\exists x \text{between}(x, f(e), f(e')) \& \neg \exists e'' [P(e'') \& x = f(e'')]
\]

This clause ensures that there is a gap between any two event units (i.e. any two participants, times, or locations). Note, however, that this really captures only the idea of separation of the event units rather than accounting for the more general requirement that the event units be highly individuated. It is hard to see how (98) explains the ‘different kinds’ effect, for example, or the idea of diversification in general. In view of this, Ojeda’s (1998) approach seems more appropriate, as it is more general.

Ojeda analyzes the semantics of distributive nouns and verbs in Papago:

(99) a. dāḍḍaikuḍ [Papago]\(^{107}\)
    ‘several chairs from several households’

    b. cǐckpan
    ‘to work (more than once) at more than one location’

In Papago, distributives are used if the individual or event atoms belong to different ‘loci’ (Mathiot 1983). In the case of nouns this could mean belonging to different households (for artifacts/objects) or herds (for animals). In the case of verbs, the event atoms should be distributed over different locations. To capture the idea of the individual atoms belonging to different ‘loci’, Ojeda uses the notion of (non-)equivalence: in his account, distributive plurals denote sums of non-equivalent atoms. By contrast, non-

---

\(^{107}\) Ojeda (1998:249, 251).
distributive plurals are sums of equivalent atoms. He points out that what counts as different loci is culture-dependent. As a result, what counts as equivalent and what does not, is not a matter of semantics proper.

My approach is very similar to and in fact inspired by Ojeda’s. There are some differences, however, which follow from the differences between Papago distributives and Hausa pluractionals. First of all, in my proposal, the non-equivalence condition is a condition restricting the choice of anchors that serve the purpose of individuating the individual event units. Whether or not the non-equivalence condition applies depends on the lexical properties of the predicate: pluractionals derived from naturally atomic verbs can refer to plural events consisting of equivalent event units. In other words, the non-equivalence condition does not play a role for all pluractionals in Hausa, while by definition all Papago distributives are sums of non-equivalent events.\footnote{Not all types of verbal forms that could be called pluractional in Papago could be analyzed as sums of non-equivalent events, however. Apart from distributive plurals, there are also forms whose meaning is simple repetition (in the same location). Cf. the discussion in section 1.8.4.} Second, unlike in Papago, the distributive effects in Hausa can be attributed to two separate conditions: the non-equivalence condition and the high individuation requirement. This split is motivated by the fact that only a subset of the ‘distributive’ effects are obligatory and more or less uniform across speakers in Hausa, i.e. those triggered by the non-equivalence condition.

Ojeda’s proposal is also very interesting with respect to the discussion of simple and special plurality in this thesis. Recall that Ojeda relates simple and distributive plurality by saying that simple plurals are based on the notion of identity, while distributive plurals are based on the notion of equivalence. Identity is a special case of equivalence, its strictest form in fact (cf. section 1.8.4.).\footnote{This also explains the ease with which (nominal) distributive plurals in many languages shift to regular plurals; cf. footnote 101 in section 3.8.1.} The way simple and special plurals are related in this thesis is less elegant than that of Ojeda’s: under my account, special plurals are plurals that have an aspect of meaning in addition to simple plurality. However, this move is necessary since Hausa pluractionals are special plurals in a more general sense than Papago distributive verbs are. Distributive plurals are just a specific subtype of special plurals. As a result, Ojeda’s specification of the relation between distributive plurals and regular/ simple plurals is too narrow to fit Hausa as well.

Another aspect of the meaning of pluractionals in many languages is the idea that the number of the event units in the plural event should be relatively large. I proposed that the nature of Hausa pluractionals as ‘special’ plurals accounts for the fact that they do not refer to events that are simply plural, but rather multiple. The ‘large number of events’ interpretation is therefore not part of their core meaning. In fact, it is not even a component of meaning that is completely fixed and obligatory. For Lasersohn (1995), by contrast, this condition is part of the meaning of pluractionality that is on the same level.
as all the other meaning components. It is defined in terms of the cardinality of the set of events (the value of \( n \) is fixed by context):

\[
(100) \ V\-\text{PA} (X) \Leftrightarrow \forall e, e' \in X [P(e) \land \neg f(e) \lor f(e') \land \exists x \left( \text{between}(x, f(e), f(e')) \land \\neg \exists e'' [P(e'') \land x = f(e'')] \right) \land \text{card}(X) \geq n
\]

An alternative approach, closer in spirit to mine, was developed in Součková & Buba (2008) and Henderson (2010). In both papers, the intuition is that the ‘large number’ effect might in fact be a degree effect, very similar to the meaning effect of a degree expression such as *a lot* (cf. section 1.4.1.). In Součková & Buba (2008), the idea was that the semantics of the plural action marker has a degree component. More precisely, there is a degree function, which, when applied to the verbal denotation, can access the ordering based on the size of the sums of events and pick the larger ones. In Henderson (2010), the semantics of the plural action contains a conjunct very similar to Lasersohn’s cardinality conjunct, with the difference that it specifies the size of the group of events in terms of degree on the scale of cardinality, rather than number.

The type of approach found in Součková & Buba (2008) and Henderson (2010) is to be preferred over Lasersohn’s, in my view, because it captures better the degree-like feel of many plural actionals. Speakers often describe events referred to by plural actionals as ‘intensified’. This ‘intensification’ can be interpreted either as ‘large number’ or as ‘high degree’ (cf. also the compensation effects described in section 3.7.4.). Furthermore, the degree approach is better suited to capture the vagueness and context-dependence of the number value, since this is something very typical for degree expressions (cf. also Henderson 2010).

Finally, one general aspect in which theories of pluraclactionality can be compared is how they relate pluraclactionality to nominal number. My analysis of Hausa puts plural actionals closer to nominal plurals than Lasersohn’s (1995) account, which specifies how the event units are individuated in the semantics of the plural action itself (the values of the \( f \) function). On my account, the differences between verbal and nominal plurals follow largely from the differences between events and objects and are not encoded in the meaning of the plural action itself, since I assume the existence of independent principles of event individuation. Ojeda’s (1998) proposal goes even further in establishing a parallel between the nominal and verbal domains: the distributive forms of nouns and verbs in fact receive a uniform analysis under his analysis. This is enabled by the fact that the nominal and verbal number systems are parallel to such an extent in Papago.

This concludes the discussion of the individual aspects in which my approach diverges from other approaches. Summing up, I have claimed that the meaning of plural actional verbs should be modeled as consisting of several components whose contribution is not on the same level. This idea makes the present proposal quite different from other proposals dealing with similar data. My approach is motivated by the specific properties of the Hausa data, and in particular the observation that some aspects of the meaning of
pluractionals are less stable and more elusive than others, giving rise, among other things, to a large amount of variation in judgments.

3.10. Conclusion

The goal of the present thesis was to propose a semantic analysis of pluractionality in Hausa. To prepare the ground, I started, in Chapter 1, with a rather broad discussion of what should be included in the notion of pluractionality and what other notions are relevant in the study of the phenomenon. The first question that comes to mind is how pluractionality relates to nominal number. I suggested that there are striking similarities between the two domains, if the attention is restricted to phenomena that are truly comparable at least. Nevertheless, I argued that it makes sense to study pluractionality more or less separately from nominal number because some issues are specific to the verbal domain, in particular, the relation to aspect and the fact that events are typically individuated with the help of other entities. Special attention was devoted to delineating boundaries between pluractionality and aspect but also between pluractionality and degree phenomena, as these boundaries are not always clear. Other relevant issues were discussed there, namely the use of the terms ‘distributive’ and ‘collective’, and the usefulness of making certain distinctions within pluractionality, specifically, the distinction between event number and participant number and the distinction between event-external and event-internal plurality. The general discussion of pluractionality was concluded by presenting four theoretical accounts of pluractionality.

In Chapter 2, the focus turned to Hausa. After giving some basic information on Hausa and its grammatical system, most of the chapter was devoted to the presentation of the Hausa pluractional data. The main generalization is that Hausa pluractionals refer to plural events. The events are not simply plural, however. Instead, the event units are typically many and clearly individuated. Simple iterative interpretations are not possible, with the exception of cases that I called repetitive, which are basically plurational semelfactives. In addition, pluractionals can sometimes have conative and tentative interpretations and in some cases the event plurality interpretation is accompanied by intensification.

In Chapter 3, I proposed an analysis of Hausa pluractionals that accounts for all the different interpretations described in Chapter 2. The proposal departs from other proposals dealing with pluractionality in dividing the labor of accounting for the individual meaning effects between several semi-independent components. This is intended to capture the fact that the different aspects of pluractionality in Hausa do not have the same status: they are not equally stable and necessary for the felicitous use of the pluractional form. The fact that some parts of the meaning of the pluractional are less fixed than others is also one of the main sources of the considerable variation in speakers’ judgments. The components co-determining the interpretations of
pluractionals were argued to be the following. The first and most stable component, which represents the core of the meaning of pluractionality, is (event) plurality: pluractionals denote sums of events. This is presumably also the meaning component that is shared by all (proper) plurals, nominal and verbal alike, abstracting away from the nature of the atoms forming the plurality. The second component is essentially a single condition constraining the process of event individuation through anchors, a process that is itself governed by independent principles that are not restricted to pluractionality. The constraint is called the non-equivalence condition. It is a conventionalized condition that is responsible for ruling out simple iterative interpretations. Iterative interpretations obtain when the individual event units only differ from each other in when they took place. The non-equivalence condition requires that the event units are interpreted as truly different from each other, which is a requirement that is not satisfied by event units that only differ in their temporal location. In contrast to the core meaning component, i.e. event plurality, the non-equivalence condition represents a slightly less fixed part of the meaning of pluractionality in Hausa: it can be marginally violated. The last meaning component, which is the outer layer of the pluractional semantics, so to speak, are additional conditions on the use of the pluractional form. This is, for instance, the requirement that the event units be many and/or diversified, rather than simply plural. These conditions follow from the fact that Hausa pluractionals are special plurals: they express meanings that go beyond simple plurality. The special meaning effects that these conditions give rise to represent a component of the meaning of Hausa pluractionals that is much more elusive than both the core meaning and the non-equivalence condition. This can be seen from the fact that they are often cancellable or replaceable by other special effects. These three meaning components together can explain essentially all properties of Hausa pluractionals, including the variation.\footnote{I leave it for future research to specify at which point in the derivation the pluractional morpheme applies to the verb and how exactly the verb combines with its semantic arguments. How these questions are answered will have consequences also for the question of how exactly the plurality requirement is checked.}

Despite the fact that the analysis proposed in this thesis is intended to explain the specific properties of Hausa pluractionals and not pluractionality in general, the fact that it consists of three partly independent components makes it potentially applicable to different types of data. It is a project for future research to see how useful the tools developed in this thesis are for the study of pluractionality across languages.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands

Dit proefschrift gaat over de semantiek van pluractionele werkwoorden in het Hausa. Pluractionele werkwoorden, die in vele talen van de wereld voorkomen, zijn werkwoordsvormen die alleen gebruikt kunnen worden om naar meervoudige gebeurtenissen te verwijzen. Een aantal voorbeelden die het gebruik van pluractionele werkwoorden in het Hausa illustreren zijn te vinden in (1).

(1) a. Mutāanee sun fīr-fitoo
   people 3PL.PF RED-come.out
   ‘Vee mensen kwamen naar buiten’

b. Yusūf yaa sās-sāyi littātāfāi
   Yusuf 3SG.M.PF RED-kopen boeken
   ‘Yusuf heeft veel (verschillende) boeken gekocht’

c. Yaa shūs-shūuri teebūr
   3SG.M.PF RED-schoppen tafel
   ‘Hij heeft herhaaldelijk tegen de tafel geschop’

De zin in (1a) kan alleen gebruikt worden als er veel mensen bij de gebeurtenis van het naar buiten gaan betrokken zijn geweest. In (1b) moet de hoeveelheid boeken die Yusuf gekocht heeft erg groot zijn, en het liefst moet het om verschillende soorten boeken gaan. Zin (1c) kan alleen maar een situatie beschrijven waarbij meerdere keren geschop werd.


Dit proefschrift heeft als doel een semantische analyse te geven van pluractionaliteit in het Hausa. Het eerste hoofdstuk bevat vooral achtergrondinformatie. In dit hoofdstuk komt aan de orde wat pluractionaliteit inhoudt en worden enkele basisbegrippen behandeld die relevant zijn om inzicht te verkrijgen in dit verschijnsel. De eerste vraag die naar voren komt is hoe pluractionaliteit zich verhoudt tot meervoudigheid bij nomina. Ik stel voor dat er duidelijke overeenkomsten zijn tussen de twee domeinen. Desondanks beargumenteer ik dat pluractionaliteit (werkwoordelijk meervoud) onafhankelijk van nominaal geïndividueerd moet worden omdat bepaalde eigenschappen van pluractionaliteit uitsluitend betrekking hebben op het werkwoordelijk domein. Hierbij moet met name gedacht worden aan de relatie tot aspect en het feit dat gebeurtenissen gewoonlijk geïndiviudeerd worden met behulp van andere entiteiten. Naast het vaststellen van de grenzen tussen pluractionaliteit en aspect wordt ook aandacht geschonken aan de relatie tussen pluractionaliteit en graadverschijnselen en het gebruik van de termen ‘distributief’ en ‘collectief’. Ook wordt gekeken naar de bruikbaarheid van bepaalde onderscheidingen binnen het verschijnsel pluractionaliteit, met name het onderscheid tussen meervoudigheid van gebeurtenissen en meervoudigheid van
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In Hoofdstuk 2 ligt de nadruk op het Hausa. Na een korte introductie van relevante onderdelen van de grammatica bevat dit hoofdstuk een uitgebreide uiteenzetting van de eigenschappen van pluractionele werkwoordsvormen in het Hausa. De belangrijkste generalisatie die gemaakt kan worden op basis van de data is dat de pluractionele vormen verwijzen naar meervoudige gebeurtenissen. Naast meervoudigheid zijn echter meestal nog andere factoren van belang. Eenvoudige iteratieve interpretaties zijn in de meeste gevallen niet mogelijk, behalve bij een klasse werkwoorden die ‘repetitief’ gebruikt kunnen worden (semelfactieven). Om de pluractionele vorm te kunnen gebruiken moeten er ofwel veel gebeurtenissen hebben plaatsgevonden, ofwel de gebeurtenissen moeten duidelijk van elkaar verschillen. Daar komt nog bij dat pluractionele werkwoordsvormen soms conatieve en tentatieve interpretaties kunnen hebben; in andere gevallen gaat de interpretatie van de meervoudigheid van de gebeurtenissen gepaard met intensificatie.

In Hoofdstuk 3 stel ik een analyse van pluractionaliteit in het Hausa voor die alle verschillende interpretaties die in Hoofdstuk 2 beschreven zijn verklaren. In tegenstelling tot andere analyses van pluractionaliteit maakt dit voorstel gebruik van drie semi-onafhankelijke componenten, die elk verantwoordelijk zijn voor een deel van de aangetroffen betekenis-effecten.

De analyse laat zien dat verschillende aspecten van pluractionaliteit in het Hausa niet dezelfde status hebben. Sommige betekenisaspecten liggen minder goed vast dan andere. Dit is één van de oorzaken van de aanzienlijke variatie in oordelen onder sprekers. De componenten die de interpretaties van de pluractionals mede bepalen zijn als volgt. De eerste en meest stabiele component, die tevens gezien kan worden als de hoofdbetekenis van pluractionaliteit, is meervoud (van gebeurtenissen): een pluractionele vorm denoteert een som van gebeurtenissen. Dit is waarschijnlijk ook het betekenisonderdeel dat gedeeld wordt door alle (echte) meervouden, zowel nominale als werkwoordelijke, waarbij geabstraheerd wordt van de eigenschappen van de atomen die aan het meervoud ten grondslag liggen.

De tweede component van de analyse is een conditie op het individuatieproces van gebeurtenissen door middel van ‘ankers’. Dit type individuatie wordt verder bepaald door onafhankelijke principes die zich niet beperken tot pluractionaliteit. De conditie waar het hier om gaat, wordt de ‘non-equivalence condition’ (niet-gelijkwaardigheidsconditie) genoemd. Binnen het huidige voorstel is dit een geconventionaliseerde voorwaarde op ‘verankering’ van gebeurtenissen, die verantwoordelijk is voor het uitsluiten van eenvoudige iteratieve interpretaties. Bij iteratieve interpretaties verschillen de afzonderlijke gebeurtenis-eenheden slechts van
elkaar door het moment waarop ze plaatsvinden. Hoewel deze gebeurtenis-eenheden niet identiek zijn, kunnen ze alleen van elkaar onderscheiden worden op basis van hun ordening ten opzichte van elkaar. Ik neem aan dat dit niet voldoende is om ze te kwalificeren als ongelijkwaardige gebeurtenis-eenheden: de gebeurtenis-eenheden zijn weliswaar niet identiek maar ze zijn wel gelijkwaardig. In tegenstelling tot de hoofdbetekenis (meervoudigheid van gebeurtenis-eenheden) is de niet-gelijkwaardigheidsconditie een minder wezenlijk onderdeel van de betekenis van pluractionaliteit in het Hausa: de conditie kan marginaal geschonden worden.

De laatste betekeniscomponent, die gezien kan worden als de buitenste laag van betekenis van pluractionaliteit, bevat bijkomstige voorwaarden op het gebruik van de pluractionele vorm, zoals de vereiste dat er veel of duidelijk verschillende gebeurtenis-eenheden zijn, in plaats van alleen maar meer dan één. Deze condities volgen uit het feit dat Hausa pluractionele vormen ‘bijzondere’ meervoud zijn: ze drukken betekenissen uit die zich niet beperken tot meervoudigheid. De speciale betekenis-effecten die hierdoor ontstaan zijn ongrijpbaarder dan de hoofdbetekenis (meervoudigheid) en de effecten van de niet-gelijkwaardigheidsconditie die hierboven besproken zijn. Dit kan aangetoond worden op grond van het feit dat ze niet altijd noodzakelijk aanwezig zijn, en dat één effect vervangen kan worden door een ander effect. Samen verklaren deze drie betekeniscomponenten in essentie alle eigenschappen van Hausa pluractionals, daarbij inbegrepen de variatie tussen sprekers.

Hoewel de voorgestelde analyse in dit proefschrift bedoeld is om specifieke eigenschappen van pluractionaliteit in het Hausa te beschrijven, en niet van pluractionaliteit in het algemeen, is de analyse in drie onafhankelijke componenten in principe ook geschikt voor de analyse van gegevens van andere talen. Verder onderzoek moet aantonen in hoeverre andere systemen van pluractionaliteit en variatie tussen verschillende pluractionele systemen met behulp van een geparametriseerde versie van de hier voorgestelde analyse geanalyseerd kunnen worden.
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